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Preface
When Thomas Schwentick first introduced me to context-free games, they were originally
just supposed to be a little side project for me while I was looking for a suitable topic
for my dissertation. The idea, back then, was for me to take some results from Joscha
Kulbatzki’s diploma thesis, expand on them and make a paper out of it as a way to get
used to doing research. At that time, I believed that most of the work on context-free
games had already been done, and there wasn’t much more left to research.
By the time this side project turned into my first publication, however, my views had
changed. Thomas and I had uncovered a lot more potential for research into context-free
games by extending them from strings into nested words, and I found the topic just too
interesting to give up on, so we decided that context-free games should indeed be the
subject of my dissertation.
Now, four years and two rather voluminous publications later, that dissertation is
finally complete, and I must say that getting here was quite the eventful journey – often
difficult, sometimes downright frustrating in stretches with little progress, but always
fascinating and, in retrospect, definitely worth the effort.
With this dissertation, I hope to share with its readers some of my fascination for
formal games and automata in general and context-free games in particular, and per-
haps raise some interest for the very natural, yet surprisingly little-known model that is
context-free games.
I am deeply obliged to all the people without whom this dissertation would not have
been possible. First of all, I thank Thomas Schwentick for being a committed advisor, a
considerate employer, and a shining example in research and teaching; most of what I
know about good research, scientific writing, and presentation, I learned from him.
Along with Thomas, I also thank my current and former colleagues in our working
group and at our chair for providing fruitful discussion and an all-around pleasant work
environment that made me enjoy my job even in stressful times.
I am grateful to teachers and professors too numerous to list in Dortmund, Tu¨bingen,
Balingen and Baden-Baden. Everyone who had a part in sparking and fanning my curios-
ity towards science, mathematics, computer science, and the world in general, deserves
my heart-felt thanks.
On a more personal note, I thank Peter, Till, Niclas and Christian for providing me
with a home away from home and a refuge from science in shared fantasy, and, along
with Dave, I thank them for excellent food, enjoyable company and a welcome chance
to polish my English skills every now and then. I thank Olav for brightening up my day
whenever I needed it most (and lots of other times besides). I am grateful to all the
lovely people (too many, again, to name each one on their own) in my extended circle of
friends who supported me and helped give me strength to finish this dissertation.
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Finally, I thank my parents from the bottom of my heart, for their unconditional
support and unwavering belief in me throughout my entire life. Of all the people who
helped make this dissertation happen, I owe them the most.
Dortmund, May 2017
Martin Schuster
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1. Introduction
Formal two-player games have been playing an important role in several areas of theoret-
ical computer science, at the very least since Chandra, Kozen and Stockmeyer’s seminal
work on alternation [CKS81], if not before that. Perhaps one of the most interesting
uses of two-player games (and certainly the most relevant for this dissertation) lies in
modelling scenarios where an algorithm has to deal with an uncertain environment that
can be roughly constrained to certain types of behaviour, but not predicted accurately.
Modelling a scenario of this kind by a two-player game usually follows a “games against
nature” approach, which casts the algorithm and the environment as opposing players
trying to win against each other, and thus makes the worst-case assumption that the en-
vironment is actively working against the algorithm, trying to keep the algorithm from
reaching its goal as best as possible. Some more concrete examples of this are given
below, after a brief sketch of the intuition behind two-player games.
In a nutshell, these games are played by two players who take turns performing moves
in some given arena, with each player trying to reach some given objective while at
the same time keeping the other player from reaching theirs. The central algorithmic
questions for games of this sort usually concern the existence of strategies with certain
properties for some player, i.e. instructions for the player on how to move in any given
game position with a given history. An important example of such strategies are winning
strategies, which allow a player following the winning strategy to always win the game,
regardless of how the other player moves. Some (more or less practical) applications for
two-player games are as follows.
In complexity theory and logic, two-player games can be used to define semantics or
alternate characterisations for alternating computation models or logics (see, e.g. [Chl86;
GKR16]), with the first player being responsible for existential choices, the second player
for universal choices, and the existence of a winning strategy for the first player corre-
sponding to acceptance of an input or fulfilment of a logical formula.
More algorithmically oriented fields such as controller synthesis or competitive analysis
of on-line algorithms (see e.g. [MPS95; BLS92]) sometimes utilise two-player games in
the “games against nature” approach sketched above. In these applications, the goal
is generally to find a strategy for the first player that is optimal in some sense, which
corresponds to designing a controller or algorithm that deals with the environment in
the most secure or efficient way possible.
The context-free games examined in this dissertation were originally formalised by
Muscholl, Schwentick and Segoufin [MSS06] in the vein of this “games against nature”
approach to pinpoint the complexity of the schema rewriting problem for Active XML
(described in some more detail in Section 1.2); more recently, an application of context-
free games to synthesis of recursive programs has also been investigated [HMM16]. Seeing
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as context-free games are a very natural generalisation of a well-known problem, it is
likely that further applications exist.
1.1. Context-free games: Basic intuition
In computational complexity, many two-player game arise in a natural manner by taking
a “puzzle” problem that is easily solved using nondeterminism and turning this puzzle
into a game. For instance, the Tiling problem asks, given two natural numbers ℓ,m
and a set of tiles that may only be placed adjacent to each other according to certain
restrictions, whether it is possible to tile an ℓˆm rectangle while adhering to the given
restrictions. In the two-player version of this problem, players take turns sequentially
placing tiles in accordance with the given restriction, and the first player wins the game
if and only if this process ends with a valid tiling.1 While Tiling is a natural complete
problem for nondeterministic polynomial time, the problem 2-Player Tiling of deter-
mining whether the first player has a winning strategy in the corresponding two-player
game is complete for alternating polynomial time.
In their most simple form, context-free games can be derived by a similar “gamification”
process from a slight relaxation of the word problem for context-free grammars: Given
a context-free grammar G and sentential forms w,w1 (i.e. strings that may contain both
terminal and non-terminal symbols), can w1 be derived from w according to the rules
of G? This problem has a very natural solution algorithm using nondeterminism to
choose which non-terminal symbols should be replaced, and what right-hand side from
the corresponding rule should be used to replace them.
In the two-player version, it is the first player (called Juliet throughout the literature
on context-free games) who gets to choose which non-terminal to call (i.e. select for
replacement), while the choice of the right-hand side to replace the chosen symbol is up
to the second player (called Romeo). The question whether w1 can be derived from w
then naturally generalises to the question whether Juliet has a winning strategy in the
corresponding game that enforces rewriting w into w1. Due to the practical motivation
(detailed in Section 1.2), and because the target string w1 does not have to consist solely
of terminal symbols, from now on, we refer to non-terminals as function symbols instead,
as the term “non-terminal” is somewhat inappropriate for symbols that may be allowed
(or even desired) in the final result of a game.
This very simple model of context-free games can be extended in several ways, most
of which have a direct motivation from the practical application of context-free games in
Active XML. The first work on context-free games [MSS06] already considered a more
general winning condition for Juliet, where her objective is not to reach a specific string
w1, but an arbitrary string from a given regular target language. A similar generalisation
can be applied to the replacement rules – [MSS06] also examined games in which the
replacement mechanism is basically an extended context-free grammar, i.e. Romeo gets
to choose replacement strings from regular (instead of just finite) replacement languages.
1More information on tiling problems, as well as formal definitions, can be found in Section 2.5.
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Example 1.1. Consider the extended context-free grammar over the alphabet ta, f, gu
with function symbols f, g and replacement rules f Ñ gpf ` g˚qg, g Ñ af ` f , and a
target language given by the regular expression a˚ff˚gg˚. On the initial string w “ agfg,
Juliet can enforce a successful rewriting into the target language by selecting the leftmost
g for replacement. Romeo can replace this g either by af or by f , yielding one of the
strings aaffg or affg, both of which are contained in the target language. In other
words, Juliet has a winning strategy on agfg in this context-free game.
Context-free games can be further generalised from strings to more intricate structures.
In [SS15], this was done for nested words, an XML-style linearisation of trees into strings.
Since the structure of nested words (or, equivalently, trees) is somewhat more complex
than that of strings, basically allowing Juliet to request the replacement of entire
substrings (or subtrees, respectively), this opens up another avenue of variation in how
Romeo is allowed to respond to this request, depending on the substring (subtree) to
be replaced. In the most simple case, Romeo’s response may only depend on the root
label of the substring (subtree) to be replaced; in more involved cases, more complex
dependencies between the input and output of replacements can be considered as well,
such as the validation games of [SS15] and games with transducer-based replacement
[Sch16]. Further variation is possible by requiring the originally called substring (subtree)
to be kept and appended to, instead of replaced.
Parallel to these generalisations, it is also important to consider restrictions on context-
free games, in order to reduce the complexity of deciding whether Juliet has a winning
strategy, or to avoid undecidability of this problem. One way of imposing such restrictions
is by only allowing certain classes or representations of replacement rules and target
languages; the other main class of restrictions constrains the manner in which Juliet
may select function symbols for replacement. One central example of such a restriction is
the left-to-right (L2R) restriction, which prohibits Juliet from calling function symbols
that are strictly to the left of a function symbol she has previously called; this restriction
will be assumed throughout most of this dissertation, as the winning problem quickly
gets undecidable in unconstrained games (i.e. games without this restriction). Another
important restriction is a limit to the Call depth, i.e. the recursion depth of function calls,
constraining the extent to which Juliet may call function symbols that were previously
returned by Romeo inside results of prior function calls.
Generalising all the variants discussed, context-free games could be defined as games
played on some (logical) structure by two players, Juliet and Romeo, in which players
take turns with Juliet choosing some sub-structure of the current structure (in accor-
dance with some restriction on the order in which she may choose sub-structures) and
Romeo replacing the sub-structure chosen by Juliet (in accordance with some replace-
ment relation), where Juliet wins a play if, at some point, a structure from some given
target set of structures is reached.2
2Formalising this general definition and instantiating it to each of the classes of games examined in this
dissertation would be a rather technical and somewhat unintuitive task. For this reason, separate
definitions are given throughout this dissertation for each of the major classes of context-free games
studied here, even though this creates some redundancy and repetition in the concrete definitions.
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Therefore, a class of context-free games can be specified by the following parameters:
• The class of structures being played on. This dissertation uses only two compar-
atively simple classes of structures (strings and nested words), but examining
more general structures (graphs, data words/trees, arbitrary logical structures,
etc.) might be of future interest as well.
• The restrictions for Juliet on selecting sub-structures. Most of this dissertation
assumes the left-to-right restriction discussed above, since the winning problem for
games without this restriction becomes undecidable quite easily (see also the dis-
cussion in Chapter 3). In most cases, we also examine the impact of replay on the
complexity of the winning problem for Juliet, and some chapters introduce addi-
tional restrictions such as bounded Call width and write-once games in Chapter
9.
• The replacement relation according to which Romeo can choose replacement sub-
structures depending on the sub-structures chosen by Juliet. A major part of
this dissertation focuses on the case where the replacement relation gives a regular
language for each function symbol and Romeo may choose a replacement from the
language corresponding to the central function symbol in the sub-structure chosen
by Juliet (i.e. the symbol chosen in a string, or the root of a chosen nested
word), but more complex replacement mechanisms (validation-based replacement
in Chapter 7 and transducer-based replacement for various forms of transducers
in Chapter 9) are also studied.
• The class of target sets of structures. Throughout this dissertation, target sets will
be regular languages (of strings or nested words) and subclasses thereof, whose
representation (deterministic automata of various kinds, or explicit enumeration
for finite languages) may influence the complexity of the winning problem. Other
representations (such as non-deterministic automata, grammars, or logic-based rep-
resentations) as well as different classes of target sets might also be of interest for
future research.
1.2. An application: Schema rewriting for Active XML
As mentioned above, the initial research into context-free games was originally motivated
by an application in database theory, the schema rewriting problem for Active XML.
While Active XML is not a focus of this dissertation, many of the results and restrictions
presented here can be related to this original application; therefore, a short primer on
(Active) XML and schema rewriting may be in order to convey the motivation for this
research. This section focuses on intuitive descriptions and examples, with all required
formalism delegated to later chapters.
XML. XML documents are widely used for storing and exchanging semi-structured
data, particularly on the internet. As an example, Figure 1.1a shows a simplified excerpt
4
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<store>
<name> "bigbooks.de" </name>
<new-books>
<book>
<title> "Lord of the Rings" </title>
<price> 20 </price>
</book>
</new-books>
<used-books>
<book>
<title> "War and Peace" </title>
<price> 10 </price>
<discount> 4 </discount>
</book>
<book>
<title> "Les Miserables" </title>
<price> 12 </price>
</book>
</used-books>
</store>
(a) Example XML document
store
used-books
book
price
12
title
"Les Miserables"
book
discount
4
price
10
title
"War and Peace"
new-books
book
price
20
title
"Lord of the Rings"
name
"bigbooks.de"
(b) Tree representation of the XML document in Figure 1.1a.
Figure 1.1.: Example XML document from Section 1.2 (Fig. 1.1a) along with its tree
representation (Fig. 1.1b).
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of an XML document that might be used to store information about an online book
store, giving the name of the store (“bigbooks.de”) as well as a selection of books on
sale, with their names, prices, and potentially a discount on the price.3
XML documents can be interpreted as node-labelled trees in the standard fashion by
interpreting each matched pair of an opening 〈a〉 and a closing 〈{a〉 tag (for some label
a) as a node labelled with a whose child forest consists of the nodes corresponding to the
part of the document nested between 〈a〉 and 〈{a〉; as an example, the tree corresponding
to the document from Figure 1.1a is shown in Figure 1.1b. As something of a special
case, infinite-domain data values such as texts or numbers (like the leaves marked in
blue true-type text in the tree of Figure 1.1b) are not tag labels and have to be
handled separately; this dissertation, like much of the literature on the theory of XML,
abstracts away from data values and assumes that XML documents generally correspond
to node-labelled trees over some finite label alphabet.
Schemas for XML. Formal validation and classification tasks often require schemas
as formalisms for describing sets of XML documents. In the standard abstraction of
XML documents as node-labelled unranked trees, a schema is simply some formalism
for describing a language of such trees. From the perspective of automata theory, the
most simple class of tree languages are regular tree languages, which are described by
finite tree automata4. However, for practical applications of XML, regular tree languages
are often unsuited since they offer more expressive power than is generally required, at
the expense of increased complexity for some decision problems (cf. [MNSB06; MNS09]).
Instead, the theory of XML generally focusses on two more restricted classes of schema
languages: those given by Document Type Definitions (DTDs) and XML Schema.
DTDs, from a language-theoretic perspective, are just extended context-free grammars,
i.e. context-free grammars with productions aÑ ra mapping each alphabet symbol a to
a regular expression ra, called the content model of a.
5 The tree language defined by a
DTD is simply the set of its derivation trees, i.e. a tree matches a DTD if, for each of
its nodes labelled with some symbol a, the string obtained by concatenating the node’s
children’s labels from left to right matches the content model for a. For instance, XML
trees for online book stores like the one in Figure 1.1b (without data values) could be
described by a DTD with starting symbol store and the following rules:
store Ñ name new-books used-books
new-books Ñ book˚
used-books Ñ book˚
book Ñ title price pdiscount` ǫq
XML Schema somewhat extends DTDs. In a nutshell, an XML Schema may be viewed
as an extended DTD [PV00; BPV04; MNSB06], i.e. a DTD over an alphabet ∆ of types,
along with a labelling function mapping types to symbols from some label alphabet
3This example is inspired by a similar one given in [MNSB06].
4See e.g. [Sch07] for a survey on automata models for XML.
5More specifically, regular expressions used in DTDs and XML Schema are required to be determin-
istic in order to allow for polynomial-time construction of an equivalent deterministic finite-state
automaton. For more discussion, see e.g. [BW98].
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Σ with a single-type restriction requiring that no two types appearing together in any
content model are mapped to the same label from Σ. A tree t then matches an XML
Schema if there is some tree t1 with labels from ∆ that matches the base DTD such that
applying the labelling function to each of the node labels of t1 yields t. As an example,
the following DTD along with a labelling function that maps both book1 and book2 to
book (and all other labels to themselves) yields a somewhat more accurate model for
trees like the one from Figure 1.1b, assuming that only used books can be subject to a
discount6:
store Ñ name new-books used-books
new-books Ñ book˚1
used-books Ñ book˚2
book1 Ñ title price
book2 Ñ title price pdiscount` ǫq
Formally, XML Schemas (respectively DTDs) may be modelled as single-type (resp.
local) tree grammars defined in detail in Chapter 2.
Active XML. Active XML (or AXML for short) is an XML-based formalism for mod-
elling dynamic data exchange. At its core, AXML describes intensional XML documents
in which data need not be given explicitly as part of the document itself but may in-
stead be referenced by way of function nodes referring to external services or sources.
These function nodes can then be called at any time, querying the corresponding ex-
ternal service for up-to-date data to be materialised in the document. In the standard
AXML semantics, when a function call occurs, the subtree rooted at the function node
that was called is passed to the corresponding external service as a call parameter; the
external service then returns a forest as a function call result, which replaces the called
function node (and the subtree rooted at it) in the AXML document. Alternative se-
mantics (where for instance the function call result is inserted to the right of the called
function node instead of replacing it) exist; for a survey, see e.g. [ABM08]. In general,
external services come with schemas specifying the allowed inputs and possible outputs
for function calls; these are specified in the standard manner for XML, as DTDs or XML
Schema.
As a simple example, consider the AXML document in Figure 1.2a, which might
be part of an aggregator collecting offers for books from various sources; in this small
example, the aggregator might query some search engine or some online auction site, rep-
resented by the function nodes printed in red italics. The subtree rooted at the @search-
engine function node, for instance, contains parameters telling the external service to
return used books with a maximum price of 10. After calling the @search-engine function
node, the rewritten AXML document might look like the one in Figure 1.2b; here, the
subtree rooted at the @search-engine node has been replaced by a subforest containing
two trees, of which the first represents a search result (the book “War and Peace” from
bigbooks.de), and the second represents an option to search further using a different
6This assumption is actually somewhat realistic, as several countries in the EU (among them Germany)
have fixed price book laws mandating that new books may generally not be discounted.
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aggregator
@search-engine
max-price
10
type
"used"
@online-auctions
max-price
10
(a) Example AXML document before rewriting
aggregator
@other-search-engine
max-price
10
type
"used"
book
source
@bigbooks.de
discount
4
price
10
title
"War and Peace"
@online-auctions
max-price
10
(b) Document from Figure 1.2a after calling the @search-engine function node.
Figure 1.2.: Example of Active XML rewriting from Section 1.2.
search engine. Note that the result of this function call inserts additional function nodes
into the document in this example.
The schema rewriting problem. The process of performing function calls and materi-
alising data yields a way of rewriting AXML documents, which leads to the very natural
questions if, and how, a given document can be rewritten into a desired form, regardless
of the precise returns of function calls. This problem was first investigated in the form of
schema rewriting in [MAABN05]: Given an initial AXML document, specifications for
the input and output schemas of external services, and a target schema, is it always pos-
sible to rewrite the initial document into a document conforming to the target schema
by calling functions and materialising call results?
In the example of Figure 1.2, the target schema might for instance require that in
the rewritten document, there is a certain minimum or maximum number of books, or
that if the rewritten document contains results from online auctions, all other search
results have to consist solely of used books. Since it can be seen in the example that
the results of calls to function nodes may contain additional function nodes, rewriting
a given document in the target schema may require additional function calls within the
results of prior calls.
Obviously, assuming that the results of function calls are not known in advance, if and
when a function node should be called has to depend on the results of prior function
calls; what we are interested in, therefore, is (the existence of) a safe rewriting strategy,
i.e. a set of instructions specifying which function node to call in which situation, in
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order to ensure that, at some point, a document matching the target schema is reached.
Connection to context-free games. The schema rewriting problem for AXML can be
modelled using context-free games in a very natural way, again following the “games
against nature” approach described in the previous section – Juliet’s choice of func-
tion symbols to call corresponds to a rewriting strategy’s choice of function nodes, and
Romeo’s choice of replacements corresponds to the uncertainty about the exact results
of function calls, with the game’s target set of structures being constructed from the
target schema in the schema rewriting problem.
The original paper by Milo et al. [MAABN05] examined the schema rewriting problem
where all schemas are given by DTDs. Due to the relatively simple nature of DTDs along
with some additional restrictions, in their setting, the schema rewriting problem can
essentially be reduced to the winning problem for Juliet in context-free games on strings
using regular target and replacement languages. More expressive schema languages such
as XML Schema and regular tree languages then led to context-free games on nested
words being investigated in [SS15]. In this setting, some care has to be taken as to how
function parameters are handled; the simplest case where parameters are simply ignored
and overwritten is generally much less complex than the case where validity of parameter
subtrees with respect to input schemas has to be taken into account. Actual semantic
dependencies between input parameters and outputs of function calls require a more
involved replacement relation still; for transducer-based replacement, this was studied
in [Sch16], and research is still ongoing.
1.3. Methods and techniques
While this dissertation characterises the complexity of several different variants of
context-free games (see Section 1.1 for a rough overview), some basic proof ideas and
techniques keep re-occurring throughout. This section offers a brief intuitive introduc-
tion of those techniques; a more detailed and formal discussion is given in later chapters
when these techniques are first used (most notably in Chapter 3 with concrete examples
for context-free games on strings).
Alternation. The connection between two-player games and alternation is a well-known
and long-standing one [Chl86], so the most direct approach for solving context-free games
consists of translating a game into its “trivial” alternating algorithm which guesses
existentially moves for Juliet and guesses universally moves for Romeo. While this
approach is feasible in some cases (most notably for several simpler variants of games with
transducer-based replacement), it suffers from two main problems in most variants of
context-free games considered here. First off, there is often no sufficiently strict bound on
the time games take to terminate when replay is allowed; in fact, with unbounded replay,
games may not be guaranteed to terminate at all. Second, if the replacement relation
is not finite, this allows for an unbounded number of potential choices of replacement
for Romeo; in this case, again, there is no immediate upper bound on the time and
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space used by the trivial alternating algorithm, as replacement substructures may grow
arbitrarily large. This dissertation uses two main techniques to deal with these two
problems: Size bounding and abstract representation of (sub-)games.
Size bounding. In settings with bounded replay, an upper bound on the termination
time for the trivial alternating algorithm may be derived from the depth of replay and
the maximum size of replacement substructures. Therefore, if the size of replacement
substructures can be bounded in these settings, both problems of the trivial alternating
algorithm can be solved at once. In the case of finite replacement relations, this size bound
is immediately obvious, while for more general replacement relations, some additional
arguments can sometimes be used to show that Romeo can be restricted to choosing
from a finite sub-relation without loss of generality.
Abstract representation of (sub-)games. In settings where the size of replacement
substructures cannot easily be bounded, the standard approach of this dissertation is to
instead prove a bound on the set of possible impacts that replacements may have on the
(representation of the) target set. The most common way to do this is the effect technique
used in context-free games on strings or nested words with regular replacement languages
and target languages given as deterministic automata. In a nutshell, instead of consid-
ering concrete replacement strings (or nested words, respectively), one considers states
reachable in the target automaton by these strings (nested words) and summarises strate-
gies for Juliet by the set of states she can enforce against various counter-strategies
of Romeo. This approach generalises to several large classes of games, with the added
advantage that it allows the trivial alternating algorithm to be formulated as an alternat-
ing automaton, thus also proving regularity for the set of initial strings on which Juliet
has a winning strategy. Some slightly less general variants of abstract representation are
also used for validation games in Chapter 7.
Games for lower bounds and the protest technique. The most direct way of proving
matching lower bounds on the complexity of the winning problem for Juliet is by
reduction from problems inherently containing alternation, simulating existential choice
by choices of Juliet and universal choice by choices of Romeo. The main obstacle in
these kinds of reduction is that standard alternation is symmetric, with universal and
existential choice basically being handled the same way, while context-free games contain
an asymmetry in the roles of Juliet and Romeo – while Romeo may choose from a
given set of replacement substructures, Juliet’s choice is (at least with the standard left-
to-right restriction) essentially, for each sub-structure, just a binary choice of whether
to have that substructure replaced or not. Most of the work in these kinds of reduction
therefore goes into simulating more expressive styles of existential choice by strategy
decisions of Juliet.
The second main type of lower bound proof leverages this asymmetry by reducing from
existence problems of the form “given some input and desired property, does there exist a
witness proving the desired property of the input?”. In these kinds of reduction, Romeo
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is usually tasked with providing a (not necessarily correct) witness, after which Juliet
has to give evidence that this witness is incorrect by flagging down errors in the witness.
A more elaborate variant of this type of reduction uses the protest technique introduced
in [MSS06]; there, the supposed errors pointed out by Juliet may not be correct, either,
so Romeo may in turn “protest” by marking errors in Juliet’s evidence, to which
Juliet may in turn raise a counter-protest, possibly followed by further iterations of
protest and counter-protest. A somewhat intricate example of this technique can be
seen in the lower bound proofs of Chapter 4.
1.4. Related work
Beyond the works already cited ([MSS06; BSSK13; SS15; Sch16]), little previous work
on context-free games exists; [AMB05] examine one-pass strategies, which impose a
“streaming-like” restriction on left-to-right strategies, thus giving rise to context-free
games with imperfect information. In their application of context-free games to program
synthesis, [HMM16] reproduce a result from [MSS06] using a technique based on Boolean
formulas over transition monoids similar to the effect technique presented here. This was
further extended to games on infinite strings [MMN17], but the corresponding work is
(as of this writing) not yet formally published.
A survey on Active XML (including more context on the schema rewriting problem
from [MAABN05]) is presented in [ABM08]; further information can be found on the
Active XML web site [AXML].
Even though at first glance, there seems to be some similarity between context-free
games and term rewriting (cf. e.g. [BN98]), to the best of the author’s knowledge there
is no directly related work. A form of 2-player rewrite games more closely related to
term rewriting, where players take turns applying rewriting rules until a normal form
is reached are studied in [Wal02]. In a logical setting, more abstract structure rewriting
games using rewriting rules that generalise term and graph rewriting are defined in
[Kai09].
In addition to these general sources of related work, each chapter of this dissertation
contains more specific references pertaining to its subject matter.
1.5. Overview
Aside from basic notation, definitions and general prior results, which are discussed
in Chapter 2, this dissertation may roughly be divided into three parts dealing with
context-free games of increasing complexity.
• The first part, consisting of Chapters 3 and 4, considers context-free games on
strings. Chapter 3 gives basic definitions for these kinds of games and explains
in detail most of the methods for upper and lower bound proofs sketched in Sec-
tion 1.3. It uses these methods in the proof of a complete complexity-theoretic
classification of the winning problem for Juliet, with complexities ranging from
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PTIME-complete to EXPTIME-complete, where tractable cases require no replay
or finite replacement languages.
Chapter 4 then relates games with the standard left-to-right restriction to the
more general unconstrained games without this restriction and gives proof that
(contrary to a claim in [AMB05]) it is decidable whether any winning strings are
lost by introducing the left-to-right restriction to a game. For proof techniques, the
chapter also introduces the concept of dual games and effects, which is interesting
in its own right.
• The second part, consisting of Chapters 5 and 6, deals with the most simple set-
ting for context-free games on nested words where there is no dependence between
the input and output of function calls. To that end, Chapter 5 introduces vari-
ants of (alternating) nested word automata and gives basic closure properties and
complexity results for these automata models. In light of the practical motivation,
these variants include simple (alternating) nested word automata that are very
close in expressiveness to XML Schema and whose relevant decision problems have
complexities similar to those of finite-state automata.
Chapter 6 then gives complexity results for context-free games based on these au-
tomata, mostly generalising the methods introduced in Chapter 3. With general
nested word automata, the winning problem is intractable, its complexity increas-
ing greatly compared to context-free games on strings, whereas simple nested word
automata yield games with a winning problem whose complexity equals that for
games on strings.
• The third part, consisting of Chapters 7-9, examines context-free games with pa-
rameter dependencies. A simple kind of dependencies, where replacements only
depend on the parameter subtree being contained in some given validation lan-
guage, is the subject of Chapter 7. There, it is shown that, even for games with-
out replay, the complexity of the winning problem increases compared to games
without validation. In particular, the winning problem is only tractable when the
number of function symbols is bounded by a constant and all relevant languages
are represented by DTDs.
Chapters 8 and 9 go into the more complicated field of transducer-based replace-
ment. Of these, Chapter 8 introduces nested word transducers, which require some
careful design of precise capabilities and restrictions in order to yield desirable
closure and complexity properties. As a technical tool, the chapter also introduces
ǫ-transitions into the nested word automata from Chapter 5 and shows that the
resulting model is equivalent to standard nested word automata.
Chapter 9 then examines the complexity of solving context-free games whose re-
placement mechanism is based on the (various classes of) transducers introduced
in Chapter 8. It is shown that, again, the winning problem becomes much more dif-
ficult compared to the games examined in Chapter 6, easily becoming undecidable
or of non-elementary complexity if replay is allowed. Tractable cases, on the other
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hand, are shown to require some very strong restrictions to both the expressive
power of transducers used and the class of strategies allowed to Juliet.
Finally, Chapter 10 closes the dissertation with a brief summary, as well as open
questions and possible directions for further research.
As a general note, while the main topic of this dissertation is context-free games and
not Active XML, some chapters and sections are written with more of a focus towards
the application in Active XML than others. This is due to both historic reasons (as the
respective parts were originally created with the application in mind) and the fact that
some parts have more bearing on the practical application than others. However, no
deeper understanding of AXML than that provided in Section 1.2 is required, and the
respective parts can still be read and considered with only the game-theoretic background
in mind.
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2. Preliminaries
This chapter collects some basic notation, general definitions and prior results. Although
most results cited here were already proven in other sources, some proof sketches are also
given where specific proof details are relevant to later chapters. This chapter is mainly
intended for reference and may be skipped by readers familiar with the subject matter.
In addition to the basics given here, this dissertation uses standard definitions and
notations of computational complexity theory as presented e.g. in [AB09], with Turing
machines assumed to have a tape that is infinite to the right but has a left end.
2.1. Numbers, sets and formulas
As general notation, let N denote the set of natural numbers. For any n P N, let rns denote
the interval of natural numbers up to n, i.e. rns “ t1, . . . , nu. By polypnq, we denote a
function of the form nc for some c ě 1. By Exppk, nq, we denote the k-fold exponential
tower function in n, recursively defined by Expp0, nq “ n and Exppk, nq “ 2Exppk´1,nq
for all integers k ą 0 and n ě 0.
For a set S, let |S| denote its cardinality, and let PpSq denote the powerset of S, i.e.
the set of all subsets of S. For sets U, V , let U Y V , U X V and UzV denote the union,
intersection and set difference of U and V , respectively, and let UZV denote the disjoint
union of U and V (i.e. the union U Y V with the assertion that U X V “ H).
Normalised sets. For a finite set D of finite sets, denote by rDsmin the set constructed
by removing from D all sets that are non-minimal with regard to inclusion, i.e. rDsmin “
tD P D | ED1 P D : D1 Ĺ Du. We call a set D of sets normalised if D “ rDsmin, that is,
if it contains no two sets X,Y such that X Ĺ Y . For two sets of sets D1,D2, we write
D1 Ě D2 (or, equivalently, D2 Ď D1) if and only if every X P D1 has a subset in D2.
Lemma 2.1. Let D1,D2 be two normalised sets of sets. If D1 Ě D2 and D1 Ď D2, then
D1 “ D2.
Proof. We prove only D1 Ď D2; inclusion in the other direction then follows by symmetry.
Let X1 P D1, and let X2 P D2 with X2 Ď X1, as guaranteed by D1 Ě D2. Thanks to
D1 Ď D2, there also exists X
1
1 P D1 with X
1
1 Ď X2, and therefore X
1
1 Ď X2 Ď X1. Since
both X1 and X
1
1 are in D1, and D1 is normalised by assumption, this inclusion cannot
be proper, and it follows that X 11 “ X2 “ X1, and therefore X1 “ X2 and X1 P D2.
Boolean formulas. For any set P of propositions, B`pP q denotes the set of all positive
boolean combinations over elements of P Y ttrue, falseu using the binary operators
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^ and _. Such formulas are evaluated on truth assignments α : P Ñ t0, 1u mapping
propositions to 0 or 1 (interpreted as “true” or “false”, respectively) in the standard
way. If a formula ϕ evaluates to 1 under a truth assignment α, we say that α satisfies ϕ
(written as α |ù ϕ). We often identify a truth assignment α with the set Pα “ tp P P |
αppq “ 1u of propositions satisfied by α and write Pα |ù ϕ instead of α |ù ϕ.
2.2. Strings, trees, languages and automata
For an alphabet Σ, we let Σ˚ denote the set of all strings over Σ and let ǫ denote the
empty string. For w P Σ˚, the length of w is denoted by |w|. For strings u,w P Σ˚, u is
called a prefix (resp. suffix ) of w if there exists v P Σ˚ with w “ uv (resp. w “ vu), and
a proper prefix (resp. proper suffix ) if, additionally, v ‰ ǫ. A language is a set L Ď Σ˚ of
strings.
Trees. A tree domain is a language D Ď N˚ such that, whenever wi P D for some
w P N˚ and i P N, then also w P D and wj P D for each j ď i. Strings in a tree domain
are interpreted as node addresses for ordered trees in the standard way: ǫ addresses the
root, and if w P D addresses some node with k children, then w1, . . . , wk P D address
those children. Formally, for some alphabet Σ, an (unranked) Σ-labelled tree is a tuple
pD,λq, where D is a tree domain and λ : D Ñ Σ is a labelling function mapping node
addresses to node labels. A tree is called finite if its tree domain is a finite language.
Regular expressions. For any finite alphabet Σ, regular expressions (REs) over Σ are
defined inductively as follows: ǫ,H and each a P Σ are regular expressions; and if α, β are
REs, then so are pα`βq, pα ¨βq and pα˚q. Each RE α describes a language Lpαq over Σ,
with the semantics of REs being defined as usual (see e.g. [HMU01]). For legibility, the ¨
for concatenation is usually omitted, as are brackets, assuming the standard precedence
of operators (˚ before ¨ before `). Some practical applications such as schema languages
for XML require REs to be deterministic. Intuitively, a RE is deterministic, if each of
its positions can be matched uniquely with a symbol of the RE, without lookahead.
Formally let, for a RE α, Dpαq be the expression, in which the i-th symbol σ of α is
replaced by pσ, iq, e.g. Dppa` bq˚aq “ ppa, 1q ` pb, 2qq˚pa, 3q. We call α deterministic (or
a DRE for short), if there do not exist strings w, v, v1, symbol σ and numbers i, j such
that wpσ, iqv P LpDpαqq, wpσ, jqv1 P LpDpαqq and i ­“ j. A language L Ď Σ˚ is called
a (deterministic) regular language if L “ Lpαq for some (deterministic) RE α. It is not
hard to see that all finite languages are deterministic, but not every regular language is
deterministic (see, e.g., [BW92]).
We use the following shorthand notations in regular expressions.
• α? for α` ǫ; αn for the n-fold concatenation of α with itself; and αn` for αnα˚;
• For a set S “ ta1, . . . , anu of symbols, S stands as a shorthand for the expression
a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an;
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• If I is an index set and αi is a regular expression for every i P I, then
à
iPI
αi denotes
the disjunction of all αi, i P I.
Finite automata. A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q con-
sists of a state set Q, a finite alphabet Σ, a transition relation δ Ď QˆΣˆQ, an initial
state q0 P Q and a set of accepting states F Ď Q. We usually interpret δ as a function
from QˆΣ to PpQq and write q1 P δpq, aq instead of pq, a, q1q P δ. A run of A on a string
w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn from q P Q to q1 P Q is a sequence ρ “ p0p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pn P Qn`1 of states with
p0 “ q and pn “ q1, where for each i P rns it holds that pi P δppi´1, wiq. If there exists a
run of A on w from q to q1, we also write q
w
❀A q
1. We say that A accepts w if q0,
w
❀A qf
for some qf P F , and we call the corresponding run accepting. The language LpAq Ď Σ˚
is defined as the set of all strings accepted by A. An NFA is called a deterministic finite
automaton (or a DFA) if |δpq, aq| “ 1 for all p P Q and a P Σ. In this case, we simply
write δpq, aq “ q1 instead of δpq, aq “ tq1u, and δ˚pq, wq “ q1 if q1 is the unique state,
for which q
w
❀A q
1. It is well-known (see e.g. [BS86]) that REs, DFAs and NFAs are
equivalent with regard to expressiveness; the transformations from NFAs to DFAs and
from DFAs to REs generally come with the cost of an exponential size increase. DREs,
on the other hand, can be transformed into DFAs in polynomial time [BW98].
Tree grammars. We use single-type tree grammars and local tree grammars as well-
established abstractions of XML Schema and DTDs, respectively (see, e.g., [MLMK05]).
For simplicity, we sometimes refer to grammars of these types as XML Schemas and
DTDs, respectively.
A (regular) tree grammar is a tuple T “ pΣ,∆, S, P, λq, where
• Σ is a finite alphabet of labels,
• ∆ is a finite alphabet of types,
• S P ∆ is the root or starting type,
• P is a set of rules or productions of the form X Ñ rX mapping each type X P ∆ to
a deterministic regular expression rX over ∆, called the content model of X, and
• λ : ∆Ñ Σ is a labelling function assigning a label from Σ to each type in ∆.
T is single-type if for each X P ∆, the content model rX contains no competing types,
i.e. if rX contains no two types Y ‰ Z with λpY q “ λpZq. T is local, if it has exactly one
type for every label. A given tree t matches the tree grammar T , if it can be obtained by
applying the labelling function λ to all labels of some derivation tree of T (interpreted
as an extended context-free grammar with nonterminals in ∆ and no terminals); in this
manner, T induces a language LpT q of unranked Σ-labelled trees in the natural way.
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2.3. Formal games and strategies
Arenas and reachability games. An arena is a tuple A “ pV,Eq where E Ď V ˆV with
V “ V0 Z V1, i.e. a directed graph whose vertices (also called positions) are partitioned
into sets V0 of 0-positions and V1 of 1-positions. Intuitively, each position p0 P V induces
a two-player game between Players 0 and 1 in the following manner: Initially, a pebble
marking the current position is placed on position p0; if the current position p is a 0-
position, Player 0 chooses a successor position p1 with pp, p1q P E to move the pebble
to (and thus become the new current position); if p is a 1-position, Player 1 chooses a
successor position analogously. Formally, a play from p0 in A is either a finite sequence
Π “ p0p1 . . . pn with ppi´1, piq P E for all i P rns such that there is no p1 P V with
ppn, p1q P E (called a finite play) or an infinite sequence Π “ p0p1 . . . with ppi´1, piq P E
for each i P N (called an infinite play). A prefix of a play is defined in the obvious
manner. A reachability game G “ pA,W q consists of an arena A “ pV,Eq and a set
W Ď V of 0-winning positions. A play Π from p0 P V in A is called 0-winning (in G)
if it contains at least one position from W , otherwise it is called 1-winning (in G). The
intuition behind this is that it is the goal of Player 0 to reach a 0-winning position in a
play, while Player 1 aims to prevent that from happening.
Strategies. A strategy for Player i (i P t0, 1u) in a reachability game G “ pA,W q is a
function σi : V
˚Vi Ñ V mapping prefixes of plays ending in an i-position to positions
such that pp, σipΠqq P E for each prefix Π “ p0 . . . p of a play from p0 with p P Vi.
A strategy σi is memoryless if it only depends on the last position in a prefix, i.e. if
σipΠpq “ σipΠ1pq for all Π,Π1 P V ˚ and p P V ; in this case, we simply assume σi to
be a function from Vi to V . For each initial position p0 P V , a pair of strategies σ0, σ1
for Players 0 and 1 uniquely determines a play from p0 P A in the natural way (by
applying σ0 in 0-positions and σ1 in 1-positions), denoted by Πpp0, σ0, σ1q. A strategy σ0
for Player 0 (resp. σ1 for Player 1) is a winning strategy in G from p0 for Player 0 (resp.
Player 1) if the play Πpp0, σ0, σ1q is 0-winning (resp. 1-winning) in G for every strategy
σ1 for Player 1 (resp. σ0 for player 0). The following classical result (see, e.g., [GTW02])
will be of use throughout this dissertation, as it applies to all games examined here.
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a reachability game and p0 a position of G. Then either
Player 0 or Player 1 has a winning strategy in G from p0, and that winning strategy is
memoryless.
Example 2.3 (Evaluation of positive boolean formulas). The problem of evaluating
a formula ϕ P B`pP q on some truth assignment α : P Ñ t0, 1u can be viewed as a
reachability game Gϕ,α “ pAϕ,Wαq in the following way. The arena Aϕ “ pVϕ, Eϕq
has as positions all subformulas of ϕ. 0-positions in Aϕ are all formulas in Vϕ of the
form ψ1 _ ψ2 or p P P , and 1-positions are all formulas of the form ψ1 ^ ψ2. Each
position corresponding to a composite formula ψ1 _ ψ1 (or ψ1 ^ ψ2) has as its two
successors the positions ψ1 and ψ2, while single propositions have no successors, i.e.
Eϕ “ tpψ,ψ1q, pψ,ψ2q | ψ “ ψ1 _ ψ2 or ψ “ ψ1 ^ ψ2u. The set Wα of winning positions
for Player 0 is just the set of all propositions satisfied by α, i.e. Wα “ tp P P | αppq “ 1u.
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Since Aϕ is a binary tree, it is clear that all plays on Aϕ are finite and terminate at
positions labelled with single propositions from P . An easy induction argument shows
that Player 0 has a winning strategy in Gϕ,α from position ϕ if and only if ϕ evaluates
to 1 under the assignment α.
2.4. Alternating finite automata
An alternating finite automaton (AFA) is a tuple A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q consisting of a
state set Q, a finite alphabet Σ, a transition function δ : Q ˆ Σ Ñ B`pQq, an initial
state q0 P Q and a set of accepting states F Ď Q. As before, B`pQq denotes the set of
all positive boolean combinations over elements of Q. Similar to NFAs, the semantics
of AFAs is defined via runs. A run ρ “ pD,λq of A on w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn P Σ˚ from
q is a tree of depth n with tree domain D and labelling function λ : D Ñ Q such
that λpǫq “ q and for every node address x of length i with ℓ children, it holds that
tλpx ¨ 1q, . . . , λpx ¨ ℓqu |ù δpλpxq, wi`1q. A run of A on w is minimal if no proper subtree
of it is a run of A on w; a run is accepting if all of its leaves are labelled with accepting
states, and an AFA A accepts a string w P Σ˚ if there is an accepting run of A on
w from q0. Intuitively, when reading a symbol a P Σ in state q P Q, an AFA guesses
nondeterministically a set P Ď Q of states with P |ù δpq, aq, branches universally into
all states in P and accepts a string if all the branches end up in accepting states.
AFAs are efficiently closed under all boolean operations [FJY90]; the following proof
sketch for closure under complement will be of use in Chapter 4.
Lemma 2.4. Let A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q be an AFA. There is an AFA Aˆ “ pQ,Σ, δˆ, q0, Fˆ q
with LpAˆq “ Σ˚zLpAq which can be computed from A in polynomial time.
Proof. For a formula ϕ P B`pQq, we define its dual formula ϕˆ inductively by qˆ “ q
for each q P Q, {ϕ^ ψ “ ϕˆ _ ψˆ and {ϕ_ ψ “ ϕˆ ^ ψˆ. By an easy induction argument,
it is possible to show that an assignment α : Q Ñ t0, 1u satisfies ϕˆ if and only if its
complementary assignment α defined by αpqq “ 1´ αpqq for each q P Q does not satisfy
ϕ.
We define δˆpq, aq “ {δpq, aq for each q P Q and a P Σ, and Fˆ “ QzF . An easy induction
shows that the automaton Aˆ thus defined has a run on some string w P Σ˚ whose
leaves are all in some set X Ď Q if and only if A does not have a run whose leaves
are all in QzX. Setting X “ QzF then yields the correctness of this construction. The
complementation and dualisations needed for the construction are obviously feasible in
polynomial time.
It is well-known that AFA can be transformed into NFA with an exponential blow-up
in state size; the construction given here is somewhat non-standard, but will also be of
use in Chapter 4.
Lemma 2.5. Let A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q be an AFA. There is a NFA A1 of size exponential
in |Q| with LpA1q “ LpAq that can be computed from A in exponential time.
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Proof. Let A1 “ pPpQq,Σ, δ1, tq0u,PpF qq, where, for each X “ tq1, . . . , qnu P PpQq
and a P Σ,
δ1pX, aq “ rtX1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YXn | Xi |ù δpqi, aq, i P rnsusmin .
An easy induction argument shows that, on any string w P Σ˚, A1 has an accepting
run on w if and only if A has a minimal accepting run on w, which in turn is the case if
any only if A has any accepting run on w. Each δ1pX, aq can be computed from δ by an
iteration over all subsets of Q, which is feasible in exponential time as claimed.
The complexity of standard decision problems for AFAs are as follows [HK11].
Theorem 2.6. (a) The membership problem for AFA is PTIME-complete with respect
to logspace-reductions.
(b) The emptiness problem for AFA is PSPACE-complete.
In parts of this work, the upper bounds in Theorem 2.6 will prove to be somewhat
problematic, as we will sometimes have to deal with AFAs whose transition function
is of exponential size in the size of their state sets. Theorem 2.6 would simply yield
an exponential time (resp. space) upper bound; however, the following statements show
that, in this case, the membership and emptiness problem can still be solved using space
at most polynomial in the state set size. The proof sketches for these results will be of
further use in Chapter 5.
Proposition 2.7. There is an algorithm deciding, for each AFA A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q
and w P Σ˚, whether w P LpAq holds, with a runtime in Op|w| ¨ |Q| ¨ polyp|δ|qq and using
space Oplogp|w|q ` |Q| ` logp|δ|qq.
Proof. The basic idea behind this algorithm is to read w backwards, while storing a set
S of states from which there is an accepting run on the suffix of w that has been read so
far. The set S is initialised with S “ F , and each time some symbol a of w is read, the
algorithm tests, for all states q P Q, whether S |ù δpq, aq and, if so, adds q to a new set
S1. Once all states have been tested, the algorithm sets S “ S1, resets S1 to the empty
set, and continues with the next symbol of w. After w has been completely read, the
algorithm accepts if and only if q0 P S holds. The correctness of this algorithm is easily
proven by a simple induction argument showing that, each time the set S is updated, it
holds that q P S if and only if there is an accepting run of A from q on the suffix of w
that has been read so far.
The time and space upper bounds follow by a direct analysis of this algorithm, since
it simply tests, for each symbol a of the input word and each state q of A, whether a
given truth assignment satisfies the formula δpq, aq. The polynomial time and logarithmic
space complexity in δ of this test follows from the fact that evaluating a boolean formula
is in NC1 [BCGR92] and therefore decidable in logarithmic space.
Proposition 2.8. There is an algorithm deciding, for each AFA A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q,
whether LpAq ‰ H holds, using space Oplogp|Σ|q ` |Q| ` logp|δ|qq.
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Proof. This algorithm follows a similar idea of “backwards iteration” to that of Propo-
sition 2.7 to determine the set S of all states q P S such that there exists some string
w for which A has an accepting run starting at q; once this set S has been computed,
checking for non-emptiness of LpAq is simply a matter of testing whether q0 P S holds.
The algorithm initialises the set S to the set F of accepting states. Then, it performs
the following iteration updating S until a fixpoint is reached: For each q P QzS and
a P Σ, test whether S |ù δpq, aq; if this is the case, add q to S. Clearly, a state q is added
to S in this iteration if there exists some symbol a such that there is a run of A starting
at q and ending in states inside S; by induction, it then follows that, once a fixpoint is
reached, S is indeed the set of states from which there is an accepting run of A on some
string.
Storing the value of S after each iteration requires space Op|Q|q; furthermore, since
each iteration consists of at most |Σ|¨|Q| tests whether a boolean formula of size Op|δ|q is
satisfied by a given assignment, each iteration can be performed using space Oplogp|Σ|q`
logp|Q|q ` logp|δ|qq, with the last term again using boolean formula evaluation in NC1
[BCGR92]. This proves the desired space bound.
2.5. Tilings
Several of the lower bound proofs in this work use algorithmic problems involving tilings,
as most of the complexity classes appearing here have characteristic complete tiling
problems.
A tiling of height m and width ℓ (or m ˆ ℓ-tiling) over a tile set U with vertical
constraints V Ď U ˆ U , horizontal constraints H Ď U ˆ U , initial tile ui P U and final
tile uf P U is a mapping t : rms ˆ rℓs Ñ U such that
• ptpi, jq, tpi ` 1, jqq P V for each i P rm´ 1s and j P rℓs,
• ptpi, jq, tpi, j ` 1qq P H for each i P rms and j P rℓ´ 1s,
• tp1, 1q “ ui, and
• tpm, ℓq “ uf .
Intuitively, a tiling arranges m ¨ℓ tiles from U in m rows and ℓ columns such that the first
row starts with the initial tile, the last row ends with the final tile and horizontally or ver-
tically adjacent tiles match (as per the horizontal and vertical constraints). Accordingly,
for a tiling t of width ℓ and height m, we refer to the string tpi, 1qtpi, 2q ¨ ¨ ¨ tpi, ℓq P U˚
as the i-th row and to tp1, jqtp2, jq ¨ ¨ ¨ tpm, jq P U˚ as the j-th column of t.
We will often encode an m ˆ ℓ-tiling t as a string wt of the form pU ℓ#qm over the
alphabet U Z t#u for a special line divider symbol # R U , with the interpretation that
tpi, jq is the pi´ 1q ¨ pℓ` 1q `m-th symbol of wt.
The k-Exponential Tiling problem (simply called Tiling for k “ 0 and Exponen-
tial Tiling for k “ 1) asks, given a set U of tiles, horizontal and vertical constraints
H,V Ď U ˆ U , initial and final tiles ui, uf P U and numbers m, ℓ (given in unary),
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whether there is a Exppk,mq ˆ Exppk, ℓq-tiling for the given tile set, constraints, ini-
tial and final tile. For the k-Exponential Corridor Tiling problem (respectively
Corridor Tiling for k “ 0 and Exponential Corridor Tiling for k “ 1), no
width parameter is given and the question is whether there is a Exppk,mqˆℓ-tiling with
the given parameters for any ℓ.
The two-player variants of these problems consider a tiling game where Player 1 and
Player 2 place tiles from U in an alternating fashion (starting with ui for Player 1);
Player 1 wins the game if Player 2 places a tile violating some vertical or horizontal
constraint, or some player places a tile completing a valid tiling the dimensions spec-
ified in the input instance, while Player 2 wins if Player 1 places an invalid tile or if
the game does not terminate with a valid tiling of the given dimensions1. The two-
player variant of k-Exponential Tiling (resp. k-Exponential Corridor Tiling),
called 2-Player k-Exponential Tiling (resp. 2-Player k-Exponential Corri-
dor Tiling) asks whether Player 1 has a winning strategy in the tiling game on a
given instance.
Since Turing machine computations can be encoded as tilings in a very natural way,
the following results are quite straightforward and well-known [Chl86; EB97].
Theorem 2.9. The following statements hold for all k ě 1:
(a) Tiling is NP-complete.
(b) Corridor Tiling and 2-Player Tiling are PSPACE-complete
(c) 2-Player Corridor Tiling is EXPTIME-complete.
(d) k-Exponential Tiling is complete for k-NEXPTIME.
(e) k-Exponential Corridor Tiling is complete for k-EXPSPACE.
(f) 2-Player k-Exponential Tiling is complete for k-EXPSPACE.
(g) 2-Player k-Exponential Corridor Tiling is complete for pk ` 1q-EXPTIME.
1Note that this victory condition for Player 2 includes infinite plays in the case of corridor tiling games
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3. Winning problems for games on strings
Following the general intuition from Section 1.1, we now examine context-free games on
strings as the most simple class of structures. As was already mentioned in Chapter 1,
the central question we are interested in for context-free games is the decidability and
complexity of the winning problem for Juliet: Given a game G and an initial string
w, does Juliet have a winning strategy on w in G? This chapter gives an extensive
classification of the complexity of this problem for various classes of context-free games
on strings in Section 3.2; for games with finite replacement languages, we cite complex-
ity results from the seminal paper on context-free games [MSS06], and for games with
arbitrary regular replacement, we prove upper and lower bounds in Sections 3.4 and 3.3,
respectively. For reference, the central complexity results of this chapter are summarised
in Table 3.1.
In giving detailed upper and lower bound proofs, this chapter also serves a secondary
purpose besides presenting the relevant complexity results. While context-free games
on strings are somewhat simpler in nature and easier to handle than games on more
complex structures, many of the tools and techniques used here carry over to more
general settings. For this reason, we use context-free games on strings as an exemplary
setting to examine in detail the proof techniques sketched intuitively in Section 1.3 that
will be used extensively throughout this dissertation.
3.1. Definitions
In this section, we define context-free games on strings. Following the intuition from Sec-
tion 1.1, a context-free game (or cfG for short) is played on a string containing function
symbols; the first player, Juliet, decides which function symbols should be called and re-
placed, and the second player, Romeo, decides what a called function symbol should be
replaced with, in accordance with some replacement formalism. Throughout this chapter
(and the rest of this dissertation), it will generally be assumed, unless otherwise noted,
that Juliet can only call function symbols in a left-to-right order, i.e. one can imagine
Juliet moving a focus through the input string from left to right and deciding, for each
function symbol she encounters, whether that function symbol should be called (a Call
move) or not (a Read move). The motivation for this restriction will become clear later,
when we examine unconstrained cfGs without this restriction and see that unconstrained
games have an undecidable winning problem.
Definition 3.1. A context-free game on strings (cfG) G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q consists of a
finite alphabet Σ, a set Γ Ď Σ of function symbols, a (replacement) rule set R Ď ΓˆΣ˚
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No replay Bounded Unbounded
Regular replacement PTIME PSPACE EXPTIME
Finite replacement PTIME PTIME EXPTIME
Table 3.1.: Summary of main complexity results for cfGs on strings. All results are com-
pleteness results.
and a target language T Ď Σ˚. We only consider the case where T and, for each symbol
a P Γ, the set Ra
def“ tu | pa, uq P Ru is a non-empty regular language.
Towards a formal definition of cfGs as reachability games, a configuration is a tuple
κ “ pp, u, vq P tJ,Ru ˆ Σ˚ ˆ Σ˚ where p is the player to move, uv P Σ˚ is the current
string, and, if v ­“ ǫ, the first symbol of v is the current symbol. We call |u|`1 the current
position of κ. A configuration pp, u, vq with v ­“ ǫ is called playable, otherwise it is final.
The configuration κ1 “ pp1, u1, v1q is a successor configuration of the playable configu-
ration κ “ pp, u, vq (Notation: κÑ κ1) if one of the following holds:
(1) p1 “ p “ J, u1 “ ua, and av1 “ v for some a P Σ (Juliet plays Read);
(2) p “ J, p1 “ R, u “ u1, v “ v1 “ az for z P Σ˚, a P Γ, (Juliet plays Call);
(3) p “ R, p1 “ J, u1 “ u, v “ az for z P Σ˚, a P Γ, and v1 “ y1z for some y1 P Ra
(Romeo plays y1).
With these definitions, each context-free game G induces a reachability game (as
defined in Section 2.3 whose arena consists of all configurations as defined above, with 0-
positions (respectively 1-positions) corresponding to positions of Juliet (resp. Romeo)
and an edge relation given by successor configurations. The set of winning positions for
Juliet is the set of all configurations of the form pJ, v, ǫq with v P T . The definitions
of plays and (winning) strategies then carry over from Section 2.3; for the sake of easier
presentation, we slightly abuse notation to say that strategies σ for Juliet map config-
urations κ to moves σpκq P tRead,Callu and strategies τ for Romeo map configurations
κ to strings τpκq P Σ˚.1 Strategies for Juliet will usually be denoted by σ, σ1, σ1, . . .
and strategies for Romeo by τ, τ 1, τ1, . . ..
For a cfG G, strategies σ, τ for Juliet and Romeo, and a string w P Σ˚, the play
Πpw, σ, τq on w in G is defined as the play according to strategies σ and τ in the
reachability game induced by G starting from position pJ, ǫ, wq. If Πpw, σ, τq is finite, we
denote the word represented by its final configuration by wordGpw, σ, τq.
A strategy σ for Juliet is finite on string w if the play Πpw, σ, τq is finite for every
strategy τ of Romeo. We only consider finite strategies for Juliet, since Juliet’s
winning condition requires reaching a final position, and thus a finite play.
We denote the set of all finite strategies for Juliet in the game G by STRATJpGq,
and the set of all strategies for Romeo by STRATRpGq.
1Note that this notation assumes strategies to be memoryless; this assumption can be made without
loss of generality by Proposition 2.2.
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The Call depth of a finite play Π is the maximum nesting depth of Call moves in Π.
That is, the Call depth of a play is zero, if no Call is played at all, and one, if no Call is
played inside a string yielded by a replacement move. More formally, we associate with
each symbol in the current string of each position a Call depth; symbols from the input
string in the initial position have depth 0, and each time Juliet plays Call of a symbol
of depth i, all symbols in the string returned by Romeo have depth i ` 1. The Call
depth of a finite play Π is then the maximum depth of any symbol in its final string.
For a strategy σ of Juliet and a string w P Σ˚, the Call depth DepthGpσ,wq of σ on w
is the maximum Call depth in any play Πpw, σ, τq. A strategy σ has k-bounded Call depth
if DepthGpσ,wq ď k for all w P Σ˚. We denote by STRATkJpGq the set of all strategies
with k-bounded Call depth for Juliet on G. As a more intuitive formulation, we use the
concept of replay, which is defined as Call depth (if it exists) minus one: Strategies for
Juliet of Call depth one are called replay-free, and strategies of k-bounded Call depth,
for any k, have bounded replay.
By JWinpGq we denote the set of all words for which Juliet has a winning strategy
in STRATJpGq (likewise for JWinkpGq and STRATkJpGq).
Throughout this dissertation, we study the following algorithmic problem JWinpGq,
for various classes G of context-free games.
JWinpGq
Given: A context-free game G P G and a string w.
Question: Is w P JWinpGq?
For the purposes of this chapter, a class G of context-free games on strings in JWinpGq
comes with three parameters:
• the representation of the target language T ,
• the representation of the replacement languages Ra, and
• to which extent replay is restricted.
It is a fair assumption that the representations of the target language and the replacement
languages are of the same kind, but we will usually discuss the impact of the replacement
language representations separately. Throughout this dissertation, we generally assume
the target language to be represented by a deterministic automaton (i.e. a DFA in this
chapter); this is primarily due to the complexity of JWinpGq becoming quite high, even
for classes G of games with deterministic target automata.2
In this chapter, we consider both regular and finite replacement languages and show
that the precise representation of regular replacement languages is actually irrelevant,
2Note, however, that upper bounds on the complexity of games with deterministic target automata di-
rectly yield trivial upper bounds for games with nondeterministic target automata that determinise in
exponential time (like all automata considered in this dissertation); the results of [MSS06] concerning
games with NFA-represented target languages suggest that most of these trivial upper bounds may
actually be tight.
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as we prove lower bounds for DREs and upper bounds for NFAs. Some care has to be
taken in the case of finite replacement languages, however, as DFA-represented finite
languages can be exponentially more succinct than finite languages whose strings are
explicitly enumerated as part of the input. Here, and in following chapters, we generally
assume that finite replacement languages are explicitly enumerated, but some of the
upper bounds in later chapters also hold for finite languages represented by automata.
In each setting, we consider the cases of unrestricted replay, bounded replay (Call
depth k, for some k), and no replay (Call depth 1). 3
Since in most cases, the class G of games will be clear from the context, we usually
just write JWin instead of JWinpGq to improve legibility.
We usually denote the automata representing the target and replacement languages
by ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q and ApRaq “ pQa,Σ, δa, q0,a, Faq (for a P Γ), respectively. We
denote by |R| the combined size of all ApRaq, a P Γ, and by |G| the size of (a sensible
representation of) G, i.e. |G| “ |Σ| ` |R| ` |ApT q|.
As already mentioned, the semantics of context-free games assumes a left-to-right
restriction on the order of function calls. One way of lifting this restriction is by allowing
left steps in the definition of cfGs.
Definition 3.2. An unconstrained context-free game on strings G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q is
defined like a cfG on strings in Definition 3.1, with the exception that its semantics
allows for an additional left step (LS) move.
To this end, a configuration κ1 “ pp1, u1, v1q is a successor configuration of configuration
κ “ pp, u, vq if one of the following holds:
(1) p1 “ p “ J, u1 “ ua, and av1 “ v for some a P Σ (Juliet plays Read);
(2) p “ J, p1 “ R, u “ u1, v “ v1 “ az for z P Σ˚, a P Γ, (Juliet plays Call);
(3) p “ R, p1 “ J, u1 “ u, v “ az for z P Σ˚, a P Γ, and v1 “ y1z for some y1 P Ra
(Romeo plays y1);
(4) p “ J, p1 “ J, v “ ǫ, u1 “ ǫ, v1 “ u (Juliet plays LS).
All other definitions (plays, strategies, etc.) carry over from Definition 3.1. We denote
by JWinÐpGq the set of all strings on which Juliet has a winning strategy in the
unconstrained game G.
Note that a left step move can only be played once Juliet’s focus has reached the
end of the current string and always puts the focus at the very start of the string; this,
however, is not truly a restriction, because Juliet can basically jump from any position
inside the string to any other position to its left by just playing Read moves before and
after the left step to reach her desired position. In this way, left steps make it possible
to simulate the “intuitive” form of context-free games where Juliet simply chooses a
function symbol at an arbitrary position in the current string as each of her moves.
3We note that replay depth is formally not an actual game parameter, but the algorithmic problem can
be restricted to strategies of Juliet of the stated kind. Viewing replay as a game parameter in this
way serves to simplify the presentation of results in this and subsequent chapters.
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3.2. Complexity results
The first systematic investigation into context-free games on strings was conducted in
[MSS06]. This section gives an overview over the relevant results of that paper, as well
as some new results proven as joint work with Thomas Schwentick [SS15; SS16].
As already mentioned, the main reason for generally defining the semantics of context-
free games to include the left-to-right restriction in this dissertation was the following
result:
Theorem 3.3 ([MSS06], Theorem 4.2). For the class of unconstrained cfGs with finite
replacement languages, JWin is undecidable.
Due to this result, the left-to-right restriction has become the de facto standard setting
investigated in theory [AMB05; SS15] and practice [MAABN05].
Most of the work in [MSS06] focussed on games with finite replacement languages
and restrictions thereof. While, technically, replay of strategies was not a parameter in
[MSS06], it is easy to see that (for finite replacement languages), we can simulate a cfG
with Call depth bounded by some constant d through a d-bounded left-to-right cfG in the
sense of [MSS06], i.e. a cfG whose rule set, when interpreted as a context-free grammar,
only allows for derivation trees of depth at most d. This simulation is done by annotating
each alphabet symbol with a “generation number” ranging from 0 to d, with symbols in
the input string having generation number 0 and function symbols of generation number
k always being replaced by strings of symbols of generation number d ` 1. Conversely,
d-bounded left-to-right cfGs admit only strategies of Call depth bounded by d.
Theorem 3.4 ([MSS06],Theorems 4.6, 5.8). For the class of cfGs with finite replacement
languages, the following complexity results hold for the JWin problem:
(a) with unbounded replay, it is EXPTIME-complete, and
(b) with bounded or without replay, it is PTIME-complete (under logspace reductions).
While the special case of cfGs with finite replacement languages is of some interest
(and will help with reducing complexity in some places), our main interest lies in the
case where replacement languages are arbitrary regular languages, as motivated by the
XML-based application.4
Theorem 3.5. For the class of cfGs with regular replacement languages, the following
complexity results hold for the JWin problem:
(a) with unbounded replay, it is EXPTIME-complete,
(b) with bounded replay, it is PSPACE-complete, and
4Technically, this means that we should actually focus on deterministic regular languages, but as their
main characteristic is a polynomial-time transformation from RE to DFA and results presented in later
chapters show that the representation of replacement language usually does not impact complexity,
we will mostly stick with arbitrary regular languages.
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(c) without replay, it is PTIME-complete (under logspace reductions).
All lower bounds hold already if target and replacement languages are given as determin-
istic regular expressions.
The lower bounds in Theorem 3.5 will be proven in Section 3.3 (Propositions 3.7, 3.8
and 3.6), while the upper bound proofs are the subject of Section 3.4 (Theorem 3.9).
Since this chapter also serves to explain and motivate techniques used several times
throughout this dissertation (and already sketched in Section 1.3), discussion of proofs
and proof ideas in this chapter will be somewhat more extensive than in later chapters.
3.3. Techniques for lower bound proofs
In this section, we prove the lower bounds in Theorem 3.5. We also use this opportu-
nity to examine in-depth some of the standard techniques used in lower bounds on the
complexity of JWin for various classes of games, as already sketched in Section 1.3.
Wherever possible, lower bound reductions are from problems containing alternation
in some form. Transforming input instances for these problems into input instances for
JWin is usually done in a quite straightforward fashion – we set up the game in such
a way that Juliet makes choices for existential quantification or disjunction, Romeo
makes choices for universal quantification or conjunction, and the target language verifies
whether the transformed input instance, with the choices made by Juliet and Romeo,
is a positive one.
In the following Proposition 3.6, for instance, the reduction is from the monotonic
circuit value problem (given a Boolean circuit without negations, does this circuit eval-
uate to 1?). The basic idea in this reduction is that Juliet and Romeo determine in
an alternating fashion a path from the output gate to some input gate, with Juliet
choosing the in-gate of OR-gates and Romeo choosing the in-gate of AND-gates. The
target language then has to verify whether the path chosen by Juliet and Romeo ends
in an input gate with input 1.
However, the proof of Proposition 3.6 also exemplifies that, while the basic idea behind
such reductions is usually quite straightforward, its actual execution may get somewhat
more complicated. The main reason for this is that, in the course of a play, players
may attempt to “cheat” by making choices that do not correspond to correct choices in
the original problem’s alternation but would still allow the cheating player to win in a
na¨ıve construction of the reduction.5 Large parts of a reduction will therefore usually
be concerned with cheating prevention, modifying the target and replacement languages
from the na¨ıve construction in such a way that any player who attempts to cheat will,
by this attempt, end up in a position where he or she irrevocably loses the game.
The most basic example of this can be seen in the proof of Proposition 3.6: For Romeo
to make a choice, Juliet first has to pass control to him by playing Call on some symbol
5Technically, since “cheating” implies that players actually break the rules of the game instead of just
going against the “unspoken rules” intended in the construction, a term like “rules lawyering” might
be more appropriate, but we will stick with “cheating” as it is catchier and more concise.
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where Romeo is to make a universal choice (here: the follow-up gate for an AND gate).
In situations like these, Juliet could imaginably try to cheat by simply refusing to
pass control and playing Read instead. To deal with this sort of cheating attempts, we
usually modify the target language in such a way that it recognises uncalled function
symbols in places where a “mandatory” Call should have been played and rejects any
string containing such a function symbol. Throughout this dissertation, we will see some
much more intricate examples of this technique and of cheating prevention in general;
however, the basic pattern of first constructing a na¨ıve reduction and then extending the
construction to prevent cheating is the same in most lower bound proofs.
Proposition 3.6. For the class of replay-free cfGs with replacement and target languages
given as deterministic regular expressions, JWin is PTIME-hard (under logspace reduc-
tions).
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the monotone circuit value problem: Given a
boolean circuit C with binary AND-gates, OR-gates and two constant (input) gates
with value 0 and 1 does C evaluate to 1? This problem is known to be PTIME-complete
[Gol77].
The basic idea behind this reduction is to use a context-free game to decide whether
an input valued 1 can be reached from the output gate in an alternating fashion; given
some gate g (starting at the output gate), if g is an AND gate, Romeo chooses some
in-gate of g, and if g is an OR gate, Juliet chooses an in-gate of g; play then proceeds
on the chosen in-gate and ends as soon as the 0-gate or the 1-gate is reached, and Juliet
wins if the latter happens.
Our main task in this proof is to formalise this intuition by a context-free game G
and input string w such that Juliet has a replay-free winning strategy on w in G if and
only if C evaluates to 1.
We assume without loss of generality that the gates of C are inverse topologically
sorted and numbered by 1, . . . ,m,m ` 1, i.e. the output gate is numbered with 1, the
two inputs of each gate numbered i have numbers strictly greater than i, gate m is the
1-gate and gate m` 1 is the 0-gate.
We represent each non-source gate i with i P rm´ 1s by a string wpiq as follows:
wpiq “
"
gixjxk, if i is an OR gate with in-gates j and k
giyi, if i is an AND gate.
The input string for the game G is w “ 1ˆ ¨ wp1q ¨ wp2q ¨ ¨ ¨wpm´ 1q ¨m.
Play should proceed on the input string as follows: The gate i such that iˆ is the right-
most symbol from tjˆ | j P rmsu is supposed to be the current active gate, i.e. the gate
next to be dealt with by Juliet and Romeo. If gate i is active Juliet is supposed to
first play Call on gi, replacing it by i and confirming that Juliet has indeed picked the
substring wpiq corresponding to the active gate. If i is an OR gate, Juliet next plays
Call on one of the two symbols xjxk immediately to its right, replacing xj by jˆ (or xk by
kˆ) and thus activating one of the in-gates of gate i. If, on the other hand, i is an AND
gate, Juliet has to play Call on yi next, allowing Romeo to activate, as a replacement,
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one of the two in-gates of i in a similar fashion. If, at any point during the game, gate
m becomes active, Juliet wins the game.
These considerations yield the game G with the alphabet
Σ “ ΓY rm` 1s Y tjˆ | j P rm` 1su
and function symbols
Γ “ tgj , xj, yj | j P rm` 1su.
The replacement languages for each i P rm` 1s are as follows:
• Rgi “ tiu,
• Rxi “ tˆiu, and
• Ryi “ tjˆ, kˆ | j, k are in-gates of gate iu.
The target language is given by the DRE R˚, where
R “
à
iPrms
`ˆ
iΓ˚ipΓ` ǫqq
˘
.
Clearly, G can be constructed from C in logarithmic space.
To prove correctness of the reduction it can be shown, by induction on the depth of
gates, that Juliet has a winning sub-strategy on a gate i that has just become active if
and only if gate i evaluates to 1 in C. Clearly, applying this equivalence to the output gate
yields the desired result. For the input gates the equivalence is obvious. The inductive
step can be shown with the help of the following observations.
• Once gate i becomes active, Juliet is forced to call gi next, as this is the only
way to produce the i symbol required by the target language; she may not call any
other function symbols in between, or she loses the game immediately.
• Once Juliet has called gi, she needs to call either the yi or one of the xjxk
immediately to its right, as this is the only way to obtain another symbol from
tjˆ | j P rmsu at distance at most two to the right of i. If Juliet fails to do so, she
loses the game.
• After the activation of gate i, Juliet can win the game in this fashion if either i
is an OR gate and Juliet can win the game by activating one of its in-gates, or
if i is an AND gate and Juliet has a winning strategy for the case that either of
its in-gates becomes active.
• If Juliet adheres to this order of calling function symbols, once gate m becomes
active, she immediately wins the game.
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As we saw in the previous proof, our standard method for letting Juliet make exis-
tential choices in reductions from alternating problems is preparing a string in which all
of the possible existential choices are spelled out, and letting Juliet decide on one op-
tion by playing Call on it. This is due to the asymmetry in the definition of context-free
games – Juliet may make only binary choices (Read or Call), while the set of options
for Romeo is usually much larger (any string from a possibly infinite regular language).
For this reason, things get a bit more complicated when we reduce from alternating
problems where there is more than a constant number of options for each existential
choice.
The standard way of dealing with this requires replay and uses the replacement lan-
guages to encode options for existential choices. Whenever an existential choice is re-
quired in the problem instance, the input string constructed from it contains a function
symbol that, when called, gets replaced by (representations of) all possible options for
the existential choice. From these, Juliet may then select one by playing Call on it, as
in the case of a constant number of options. In a way, this technique employs Romeo to
“spell out” the options for Juliet, with the replacement language for existential choices
usually being a singleton language and thus not offering Romeo any choice of his own.
When using this method, cheating prevention tends to become a bit more involved, as
the proof of the following result shows.
Proposition 3.7. For the class of cfGs with unbounded replay and with replacement and
target languages given as deterministic regular expressions, JWin is EXPTIME-hard.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the reachability problem for alternating pushdown
systems, which is known to be EXPTIME-complete [Wal01].
An alternating pushdown system (APDS) P “ pS “ SE Y SA,∆, δ, F q consists of a
set S of states (partitioned into a set SE of existential states and a set SA of universal
states), a pushdown alphabet ∆, a transition relation δ Ď S ˆ ∆ ˆ S ˆ ∆˚ and a set
F Ď S of final states. A position of P is an element rq, αs of S ˆ∆˚; it is universal (or
existential, or final, respectively) if q P SA (or q P SE, or q P F , respectively). A position
rr, βαs of P is a successor position of rq,Aαs if there is a transition pq,A, r, βq P δ. The
set of accepting positions is the least set for which position rq, αs of P is accepting, if
• rq, αs is final, or
• rq, αs is existential and there is an accepting successor position of rq, αs, or
• rq, αs is universal and all successor positions of rq, αs are accepting.
The reachability problem for APDS is to determine, given an APDS P, a state s, and
a stack symbol A, whether rs,As is accepting. Intuitively, this is the same as deciding
whether an alternating pushdown automaton with empty input has an accepting run
starting at s with symbol A on its pushdown.
We denote by the transitions (in P) from q P S with A P ∆ the set δpq,Aq def“ δ X
ptqu ˆ tAu ˆ S ˆ∆˚q.
Without loss of generality and for ease of presentation, we restrict ourselves to APDS
with the following properties.
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• For each transition pq,A, r, βq P δ, either β “ A1A2 for some A1, A2 P ∆ or β “ ǫ.
We denote the former type of transitions as push-transitions and the latter as
pop-transitions.
• There is a fixed number k such that for each q P S, A P ∆, there are exactly k
transitions from q with A.
• The set S “ tq1, . . . , s|S|u of states and, for each q and A, the set δpq,Aq “
tt1, . . . , tku are canonically ordered.
It is easy to see that any APDS can be transformed into such an APDS with at most
polynomial blow-up.
We show how to construct a game G and input string w from P, s, A such that rs,As
is a winning position of P if and only if Juliet has a winning strategy in G starting at
w. The game has the alphabet
Σ “ ΓY S Y Sˆ Y t$,#u,
where
• Γ “ txq,Ay | q P S,A P ∆u Y txq,A, iy | q P S,A P ∆, i P rksu is the set of function
symbols, and
• Sˆ “ tqˆ | q P Su.
We write Γ# for ΓY t#u.
The general idea behind the reduction is to use the choices made by Juliet and
Romeo to simulate alternation in P, with Juliet choosing successors of existential
positions, Romeo choosing successors of universal positions, and Juliet winning if a
final position is reached in this manner. However, since a cfG is not symmetric with
respect to Juliet and Romeo, existential and universal moves are handled differently.
To this end, the game is designed so that Juliet can select a transition by choosing a
position in a so-called choice-string. The choice string wpq,Aq for an existential state q
and stack symbol A is xq,A, 1y ¨ ¨ ¨ xq,A, ky. To indicate the choice of the i-th transition
for an existential state q and a stack symbol A, Juliet plays Call on the position of
xq,A, iy in wpq,Aq. Although choice strings are only needed to deal with existential states,
we define them also for universal states and lift them to the level of stack symbols, as
follows.
The choice string for q P S and A P ∆ is defined as
wpq,Aq “
#
xq,Ay, if q P SA
xq,A, 1y ¨ ¨ ¨ xq,A, ky, if q P SE
The choice string for A P ∆ is then wpAq “ wpq1, Aqwpq2, Aq ¨ ¨ ¨wpq|S|, Aq.
The game is designed to maintain the following correspondence between positions of P
and configurations of G: a position pp,AB1 ¨ ¨ ¨Bmq of P corresponds to a configuration
pu, pvq of G, where
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(1) u is a (possibly empty) concatenation of strings of the form qxqˆ, in which x is of the
form Γ˚#$Γ
˚, starting (if u is nonempty) with a string of the form sxsˆ, and
(2) v is of the form Γ˚# $wpAq#Γ
˚
# $wpB1q#Γ
˚
# $ ¨ ¨ ¨ $wpBkq#Γ
˚
#.
The sequence of states occurring in the string u reflects the computation of P that led
to position pp,AB1 ¨ ¨ ¨Bmq. In v, mainly the choice strings wpAq and wpB1q, . . . , wpBmq
are relevant, all intermediate symbols from Γ are unselected positions of choice strings
in which Juliet already has selected a position. We call the former (choice strings and
their positions) enabled, and the latter positions disabled. It is easy to observe that all
enabled positions occur between some symbol $ and the subsequent #, whereas disabled
positions are between some # and the subsequent $.
The replacement languages are as follows:
• for each q P SA and A P ∆,
Rxq,Ay “ tqˆr | pq,A, r, ǫq P δu Y tqˆr$wpA1q#$wpA2q# | pq,A, r,A1A2q P δu,
• and for each q P SE, A P ∆ and i P rks with δpq,Aq “ tt1, . . . , tku,
Rxq,A,iy “
#
tqˆru if ti “ pq,A, r, ǫq, and
tqˆr$wpA1q#$wpA2q#u if ti “ pq,A, r,A1A2q.
Since these languages are finite they can indeed be described by DREs.
The simulation of a transition in P by G from a position pq,AB1 ¨ ¨ ¨Bmq is supposed
to proceed as follows. Juliet has to skip all positions until and including the first symbol
$ in v and to select a position in the following string wpAq. To maintain condition (1) for
x she needs to select a position which yields qˆ, therefore she has to select a position in
wpq,Aq. If q is universal, she just selects xq,Ay, for which Romeo answers by choosing
the string from Rxq,Ay that represents his desired transition. If q is existential, she directly
selects the symbol xq,A, iy that represents her desired transition. In either case, the game
then continues by simulating the next transition.
It is easy to see that Juliet can maintain in this way the invariance conditions (1) and
(2). Indeed, by selecting a position in wpq,Aq the required symbol qˆ is generated and,
since wpAq is immediately after the first occurrence of $ in v, it occurs between $ and the
subsequent occurrence of #. Thus, (1) is maintained. By the replacement, the selected
xq,Ay or xq,A, iy is replaced either by a string qˆr or a by a string qˆr$wpA1q#$wpA2q#.
In the former case, all symbols between r and $wpB1q are from Γ˚# and therefore the
new remaining string has the correct form. In the latter case, the string between r and
the subsequent $ is empty, again yielding a string of the correct form with respect to
(2).
It remains to be justified that Juliet can not improve her winning chances by devi-
ating from the intended pattern.
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• If she skips the next enabled choice string wpAq, the resulting string has two
occurrences of $ without an intermediate symbol from Sˆ, thus u does not obey (1).
• If she selects a position in wpAq that corresponds to some other state than q, the
resulting string is in conflict with (1), too.
• If she selects more than one positions from some choice string wpAq, then the
second of them is disabled, since the first selection yielded the symbol # and all
further replacements before the second selected position in wpAq take place on the
left of this symbol #. This, too, would yield a string violating (1).
It remains to give a DRE for the target language T . Following the above considerations,
T needs to ensure that (1) holds in the resulting string w and that the last state in w is
from F . To this end, we define
T “
` à
qPSzF
qΓ˚#$Γ
˚qˆ
˘˚
FΣ˚.
It is easy to see that T is indeed a DRE and that G can be constructed in polynomial
time. The invariants (1) and (2) can be shown by induction on the number of transition
steps, along the lines indicated above. Note that T (and invariant (1)) do not enforce the
presence of # symbols in order to allow for correct handling of pop-transitions (which
do not introduce # symbols into the current string).
Finally, it follows from invariants (1) and (2), as well as the construction of T , that
Juliet has a winning strategy in the game on string s$wpAq if and only if rs,As is an
accepting position for P.
The second standard type of lower bound proof for context-free games uses a reduction
from (the complement of) some existence problem, such as the Corridor Tiling prob-
lem used in the proof of Proposition 3.8 (given a tiling instance, is there a valid tiling
of given width and arbitrary height?). In the game constructed in such a reduction, it
is usually Romeo’s task to give a witness for the existence of an object of the desired
form (here: a tiling), and Juliet then has to show that the witness given by Romeo
is incorrect (here: that the tiling contains some error and is thus not valid). The target
language should then accept if and only if Juliet has indeed disproven the correctness
of Romeo’s witness (or if Romeo has tried to cheat). In this way, Juliet should have
a winning strategy in the game constructed from a problem instance if and only if the
instance is a negative one.
We call this proof technique (first used in [MSS06]) the protest technique, as Juliet
will usually highlight errors in the witness by playing Call on selected symbols of the
witness string that make up an error and forcing Romeo to put some sort of flag on
those symbols (i.e. protesting on the chosen symbols). Cheating prevention for reductions
with the protest technique generally has to take into account that Juliet may try
to protest on symbols that do not constitute an error. For errors that are not easily
verified by polynomial-sized regular conditions, it may even be necessary to allow Romeo
to counter-protest and prove that Juliet’s protest was in fact not justified. A rather
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involved example of protest and counter-protest can be seen in the lower bound proof
for Theorem 4.1(a); for this section, though, we simply examine a relatively basic and
straightforward use of the protest technique.
Proposition 3.8. For the class of cfGs with bounded replay and with replacement and
target languages given as deterministic regular expressions, JWin is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. The proof is a reduction from the complement of the PSPACE-complete problem
Corridor Tiling, which was defined in Section 2.5. Since PSPACE is closed under
complement, the complement of Corridor Tiling is complete for PSPACE as well.
The reduction from the complement of Corridor Tiling to JWin is constructed as
follows. Given an instance I “ pU, V,H, ui, uf , nq for Corridor Tiling, the reduction
constructs a game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q and a symbol s from Γ such that Juliet has a
winning strategy on the string s if and only if I does not have a valid corridor tiling. The
basic idea is that, after Juliet’s first Call move on s, Romeo answers by an encoding
w of a valid corridor tiling, if one exists. With her Call moves of depth 2, Juliet may
then try to flag inconsistencies (i.e. constraint violations) in the tiling given by Romeo;
finally, the target automaton should accept a tiling if Juliet did indeed point out an
actual inconsistency.
We assume, without loss of generality, that there are no pairs puf , vq in H or V , that
is, uf can only appear as the final tile and nowhere else in a valid tiling.
The game G is over an alphabet Σ “ U Y Uˆ Y t#u where Uˆ “ tuˆ | u P Uu is disjoint
from U . The replacement and target languages are described next.
A tiling candidate (for I) is a string of the form pUn#q˚, as defined in Section 2.5.
The replacement language Rs consists of all tiling candidates v such that ui is the first
symbol of v. It is easy to see that Rs can be described by a DRE of polynomial size in
|I|. The other replacement languages are very simple: Ru “ tuˆu for each u P U .
There can be the following three kinds of inconsistencies in a tiling candidate.
• There are two horizontally adjacent tiles u, v, but pu, vq R H;
• There are two vertically adjacent tiles u, v, but pu, vq R V ;
• The final tile is different from uf .
The target language is constructed such that Juliet can win in the first two cases by
selecting the two positions of u and w and in the latter case by selecting the last U -
position u of the string. In all cases, Romeo inevitably replaces the selected positions by
uˆ and vˆ, respectively. The target language thus consists of all tiling candidates in which
one or two symbols have been replaced by symbols from Uˆ such that one of the above
situations arises. It can be expressed by the following DRE.
pU `#q˚
`
uˆfΣΣΣ
˚ `
à
uPUztufu
uˆpαu ` βuq
˘
,
where
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• αu “
À
pu,vqRH vˆΣ
˚ and
• βu “ U
`
pU `#qn´1
À
pu,vqRV vˆΣ
˚
˘
`#
`
ǫ` pUn´1
À
pu,vqRV vˆΣ
˚q
˘
.
We note that αu accounts for horizontal mistakes whereas βu accounts for vertical
mistakes and for the wrong final tile. The disjunct uˆfΣΣΣ
˚ makes use of our assumption
regarding uf : If uf occurs at a non-final position, Juliet wins instantly and no particular
condition needs to be tested. However, this frees us from the need to distinguish the case
of uf in the remainder of the expression.
3.4. Techniques for upper bound proofs
When proving upper bounds for two-player games of complete information, a straightfor-
ward approach is trying to translate the game into an alternating algorithm that simply
guesses moves for both players; for context-free games, this approach would correspond
to guessing existentially a strategy for Juliet and universally branching for moves of
Romeo.
In the setting of context-free games with regular replacement languages, there are
the following obstacles to this approach: (1) Romeo can, in general, choose from an
infinite number of (and thus arbitrarily long) replacement strings, and (2) it is not a
priori clear that such an alternating algorithm terminates on all branches. Whereas the
latter obstacle is not too serious (if Juliet has a winning strategy, termination on all
branches is guaranteed), the former requires a more refined approach.
We can usually deal with it in two ways: in some cases, it is possible to show that it
does not help Romeo to choose strings of length beyond some bound; in other cases, the
algorithms use abstracted moves instead of the actual replacement moves of the game.
While the former approach is quite straightforward, the latter deserves some additional
discussion.
The generic algorithm for this approach works in two main stages for a given cfG
G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q and word w. It first analyses the game G and aggregates all necessary
information in a so-called call effect CrGs, which only depends on G. Then it uses CrGs
to decide whether Juliet has a winning strategy in the game G on w.
In a nutshell, the call effect contains, for every function symbol f and every state q
of the target automaton ApT q, all possible impacts that the subgame beginning with a
Call move of Juliet on symbol f may have on the automaton ApT q starting at state q.
It summarises which sets of states Juliet can enforce by some strategy σ, taking into
account arbitrary counter strategies of Romeo against σ.
At the end of the first stage, the algorithm computes an alternating automaton ACrGs
from CrGs that decides the set JWinpGq. In the second stage, ACrGs is then evaluated
on w.
The described basic framework for the generic algorithm is summarised above as
Algorithm 1. The details of call effects, how they can be computed and how they can be
translated into automata are specific to each setting. In this section, we examine these
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Algorithm 1 Generic algorithm for JWin
1: Input: cfG G, string w P Σ˚
2: Compute from G the call effect CrGs
3: Compute from CrGs an alternating automaton ACrGs deciding JWinpGq
4: Run ACrGs on input w
5: If ACrGs accepts w, accept; otherwise reject.
specifics for the comparatively simple setting of cfGs with regular replacement languages
to prove the following upper bounds:
Theorem 3.9. For the class of cfGs with regular replacement languages, the following
complexity results hold for the JWin problem:
(a) with unbounded replay, it is in EXPTIME,
(b) with bounded replay, it is in PSPACE, and
(c) without replay, it is in PTIME.
Throughout this chapter, recall that ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q denotes the target lan-
guage DFA.
Example 3.10 (Running example). Throughout this section, we again consider the cfG
G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q already introduced in Example 1.1, where Σ “ ta, f, gu, Γ “ tf, gu,
Rf “ Lpgpf ` g˚qgq, Rg “ taf, fu, and T is the language of all strings of the form
a˚ff˚gg˚, represented by the DFA ApT q “ ptqa, qf , qg, qKu,Σ, δ, qa, tqguq with δpqa, aq “
qa, δpqa, fq “ δpqf , fq “ qf , δpqf , gq “ δpqg, gq “ qg, and δpq, bq “ qK for all other
combinations of q P tqa, qf , qg, qKu, b P Σ. A graphical representation of ApT q is shown
in Figure 3.1.
qa qf qg
qK
f
g
a
g
a
f g
a, f
a, f, g
Figure 3.1.: Target language DFA ApT q deciding T “ a˚ff˚gg˚ in the game from Ex-
ample 3.10.
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3.4.1. Call effects and word effects
Our abstraction from actual cfGs, and the very notion of call effects, is based on the
simple observation that instead of knowing the final word wordGpw, σ, τq that is reached
in a play Πpσ, τ, wq, it suffices to know whether δ˚pq0,wordGpw, σ, τqq P F to determine
the winner. If we fix a strategy σ of Juliet in a game on w, the possible outcomes of
the game (for the different strategies of Romeo) are the words in
wordsGpw, σq
def“ twordGpw, σ, τq | τ P STRATRpGqu,
which (by the above observation) can be summarised by
statesGpq0, w, σq
def“ tδ˚pq0, vq | v P wordsGpw, σqu.
To simplify notation, the subscript G will often be omitted if the game G is clear from
the context.
In the following, we sometimes consider subgames on a certain part of a string and
talk about strategies for subgames. From a configuration pJ, u, vwq, Juliet can use a
strategy σ on the subgame on v. This means that she follows σ until a configuration
puv1, wq is reached. It will be particularly useful to study the (abstractions of) possible
outcomes of subgames that start from a Call move on some symbol a P Γ until the focus
moves to the symbol after a.
Definition 3.11. For a cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with a target DFA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q,
the call effect CrGs : ΓˆQÑ PpPpQqq is defined, for every a P Γ, q P Q, by
CrGspa, qq def“ rtstatesGpq, a, σq | σ P STRATJ,CallpGqusmin ,
where STRATJ,CallpGq contains all strategies of Juliet that start by playing Call on a,
and the operator r¨smin (as defined in Chapter 2) removes all sets that are non-minimal
with respect to inclusion from a set of sets.
The intuition behind call effects is the following abstraction into a single-round game
of the subgame on some function symbol a where Juliet starts by playing Call on a:
Juliet first chooses a strategy σ P STRATJ,CallpGq, then Romeo chooses a strategy τ ;
the outcome of the game on a is uniquely determined by σ and τ . In terms of effects,
this corresponds to Juliet picking a set X “ statesGpq0, a, σq P CrGspa, q0q and Romeo
then choosing a final state q “ δ˚pq0,wordGpa, σ, τqq P X. This intuition also explains
the use of the r¨smin operator, as it makes no sense for Juliet to offer Romeo a choice
from a set X Ď Q if she can instead offer him the more limited options in some X 1 Ĺ X.
We now lift this abstraction from call effects of subgames on single function symbols,
as defined above, to effects of arbitrary strings. Formally, a (word) effect maps states q
of ApT q to sets of sets of states of ApT q. The effect of a game G on a word w relative
to state q is basically the set of all state sets X, for which Juliet has a strategy that
guarantees that every play on w yields some word v with δ˚pq, vq P X.
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Definition 3.12. For a cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with a target DFA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q
and a string w P Σ˚, the word effect, E rG,ws : QÑ PpPpQqq, of G on w is the function
defined by
E rG,wspqq def“ rtstatesGpq, w, σq | σ P STRATJpGqusmin ,
for every q P Q, where the operator r¨smin removes all non-minimal sets from a set of
sets as before.
The intuition behind word effects, similar to call effects, is abstracting cfGs into single-
round games, where on an input string w, Juliet chooses a strategy σ, then Romeo
chooses a strategy τ . As described for call effects, this also corresponds to Juliet first
picking a set X “ statesGpq0, w, σq P E rG,wspq0q, and Romeo then choosing a final state
q “ δ˚pq0,wordGpw, σ, τqq P X corresponding to the final string induced by σ and τ .
Note that there is a slight difference between the call effect CrGspa, qq and word effect
E rG, aspqq – the former only considers strategies for Juliet which play Call on the
initial a, while the latter considers all strategies, including the one that plays Read.
This distinction may seen somewhat artificial (in fact, the original proof in [BSSK13]
exclusively considered word effects), but it generalises much more directly to the nested
word setting of Chapter 6.
Example 3.13. For any cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with target language DFA ApT q “
pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q, any string w P pΣzΓq˚ containing no function symbols and any strat-
egy σ P STRATJpGq, it holds that wordsGpw, σq “ twu, and therefore, for any q P Q,
statesGpq, w, σq “ tδ˚pq, wqu and E rG,wspqq “ ttδ˚pq, wquu. In particular, it holds that
E rG, ǫspqq “ ttquu.
Example 3.14 (Running example). In the cfG G from Example 3.10, for the strategy σK
of Juliet on the string w “ f that plays Call on f and Read on any string returned by
Romeo as a call result, it holds that wordsGpf, σKq “ Lpgpf`g˚qgq, statesGpqa, f, σKq “
tqKu, and therefore tqKu P E rG, f spqaq. Since σK P STRATJ,CallpGq, it also holds that
tqKu P CrGspf, qaq.
On the other hand, for the strategy σg,K P STRATJ,CallpGq that plays Call on f , then
plays Call on the leftmost g if Romeo returns gfg and Read on all symbols otherwise,
it holds that wordsGpf, σg,Kq “ taffg, ffguYLpgg˚gq and statesGpqa, f, σg,Kq “ tqg, qKu.
However, tqg, qKu P CrGspf, qaq does not hold, because CrGspf, qaq already contains the
subset tqKu of tqg, qKu.
It is easy to see that Juliet has a winning strategy in G on w if and only if there is
some X P E rG,wspq0q such that X Ď F ; to determine whether Juliet has a winning
strategy it therefore suffices to compute E rG,ws. This is the basic idea behind the AFA
ACrGs in Step 4 of the generic algorithm – on input w P Σ
˚, ACrGs uses the call effect
CrGs to compute in an alternating fashion some set X P E rG,wspq0q and then checks
whether X Ď F holds. However, variants of ACrGs are also used in the computation of
CrGs from G (Step 2 of Algorithm 1), so we first examine how to compute ACrGs from
CrGs (Step 3 of Algorithm 1).
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3.4.2. Transforming call effects into AFAs
The main focus of this subsection is the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.15. There is an algorithm that computes from the call effect CrGs of
a game G in polynomial time in |CrGs| and |G| an AFA ACrGs such that LpACrGsq “
JWinpGq.
We note that the algorithm proposed in this result only runs in polynomial time in |G|
if |CrGs| is polynomial in |G|; on the other hand, since CrGs basically stores a polynomial
number of (minimised) sets of sets of states, the algorithm’s runtime is always at most
exponential in |G|.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the basic idea behind the construction used
by the algorithm is that ACrGs uses the call effect CrGs to compute word effects E rG,ws
for input strings w. To this end, we first examine how word effects can be computed
from call effects.
It is natural to reason inductively about word effects. As the basis for this induction,
the definitions of E rG, as and CrGs directly yield the following result on single-symbol
word effects.
Lemma 3.16. For every cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q, q P Q and a P Γ it holds that
E rG, aspqq “ CrGspa, qq Y ttδpq, aquu.
For composition of strings, we first consider the intuitive perspective on the (ab-
stracted) game. From Juliet’s point of view, the game on a string uv (with u, v P Σ˚)
from a state q on proceeds as follows. Juliet fixes a strategy σ on u. The set of states
that Romeo can choose from at the end of the subgame on u is just statesGpq, u, σq.
For each state p P statesGpq, u, σq, Juliet can choose a strategy σp for v and the result
set is then the union of all sets that can be reached by Romeo against any σp on v. To
express the set of all combinations of outcomes for the second part, we use the following
operator.
Definition 3.17. Let D “ tD1, . . . ,Dnu be a set of sets of sets. Then MixpDq is the set
rtd1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y dn | d1 P D1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dn P Dnusmin .
In other words, the Mix operation yields every way of taking the union of one element
from each of D1, . . . ,Dn and then removes non-minimal sets.
Let E1, E2 be mappings from Q into PpPpQqq. Then the composition of E1 and E2
is defined as the mapping E1 ˝ E2 : QÑ PpPpQqq with
pE1 ˝ E2qpqq
def“
»– ď
XPE1pqq
MixptE2pq1q|q1 P Xuq
ﬁﬂ
min
.
Example 3.18. Let E1pqq “ ttq1, q2u, tq3uu, E2pq1q “ ttq4, q5u, tq6uu, E2pq2q “ ttq7uu
and E2pq3q “ ttq5uu. Then, it holds that
pE1 ˝ E2qpqq “ rttq4, q5, q7u, tq6, q7uu Y ttq5uusmin “ ttq6, q7u, tq5uu.
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Not surprisingly, effect composition corresponds to word concatenation.
Lemma 3.19. For every cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q and u, v P Σ˚ it holds that
E rG,uvs “ E rG,us ˝ E rG, vs.
Proof. Let q P Q. This proof uses Lemma 2.1 to prove the equality of the two normalised
sets E rG,uvspqq and pE rG,us ˝ E rG, vsqpqq.
(Ě): Let X P E rG,uvspqq. Then there exists some strategy σuv for Juliet such that
X “ statesGpq, uv, σuvq. Let σu be the restriction of σuv to the subgame on u, let
Xu P E rG,uspqq with Xu “ tp1, . . . , pku Ď statesGpq, u, σuq. For each i P rks, let σiv
be a restriction of σuv to the subgame on v, in case Romeo chooses a strategy τ with
stateGpq, u, σu, τq “ pi, and let Xiv P E rG, vsppiq such that X
i
v Ď statesGppi, v, σ
i
vq for all
i P rks. Let X 1 “ X1v Y . . . X
k
v .
By definition of ˝, and because of normalisation, there exists some X2 P pE rG,us ˝
E rG, vsqpqq with X2 Ď X 1. So, to show the desired inclusion, it suffices to prove that
X 1 Ď X.
Let p1 P X 1. Then, p1 P Xiv and therefore p
1 P statesGppi, v, σivq for some i P rks. Also,
pi P Xu Ď statesGpq, u, σuq, i.e. pi “ stateGpq, u, σu, τq for some τ P STRATRpGq. By
the definition of σu and σ
i
v, this implies that p
1 P statesGpq, uv, σuvq “ X.
(Ď): Let X P pE rG,us ˝ E rG, vsqpqq. By definition of ˝, there are sets Xu P E rG,uspqq
with Xu “ tq1, . . . , qku (for some k) and Xiv P E rG, vspqiq for each i P rks such that X Ď
X1v Y . . .YX
k
v . By definition of E rG, ¨s, there are strategies σu, σ
1
v , . . . , σ
k
v P STRATJpGq
with Xu “ statesGpq, u, σuq and Xiv “ statesGpqi, v, σ
i
vq.
Define a strategy σuv on uv as follows. On u, Juliet plays according to σu; if this play
yields some string ui P wordsGpu, σuq with δ˚pq, uiq “ qi, Juliet then plays according
to σiv on v.
Denote statesGpq, uv, σuvq by X 1 for short. Due to normalisation, there exists some
X2 P E rG,uvs with X2 Ď X 1. What needs to be shown is therefore only that X 1 Ď X.
Let q1 P X 1. Then there exists a strategy τ for Romeo as well as strings u1, v1 P Σ˚
such that u1v1 “ wordGpuv, σuv , τq, u1 “ wordGpu, σuv, τq and δ˚pq, u1v1q “ q1. Let qu “
δ˚pq, u1q; then, it holds that q1 “ δ˚pqu, v1q. By the definition of σuv, it follows that
qu P Xu and q1 P Xiv for some i, so q
1 P X, which concludes the proof.
It follows directly from Lemma 3.19 that the sequential composition of effects is asso-
ciative.
We can now define the AFA ACrGs from Proposition 3.15. The intuition behind it
is that ACrGs uses alternation to guess strategy choices for Juliet and Romeo in the
above abstraction of G on w using call effects and tracks a current state q in the target
language DFA ApT q. On non-function symbols, as well as on function symbols for which
ACrGs existentially guesses Juliet’s move to be Read, ACrGs simply simulates ApT q; on
function symbols a where ACrGs decides for Juliet to play Call, ACrGs then chooses
existentially a set X P CrGspa, qq (corresponding to a substrategy for Juliet after the
Call on a) and branches universally into all states q1 P X (corresponding to Romeo’s
choice of a counter-strategy and a corresponding resulting state).
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Formally, ACrGs “ pQ,Σ, δC , q0, F q is an AFA where δC is defined as follows. (Recall
that ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q is the target language DFA.)
• For a P ΣzΓ, q P Q:
δCpq, aq
def“ δpq, aq.
• For a P Γ, q P Q:
δCpq, aq
def“ δpq, aq _
ł
XPCrGspa,pq
ľ
rPX
r.
Note that the state space of ACrGs is the same as that of ApT q, but (the representation
of) its transition function is generally exponential in the size of ApT q.
We go on to prove the correctness of ACrGs. Recall that we call a run ρ of an AFA
A on a string w minimal if no proper subtree of ρ is a run of A on w (i.e. if each set
of states chosen to follow up some state on reading some symbol is inclusion-minimal
among the sets of states fulfilling the corresponding transition formula).
Lemma 3.20. Let q P Q, w P Σ˚ and X Ď Q. Then, X P E rG,wspqq if and only if there
is a minimal run of ACrGs on w starting at q and ending in states from X.
Proof. Let q P Q, X Ď Q and w P Σ˚. The proof is by induction on the structure of w.
For w “ ǫ, the claim is trivially fulfilled, since E rG, ǫspqq “ ttquu by the definition of
string effects. Similarly, for a P ΣzΓ, E rG, aspqq “ ttδpq, aquu.
For w “ a P Γ, a minimal run of ACrGs on a from q consists of a q-labelled root whose
children are leaves and have as labels either just δpq, aq or exactly the states in some
set X P CrGspa, pq. With this observation, the desired equivalence follows directly from
Lemma 3.16.
Let w “ uv for u, v PWFpΣq. For the “only if” direction, it follows from Lemma 3.19
that there are sets Xu “ tqi, . . . , qku P E rG,uspqq and X1v , . . . ,X
k
v with X
i
v P E rG, vspqiq
for each i P rks and X “ X1v Y . . . Y X
k
v . By induction, there exist a minimal run ρu
of ACrGs starting at q and ending inside Xu and for each i P rks a minimal run ρ
i
v on v
starting at qi and ending inside X
i
v. From these, we can construct a run ρ of ACrGs on w
by replacing each leaf labelled qi in ρu with the entire run ρ
i
v rooted at qi. Obviously, ρ
is a run of ACrGs starting at q and ending inside X, and ρ is minimal because ρu and all
ρiv are. The “if” direction is proven analogously.
Now we are in the position to prove Proposition 3.15:
Proposition 3.15 (restated). There is an algorithm that computes from the call
effect CrGs of a game G in polynomial time in |CrGs| and |G| an AFA ACrGs such that
LpACrGsq “ JWinpGq.
Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 3.20, as ACrGs has an accepting run on any
string w P WFpΣq if and only if it has a minimal such run. Obviously, ACrGs is of
polynomial size in the size ofG and CrGs and can be constructed from these in polynomial
time.
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3.4.3. Computing call effects from games
We next describe how to compute CrGs from a given cfG G, that is, how step 2 of
Algorithm 1 can be carried out. This step of the algorithm follows a fixpoint-based
approach. It computes inductively, for k “ 1, 2, . . . the call effect of the restricted game
of maximum Call depth k.
To this end, let, for every cfG G, a P Σ, q P Q, and k ě 1,
CkrGspa, qq def“
”
tstatesGpq, a, σq | σ P STRATkJ,CallpGqu
ı
min
,
where STRATkJ,CallpGq “ STRATJ,CallpGqXSTRAT
k
JpGq is the set of all strategies for
Juliet of Call depth bounded by k that start out with a Call as their first move.
As an important special case, the call effect of replay-free games – the basis for the
inductive computation – consists of only one set.
Lemma 3.21. For every q P Q and a P Σ, it holds that
C1rGspa, qq “ ttδ˚pq, vq | v P Rauu.
In particular, C1rGs can be computed from G in polynomial time.
Proof. This just follows from the definitions, since Romeo can choose any string from
Ra. The computation of C
1rGspa, qq (for each a P Γ, q P Q) simply requires checking for
each q1 P Q whether there is a v P Ra such that q1 “ δ˚pq, vq, which can be done with a
standard product construction in polynomial time.
We next describe how each Ck`1rGs can be computed from CkrGs. Afterwards, we
show that the fixpoint reached by this process is the actual call effect CrGs.
Lemma 3.22. Given a state q P Q, a function symbol a P Γ, and CkrGs, for some k ě 1,
the call effect Ck`1rGspa, qq can be computed in polynomial space in |G|.
Proof. Let a P Γ, q P Q, X Ď Q, and k ě 1. We show that, given CkrGs and a set X Ď Q,
it can be decided in polynomial space in |G| and polynomial time in |CkrGspa, qq| whether
a subset of X is in Ck`1rGspa, qq.
First off, if X has a subset in CkrGspa, qq, it also has a subset in Ck`1rGspa, qq, since
STRATkJ,CallpGq Ď STRAT
k`1
J,CallpGq. Checking whether X has a subset in C
krGspa, qq is
obviously feasible in polynomial time in |CkrGs| by iterating over all sets X 1 P CkrGspa, qq
and checking whether X 1 Ď X holds. Since this test requires at most logarithmic space
in |CkrGspa, qq|, and since CkrGspa, qq Ď PpQq, this is also possible in polynomial space
in |G|. Assume therefore for the rest of this proof that X does not have a subset in
CkrGspa, qq.
Let ACkrGs be as defined for the proof of Lemma 3.20 with C
krGs as its basic Call
effect, and let A be its modification with initial state q and set X of accepting states. As
per Lemma 3.20, A accepts all strings w on which there exists a strategy σ for Juliet
of Call depth at most k such that statesGpq, w, σq Ď X.
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Let, for each a P Γ, Aa “ pQa,Σa, δa, q0,a, Faq be a NFA for Ra.
By definition, X has a subset in Ck`1rGspa, qq, if Juliet has a strategy σ of call depth
k ` 1 on a that plays Call on a with statesGpq, a, σq Ď X. Such a strategy σ for Juliet
exists if and only if for every word w P Ra there is a strategy σw of call depth k for
Juliet on w with statesGpq, w, σwq Ď X, thus if and only if Ra Ď LpAq, equivalently
Ra XĘLpAq “ H .
By using a standard product construction and a complementation of an AFA, the test
boils down to a non-emptiness test for an AFA with a state set of polynomial size in |G|
and can thus be done in polynomial space thanks to Theorem 2.66
By Lemmas 3.21 and 3.22, one can compute CkrGs inductively, for every k ě 1. By
definition it holds, for every q and a, that CkrGspa, qq is contained in the closure of
Ck`1rGspa, qq under supersets. As there are at most 2|Q| sets in each CkrGspa, qq (for
a P Γ, q P Q), the computation reaches a fixed point after at most exponentially many
iterations. We denote this fixed point by C˚rGs, that is, we define, for every a P Σ, q P Q:
C˚rGspa, qq def“
«
8ď
k“1
CkrGspa, qq
ﬀ
min
.
In particular, for each game G, there is a number ℓ ď |Γ| ˆ |Q| ˆ 2|Q| such that
C˚rGs “ CℓrGs and CmrGs “ CℓrGs, for every m ě ℓ. However, it is not self evident that
this process really constructs CrGs, i.e., that C˚rGs “ CrGs. The following result shows
that this is actually the case.
Proposition 3.23. For every cfG G it holds: C˚rGs “ CrGs.
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Proposition 3.23.
Lemma 3.24. For a cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with a target DFA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q, it
holds, for every a P Γ and q P Q:
CrGspa, qq “MixptE rG,wspqq | w P Rauq.
Proof. Since both sides of the claimed equation are minimal sets, it suffices by Lemma
2.1 to show that each element of a set on one side of the equation has a subset on the
other side. The proof itself is technical, but straightforward.
(Ě): Let a P Γ, q P Q and X P CrGspa, qq. By definition of CrGs, there exists a strategy
σ P STRATJ,Call such that X “ statesGpq, a, σq. Again by definition, Juliet plays Call
on a according to σ.
For every choice w P Ra with which Romeo might respond to Juliet’s initial
Call move on a, there is a sub-strategy σw of σ on w. For each w P Ra, let Xw “
statesGpq, w, σq. Obviously, each Xw has a subset in E rG,wspqq, and therefore the set
X 1 “
Ť
wPRa
Xw has a subset in MixptE rG,wspqq | w P Rauq. It only remains to be
proven that X 1 Ď X, so let q1 P X 1. Then, by the definition of X 1, there is some w P Ra,
6Note that the transition formulas of this AFA may be of exponential size in |G|; however, Proposition
2.8 still yields only a polynomial space complexity in |G| here.
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strategy τw P STRATR and w1 P Σ˚ such that w1 “ wordGpw, σw, τwq and δ˚pq, w1q “ q1.
From the way σw was defined from σ, it follows that w
1 P wordsGpa, σq, and therefore
q1 P X.
(Ď): Let a P Γ, q P Q and X P MixptE rG,wspqq | w P Rauq. Then, for each w P Ra
there exists some set Xw P E rG,wspqq such that X “
Ť
wPRa
Xw. By the definition of
E rG,ws, this means that for every w P Ra there is some strategy σw P STRATJ such that
statesGpq, w, σwq “ Xw. Let σ P STRATJ,Call be the strategy on a where Juliet plays
Call on a and then, if Romeo picks w P Ra as a replacement, keeps playing according to
σw on w. By definition of CrGs, the set X 1 “ statesGpq, a, σq has a subset in CrGspa, qq,
and it only remains to be proven that X 1 Ď X. Let therefore q1 P X 1 Then, there is
some strategy τ P STRATR and string w1 P Σ˚ such that w1 “ wordGpa, σ, τq. Since
Juliet’s first move according to σ is a Call on a, there is some string w P Ra which
Romeo chooses as a replacement according to τ ; by definition of σ, it then holds that
q1 P statesGpq, w, σwq “ Xw Ď X as was to be proven.
Now we are prepared to give the proof of Proposition 3.23.
Proof of Proposition 3.23. For the proof we construct from an initial cfG G “
pΣ,Γ, R, T q a game G1 “ pΣ,Γ, R1, T q, where R1 consists of particular finite sublanguages
R1a Ď Ra, for every a P Γ. Then we show
(a) C˚rGs “ C˚rG1s,
(b) C˚rG1s “ CrG1s, and finally
(c) CrG1s “ CrGs.
To construct G1, we first restrict the replacement languages of G to finite sets. To that
end, for each a P Γ, k ě 1 and w P Ra, let vpa,w, kq be a string of minimum length such
that EkrG,ws “ EkrG, vpa,w, kqs and vpa,w, kq P Ra, and let similarly vpa,wq be a string
of minimum length such that E rG,ws “ E rG, vpa,wqs and vpa,wq P Ra. Furthermore,
let Va “ tvpa,wq | w P Σ˚u and let Wa “ tvpa,w, kq | w P Σ˚, k ě 1u. Since there are
only finitely many different string effects, all sets Va and Wa for a P Σ must be finite.
The replacement rules R1 for G1 are now constructed as follows: For each a P Γ, let
R1a
def“ Wa Y Va. By construction, it holds that R1a is a finite subset of Ra, and an easy
induction argument shows that CkrG1s “ CkrGs for each k ě 1. Along with the definition
of C˚r¨s, this proves (a).
For (b) it is sufficient to show that each finite strategy σ P STRATJrG1s on a word w
has bounded Call depth. This can be easily established with the help of Ko˝nig’s Lemma.
To this end, we consider the strategy tree TreeG,wpσq for σ on w where each node is a
game position of the form pp, u, vq with a player index p P tJ,Ru and strings u, v P Σ˚,
each node corresponding to a game position κ of Romeo has as children the possible
follow-up positions κ1 with κÑ κ1, and each node corresponding to a game position κ of
Juliet has as its only child the follow-up configuration σpκq according to σ. Each node
of this tree has a finite number of children – nodes corresponding to positions belonging
to Juliet have only a single child each (as σ is fixed), and positions in which Romeo is
to replace some a P Σ have one child for each string in R1a. Thus, the Call depth of nodes
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is bounded, as otherwise TreeG,wpσq would be a finitely branching tree with branches
of arbitrary length, which by Ko˝nig’s Lemma would yield that T has an infinite branch,
contradicting the finiteness assumption for σ.
Towards (c), we prove the slightly stronger claim that for all q P Q and w P Σ˚, it
holds E rG,wspqq “ E rG1, wspqq. Lemma 3.24 then implies (c). To this end, we prove
that each set in E rG1, wspqq has a subset in E rG,wspqq and vice versa, which proves the
desired equality by Lemma 2.1.
One of these directions is almost trivial, as Romeo simply has no more possible
moves in G1 than in G. Thus, any strategy σ P STRATJ,CallpGq induces a sub-strategy
σ1 P STRATJ,CallpG1q with wordsG1pw, σ1q Ď wordsGpw, σq; for this strategy, it therefore
also holds that statesG1pq, w, σ1q Ď statesGpq, w, σq.
For the other direction, let q P Q, w P Σ˚ and let σ1 P STRATJ,CallpG1q with X “
statesG1pq, w, σ1q P E rG1, wspqq. Let d
def“ DepthG
1
pσ1, wq. This is well-defined as σ1 is finite.
We prove by nested induction over d and the structure of w that there exists a strategy
σ in G with statesGpq, w, σq Ď X, which implies that X has a subset in E rG,wspqq.
If d “ 0, then Juliet only plays Read on the entirety of w; obviously, this strategy is
feasible in G as well and yields the same result.
If d ą 0, Juliet must play Call on w at some point, and therefore it holds that w ‰ ǫ.
For w “ a P Σ, if Juliet plays Read on a according to σ1, we set Σ to be the strategy in
G that also plays Read on a. Then, clearly, statesGpq, a, σq “ tδpq, aqu “ statesG1pq, a, σ1q.
Assume therefore that Juliet plays Call on a. We define the strategy σ on a in G to
also play Call, and we define sub-strategies σz for each response z P Ra by Romeo to
this Call. For any z P Ra, it holds that vpa, zq P R1a, so let σ
1
z be the sub-strategy of σ
1 on
vpa, zq. Since DepthG
1
pσ1z, vpa, zqq ă d, by induction there is a strategy σvpa,zq on vpa, zq
in G with statesGpq, vpa, zq, σvpa,zqq Ď statesG1pq, vpa, zq, σ
1
zq. Furthermore, by definition
of vpa, zq, it holds that E rG, zs “ E rG, vpa, zqs, and therefore there is a strategy σz on
z with statesGpq, z, σzq “ statesGpq, vpa, zq, σvpa,zqq. By the above inclusions, it follows
that statesGpq, a, σq Ď X.
For w “ uv with u, v P Σ˚ and u, v ‰ ǫ, let σ1u be the sub-strategy of σ
1 on u, and let
tq1, . . . , qku “ statesG1pq, u, σ1uq. For each i P rks, let further σ
1
v,i be a sub-strategy of σ
1
on v in case the play on u yields some string u1 with δ˚pq, u1q “ qi. By induction, there
exist strategies σu on u and σv,i on v in G such that statesGpq, u, σuq Ď tq1, . . . , qku and
statesGpqi, v, σv,iq Ď statesG1pqi, v, σ1v,iq. Let σ be the strategy on uv in G where Juliet
plays according to σu on u and according to σv,i if the play on u yielded a string u
1 with
δ˚pq, u1q “ qi. Then, it holds that statesGpq, w, σq Ď
Ť
iPrks statesG1pqi, v, σ
1
v,iq Ď X.
Now we can give a (high-level) proof for the upper bounds in Theorem 3.9, thus
completing the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Let G be a cfG and w a word. By Lemma 3.21, C1rGs can be
computed in polynomial time from G. For the replay-free case (c), we can immediately
construct an AFA AC1rGs for JWin
1pGq and evaluate it on w, yielding a PTIME upper
bound by Proposition 2.6.
By Lemma 3.22, each Ck`1rGs can be computed from CkrGs in polynomial space;
the idea behind the polynomial-space upper bound in (b) is simply to iteratively com-
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pute effects up to some given maximum Call depth k˚, compute the corresponding AFA
A
Ck
˚ rGs from C
k˚rGs and then evaluate it on w. However, some care has to be taken, as
the (representation of the) intermediate automata and the resulting automaton A
Ck
˚ rGs
can be of more than polynomial (but at most exponential) size. However, as usual for
space bounded computations, the information about A
Ck
˚ rGs and the intermediate au-
tomata can be recomputed whenever it is needed. The composition of these constantly
many polynomial space computations then yields an overall polynomial space bound. It
is crucial here that, as observed in Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, evaluation of A
Ck
˚ rGs and
nonemptiness tests for all intermediate automata are possible in polynomial space in |w|
and the number of states of A
Ck
˚ rGs.
For the exponential-time upper bound in (a), since the fixed-point computation of
CrGs terminates after at most exponentially many iterations of computing successive
effects, CrGs can be computed from G in exponential time. Therefore, by Proposition
3.15, the AFA ACrGs can be computed in time polynomial in |G| and |CrGs|, which is
exponential in |G|; whether w P LpACrGsq holds can then be tested in polynomial time
in |ACrGs| and |w|, that is, in at most exponential time in |G| and |w|.
Example 3.25 (Running example). In the cfG G from Example 3.10, the fixpoint al-
gorithm for computing CrGs reaches its fixpoint in its third iteration; the intermediate
values for CkrGs can be seen in the following tables.
C1rGs:
f g
qa tt4uu tt2uu
qf tt3, 4uu tt2, 4uu
qg tt3, 4uu tt4uu
qK tt4uu tt4uu
C2rGs:
f g
qa tt4u, t3uu tt2u, t4uu
qf tt4uu tt2, 4u, t3, 4uu
qg tt4uu tt4uu
qK tt4uu tt4uu
C3rGs “ CrGs:
f g
qa tt4u, t3uu tt2u, t3u, t4uu
qf tt4uu tt4uu
qg tt4uu tt4uu
qK tt4uu tt4uu
Since all sets in CrGsp¨, ¨q are singletons, the resulting AFA ACrGs can be viewed as a
NFA, which, after removing the non-accepting sink state qK and all transitions leading
into it, looks like the one depicted in Figure 3.2.
As can easily be seen, this NFA decides the language described by the regular expression
a˚pf ` gqpǫ` f˚gqg˚; in other words, winning strings need only have a single f or g (as
opposed to at least one f and g required by the target language), because Juliet can
enforce rewriting of either f or g into a string of the form a˚ff˚gg˚. Similarly, a single
g appearing before all fs can be rewritten into af or f . However, Juliet can not enforce
a successful rewriting on an initial string having an f to the right of more than one g,
as any rewriting of such a string can be enforced by Romeo to have an f to the left of
an a or a g to the right of an f .
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qa
qf
qg
f, g
f, g
a
g
f
g
Figure 3.2.: NFA constructed from the AFA ACrGs from Example 3.25
3.5. Outlook and bibliographical remarks
This chapter gave an overview over complexity results for solving context-free games on
strings. It provided a summary of prior work for games with finite replacement languages
as well as a complete classification of the complexity of the winning problem in games
with regular replacement languages. The interesting difference between the two settings
of finite and regular replacement is in the bounded-replay case, where finite replacement
leads to a tractable winning problem, while the winning problem with regular replace-
ment languages is complete for polynomial space. For no replay and unbounded replay,
the complexities in the finite and regular replacement settings coincide.
Additionally, this chapter introduced the basic proof methods for context-free games:
For upper bounds, the abstraction of (sub-)games into effects, the transformation of
effects into alternating automata and the incremental computation of effects using these
automata; and for lower bounds, the idea of reduction from existence problems where
Romeo provides a “witness” and Juliet checks that “witness”, along with the protest
technique. All of these proof methods, most notably the generic algorithm for solving
context-free games, will be of further use for games on nested words in Chapter 6.
Bibliographic remarks. The EXPTIME-completeness result for games with unboun-
ded replay and regular replacement languages in Theorem 3.5 was originally proven as
Theorem 7.3 in [MSS06]; however, their upper bound proof uses a reduction to parity
pushdown games. An effect-based upper bound proof was first given in [BSSK13], and
the results for bounded and no replay in Theorem 3.5, as well as matching lower bounds
with deterministic regular replacement languages (based closely on those in [MSS06]),
were proven in [SS15]; the proofs can also be found in the latter paper’s journal version
[SS16]. The presentation of upper bound proofs in this chapter, using the generic effect-
based algorithm, follows the presentation of the corresponding proofs for context-free
games on nested words in [SS15]. A small error in our original version of the PSPACE
lower bound (Proposition 3.8) was found and fixed by Krystian Kensy as part of his
Master’s thesis [Ken14].
The basic idea behind effect-based proofs stems from the diploma thesis of Joscha
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Kulbatzki [Kul10], based upon which the concept of effects was developed by the author
in collaboration with Henrik Bjo¨rklund and Thomas Schwentick.
The concept of effects bears some similarity to that of powers [Ben03] or effectiv-
ity functions [PP03] for game logics but was developed independently of those sources.
Minimisation of effects roughly corresponds to the monotonicity of powers or effectivity
functions. However, using, as we do, an inclusion-minimal “basis” instead of a monotonic
“upward closure” allows for a more succinct representation and lower complexity in some
places.
The more restricted class of one-pass games on strings, in which Juliet has to choose
her moves in a streaming fashion, without knowing the input string beyond the part she
has already read, were first investigated in [AMB05]. This setting introduces incomplete
information to context-free games and results for these kinds of games have turned out
to be rather elusive. Some progress was made by Christian Co¨ster in his Master’s thesis
[Co¨s15] and, later on, in collaboration with Thomas Schwentick, but as of this writing,
no further results have been published.
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4. Universality of left-to-right strategies on
strings
As the previous chapter showed, in context-free games on strings there is a quite big
gap between strategies with and without the left-to-right restriction on the order in
which Juliet may choose function symbols to be replaced – solving context-free games
is undecidable for unconstrained games, and EXPTIME-complete with the standard
left-to-right restriction. The restriction to games with bounded or no replay (and most
notably the tractable restrictions) and the regularity of the set JWin of winning strings
for Juliet shown in that chapter also assume the left-to-right restriction.
From the practical standpoint of AXML document rewriting, it is generally in our
interest to design specifications (i.e. games) in such a manner that we can validate
whether all initial document allowed by some input schema can be rewritten into a
given target schema. If left steps are not allowed, this simply boils down to checking
the inclusion of the input schema in the set of safely rewritable input strings, i.e. to an
inclusion of regular languages.
It would be desirable to also be able to find out in this manner whether all initial
documents admitted by the input schema can be rewritten into the target schema by any
rewriting strategy, i.e. whether any safe rewriting capabilities are lost by the restriction
to left-to-right strategies. To this end, we now study the question whether, for a given
game G, strategies without left steps are universal, that is, the following algorithmic
problem.
L2RAll
Given: A context-free game G.
Question: Is JWinÐpGq Ď JWinpGq?
In this section, we prove the following result on the complexity of L2RAll :
Theorem 4.1.
(a) L2RAll is EXPSPACE-complete.
(b) If all replacement languages are finite and explicitly given in the input, L2RAll is
EXPTIME-complete.
The upper and lower bounds are proven separately as Propositions 4.11 and 4.12
in Section 4.1 for the upper bounds and Propositions 4.13 and 4.16 in Section 4.2 for
the lower bounds. The upper bound proofs introduce the concept of dual effects as an
alternative way to summarise games (similar to the word effects introduced in Chapter
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3), while the lower bounds use a particularly intricate example of the protest technique
introduced in Section 3.3.
Throughout this chapter, to stress the distinction from strategies with left steps in
unconstrained games, we often refer to strategies without left steps as left-to-right (L2R)
strategies.1
4.1. Upper bounds
In this section, we prove the upper bounds in Theorem 4.1. We start by stating some
general auxiliary results and introducing the concept of dual effects before giving the
upper bound proof for the general case; finally, we examine how the proof for the general
case can be adapted to yield (presumably) lower complexity if replacement languages
are explicitly enumerated.
The first obvious difficulty in deciding L2RAll is finding out whether there exist
a string in JWinÐpGqzJWinpGq without having to decide whether a given string is in
JWinÐpGq, as the latter problem is undecidable by Theorem 3.3. Fortunately, it turns
out that we can restrict our search to a much smaller class of strategies which also has
a decidable winning problem.
Definition 4.2. A strategy σ of Juliet is an extended left-to-right (or L2R`)-strategy
if for every string w and every strategy τ of Romeo, Juliet plays LS at most once and
plays at most one Call before the LS-move.
We denote the set of strings on which Juliet has a winning L2R`strategy in a game
G by JWinpÐqpGq.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a context-free game. Then JWinÐpGq “ JWinpGq if and only if
JWinpÐqpGq “ JWinpGq.
The interesting direction of the proof of Lemma 4.3 is the ”if” direction, which seems
rather obvious when stated as its contrapositive – intuitively, if there exists a string
w on which Juliet can win by a strategy σ with arbitrarily many left steps, we can
just follow σ on w until we reach some position in which Juliet just has a single Call
and LS move left before a final left-to-right pass. The main difficulty in the proof is
the fact that isolating such a position is not entirely trivial, as both the number of LS
moves in a strategy with left steps and the number of replacement strings for Romeo
(and thus both the depth and branching factor of the strategy tree) may be unbounded.
Consequently, dealing with these problems makes up the main part of the proof.
Proof. If JWinÐpGq “ JWinpGq, then JWinpÐqpGq “ JWinpGq by definition.
Assume that JWinÐpGq ‰ JWinpGq and let w be a string in JWinÐpGqzJWinpGq. Let
σ be a winning strategy for Juliet on w, i.e., starting from the configuration pJ, w, ǫq.
1We note that, technically, left steps are not a feature of strategies but of cfG semantics. However, we
can simply interpret all cfGs as unconstrained cfGs and restrict Juliet to strategies without left
steps for standard cfGs, which will simplify the presentation of proofs in this chapter (similar to
viewing replay as a game parameter, cf. footnote 3 on page 28).
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We again consider the strategy tree TreeG,wpσq for σ on w where each node is a game
position of the form pp, u, vq with a player index p P tJ,Ru and strings u, v P Σ˚, each
node corresponding to a game position κ of Romeo has as children the possible follow-
up positions κ1 with κ Ñ κ1, and each node corresponding to a game position κ of
Juliet has as its only child the follow-up configuration σpκq according to σ. We note
that, while nodes corresponding to positions of Juliet have only a single child each,
nodes corresponding to positions of Romeo may have an infinite number of children, so
TreeG,wpσq is not necessarily a finite tree.
In addition to the configuration labels, we mark each node n in this tree with a value
LSpnq, where LSpnq is the lowest upper bound on the number of LS moves, on any branch
of the subtree rooted in n. Since the tree has infinite branching, the value LSpnq can, in
general, be unbounded, i.e., LSpnq “ 8. Since σ is a winning strategy, however, the tree
has no infinite branches.
Nodes n with LSpnq ­“ 8 and LSpnq ą 0 are also marked by SGcallpnq, the lowest upper
bound on the number of Call moves that occur before the first LS step, on any branch
of the subtree rooted in n. We note that SGcallpnq might be 8.
In the following, we call, for nodes n with LSpnq ­“ 8, the pair pLSpnq, SGcallpnqq the
marking of n and we denote by ď the lexicographic order on markings.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that σ is optimally efficient in the following
sense. We assume that for every node n of the strategy tree, labelled with a configuration
pp, u, vq, such that LSpnq ­“ 8, there is no other winning strategy σ1 on w, such that
the strategy tree for σ1 and w has a node n1 labelled with the same configuration but
having a lexicographically smaller marking. Such an optimally efficient strategy can be
constructed for every configuration pp, u, vq by nested induction on the minimal value of
pLSpnq, SGcallpnqq that nodes n representing pp, u, vq can assume in winning strategies for
pp, u, vq.
As JWinÐpGq ‰ JWinpGq, there must be a node n in TreeG,wpσq with LSpnq ą 0.
We first show that TreeG,wpσq must contain nodes n with LSpnq ą 0, LSpnq ­“ 8 and
with a marking different from p1, 0q, i.e. configurations in which Juliet actually has to
make at least one more Call before her last LS move.
If TreeG,wpσq has nodes with LS-value 8, it also has a node n1, where LSpn1q “ 8,
but LSpnq ­“ 8, for every child node n of n1. Otherwise, TreeG,wpσq would have infinite
branches, contradicting the fact that σ is a winning strategy. There must be arbitrarily
large LS-values among the children of n1 as otherwise LSpn1q ­“ 8. In particular, n1 must
have a Juliet-grandchild n with LSpnq ą 1 and therefore a marking differing from p1, 0q.
If TreeG,wpσq has no nodes with LS-value 8, then for the root r of TreeG,wpσq it holds
that LSprq ­“ 8, and thus LSprq ě 1 (as otherwise w P JWinpGq) and SGcallprq ą 0 (as
otherwise one LS-step less would suffice — at the root the current position is 1!).
Thus, there must be a Juliet-node n1 with LSpn1q ě 1, LSpn1q ­“ 8 and with a
marking different from p1, 0q.
Let n be any node with LSpnq ą 0, LSpnq ­“ 8 and with a marking pi, jq ­“ p1, 0q. For
the markings of the children and grandchildren of n there are the following possibilities.
(i) Juliet plays Read on n and for the unique child n1 of n the marking is pi, jq.
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(ii) Juliet plays Call on n, j “ 8, and there is a grandchild n1 of n with marking
pi,8q.
(iii) Juliet plays Call on n, j “ 8, there are grandchildren n2 with LSpn2q “ i and
markings of the form pi, j1q with j1 ­“ 8 for all such grandchildren. In particular,
there is a grandchild n1 with marking pi, j1q, for some j1 ą 0.
(iv) Juliet plays Call on n, j ­“ 8, and all grandchildren have markings that are
strictly smaller than pi, jq, including one child n1 with marking pi, j ´ 1q.
(v) Juliet plays LS on n, j “ 0 and the child n1 of n has a configuration of the form
pJ, u, ǫq and marking pi´ 1, j1q with j1 ą 0.
We can construct a sequence n1, n2, . . . of nodes by choosing, in all cases (i)-(v), ni`1 “
n1i, for i ě 1. As this sequence follows a branch of the tree and n1 is a winning node for
σ, the sequence can not be infinite. Furthermore, each leaf has marking p1, 0q. Therefore,
the sequence must contain a Juliet-node nℓ with marking p1, 1q. Let pJ, x, yq be the
configuration of nℓ. We claim that xy P JWinpÐqpGqzJWinpGq.
First, xy R JWinpGq, as otherwise the marking of nℓ would be at most p1, 0q (no Call
move needed before the LS-step).
On the other hand, as the marking of nℓ is p1, 1q, starting from pJ, xy, ǫq, Juliet can
play Read on x and can win with one Call before the one and only LS move, therefore
xy P JWinpÐqpGq.
Thus, JWinpÐqpGq ­“ JWinpGq, completing the proof.
The basic idea behind an algorithm for the upper bound proofs is now quite simple:
Guess strings u,w P Σ˚ and a function symbol f and then verify that ufw R JWinpGq
and that uvw P JWinpGq for each v P Rf ; clearly, these two conditions hold if and only
if ufw P JWinpÐqpGqzJWinpGq. The problem with this approach, however is that an
appropriate string u, in particular, may be of doubly exponential length and therefore
can only be guessed one symbol at a time in a streaming fashion. We therefore need some
way of tracking all relevant information regarding winning strategies for both Juliet
and Romeo on u; to be precise, the proof utilises NFAs for both JWinpGq and its
complement. For Juliet, we can utilise effects (introduced in Chapter 3), whereas for
Romeo, we now examine the concept of dual effects.
4.1.1. Dual games and effects
Chapter 3 introduced effects as a means of summarising subgames on substrings. Recall
that for a cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with a target DFA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q and a string
w P Σ˚, the word effect of G on w was defined as a function E rG,ws : Q Ñ PpPpQqq
mapping each state q P Q to the set
E rG,wspqq “ rttδ˚pq,wordGpw, σ, τqq | τ P STRATRpGqu | σ P STRATJpGqusmin .
Essentially, examining the word effect of G on w makes it possible to abstract any play
in G into a single-round game where Juliet first chooses a strategy σ P STRATJpGq
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(and thus a corresponding set X P E rG,wspq0q of states), then Romeo chooses a counter-
strategy τ P STRATRpGq (and thus a state q P X), with Juliet winning the game if
and only if she wins the game on w with her chosen strategy against Romeo’s chosen
counter-strategy (i.e. if and only if q P F holds). This was used in Chapter 3 to determine
whether Juliet has a winning strategy on w in G by essentially checking whether there
is some X P E rG,wspq0q with X Ď F .
Since context-free games can be interpreted as reachability games, by Proposition 2.2
it holds that for each starting string exactly one of the players has a winning strategy;
this result directly carries over to the abstracted single-round games described above.
This, in turn, implies that it does not matter which player chooses their strategy first
in the abstraction – the fact that effects are defined in a way that makes Juliet choose
her strategy first is merely for convenience in computing effects. In just the same way,
we can define word effects in the dual abstracted single-round game where it is Romeo
who chooses his strategy first.
Definition 4.4. For a cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with a target DFA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q
and a string w P Σ˚, the dual word effect, Eˆ rG,ws : Q Ñ PpPpQqq, of G on w is the
function defined by
Eˆ rG,wspqq def“ rttδpq,wordGpw, σ, τqq | σ P STRATJpGqu | τ P STRATRpGqusmin ,
for every q P Q.
To stress the distinction from dual effects, we usually refer to non-dual effects as
primal effects. The dual effect of a string can be obtained from its primal effect via a
simple operation, SMix, very similar to the Mix operation defined in Section 3.4. Let
D “ tD1, . . . ,Dnu be a set of sets. Then
SMixpDq “ Normpttd1, . . . , dnu | d1 P D1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dn P Dnuq.
In other words, SMix contains all sets that can be formed by selecting one element from
each of the elements of D. Notice that, while Mix takes a set of sets of sets and returns
a set of sets, SMix takes a set of sets and returns a set of sets.
Lemma 4.5. Let w be a string and q P Q a state of ApT q. Then Eˆ rG,wspqq “
SMixpE rG,wspqqq.
Proof. As both sets are normal it suffices, thanks to Lemma 2.1, to show that for every
Xˆ P Eˆ rG,uspqq there is some X P SMixpE rG,wspqqq such that X Ď Xˆ , and vice versa.
Let Xˆ P Eˆ rG,wspqq. By definition, there is a strategy τ P STRATRpGq of Romeo
such that Xˆ “ tδpq,wordGpw, σ, τqq | σ P STRATJpGqu. This means that for every
σ P STRATJ there is a a state in statesGpq, w, σq that also belongs to Xˆ. In particular,
there is an element X in SMixpE rG,wspqqq such that X Ď Xˆ .
For the other direction, we use the concept of game trees. The game tree TreeG,w on
w is a (possibly infinite) tree where each node is a game position of the form pp, u, vq
(as defined in Definition 3.1), and each node corresponding to a game position κ has as
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children the possible follow-up positions κ1 such that κÑ κ1. The strategy tree TreeG,wpσq
of a strategy σ for Juliet (resp. TreeG,wpτq of a strategy τ for Romeo) is the restriction
of TreeG,w where all nodes corresponding to a position κ for Juliet (resp. Romeo) have
as their only child the node corresponding to position σpκq (resp. τpκq).
Let X P SMixpE rG,wspqqq. By definition of E rG,wspqq and SMix, for every finite
strategy σ of Juliet there is a strategy τ of Romeo such that δ˚pq, vq P X, where
v “ wordGpw, σ, τq.
Let t “ TreeG,w be the (full, i.e. possibly infinite) game tree for w. Let LX be the set
of leaves of t that are labelled by configurations pJ, v, ǫq with δ˚pq, vq P X. Let SX be
the set of nodes n of t such that for every (not necessarily finite) strategy σ of Juliet,
the subtree of the strategy tree TreeG,wpσq rooted in n has an infinite branch or a leaf
in LX .
The root of t must belong to SX . Otherwise, Juliet would have a finite strategy σ
such that no strategy of Romeo yields a state in X, contradicting the above statement
about X. Furthermore, if a node in t belongs to SX and is labelled by a configuration
where Juliet is to move, then all its children belong to SX . If a node in t belongs to SX
and Romeo is to move, then at least one of its children belongs to SX . We can define
a strategy τ for Romeo that from a node in SX always selects a child node in SX . In
the strategy tree TreeG,wpτq, every node belongs to SX . This immediately implies that
tδ˚pq,wordGpw, σ, τqq | σ P STRATJpGqu Ď X.
From the definition of dual effects, it is easy to see that (similar to primal effects)
Romeo has a winning strategy on w in G if and only if there is some X P Eˆ rG,wspq0q
with X Ď QzF . This similarity can be generalised to the following relationship between
primal and dual effects.
Lemma 4.6. For any w P Σ˚, q P Q and X Ď Q, it holds that X has a subset in
E rG,wspqq if and only if QzX does not have a subset in Eˆ rG,wspqq.
Proof. For the “only if” direction, let X 1 Ď X Ď Q with X 1 P E rG,wspqq. Using the fact
that Eˆ rG,wspqq “ SMixpE rwspqqq (Lemma 4.5), by the definition of the SMix operator,
each set in Eˆrwspqq contains at least one element from X 1, and therefore from X. Thus,
no set in Eˆ rG,wspqq can be contained in the complement ofX, which proves this direction
of the claim.
For the contraposition of the “if” direction, assume that X does not have a subset in
E rG,wspqq. Therefore, each set in E rG,wspqq contains at least one element from QzX.
Again using Lemma 4.5 and the definition of SMix, this implies that there is a set in
SMixpE rwspqqq “ Eˆ rG,wspqq composed solely of elements from QzX, i.e. that QzX has
a subset in Eˆ rG,wspqq, as was to be proven.
If we are solely interested in deciding whether Romeo has a winning strategy on some
string w in G (against strategies for Juliet without left steps), Algorithm 1 already
yields an exponential-time decision algorithm – compute the call effect CrGs from G,
compute the AFA ACrGs from CrGs and accept if and only if ACrGs does not accept in
input w. However, the connection between ACrGs and dual effects of G goes even deeper
than that, as the following analogue of Lemma 3.20 shows.
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Lemma 4.7. Let G be a game, let ACrGs “ pQ,Σ, δC , q0, F q be the AFA deciding
JWinpGq as defined in Section 3.4.2, and let AˆCrGs be the AFA obtained from ACrGs
by the complement construction (Lemma 2.4). Let further q P Q, w P Σ˚ and X Ď Q.
Then, X P Eˆ rG,wspqq if and only if there is a minimal run of AˆCrGs on w starting at q
and ending in states from X.
Proof. By Lemma 4.6, X has a subset in Eˆ rG,wspqq if and only if QzX has no subset
in E rG,wspqq. By Lemma 3.20, this is the case if and only if there is no run of ACrGs on
w starting at q and ending inside QzX, which, by the proof of Lemma 2.4, is equivalent
to the existence of a run of AˆCrGs on w starting at q and ending inside X. Minimality of
runs and minimisation of effects then yield the claim.
Using the technique for transforming AFAs into equivalent NFAs from Lemma 2.5, we
obtain the following result.2
Corollary 4.8. Let G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q be a context-free game with target language DFA
ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q. Then, there exist NFAs AJ and AR with state set PpQq such
that for each w P Σ˚, AJ (respectively AR) has a run on from tqu to X Ď Q if and only
if X P E rG,wspqq (respectively X P Eˆ rG,wspqq).
4.1.2. Algorithms for L2RAll
We first prove the upper bound for Theorem 4.1(a). As mentioned above, the basic proof
idea is giving an algorithm for the complement of L2RAll that guesses nondetermin-
istically strings u,w P Σ˚ and a function symbol f such that ufw R JWinpGq, but
uvw P JWinpGq for each v P Rf . The main difficulty in the proof lies in the fact that we
need all relevant strategy information for Juliet about the string u, because her Call
move to f in a L2R`strategy occurs before the play on u, and Juliet’s strategy on u
may therefore depend on the call result v P Rf . This poses a problem because the mini-
mal length of a string u yielding a desired effect E rG,uspq0q may be doubly exponential
in |Q| and the string u can therefore not be explicitly guessed and stored in exponential
space.
To solve this problem, we guess u in a streaming fashion, one symbol at a time, and
use the NFA AJ from Corollary 4.8 to compute E rG,uspq0q as we go along, similar to
the standard implicit powerset construction used for the word problem for DFAs.
The strings v and w, on the other hand, will be handled much more easily using two
auxiliary results that we prove before giving the full upper bound proof.
For any string w, let F pwq “ tq P Q | E rG,wspqq XPpF q ‰ Hu be the set of states
from which Juliet has a winning strategy (without left steps) on w.
For a state q and a set S of states let Aq,SJ denote the automaton that is obtained
from AJ by choosing tqu as initial state and PpSq as set of accepting states.
2Technically, the transformation to NFA is not required for the upper bound proofs in Section 4.1.2,
but it somewhat simplifies the presentation of the proofs.
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Lemma 4.9. For every state q and w P Σ˚ the automaton Aq,F pwqJ accepts exactly the
strings v such that there is a winning strategy for Juliet on vw starting at state q in
ApT q.
Lemma 4.9 follows immediately from Corollary 4.8.
For a state q P Q let Gq denote the game obtained from G by choosing the state q as
initial state of the target automaton; furthermore, denote the state set of the replacement
language NFA for Rf by Qf .
Lemma 4.10. Let q P Q, w P Σ˚ and f P Γ. If there is a string v P Rf such that vw P
JWinpGqq then there is a string v1 of length at most |Qf | ¨2|Q| such that v1w P JWinpGqq.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.9 and a standard pumping argument for the product
automaton B combining AJ and ApRf q: For any two states pX1, p1q, pX2, p2q P PpQq ˆ
Qf there is a string v with δBppX1, p1q, vq “ pX2, p2q if and only if there is such a string
v1 of length at most |PpQq ˆQf | “ |Qf | ¨ 2|Q|.
We are now ready to prove the upper bound of Theorem 4.1(a) in full.
Proposition 4.11. L2RAll P EXPSPACE.
Proof. We give a nondeterministic exponential-space algorithm A deciding L2RAll,
the complement of L2RAll . This yields the result since EXPSPACE is closed under
complement and NEXPSPACE “ EXPSPACE thanks to Savitch’s Theorem [Sav70].
The idea is that A guesses a symbol f P Γ and strings u,w such that ufw P
JWinpÐqpGqzJWinpGq is a witness string on which Juliet plays Call on f in the first
pass on ufw. Thanks to Lemma 4.10, A only needs to verify that, for all replacement
strings v P Rf of length at most |Qf | ¨ 2|Q|, it holds that uvw P JWinpGq. A short
summary of A is given as Algorithm 2.
The main challenge is that the string u may in general be of doubly exponential length
and therefore cannot be stored.
Therefore, to compute the set U “ E rG,uspq0q “ tU1, U2, . . . , Unu as used in Algorithm
2, A guesses u in a streaming fashion, one symbol at a time. It simulates AJ on u and
computes E rG,uspq0q online. This can be done in exponential space by storing the set
E rG,uspq0q P PpPpQqq. At the same time, having guessed a set Xˆuf , it guesses a run
of AR on uf , effectively verifying that there is a strategy for Romeo allowing him to
enforce one of the states from Xˆuf in the sub-play on uf (against a strategy of Juliet
without left steps).
Afterwards, to compute F pwq P PpQq, A guesses a string w, and incrementally com-
putes a set F pwq Ď Q of states from which Juliet can win the game as defined in
Lemma 4.9. For a P Σ, w1 P Σ˚, the set F paw1q can be computed from the set F pw1q
by checking, for each q P Q, whether Aq,F pw
1q
J accepts a. As there are only exponentially
many subsets of Q it is not hard to prove by a standard pumping argument that w can
be chosen to be of exponential size and that its computation can be actually carried out
in polynomial space. With F pǫq “ F the correctness of this incremental computation
follows by a simple induction argument.
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Algorithm 2 Test for G P L2RAll
1: Guess f P Γ and a set of states Xˆuf Ď Q
2: while Guessing a string u in a streaming fashion do
3: Use AJ to compute the set U “ E rG,uspq0q
4: Use AR to verify Xˆuf P Eˆ rG,uf spq0q
5: Guess a string w and compute F pwq by simulating AJ backwards
6: if Xˆuf X F pwq “ H then
7: // ufw R JWinpGq
8: for all v P Rf with |v| ď |Qf | ¨ 2|Q| do
9: Guess a set Ui P U
10: for all q P Ui do
11: Simulate A
q,F pwq
J on input v
12: if A
q,F pwq
J accepts v then
13: // uvw P JWinpGq
14: else
15: Reject
Accept
16: Reject
The algorithm A then checks whether Xˆuf contains a state from F pwq. If it does not,
we know that ufw R JWinpGq. If it does, A immediately rejects.
Finally, A checks for all strings v P Rf of length at most |Qf | ¨ 2|Q|, whether uvw P
JWinpGq. This can be done by (1) cycling through all strings v of this length, (2) checking
if v P Rf by simulating ApRf q on v and (3) in case ApRf q accepts v, guessing a set Ui P U
and testing whether for every q P Ui there is a set X P E rG, vspqq such that X Ď F pwq.
To perform test (3), A simulates, for each q P Ui, a run of A
q,F pwq
J on v. This can be done
in polynomial space. If the run for each q succeeds, A concludes that uvw P JWinpGq,
otherwise it rejects.
Altogether, A only requires exponential space; it remains to show that A accepts iff
JWinpÐqpGqzJWinpGq ‰ H.
If A accepts, then there exists a string ufw such that (a) ufw R JWinpGq (this follows
directly from Lemma 4.9) and (b) for all v P Rf of length at most |Qf | ¨ 2|Q| there exists
a set Ui P E rG,uspq0q such that v is accepted by A
q,F pwq
J for all q P Ui.
With Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10, it follows from (b) that for every v P Rf there is a strategy
σv of Juliet on u such that for all states q P statesGpq0, u, σvq, Juliet has a winning
strategy on vw starting at q.
This yields a winning L2R`strategy for Juliet on ufw: In the first pass, Juliet calls
f . On the second pass, depending on Romeo’s choice of v, Juliet plays according to σv
on u and is guaranteed to reach a state starting from which she has a winning strategy
on vw.
For the ”only if” part, assume JWinpÐqpGqzJWinpGq ‰ H holds. Then there exists a
word on which Juliet has a winning L2R`strategy, but no winning L2R strategy. This
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word must be of the form ufw with f being the symbol Juliet calls on her first pass
for some winning L2R`strategy σ. In lines 1 through 4, A guesses this word.
Since Juliet has no winning L2R strategy on ufw, Romeo must have a strategy τ
on uf enforcing a set of states Xˆuf “ tδ˚pq0,wordGpuf, σ, τqq | σ P STRATJpGqu such
that Xˆuf X F pwq “ H. Since this set of states can be guessed by A, the test on line 6
can be passed.
Let σv be Juliet’s strategy on u in case Romeo replaces f by v P Rf and Ui “
statesGpq0, u, σq P E rG,uspq0q. Since σ is winning on uvw, Juliet has a winning strategy
on vw starting at q for any q P Ui. Using Lemma 4.9, this means that for any v P Rf , A
can guess a set Ui P E rG,uspq0q “ U on line 9 such that all A
q,F pwq
J accepts v for q P Ui.
This condition is checked in lines 10 through 15, and since it is fulfilled for all v P Rf , A
accepts.
For games G with explicitly enumerated replacement languages, this algorithm can be
modified to run in exponential time in |G|.
Proposition 4.12. If all replacement languages are finite and explicitly given in the
input, L2RAll is in EXPTIME.
Proof. We modify Algorithm 2 such that it runs in exponential time. This works because
the only NFAs of doubly exponential size that Algorithm 2 uses can be replaced by NFAs
of exponential size, if the replacement sets Rf are finite and explicitly given in the input.
Algorithm 2 uses nondeterminism for two kinds of purposes: for guessing sets of states
contained in a given effect, and for guessing strings. The latter can be delegated to
standard polynomial space non-emptiness tests for exponential size automata, while the
former can be done by cycling through all possible candidates (as there are always only
exponentially many).
To this end, the algorithm A1 contains an outer loop over all f P Γ, sets W Ď Q and
vectors of sets U1, . . . , U|Rf | P PpQq. Inside this loop, similar to algorithm 2, A
1 checks if
there are strings u and w such that U1, . . . , U|Rf | P E rG,uspq0q and W “ F pwq; then, all
A1 needs to do is check for all i “ 1, . . . , |Rf | whether δ˚JpUi, viqXPpF pwqq ‰ H (where
δJ is the transition relation of AJ, and Rf “ tv1, . . . , v|Rf |u) and AR accepts ufw.
To verify the existence of a string u with U1, . . . , U|Rf | P E rG,uspq0q, A
1 computes
the product automaton of |Rf | copies of AJ and checks whether the product state
pU1, . . . , U|Rf |q is reachable in polynomial space (and thus exponential time).
To find a string w with W “ F pwq, A1 computes the product automaton with one
copy of AJ
q,F , for each q P W ; again, the verification of the existence of w is by a
non-emptiness test.
Finally, A runs one copy of AJ with starting state Ui and final state set PpW q on
vi for each i “ 1, . . . , |Rf | and runs AR on ufw; if all copies of AJ and AR accept, A
accepts, since a separating string ufw has been found. The correctness of this algorithm
follows similar to the proof of Proposition 4.11, and since it loops an exponential number
of times and takes no more than exponential time in each iteration, A1 is an EXPTIME
algorithm deciding L2RAll for games with finite replacement languages that are given
explicitly as part of the input.
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4.2. Lower bounds
In this subsection, we prove the lower bounds in Theorem 4.1, showing that L2RAll is
EXPSPACE-hard in general and EXPTIME-hard with finite replacement languages
that are explicitly enumerated as part of the input.
4.2.1. Regular replacement languages
Proposition 4.13. L2RAll is hard for EXPSPACE.
The proof of this lower bound does follow some of the standard approaches for lower
bounds explained in Section 3.3: reducing from a tiling problem and using the protest
technique. It is, however, somewhat unusual in that it casts Juliet as the player who
is supposed to show that a valid tiling exists, while Romeo is supposed to find flaws in
a given tiling. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the distribution of roles in hardness proofs
for JWin is generally the other way around, with Romeo trying to verify and Juliet
trying to falsify the existence of a valid tiling.
This reversal of roles comes from the fact that, unlike JWin, L2RAll is itself an
existence problem. While in hardness proofs for JWin, Romeo usually has to construct a
valid tiling from a given input string, here, existence of a valid tiling should be equivalent
to the existence of a string on which Juliet has a winning strategy with, but not without,
left steps. This makes it very natural to put Juliet into the role of verifier, basically
tasking her to use a strategy without left steps to prove the validity of a given tiling
(against Romeo’s objections) and extending the input string in such a way that a single
additional call and left step are required.
Proof. We prove the EXPSPACE hardness of L2RAll by reduction from the Expo-
nential Corridor Tiling problem as defined in Section 2.5. This problem is well
known to be EXPSPACE-complete; see, e.g., [Chl86; EB97].
Given an input instance I “ pU, V,H, ui, uf , nq for Exponential Corridor Tiling,
we construct from I a context-free game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q such that there exists a valid
corridor tiling for I if and only if there is a string for which Juliet has a winning
L2R`strategy but no L2R strategy in G. The claim then follows from this reduction by
Lemma 4.3.
The rough idea of the construction of G is as follows. Let 2n be the target width for a
tiling. Tilings are encoded by strings of the form v “ ppucq˚q#q˚, where u is a tile and
c a 0-1-string of length n that should encode the column number of the position of u. A
sequence pucq˚ encodes a row of a tiling and rows are separated by #. For each column
number i P t0, 1, . . . , 2n ´ 1u, we denote by cpiq the encoding of i as a binary string of
length n over t0, 1u.
We will construct G in such a way that the strings in JWinpÐqpGqzJWinpGq are of
the form gvf , where v is the encoding of a correct tiling.
The main task of Juliet in the game is to show that the middle part v of the input
string indeed represents a correct tiling, while Romeo tries to disprove her. For this, we
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utilise a protest technique, in which we force Juliet to call potentially inconsistent sym-
bols in the input, allowing Romeo to flag constraint violations. The additional symbols
f and g are primarily meant to ensure that Juliet needs a L2R`strategy to win; f will
also be needed to identify violations of vertical constraints, as we shall describe later.
Before giving G in formal detail, we shall first describe the ways in which a string
v of the form pU0npUt0, 1unq˚U1n#q˚ may fail to encode a valid tiling. After that, we
examine how to deal with these types of violations.
• Horizontal error: v violates the horizontal constraints, i.e. v contains a substring
of the form ut0, 1unu1 with pu, u1q R H;
• Constant error: The first (last) symbol from U in v is not ui (uf );
• Increment error: Two subsequent column number encodings are inconsistent, i.e.
v contains a substring of the form cpiqUcpjq with j ‰ i` 1;
• Vertical error: v violates the vertical constraints, i.e. v contains a substring of the
form ucpiqpU Y t0, 1uq˚#pU Y t0, 1uq˚u1cpiq with pu, u1q R V for some i ď 2n ´ 1.
We will construct G such that Romeo can win without any effort on inputs with
horizontal or constant errors and by pinpointing positions with increment or vertical
errors otherwise. Horizontal and constant errors can be basically tested by the target
DFA, so we merely need to make certain that strings with these kinds of errors can never
be rewritten into the target language.
In the main part of the game, during the second pass, Juliet calls all positions of
tiling symbols and gives Romeo the possibility to mark a violating position. If v contains
an increment error at some position, Romeo can prove this with a simple subgame.
Verifying vertical errors is slightly more complicated. To this end, Juliet has to allow
Romeo to add an n-digit number cf to the end of v in the single move of the first pass.
Romeo should pick cf as the encoding of the number of a column in which a vertical
error occurs. In the main part, Romeo can then indicate the positions of the two tiles
of that error and in a subgame it is verified that they are actually in the same column
(with number cf ) on consecutive rows.
We force Juliet to call all positions of tiling symbols by introducing into the alphabet
a disjoint copy Uˆ of U , the set of marked tiles, as well as a protest symbol @. The idea
is that for as long as Juliet keeps calling tile positions in order, Romeo replaces those
tiles with their corresponding marked tiles, but as soon as Juliet skips a tile, Romeo
protests by returning @ the next time Juliet plays a call move. By including only
appropriate strings in the target language, we make sure that Romeo wins on strings on
which Juliet has tried to ”cheat” by skipping a tile and Romeo has rightfully protested,
and that Romeo loses on strings on which he protests without just cause.
Increment errors are dealt with in a similar manner by use of a number protest symbol
@N . As soon as Juliet calls the tile position immediately before the violating substring
cpiqUcpjq, Romeo returns @N , signifying that Juliet now has to call each of the n bits
to the right of @N in turn until Romeo returns a flag bit 0N or 1N to pinpoint a position
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in cpiq that witnesses j ‰ i ` 1. (The correctness of this flagging procedure will follow
from Lemma 4.15 below.) Similarly as for tiles, we use additional marked bits 0ˆ, 1ˆ and
the protest symbol @ to force Juliet to call each position of cpiq.
Finally, to handle vertical errors, we add another disjoint copy UV of U , called flagged
tiles to the alphabet. As described above, after giving the encoding cf of a column where
vertical constraints are violated, Romeo replaces two tiles involved in this violation by
their corresponding flagged tiles. Again, we need to make sure via the target language
that Romeo always wins on rewritten strings with correctly flagged vertical errors and
loses on strings with incorrect claims of vertical errors.
Now, we can begin constructing the game G “ pΣ,ΓR,F q from the tiling input I “
pU, ui, uf , V,H, nq according to the ideas laid out above
The alphabet Σ consists of the union of U “ tu1, . . . , uku with two disjoint copies
of U , called Uˆ , and UV with symbols uˆ1, . . . , uˆk and u
V
1 , . . . , u
V
k , respectively and the
additional symbols 0, 1, 0ˆ, 1ˆ, 0N , 1N ,#,@,@N , f, g, g
1, h, h1. To make the definition of T
somewhat more concise, we also give names to several subsets of Σ:
• the set of base symbols ΣB “ U Y t0, 1,#u;
• the set of processed symbols ΣP “ Uˆ Y t0, 1,#u;
• the set of extended bits BˆN “ t0, 1, 0ˆ, 1ˆ, 0N , 1Nu.
The set R consists of the following replacement rules:3
g Ñ g1
u1 Ñ uˆ1 | uV1 | @ | @N
...
uk Ñ uˆk | u
V
k | @ | @N
0 Ñ 0ˆ | 0N | @
1 Ñ 1ˆ | 1N | @
f Ñ t0, 1unth, h1u | @
The target language T is the union of several languages described below. To improve
readability, we give these languages as regular expressions, but it is easy to verify that a
DFA of polynomial size in |I| accepts each of them. In these regular expressions, we use
the abbreviations pαq“n and pαqăn to denote strings of length exactly n (respectively
less than n) described by the regular expression α. Again, it is easy to verify that the
size of a DFA for pαq“n and pαqăn is at most n times the size of a DFA for α.
As further shorthand notation,
3Note that, even though all replacement languages are finite, Proposition 4.12 does not apply here,
since the 2n`1 replacement strings of the replacement rule f Ñ t0, 1unth, h1u are not given explicitly
but by a DFA of size Opnq.
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• let W denote the set of all well-formed tiling encodings, which are strings of the
form pU0npUt0, 1unq˚U1n#q˚;
• let E denote the set of horizontally correct encodings, which is obtained by taking
the complement of the language described by
Ť
pu,u1qRH Σ
˚
But0, 1u
˚u1Σ˚B; and
• let C denote the set of all tiling candidates which are strings that belong to W (i.e.
have column numbers of length n that start at 0 and end at 2n ´ 1 in each line),
are also in E (i.e. satisfy the horizontal constraints) and have ui as their first and
uf as their last tile.
Let Wˆ , Eˆ, Cˆ be defined as W,E and C, but with Uˆ in place of U .
It is straightforward to construct a polynomial-size DFA for the set C.
With these notations, we define the target language T as the union of the following
languages (a short intuitive description follows below):
(1) gC@
(2) gCˆt0, 1unh` g1Cˆt0, 1unh1
(3) pg ` g1qpΣP ` UV q˚@Σ˚Bph` h
1q
(4) pg ` g1qpΣP ` UV q˚@NFIΣ˚Bph` h
1q, where FI is the language described by
p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚0N p1
˚Up0` 1q˚q“n10
˚pU `#q` (i)
p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚1N p1˚Up0` 1q˚q“n00˚pU `#q` (ii)
p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚0N p0p0 ` 1q˚Up0` 1q˚q“n0p0` 1q˚pU `#q` (iii)
p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚0N pp0` 1q
˚Up0` 1q˚q“n01p0 ` 1q
˚pU `#q` (iv)
p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚1N p0p0 ` 1q˚Up0` 1q˚q“n1p0` 1q˚pU `#q` (v)
p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚1N pp0` 1q
˚Up0` 1q˚q“n11p0 ` 1q
˚pU `#q` (vi)
p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚p0N ` 1N qp0` 1q
˚#` (vii)
p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚0ˆp0ˆ` 1ˆq˚U ` 1ˆ˚# (viii)
(5) pg ` g1qΣ˚P pU
V Σ˚P q
?pUV p0` 1q˚ `@N p0ˆ` 1ˆq˚q@Σ˚Bph` h
1q
(6) pg ` g1qpΣ˚PU
V Bˆ˚N q
3Σ˚Bph` h
1q
(7) pg ` g1qΣ˚PU
V Bˆ˚N pUˆ `#qΣ
˚
P ph` h
1q
(8)
Ť
pu,vqPV pg ` g
1qΣ˚Pu
V pΣP ` BˆN q˚vV Σ˚Bph` h
1q
(9) pg ` g1qΣ˚PU
V pΣP zt#uq˚pp#pΣP zt#uq˚q2`q?UV Σ˚Bph` h
1q
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(10)  
pg ` g1qΣ˚PU
V p0` 1q˚p0ˆ` 0nq rppΣP zt#uq
n`
pΣ˚P#Σ
˚
P q“n`1qp0 ` 1qs
˚ 1p0 ` 1qăn´1ph` h
1q
(
` 
pg ` g1qΣ˚PU
V p0` 1q˚p1ˆ` 1nq rppΣP zt#uq
n`
pΣ˚P#Σ
˚
P q“n`1qp0` 1qs
˚ 0p0` 1qăn´1ph` h
1q
(
Recall that the purpose of this construction is to allow Juliet to win in G with a
L2R`but not a L2R strategy on exactly the strings gvf where v encodes a valid tiling for
I. To this end, we force her to perform her initial first-pass call on the final f , allowing
Romeo to fix a column number cf P t0, 1un for finding vertical errors. To ensure that
Juliet needs a L2R`strategy to win on gvf , Romeo may append either h or h1 and we
expect the first symbol of words in T to match their last symbol; therefore, part (2) of
the above definition corresponds to the case where Juliet and Romeo play according
to the intuitive rules described above, v encodes a valid tiling and Romeo never tries
to protest. All the other parts of the target language serve only to prevent unjustified
protest by Romeo and to make sure that he loses immediately if he tries to cheat by
claiming an inconsistency where there is none.
Parts (1), (3) and (5) of the target language address unjustified protests against the
sequence in which Juliet calls input symbols, forcing Romeo to reserve the protest
symbol @ for cases when Juliet skips an input symbol she is supposed to call. Part
(4) prevents unjustified claims of an incremental error, with sub-expressions roughly
corresponding to the different cases of Lemma 4.15 (given below). Parts (6) to (10) deal
with attempts to wrongly claim a vertical error: Flagging too many tiles (6) or not
enough tiles (7), flagging two tiles not violating the vertical constraints (8), flagging tiles
in non-subsequent rows (9) and flagging tiles not in the column determined by cf (10).
We now state the main ingredient of the proof:
Lemma 4.14. Let cf P t0, 1un be the binary encoding of nf P t0, 1, . . . , 2n ´ 1u and let
v be a string of the form pU0npUt0, 1unq˚U1n#q˚. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(a) v is a tiling candidate for I that has no vertical errors in column nf and no incre-
mental errors
(b) gvcfh P JWinpGq
(c) g1vcfh
1 P JWinpGq
Proof of Lemma 4.14. We only prove paq ô pbq, the proof of paq ô pcq is analogous.
”paq ñ pbq”:
We describe a winning L2R strategy on gvcfh for Juliet.
During her left-to-right pass, Juliet proceeds to call every symbol from U for as long
as Romeo returns only symbols from Uˆ . If she reaches the end of the string this way,
she wins due to part (2) of T . If, at some point, Romeo decides to raise a false protest
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that Juliet is not calling all symbols from U in sequence (i.e. returns @), Juliet wins
by (3).
If Romeo raises a false protest about an incorrectly encoded index (i.e. returns @N
to one of Juliet’s calls), Juliet proceeds to call all the bits to the right of @N in a
left-to-right manner. This can result in the following:
• Romeo returns @ at some point: In this case, Juliet wins by (5);
• Romeo returns 0ˆ or 1ˆ for every bit of the index string to the right of @N : In this
case, Juliet wins by line (viii) of (4).
• Romeo returns 0Nor1N at some point: In this case, Juliet wins by one of the
other parts of (4) and Lemma 4.15 as will be explained below.
Let cpiq be the column index to the right of @N and k the index of the bit in cpiq for
which Romeo returned a flagged bit.
If cpiq is followed by #, Juliet wins by line (vii) of (4). Therefore assume that @N
is followed by a string of the form cpiqUcpjq. Since v contains no increment errors, the
negation of parts (a), (b) and (c) of Lemma 4.15 holds.
If cpiqk ‰ cpjqk, then Juliet wins by (i) or (ii) due to part (a) of Lemma 4.15; if
cpiqk “ cpjqk , Juliet wins by one of (iii)-(vi) due to part (b) of Lemma 4.15. Since
there are no other cases, Juliet can always play to win if Romeo tries to protest an
incremental error.
It remains to be explained how Juliet plays if Romeo returns a symbol from UV to
one of Juliet’s calls on the symbols from U (i.e. protests falsely about a vertical error).
If this happens and the n-bit string cpiq to the right of Romeo’s protest does not equal
cf , Juliet calls a bit in cpiq on which cpiq and cf differ. If Romeo answers this call with
@, he loses by (5), if he answers with 0ˆ or 0N (1ˆ or 1N ), he loses by the first (second)
term of (10).
If ci matches cf , Juliet continues calling all occurrences of symbols from U . If Romeo
raises no further protest (or protests with @ or @N , as above), he loses by (7) (or (3),
(5) or (4) as above). If he flags another tile by returning a symbol from UV with column
index string cpjq, he loses as described above if cpjq ‰ cf . If cpjq “ cf , again, Juliet
continues calling all symbols from U . Should Romeo then return anything but a symbol
from Uˆ to any of Juliet’s calls, she wins as described above by reaching a word in (3),
(4), (5) or (6).
Finally, if the word reached after Juliet has called all the occurrences of symbols
from U contains exactly two tiles uV1 , u
V
2 P U
V , by the above strategy, their column
index strings cpiq and cpjq both have to match cf . Therefore i “ j, which means that
u1 and u2 have to be in the same column of the tiling candidate encoded in v. Thus, u1
and u2 are either in non-subsequent lines (in which case Juliet wins by (9)) or conform
to the vertical constraints (in which case Juliet wins by (8)).
As the above cases cover all possible counter-strategies of Romeo, the above is a
winning L2R`strategy for Juliet, and it follows that gvcfh P JWinpGq
”pbq ñ paq”:
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Assume that Juliet has a winning L2R strategy σ on gvcfh.
On her pass through v according to σ, Juliet has to call every occurrence of a symbol
from U for as long as Romeo keeps returning symbols from Uˆ , because if she were to
skip a symbol from U , Romeo could respond to her next call with @ and she would lose.
Leaving any symbols from U uncalled to deny Romeo the option of protesting with @
is not an option, either, because there are no words in T containing symbols from U
without also containing symbols from UV Y t@,@Nu. Also, for as long as Romeo keeps
returning symbols from Uˆ , Juliet may not call any symbol not in U (i.e. 0 or 1), since
all words containing 0ˆ, 1ˆ, 0N or 1N also have to contain a symbol from U
V Yt@Nu further
to the left.
As Juliet has to win the game if Romeo only returns symbols from Uˆ , it follows
that v P C, since the only winning condition not involving any protest symbols is (2).
Therefore v encodes a tiling candidate, i.e. contains no horizontal or constant errors.
Now assume for the sake of contradiction that v contains an increment error, i.e. a
substring of the form ucpiqu1cpjq with u, u1 P U, cpiq, cpjq P t0, 1un and i` 1 ‰ j.
In this case, Romeo has a winning strategy in which he responds with @N as soon as
Juliet calls u. After this move, Juliet is forced to call all bits from t0, 1u to the right
of u until Romeo responds with 0N , 1N or @ or the next symbol not in t0, 1u is reached.
This is because every string in T that contains @N requires one of these characters to
its right, separated from @N by only characters from t0ˆ, 1ˆu.
Since ucpiqu1cpjq is an increment error, one of the three conditions of the conclusion
of Lemma 4.15 holds. If (c) holds, then cpiq “ 1n and Juliet may win by replacing each
bit of cpiq by 1ˆ, since line (viii) of part (4) of the target language only allows 1ˆn to be
followed by #, not u1. If (a) or (b) hold, then there exists a position k in cpiq such that
Romeo may return a flagged bit 0N or 1N on Juliet’s call on cpiqk, (a) prevents her
from winning according to lines (i) or (ii) of (4) and (b) prevents her from winning by
lines (iii)-(vi) of (4).
Therefore, by contradiction to the assumption that Juliet has a winning strategy, v
may contain no increment errors.
It remains to be shown that the tiling encoded by v contains no vertical errors in
column nf .
Again, suppose for contradiction’s sake that there is a vertical error in column i “ nf ,
i.e. that v contains a substring of the form ucpiqpUt0, 1unq˚#pUt0, 1unq ˚ u1cpiq with
pu, u1q R V . In this case, Romeo has a winning strategy. As argued above, Juliet has to
call every symbol from U in v, to which Romeo keeps returning symbols from Uˆ , except
for u and u1, where Romeo returns uV (respectively u1V ).
Since according to this strategy, Romeo will never return @ or @N to a call as long
as Juliet keeps calling in sequence (and Juliet loses as described above if she doesn’t),
Juliet cannot win by parts (1) or (3)-(5) of T . Since Romeo only returns exactly two
symbols from UV in subsequent lines (and therefore the rewritten string can never be in
Cˆ), parts (2), (6), (7) or (9) can not be reached, either. The fact that the two marked
tiles uˆ, uˆ1 indeed violate a vertical constraint prevents Juliet from winning by (8). All
that is left to show is that Juliet cannot win by part (10) of T .
Winning by (10) requires Juliet to call exactly one of the bits of an occurrence of
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cpiq right after either uV or u1V . Let us assume without loss of generality that this is the
k-th bit of cpiq and that its value is 0. Now, Romeo wins by replacing it with either 0ˆ or
0N . This is because the rppΣP zt#uqn ` pΣ˚P#Σ
˚
P q“n`1qp0` 1qs
˚ 1 part in (10) requires
that the k-th bit of some n-bit substring in the input string does not match the k-th
bit of cpiq, and since there may be at most n ´ 1 bits between this bit and the final h
or h1, the string thus compared to cpiq has to be the final cf “ cpiq. As no differing bit
can be found, Juliet has no way of winning by (10), either, and therefore, Romeo has
a winning strategy. This yields the desired contradiction, so v encodes a tiling without
any vertical constraint violation in column cf .
We now go on to show that (a) there is a valid tiling for instance I if and only if (b)
JWinpÐqpGqzJWinpGq ‰ H.
”paq ñ pbq”:
Assume there is a valid tiling for I and let v be the string encoding one such tiling.
We argue that Juliet can win with a L2R` but not with a L2R strategy on gvf .
For a winning L2R` strategy, Juliet first calls the final f . If Romeo responds with
@, Juliet wins by part (1) of T since v encodes a valid tiling and therefore v P C.
Otherwise, f is replaced by an n-bit binary number cf followed by either h or h
1. If
Romeo chose to end with h1, Juliet next calls the initial g, otherwise she plays Read on
it. In the former case, Juliet plays a L2R pass on gvcfh, in the latter case on g
1vcfh
1,
and by Lemma 4.14, Juliet has a winning L2R strategy in both of these cases because
v contains no vertical errors.
To show that Juliet does not have a winning L2R strategy on gvf , observe first that
no word in T ends with f , and therefore Juliet has to call the final f at some point.
If doing so is her first (and therefore only) move, she loses if Romeo returns a string
ending with h or h1, since T contains no string gvh or gvh1 where v contains exclusively
symbols from ΣB.
For similar reasons, so long as Romeo never protests using @ or @N , Juliet is forced
to call all symbols from U in v. Romeo’s winning strategy, here, is to simply return
symbols from Uˆ on every call on a symbol from U and answer calls on bits by returning
a corresponding bit from BˆN . This eventually transforms v into a string v
1 P Cˆ (or causes
Juliet to lose the game, if she calls anything other than symbols from U).
Finally, Juliet has to call f . To this, Romeo replies with an arbitrary n-bit string
cf and h
1 if Juliet hasn’t called the initial g, or h if she has replaced it by g1. Since the
only strings whose middle part v1 contains only symbols from ΣP are those from part (2)
of T , Juliet then loses the game on gv1cfh
1 or g1v1cfh. As we have shown that Romeo
can always win against a L2R strategy on gvf , it holds that gvf R JWinpGq.
”pbq ñ paq”:
Let w P JWinpÐqpGqzJWinpGq. We begin with some observations on the structure of
w.
From the construction of T and the rules in R, it follows that w must begin with g
or g1 and end with f, h, h1 or @. If w ends with @, then w “ gv@ with v P C, because
no string v containing symbols not in ΣB can be rewritten into C; however, in this case
Juliet already has a trivial winning L2R strategy on w. Therefore, w can not end with
@ and is of the form w “ xvy with x P tg, g1u, y P tf, h, h1u. Also, v may not contain any
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of the symbols tf, g, g1, h, h1u, or w cannot be rewritten into T at all.
If w ends with h or h1, if Juliet has a winning L2R`strategy on w, then she also has a
winning L2R strategy. To prove this, assume that Juliet has a winning L2R`strategy σ
on w, and let s be the symbol on which Juliet plays her initial Call. By the replacement
rules of G, s P U Y tg, 0, 1u.
• s “ g: In this case, Juliet’s first Call takes place on the first letter of w, since
(as stated above) g may appear nowhere else in the input string. Therefore, σ is
already a L2R strategy, since no left step is necessary to start the L2R pass after
a single Call on the initial symbol of w.
• s P UYt0, 1u: In this case, Julietmay not call any symbol in v to the left of s after
calling s, because Romeo can always return @ on this second call and T contains
no strings with an @ to the left of a symbol in uˆ Y UV Y t0ˆ, 1ˆ, 0N , 1N ,@,@Nu.
Therefore, the only symbol in w left of s which Juliet may call after calling s is
an initial g. Doing so can only be part of a winning strategy if w ends with h1;
however, in that case, σ can be transformed into an equivalent L2R strategy by
calling g before s.
Since w P JWinpÐqzJWin, this implies that w cannot end with h or h1.
If w ends with f , then w “ gvf with v P C. This is the case because no word in T
ends with f , so Juliet inevitably has to call the final f and Romeo can always win on
words not of the structure gvf by replacing f with @.
By the same argument, Juliet’s initial call has to be on the final f ; if she doesn’t
start by calling f , Romeo can later on reply to the necessary call on f with @. After the
initial call on f , play proceeds with a left-to-right pass over a string of the form gvcfh
or gvcfh
1.
On a string of the form gvcfh
1, Juliet’s first move in her L2R pass has to be a Call
on g, since (as argued above) Romeo may always replace tiles from U in v by marked
tiles from Uˆ and the only strings in T ending with h1 and containing only symbols from
ΣP in v are of the form g
1vcfh
1.
Therefore, Juliet has a winning strategy on a string of the form gvcfh or g
1vcfh
1,
and by Lemma 4.14, this is the case if and only if v encodes a tiling candidate with no
vertical errors in the column nf encoded by cf and no increment errors. Since Romeo
is free to chose any column index string cf P t0, 1un and by our prerequisite Juliet has
a winning strategy for any of these, v may not contain vertical errors in any column and
therefore encodes a valid tiling.
This concludes our proof that the existence of a word on which Juliet has a L2R`but
no L2R winning strategy in G implies the existence of a valid tiling for I.
Lemma 4.15. For a number i P t0, 1, . . . , 2n ´ 1u let cpiq be the n-bit binary encoding
of i, and for an n-bit string c let ck denote the k-th position of c. For any two numbers
i, j P t0, 1, . . . , 2n ´ 1u, it holds that j ‰ i` 1 if and only if there exists a number k ď n
such that one of the following conditions holds:
(a) cpiqk ‰ cpjqk, cpiq ‰ 1n and for some k1 ą k, it holds that cpiqk1 “ 0 or cpjqk1 “ 1;
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(b) cpiqk “ cpjqk and it holds that either k “ n or cpiqk`1 “ 1 and cpjqk`1 “ 0
(c) cpiq “ 1n
Proof. (ñ) Let cpiq, cpjq be as described with j ‰ i ` 1. If i “ j, then the first part of
(b) holds with k “ n.
If i ` 1 ă j, then let k be 1 plus the length of the longest common prefix of cpiq and
cpjq (i.e. k is the smallest index such that cpiqk ‰ cpjqk). Since i ` 1 ă j ď 2n ´ 1,
cpiq ‰ 1n, cpiqk “ 0 and cpjqk “ 1. If cpiqk1 “ 1 and cpjqk1 “ 0 were to hold for all k1 ą k
then it would follow that i` 1 “ j, so condition (a) must be fulfilled.
If i ą j and cpiq “ 1n, then (c) holds. Let therefore cpiq ‰ 1n. If cpiq1 ‰ cpjq1, then
cpiq1 “ 1 and cpjq1 “ 0; however, since cpiq ‰ 1n, there exists a k1 with cpiqk1 “ 0, and
therefore (a) holds with k “ 1. Otherwise, let k be the length of the longest common
prefix of cpiq and cpjq. Then, since i ą j, it holds that cpiqk “ cpjqk and cpiqk`1 “
1,cpjqk`1 “ 0, and thus (b) holds.
(ð) Assume that i ` 1 “ j for a given substring of v of the form cpiqUcpjq. Then
cpiq ‰ 1n, since i ă j ď 2n ´ 1, and therefore (c) cannot hold. Let k ď n.
If cpiqk “ 0 and cpjqk “ 1, then k “ n; if cpiqk “ 1 and cpjqk “ 0, then k ă n. In
both cases, since i ` 1 “ j, it follows that cpiqk1 “ 1 and cpjqk1 “ 0 for all k1 ą k, and
therefore (a) cannot hold.
If cpiqk “ cpjqk, then either cpiqk`1 “ cpjqk`1 or (again because i ` 1 “ j) cpiqk`1 “
0,cpjqk`1 “ 1. In any of these cases, (b) does not hold.
4.2.2. Finite replacement languages
As already seen for the upper bounds in Subsection 4.1, L2RAll becomes easier if
replacement languages are explicitly enumerated as part of the input.4 We show here
that the EXPTIME upper bound proven in Proposition 4.12 is tight as well.
Proposition 4.16. L2RAll is hard for EXPTIME, even for games with explicitly
enumerated finite replacement languages.
The proof of this proposition is interesting in that it uses a reduction from a variant
of JWin with some additional construction to enforce that a single left step is required
for Juliet to win.
Proof. The proof is by a polynomial time reduction from JWin on string cfGs with
finite replacement languages and unbounded replay, i.e., given a game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q
and a string u, decide whether u P JWinpGq. This problem is EXPTIME-complete by
Theorem 3.4 (a).
To this end, we show how to construct in polynomial time a game G1 “ pΣ1,Γ1, R1, T 1q
from G and u such that the following statements are equivalent.
(a) u P JWinpGq.
4Note that this reduction in complexity does not hold if replacement languages are merely finite but
represented by DFAs, cf. footnote 3 on page 65.
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(b) JWinÐpG1qzJWinpG1q ­“ H.
The construction of G1 will ensure that Juliet can deduce a winning strategy on a
string g0uh0 wrt G
1 with a single Call move in a first phase followed by an L2R phase if
and only if she has an L2R winning strategy on u in G. In G1 we use additional symbols
g0, g1, g2, h0, h1, h2,#,@, where
• g0, g1, g2, h0, h1, h2 are used to rule out L2R strategies for many strings,
• @ can be used by Romeo to “protest” if Juliet deviates from the intended flow
of the game, and
• # is used to force Juliet to follow an L2R strategy on u (or otherwise Romeo
can “protest”).
The alphabet Σ1 is ΣYtg0, g1, g2, h0, h1, h2,#,@u and we assume that the latter eight
symbols do not belong to Σ.
For each rule a Ñ w1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | wℓ of R, there is a rule a Ñ #w1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | #wℓ | @ in R1.
Furthermore, R1 contains the following rules.
• g0 Ñ g1 | @
• g1 Ñ g2 | @
• h0 Ñ h1 | h2 | @
For a string w P pΣ Y t#uq˚, we write clpwq for the string that results from w by
eliminating all occurrences of #.
The target language T 1 of G1 contains
• all strings g1wh1 with clpwq P T ;
• all strings g2wh2 with clpwq P T ;
• the string g0u@;
• all strings of the form gwh where g P tg0, g1, g2u, h P th0, h1, h2u, and in w there is
at least one occurrence of @ but no occurrence of # to the right of an occurrence
of @;
• all strings @wh1 and @wh2, where w only contains symbols from Σ.
Clearly, G1 can be constructed in polynomial time from G and u, in particular a DFA
for T 1 (assuming a DFA for T ).
It remains to be shown that (a) and (b) are indeed equivalent.
“(a) ñ (b)”:
We show that if u P JWinpGq it follows that g0uh0 P JWinÐpG1qzJWinpG1q.
First g0uh0 P JWinÐpG1q as Juliet can choose the last position (carrying h0) first. If
Romeo answers with @, Juliet immediately wins as g0u@ P T 1. Otherwise, she enforces
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g1 as first symbol if Romeo chose h1 and g2 if Romeo chose h2. If Romeo chooses @
for the first symbol, Juliet wins directly as strings of the forms @wh1 and @wh2 with
w P Σ˚ are in T 1. Then Juliet can basically follow her L2R winning strategy on u. It is
easy to see that she wins the game in this fashion.
We show next that g0uh0 R JWinpG1q. Clearly, Juliet needs to play a Call on the last
position as she cannot enforce a win otherwise (Romeo simply never protests). However,
Romeo can reply by h1 just if the first position of the string is not g1, enforcing a win
for Romeo.
Thus, (a) ñ (b).
“(b) ñ (a)”:
Assume that there is a word v P JWinÐpG1qzJWinpG1q. We start with some observa-
tions on what v can look like.
1. The word v must begin with some gi P tg0, g1, g2u. Indeed, no letter not in
tg0, g1, g2u can ever be rewritten into a letter in tg0, g1, g2u and the only strings
that are accepted that do not begin with such a letter are strings on the form
@wh1 or @wh2. If Juliet wins on a string that begins with @, it must be by never
playing Call, since otherwise Romeo could protest with a second @ and win. Thus,
if Juliet wins, she wins with an L2R-strategy.
2. The word v must end with some hj P th0, h1, h2u. There is only a single accepted
string that is accepted that does not end with such a letter and no other letter
can be rewritten into them. If the string v ends with @, it is either g0u@, in which
case Juliet wins with an L2R-strategy by just reading it, or it is another string,
in which case she cannot win, since any Call move can be answered by Romeo
with a second @ symbol.
3. If Juliet has a winning strategy on giwhj , then the strategy must play left-to-
right on giw. If Juliet plays Call on a symbol a in w, Romeo can answer with
a string #wj P Ra, introducing a # symbol into the word. If Juliet ever plays a
Call on a position to the left of this symbol, Romeo can protest with an @ symbol,
creating a word with an @ to the left of a #. After this, Juliet cannot win.
4. That Juliet can win on v “ giwhj , but not with an L2R-strategy means that
she needs to call on the last position before completing play on giw. This implies
hj “ h0.
5. On strings of the form g1wh0 or g2wh0, Juliet has no winning strategy. Indeed,
since no accepted string ends with h0, Juliet will sooner or later have to play Call
on the last position. When she does this, Romeo can answer with @. The only
string ending with @ that is accepted is g0u@, but g1 or g2 can never be rewritten
into g0, so Juliet loses.
From (1)–(5) above, we can conclude that if v P JWinÐpG1qzJWinpG1q, then v has the
form g0wh0. When Juliet starts play on a word g0wh0 by calling on the last position,
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Romeo can answer with @. The only accepted string that ends with @ is g0u@. This
means that the string v must be g0uh0. Romeo can, however, also answer the call on
h0 with h1 or h2. In this case, Juliet must play an L2R-strategy that transforms g0u
into some giw
1 with clpw1q P T . This same strategy, restricted to u and ignoring the
#-symbols, is a winning L2R-strategy on u in G.
4.3. Outlook and bibliographical remarks
This chapter introduced and examined the L2RAll problem for context-free games
on strings: Does Juliet have a winning L2R strategy on every string where she has an
arbitrary winning strategy? As it turns out, the complexity of this problem is somewhat
high, requiring at least exponential time, but the algorithm presented here may still be
of practical interest, as the problem is basically one of static analysis, required mostly in
designing schema languages for web services, where sufficient time for pre-computations
may be available.
As a tool for solving this problem, this chapter also introduced the concept of dual ef-
fects, which allows for analysing context-free games “from Romeo’s perspective”. While
this technique is not used in any of the following chapters, it seems interesting enough
of its own right to merit inclusion in this dissertation.
So far, no further variants of the L2RAll problem have been researched for more
advanced classes of context-free games; nonetheless, it should not be too difficult to
generalise the results given here to any sort of context-free games that allow for the
formulation of effects, such as those on nested words examined in Chapter 6.
Bibliographic remarks. The L2RAll problem was first introduced in [AMB05], where
it was falsely claimed to be undecidable. Decidability in doubly exponential time was
proven by Joscha Kulbatzki as part of his Diploma thesis [Kul10]. The proof idea was then
refined by the author in collaboration with Henrik Bjo¨rklund and Thomas Schwentick
using the effect technique and published in [BSSK13]. For more bibliographical remarks
on effects, see also Section 3.5.
Dual effects also originate in [BSSK13]; however, the concept of duality is a common
one in all kinds of symmetric games. For instance, the relationship between primal and
dual effects given in Lemma 4.6 is based on a corresponding result for effectivity functions
for logic games [PP03].
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Part II.
Context-free games on nested words
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5. Nested words and automata
Context-free games on strings, as examined in the previous chapter, already shed some
light on the complexity of the Active XML schema rewriting problem, and they yield
techniques and methods of dealing with context-free games in general. However, they
still fail to capture the full extent of the schema rewriting problem, as (Active) XML
documents are generally abstracted as trees. While Milo et al. [MAABN05] presented
a technique of solving the schema rewriting problem by iteratively solving context-free
games on strings, their technique is only applicable if relevant schemas are given as
DTDs and does not carry over to more expressive schema languages like XML Schema
or Relax NG.
To this end, we now examine nested words as a sequential representation of trees
that corresponds very naturally to XML documents. In Section 5.2, we introduce nested
word automata as a schema formalism that is equivalent to regular tree languages (a
natural superclass of the languages described by XML Schema). A restriction of these
automata that captures XML Schema and has somewhat nicer complexity properties
is then presented in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 gives definitions and complexity
results for corresponding models of alternating automata (in accordance with our basic
idea of using alternating automata for solving games, cf. Section 1.3).
5.1. Nested words
Essentially, nested words over a label alphabet Σ are a natural representation of node-
labelled trees with label alphabet Σ. As such, their structure is very similar to that of
XML documents, and our notation (using opening and closing tags) is chosen to reflect
this.
Definition 5.1. For a finite alphabet Σ, 〈Σ〉
def“ t〈a〉 | a P Σu denotes the set of all
opening Σ-tags and 〈{Σ〉 def“ t〈{a〉 | a P Σu the set of all closing Σ-tags. The set WFpΣq Ď
p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚ of (well-)nested words over Σ is the smallest set such that
• ǫ PWFpΣq, and
• if u, v PWFpΣq and a P Σ, then also u〈a〉v〈{a〉 PWFpΣq.
We associate with every nested word w its canonical forest representation, such that
words 〈a〉〈{a〉, 〈a〉v〈{a〉 and uv correspond to an a-labelled leaf, a tree with root a (and
subforest corresponding to v), and the forest of u followed by the forest of v, respec-
tively. Similarly, we associate with each unranked forest t its linearisation, which is the
nested word obtained from t by reversing this transformation. We slightly abuse nota-
tion by usually not distinguishing between forests and nested words, as justified by this
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correspondence; particularly, if L is a language of trees (such as one defined by a tree
grammar, cf. Section 2.2), we also use the symbol L to refer to the nested word language
of linearisations of trees in L.
A nested word w is rooted, if its corresponding forest is a tree. In a nested word
w “ w1 . . . wn PWFpΣq, two tags wi P 〈Σ〉 and wj P 〈{Σ〉 with i ă j are associated if the
substring wi . . . wj of w is rooted.
The width of a nested word is the maximum number of children of any node in its
corresponding forest. Its root width is just the number of trees in its forest. The depth
of a nested word is the depth of its canonical forest representation.
b
a
b
a
b
b
b
a
b
a
b
c
Figure 5.1.: Canonical forest representation of the nested word from Example 5.2; colours
correspond to the ones used in Example 5.2.
Example 5.2. The nested word w “ 〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈b〉〈c〉〈{c〉〈{b〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{a〉 over the
label alphabet Σ “ ta, b, cu corresponds to the canonical forest shown in Figure 5.1; pairs
of associated opening and closing tags are marked in the same colour, as are node labels
of the canonical forest representation corresponding to those pairs. The word w has a root
width of 2 (as its forest representation consists of two trees), a width of 3 (as the blue
a-labelled node has three children, and no other node has more than that), and a depth
of 2 (as the longest root-to-leaf path in its forest representation, from the blue a-labelled
node to the orange c-labelled node, uses two edges).
To stress the distinction from nested words in WFpΣq, we refer to strings in Σ˚ as flat
strings (over Σ). What we describe as opening and closing tags is often referred to as
call symbols and return symbols in the literature on nested words; we do not use these
terms to avoid confusion with Read and Call moves used in context-free games.
For the purpose of reductions, we will sometimes need to encode flat strings as nested
words; for a string w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn P Σ˚ with w1, . . . , wn P Σ, the standard nested word
encoding pw of w is pw “ 〈w1〉〈{w1〉 . . . 〈wn〉〈{wn〉 PWFpΣq.
Trees vs nested words As already mentioned, the standard way of looking at (Active)
XML models documents as trees. There exists already a plethora of research dedicated
to trees and automata operating on trees in the context of XML (for some surveys see
e.g. [Sch07; Nev02; Sch12] and references given there), so our focus on nested words over
trees merits some discussion.
The standard formalism of schemas for trees in the context of XML is that of (sub-
classes of) regular tree languages, recognised by various sorts of tree automata. Probably
the most important of these variants are unranked tree automata [BKMW01], which go
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through a tree top-down or bottom-up, assigning states to nodes depending on their la-
bels and parent (child) states and accept depending on the states assigned to leaf (root)
nodes. While these automata are well-researched, their operation is inherently parallel
and generally requires constructing from an XML document its corresponding tree in-
memory. As such, the important concept of left-to-right traversal (cf. the discussion at
the start of Section 3.2) can only be defined on the level of child strings of single nodes,
not globally on the entire tree.
Nested words, on the other hand, reflect much more closely the structure of XML
documents themselves, rather than the trees they represent. As such, nested words of-
fer themselves up much more naturally for a definition of left-to-right traversal, which
corresponds to document order traversal of the corresponding XML document. Addi-
tionally, even though this matter is outside of the scope of this dissertation, nested
words presumably lend themselves much better as far as streaming data processing (and
the corresponding class of one-pass context-free games with imperfect information, cf.
[AMB05]) is concerned.
Additionally, using nested words instead of trees does not incur any penalty as far as
complexity or expressiveness are concerned. In fact, regular unranked tree languages and
regular languages of nested words (introduced in the next section) are equivalent up to
transformation from trees to nested words and back and have basically the same closure
and complexity properties for appropriate automata models (cf. [AM09]).
5.2. Nested word automata
Adapting the definition of context-free games to nested words requires a concept of regu-
lar nested word languages to define (possibly infinite) target and replacement languages
by some finite representation with an efficiently decidable word problem. To this end,
we use a slightly simplified adaptation of nested word automata [AM09]. Nested word
automata can be viewed as a generalisation of finite-state automata that adds a com-
ponent of hierarchical states generated when an automaton reads an opening tag and
consumed when it reads the corresponding closing tag. Alternatively, one may see nested
word automata as a restricted variant of pushdown automata that push a single symbol
on opening and pop a single symbol on closing tags, where pushdown symbols are states
from a hierarchical state set.
Note that we define the semantics of nested word automata in such a way that runs
and acceptance of a nested word automaton are only defined if the input is a well-
nested word. While technically, these definitions could easily be extended to arbitrary
strings from p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, we are only interested in languages of well-nested words (as
linearisations of XML trees) in this dissertation.
Definition 5.3. A Nested Word Automaton (NWA) A “ pQ,P,Σ, δ, q0, F q consists of
• a set Q of linear states,
• a set P of hierarchical states,
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• an alphabet Σ,
• a transition relation δ Ď pQˆ 〈Σ〉ˆQˆ P q Y pQˆ P ˆ 〈{Σ〉ˆQq,
• an initial state q0 P Q, and
• a set of accepting states F Ď Q.
We also write pq1, pq P δpq, 〈a〉q (resp. q1 P δpq, p, 〈{a〉q) instead of pq, 〈a〉, q1, pq P δ (resp.
pq, p, 〈{a〉, q1q P δ).
A configuration κ of A is a tuple pq, αq P QˆP ˚, with a linear state q and a sequence
α of hierarchical states, reflecting the pushdown store. A run of A on w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn P
WFpΣq is a sequence ρ “ κ0, . . . , κn of configurations κi “ pqi, αiq of A such that for
each i P rns and a P Σ it holds that
• if wi “ 〈a〉, then pqi, pq P δpqi´1, 〈a〉q (for some p P P ), and αi “ pαi´1, or
• if wi “ 〈{a〉, then qi P δpqi´1, p, 〈{a〉q (for some p P P ), and pαi “ αi´1.
In this case, we also write κ0
w
❀A κn. We say that A accepts w if pq0, ǫq
w
❀A pq1, ǫq for
some q1 P F . The language LpAq Ď WFpΣq is defined as the set of all strings accepted
by A and is called a regular language (of nested words).
An NWA is deterministic (or a DNWA) if |δpq, 〈a〉q| “ 1 “ |δpq, p, 〈{a〉q| for all p, q P Q
and a P Σ. In this case, we simply write δpq, 〈a〉q “ pq1, p1q instead of δpq, 〈a〉q “ tpq1, p1qu
(and accordingly for δpq, p, 〈{a〉q), and δ˚pq, wq “ q1 if q1 is the unique state, for which
q
w
❀A q
1.
An NWA is in normal form if P “ Q and every transition function δpq, 〈a〉q only uses
pairs of the form pq1, qq.
Informally, when an NWA in normal form reads an opening tag it always pushes its
current linear state (before the opening tag) and therefore can see this state when it reads
the corresponding closing tag. Since in this case the hierarchical state is just the origin
state q of the transition, we write δpq, 〈a〉q “ q1 as an abbreviation of δpq, 〈a〉q “ pq1, qq,
for DNWAs in normal form.
q
〈a〉 : pa
〈b〉 : pb
〈{a〉, pa
〈{b〉, pb
(a) NWA A1
q1 q2
〈{a〉, q1
〈a〉 : q1
〈{a〉, q1
(b) NWA A2
Figure 5.2.: NWAs A1 and A2 from Example 5.4
Example 5.4. Figure 5.2 shows two examples of NWA. The NWA A1 (Fig. 5.2a) checks
that its input string is well-nested by pushing hierarchical state pa (resp. pb) to the stack
on each opening 〈a〉 (resp. 〈b〉) tag and popping an according hierarchical state with each
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matching closing tag. In this manner, A1 decides the set WFpta, buq of all well-nested
words over ta, bu. The NWA A2 (Fig. 5.2b) initially pushes a hierarchical state q1 each
time it reads 〈a〉 in linear state q1, then changes linear state to q2 on reading the first
〈{a〉 and accepts iff each initial 〈a〉 is matched by a 〈{a〉. In this manner, it decides the
language t〈a〉n〈{a〉n | n ě 1u.
Both of these NWAs are deterministic, and only A2 is in normal form.
Note that any NWA A “ pQ,P,Σ, δ, q0, F q can always be transformed into an equiva-
lent NWA whose linear state set Q1 and hierarchical state set P 1 coincide by just setting
Q1 “ P 1 “ Q Y P . For NWA of this type (specifically for NWA in normal form), we
simply write A “ pQ1,Σ, δ, q0, F q instead of A “ pQ1, Q1,Σ, δ, q0, F q.
For the following result on DNWA normal forms, this transformation is not required,
however.
Lemma 5.5. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that computes for every deterministic
NWA an equivalent deterministic NWA in normal form.
Proof. Let A “ pQ,P,Σ, δ, q0, F q and let δ1 and δ2 the projections of δ to its first and sec-
ond component (for opening tags only), respectively, i.e., δpq, 〈a〉q “ pδ1pq, 〈a〉q, δ2pq, 〈a〉qq.
An equivalent DNWA A1 “ pQ,Q,Σ, δ1, q0, F q in normal form can be constructed by let-
ting δ1pq, 〈a〉q def“ pδ1pq, 〈a〉q, qq and δ1pq, p, 〈{a〉q
def“ δpq, δ2pp, 〈a〉q, 〈{a〉q.
It should be stressed that the transformation described in the proof of Lemma 5.5
relies on the fact that the semantics of NWA is only defined on well-nested words, by
assuming that the label of every closing tag matches that of its associated opening tag.
The following properties were proven in [AM09] for a slightly different definition of
NWA; their proofs are easily adapted to carry over to NWA as defined here. They
basically show that NWA behave quite similar to finite-state automata with slightly in-
creased complexity (or, alternatively, similar to finite-state tree automata), which further
justifies using the term “regular” for the languages accepted by NWA.
Lemma 5.6 ([AM09], Theorem 3.3). For each NWA A, there exists a DNWA A1 of size
at most exponential in |A| such that LpAq “ LpA1q.
Lemma 5.7 ([AM09], Theorem 3.5). For all NWA A and B, it is possible to construct
NWA deciding WFpΣqzLpAq, LpAq Y LpBq and LpAq X LpBq. The constructions for
LpAqYLpBq and LpAq X LpBq are possible in polynomial time; if A is deterministic, the
construction for WFpΣqzLpAq is also possible in polynomial time.
Theorem 5.8. (a) The NWA membership and emptiness problem are in PTIME.
(b) The DNWA emptiness problem is PTIME-complete with respect to logspace reduc-
tions.
(c) The NWA universality, equivalence and inclusion problem are EXPTIME-complete.
(d) Deciding, given an NWA A and a DNWA B, whether LpAq Ď LpBq is PTIME-
complete with respect to logspace reductions.
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Proof. Statements (a) and (c) were proven in [AM09] as Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.
The upper bound in (b) follows directly from (a), and the lower bound in (b) can
be proven by a straightforward (if technical) reduction from the emptiness problem for
deterministic top-down tree automata (cf. Section 7.2 in [AM09] and Theorem 1 in
[Vea97]).
The upper bound in (d) follows from the fact that DNWA can be efficiently comple-
mented and the fact that LpAq Ď LpBq holds if and only if LpAqXLpBq “ H. By Lemma
5.7 and part (a) of this theorem, this can be checked in polynomial time.
The lower bound in (d) follows from the lower bound in (b) by reduction. Let B be a
DNWA to be checked for emptiness. We can construct in logarithmic space an NWA A
deciding WFpΣq, and (since B is deterministic) a DNWA B1 deciding the complement
of LpBq. It then holds that LpAq Ď LpB1q if and only if LpB1q “ WFpΣq, which is the
case if and only if LpBq is empty.
5.3. Simple nested word automata and XML
While regular nested word languages are a suitable way to define schemas for nested
words, we will see in Chapter 6 that the complexity of solving context-free games on
nested words is rather high compared to the flat string setting. In addition, while regular
languages of nested words can be interpreted to subsume regular languages of unranked
trees [AM09] and can therefore represent any practical schema for XML (such as DTDs
or XML Schema), they are something of an over-approximation of those practical schema
formalisms (cf. [MNSB06]).
In order to remedy both of these problems at once, we define simple DNWAs, a
restriction of DNWAs in normal form that captures all languages specified by single-type
tree grammars. In simple DNWAs, states are typed, i.e. each state has a component in
some type alphabet ∆.
Informally, when a simple DNWA A reads a subword w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 in (linear) state q, it
determines already on reading 〈a〉 which state q1 it will take after processing w, and this
state will be of the same type as q. After reading 〈a〉, the linear state of A only depends
on the type of q, not the exact state; this models the single-type restriction. After reading
〈a〉, A goes on to validate v, and if this validation fails, A enters a failure state K instead
of q1. Thus, the state of A at a position basically only depends on its ancestor positions
(in the tree view of the document) and their left siblings. The only way in which other
nodes in subtrees of these nodes can influence the state is by assuming the sink state K.
Thus, in the spirit of [MNSB06], we could call such DNWAs ancestor-sibling-based but
we prefer the term simple for succinctness.
For the following definition, we recall that, by convention, deterministic NWA in nor-
mal form do not include a hierarchical state set, because it is always equal to the set of
linear states.
Definition 5.9. A deterministic NWA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q in normal form is simple
(a SNWA) if there exist a type alphabet ∆ and state set S with Q Ď S ˆ ∆, a local
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acceptance function Floc : Σ Ñ PpQq, a target state function t : Q ˆ Σ Ñ Q and a
failure state K P QzF , such that the following conditions are satisfied for every a P Σ:
• for every p, p1 P S,X P ∆: δppp,Xq, 〈a〉q “ δppp1,Xq, 〈a〉q;
• for every q P Flocpaq: δpq, p, 〈{a〉q “ tpp, aq;
• for every q P QzFlocpaq: δpq, p, 〈{a〉q “ K;
• for every q P Q: δpK, 〈a〉q “ δpK, q, 〈{a〉q “ K, and
• for every pp,Xq P Q: tppp,Xq, aq “ pp1,Xq for some p1 P S.
We first show that, as already stated above, simple DNWAs are at least as expressive
as single-type tree grammars. The idea behind this is rather straightforward, as we only
need to combine DFAs for each type’s content model and, on reading some opening tag
〈a〉, start some DFA in a sub-computation to check the nested word between 〈a〉 and
the associated 〈{a〉 for compliance with the content model of some type X. Thanks to
the single-type property, the type X is uniquely determined by a and the context from
which 〈a〉 was read, so we obtain a deterministic automaton as desired.
Proposition 5.10. From every single-type tree grammar T , a simple DNWA A can be
computed in polynomial time, such that LpAq “ LpT q.
Proof. Let T “ pΣ,∆,X0, P, λq be a single-type tree grammar. We will construct a
SNWA A such that LpT q “ LpAq.
Due to the single-type property, for each type X P ∆ and each a P Σ, there is at
most one type X 1 in the content model of X with λpX 1q “ a. Without loss of generality,
assume that there is exactly one such type for each X and a (which can be done by
adding a “dummy type” XK with rXK “ H to T ), and denote this type by νpX, aq.
For each X P ∆, let AX “ pSX ,∆, δX , p0,X , FXq be a DFA deciding LprXq (which
can be computed from the deterministic regular expression rX in polynomial time).
Assume w.l.o.g. that all SX , SY are disjoint for X ‰ Y . Then, the SNWA A “
pQ,Σ, δ, pp0, 0q, tppf , 0quq is defined as follows:
• Q “ tKu Y S ˆ∆1, with
– S “ tp0, pf u Y
Ť
XP∆ SX and
– ∆1 “ ∆Y t0u, with 0 R ∆
• δ is defined by
– δppp0, 0q, 〈λpX0q〉q “ pq0,X0 ,X0q,
– δppp,Xq, 〈a〉q “ pp0,νpX,aq, νpX, aqq for each a P Σ, p P P , X P ∆,
– δpq, q1, 〈{a〉q is defined by t below as per the definition of SNWA,
• Flocpaq “
Ť
XP∆:λpXq“apFX ˆ tXuq, and
• t is defined by
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Membership Non-emptiness
ANWAs PSPACE 2-EXPTIME
simple ANWAs PTIME PSPACE
Table 5.1.: Summary of complexity results for ANWAs. All results are completeness re-
sults.
– tppp0, 0q, λpX0qq “ ppf , 0q and
– tppp,Xq, aq “ pδXpp, aq,Xq for each a P Σ, p P S, X P ∆.
To show that LpT q “ LpAq, we can prove by a simple induction that for every w P
WFpΣq andX P ∆, it holds that 〈λpXq〉w〈{λpXq〉 P LpXq if and only if δ˚ppq0,X ,Xq, wq P
FlocpλpXqq, where LpXq is defined like LpT q with root type X. The claimed equality then
follows with LpT q “ LpSq.
A detailed investigation of complexities of algorithmic problems and closure properties
for SNWA is beyond the scope of this dissertation; it should be noted, however, that
since SNWA are deterministic NWA, they inherit polynomial-time-complexity on the
membership and emptiness problem by Theorem 5.8.
5.4. Alternating nested word automata
As mentioned in Section 1.3 of the introduction, one of the basic ideas behind our
algorithms for solving context-free games is pushing the alternation inherent in the game
into an appropriate type of alternating automata. As seen for context-free games on flat
strings in the previous chapter, these automata are constructed by adding alternation to
the target language automata for cfGs. In this section, we therefore define and examine
alternating variants of the nested word automata defined in Section 5.2 and simple nested
word automata defined in Section 5.3.
The complexity results for decision problems of alternating nested word automata and
simple alternating nested word automata are summarised in Table 5.1. Note that, simi-
lar to their non-alternating counterparts, the complexities for simple alternating NWA
match those for alternating finite-state automata, while the complexities for general
alternating ANWA rise beyond that.
To simplify presentation, the variants of alternating nested word automata considered
here do not use a separate set of hierarchical states, i.e. we generally assume that the
sets of linear and hierarchical states coincide. This is justified by the observation preced-
ing Lemma 5.5, as well as the fact that all alternating automata in Chapter 6 will be
constructed from deterministic automata in normal form.
5.4.1. Alternating NWA
An alternating nested word automaton (ANWA) A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q is defined like an
NWA with P “ Q, except that the transition relation δ is the union of one function each
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from Qˆ 〈Σ〉 to B`pQˆQq and from QˆQˆ 〈{Σ〉 to B`pQqq, where B`pQq denotes the
set of all positive boolean combinations over elements of Q using the binary operators
^ and _ (and likewise for B`pQˆQq).
Intuitively, on a transition from a linear state q with a closing tag 〈{a〉 and hierarchical
state p, an ANWA A proceeds as follows. First, it guesses nondeterministically a set
X Ď Q such that setting all occurrences of exactly the elements from X to “true” in
δpq, p, 〈{a〉q satisfies that formula (which we write as X |ù δpq, p, 〈{a〉q). Afterwards, A
branches universally into all states from X to continue its computation. Transitions
on opening tags are handled analogously, with the difference being that A guesses and
branches into pairs of states, with the first component denoting the (linear) follow-up
state and the second component denoting the (hierarchical) state to be pushed to the
stack.
The semantics of ANWA is defined via runs, which are labelled unranked trees pD,λq
over some tree domain D with a labelling function λ : D Ñ pQ ˆ Q˚q mapping node
addresses to configurations (as defined in Def. 5.3). For any function λ : D Ñ pQˆQ˚q
and node address x P D, we denote by λpxqlin the linear state component of λpxq, i.e. if
λpxq “ pq, αq, then λpxqlin “ q.
Definition 5.11. A run ρ “ pD,λq of an ANWA A over a nested word w “ w1 . . . wn is
a finite tree of depth at most n, represented by a tree domain D and a labelling function
λ : D Ñ pQˆQ˚q such that λpǫq “ pq0, ǫq and, for every x P D of length i with ℓ children,
it holds that
• if wi`1 P 〈Σ〉 and λpxq “ pq, αq, then λpx ¨ iq “ pqi, piαq for each i P rℓs, where
tpq1, p1q, . . . , pqℓ, pℓqu |ù δpq, wi`1q, and
• if wi`1 P 〈{Σ〉 and λpxq “ pq, pαq, then λpx ¨ iq “ pqi, αq for each i P rℓs, where
tq1, . . . , qℓu |ù δpq, p, wi`1q.
The run ρ is called accepting, if the linear state component of λpxq is in F , i.e. λpxqlin P F ,
for every x P D of length |w|. The language LpAq of A is defined in the natural way as
the set of all nested words on which there is an accepting run of A. The run ρ is called
minimal if no proper subtree of ρ is a run.
We note that a run over a nested word w may contain leaves of depth i ă |w|. This
happens if and only if such a leaf is labelled with a linear state q (and, possibly, a top
hierarchical state p) for which δpq, wi`1q “ true (resp. δpq, p, wi`1q “ true), because
H |ù true and H ­|ù ϕ for any other positive boolean formula ϕ. Conversely, no run
may ever contain any node at any depth i labelled with linear state q (and possibly top
hierarchical state p) such that δpq, wi`1q “ false (resp. δpq, p, wi`1q “ false).
Example 5.12. Any NWA A “ pQ,Q,Σ, δ, q0, F q may be interpreted as an ANWA
A1 “ pQ,Σ, δ1, q0, F q by setting δ1pq, 〈a〉q “
Ž
pq1,pqPδpq,〈a〉qpq
1, pq and δ1pq, p, 〈{a〉q “Ž
q1Pδpq,p,〈{a〉q q
1 for each a P Σ and q, p P Q. It is easy to see that each (accepting)
run of A on some nested word w, when interpreted as a tree consisting of only a sin-
gle root-to-leaf path, directly induces an (accepting) run of A1 on w, and vice versa for
minimal runs of A1.
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pq0, ǫq
pqt, paq
pqt, p1apaq
pqt, p1bp
1
apaq
pqt, p1apaq
pqt, paq
pqf , pfpaq
pqf , paq
pq0, paq
pqt, papaq
pqf , pfpapaq
pqf , papaq
pq0, papaq
pq0, pbpapaq
pq0, papaq
pq0, paq
pq0, pbpaq
pq0, paq
pq0, ǫq
Figure 5.3.: Example run of the ANWA Aex from Example 5.13 on the string w “
〈a〉〈a〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈{a〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈{a〉.
Example 5.13. Consider the ANWA Aex “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q over the alphabet Σ “ ta, bu,
with state set Q “ tq0, qe, qf , pa, pb, p1a, p
1
b, pf u, accepting state F “ tq0u, and transition
function δ defined as follows:
q P Q x P Σ δpq, 〈x〉q pq, pq P QˆQ x P Σ δpq, p, 〈{x〉q
q0 a pq0, paq ^ pqt, paq pq0, paq a q0
q0 b pq0, pbq pq0, pbq b q0
qt a pqt, p1aq pqt, p
1
aq a qt
qt b pqt, p1bq _ pqf , pf q pqt, p
1
bq b qt
pqf , paq a true
pqf , pf q b qf
An accepting run of Aex on the nested word w “ 〈a〉〈a〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈{a〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈{a〉 is displayed
in Figure 5.3, so w P LpAexq holds.
The language LpAexq consists of all nested words in whose canonical forest represen-
tation each a-labelled node has a rightmost child labelled b. The basic idea behind Aex
is that it traverses its input string in state q0, branching universally into the test state
qt each time it reads an 〈a〉. In this state qt, it tests whether the nested subword up to
the associated 〈{a〉 ends with 〈b〉〈{b〉, ending up in state qf if this is indeed the case and
thus successfully terminating this sub-run when the associated 〈{a〉 is read. The test in
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state qt whether the current subword ends with 〈b〉〈{b〉 is done by simply traversing the
subword (pushing and popping hierarchical states p1a, p
1
b in order to not interfere with the
prior traversal in state q0), guessing existentially on each 〈b〉 tag whether it is the final
one (entering state qf if this is the case and staying in qt otherwise), and accepting if
it is immediately followed by a single 〈{b〉 tag and the 〈{a〉 tag ending the subword to be
tested.
As the complexity results for context-free games on nested words in Chapter 6 will be
proven by a procedure that relies strongly on ANWA (much like the one in Section 3.4
relies on AFA), the complexity for both the membership and non-emptiness problem for
ANWA are of relevance for the algorithms in that chapter.
Theorem 5.14.
(a) Non-emptiness for ANWAs is 2-EXPTIME-complete.
(b) The membership problem for ANWAs is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. Statement (a) follows easily from [Boz07] where 2-EXPTIME-completeness of
Emptiness for alternating visibly pushdown automata was shown. The lower bound in
that paper only requires finite well-nested words.
Towards the upper bound in (b), it is easy to see that an ANWA A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q
on a nested word w can be simulated by an alternating Turing machine with polynomial
time bound, hence the classical results from [CKS81] yield a polynomial space upper
bound.
For future reference, we note that this computation can be done in polynomial space
in |w| and the size |Q| of A’s set of states, whenever the following two conditions can be
tested in polynomial space.
• For a given set X Ď Q ˆ Q of pairs of states, a symbol a P Σ and a state q P Q,
does X |ù δpq, aq hold?
• For a given set X Ď Q of states, a symbol a P Σ and states p, q P Q, does
X |ù δpq, p, aq hold?
Note that these conditions are satisfied if A has a polynomial-sized state set and an
exponential-sized transition function, which is the case for all ANWAs required in our
constructions in Chapter 6. The proof of this statement is along the same lines as the
proof that alternating polynomial time is contained in polynomial space: The tree of
all possible computations has polynomial depth and can be analysed with polynomial
space.
The lower bound in (b) is shown by a reduction from QBF, that is, the problem to
decide whether a quantified Boolean formula evaluates to true. We assume that the given
formula is of the form Φ “ Q1x1 . . . Qnxnϕpx1, . . . xnq with Qi P tD,@u and a boolean
formula ϕ with m clauses in conjunctive normal form.
The idea behind this reduction is to transform Φ into an ANWA A and a nested word
w such that Φ is true if and only A accepts w. Actually, w is of a very simple form:
〈v1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈vn〉〈X〉〈{X〉〈{vn〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{v1〉.
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If the automaton A reads an opening tag 〈vi〉, it guesses existentially an assignment
for the variable xi, if xi is existentially quantified, and it branches universally, if xi is
universally quantified, thus choosing a truth assignment α for the variables. It saves this
assignment in its hierarchical state stack by pushing the assignment to each xi when 〈vi〉
is read. Finally, when it reads 〈X〉, A branches universally, picking one of the m clauses
of ϕ in every branch and saving that clause to its linear state. When it reads the suffix
〈{vn〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{v1〉 of w, A tests in a straightforward way that α satisfies the chosen clause by
checking whether some hierarchical state chosen on the prefix 〈v1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈vn〉 corresponds
to a literal appearing in that clause.
5.4.2. Simple ANWA
We now define the alternating variant of SNWA by defining a notion of simplicity for
ANWA. The details of the definition are somewhat technical but guarantee a compara-
tively low complexity for algorithmic problems and make sure that (like for all alternat-
ing automata models examined so far), SNWA themselves may also be interpreted as
alternating SNWA.
Definition 5.15. An ANWA A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q with Q Ď S ˆ∆ (for some state set S
and type alphabet ∆) is simple (SANWA), if it has the following two properties.
• (Horizontal simplicity) There are a local acceptance function Floc : Σ Ñ PpQq, a
test state q? P Q, and a target state function t : QˆΣÑ Q, such that the transition
function δ of A satisfies the following conditions:
– δpq, q1, 〈{a〉q “ tpq1, aq for all q P Q and q1 ­“ q?;
– δpq, q?, 〈{a〉q “
#
true, if q P Flocpaq
false, if q R Flocpaq
Furthermore, for each pp,Xq P Q and a P Σ, it holds that tppp,Xq, aq “ pp1,Xq for
some p1 P S.
• (Vertical Simplicity) For each X P ∆ and a P Σ, there is a q P Q such that for all
p P S it holds that δppp,Xq, 〈a〉q P B`ptqu ˆ ppS ˆ tXuq Y tq?uqq.
Essentially, horizontal simplicity states that A has two kinds of computations on a
well-nested subword: (1) computations starting from a pair pq, q?q test a property of the
subword and can either succeed or fail at the end of the subword (and thus influence the
overall computation); (2) computations starting from a pair pq, q1q for q1 ­“ q? basically
ignore the subword. Even though they may branch in an alternating fashion, the state
after the closing tag 〈{a〉 is the same in all subruns, is determined by tpq1, aq and has the
same type as q1.
Vertical simplicity, on the other hand, states that all alternation in A happens in the
choice of hierarchical states – while, on an opening tag, A may branch into sub-runs
pushing different hierarchical states onto the stack, the choice of linear follow-up state is
“locally deterministic”, depending only the type of the previous state of A and the label
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of the tag being read, and the current type is preserved in all hierarchical states except
for q?. Together, these two conditions guarantee that SNWAs may also be interpreted
as SANWAs.
Proposition 5.16.
(a) Non-emptiness for SANWA is PSPACE-complete.
(b) The membership problem for SANWA is decidable in polynomial time.
To prove that non-emptiness for SANWAs is in PSPACE, we start off by proving a
somewhat stronger result: that the problem to determine, given a NWA A and a SANWA
B, whether there is a nested word accepted by both A and B, is in PSPACE. The
standard approach for proving a result of this sort (a product construction between two
NWA or two SANWA) is generally not feasible here, as SANWA are less expressive than
NWA (so A cannot in general be transformed into a SANWA) and transforming B into a
NWAmight incur a doubly exponential blow-up in size. Therefore, a PSPACE algorithm
has to be constructed especially for this problem and uses the following pumping property
for strings in LpAq X LpBq.
Lemma 5.17. Let A “ pQA, PA,Σ, δA, q0,A, FAq be a NWA, and let furthermore B “
pQB ,Σ, δB , q0,B , FBq be a SANWA with type alphabet ∆, final state function Floc, target
state function t and test state q? P QB. Then LpAq X LpBq ­“ H if and only if there
exists a string in LpAq X LpBq of width at most 2|QB| ¨ |Σ| ¨ |QA| and depth at most
3p|Σ| ` 1q|QA|2|∆|.
The proof of Lemma 5.17, as well as several others in this section, use the notion of
successful (sub-)runs. So, in the remainder of this section, if ρ is a run of a SNWA B on
some string w and ρ1 is a sub-run of ρ on a nested substring w1 of w, we call ρ1 successful
if all leaves of ρ1 are accepting with respect to the context of w1, i.e. if the linear state
component of all leaves of ρ1 at depth |w1| is in F in case w1 “ w, or in Flocpaq in case
〈a〉w1〈{a〉 is a substring of w. Note that due to the definition of runs, all test subruns of
a successful subrun ρ1 on w1 (i.e. all sub-subruns starting with horizontal state q?) have
to accept by terminating in a leaf of depth less than |w1|.
Proof. The “if” direction is trivial. For “only if”, assume for the sake of contradiction
that LpAqXLpBq ­“ H, but there is no string in LpAqXLpBq fulfilling the claimed upper
bounds on both width and depth.
First, we observe that for all words w P LpBq, all nodes of any depth i in an arbitrary
accepting run of B on w contain only linear states of the same type, i.e. if ρ “ pD,λq
is an accepting run of B on w, and x, y P D with |x| “ |y| “ i for any i P N, and if
λpxqlin “ pp,Xq and λpyqlin “ pp
1, Y q, then X “ Y . This can be proven by a simple
induction on i.
By this observation, all subtrees of a successful subrun ρ1 of ρ immediately below its
root start from the same state, as that state is uniquely given by the tags enclosing w1
and the root type of ρ1.
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First off, let w P LpAq X LpBq be a string of width greater than 2|QB| ¨ |Σ| ¨ |QA| and
minimal length. We now prove that LpAq X LpBq contains a string shorter than w, in
contradiction to the assumed minimality.
Let w1 be a maximum-length nested substring of w with root width greater than
2|QB| ¨ |Σ| ¨ |QA|. Let ρ be an accepting run of B on w and ρ1 its sub-run on w1. Similarly,
since A may also be viewed as an ANWA, there is an accepting run π of A on w in
which each non-leaf node has only a single child. Let π1 be the sub-run of π on w1. For
k “ 1, . . . , |w1|, let k-layerpw1q P ΣˆppPpQBqˆPAqY pPpQ2Bqˆ pQAˆPAqqq such that
• if w1k “ 〈a〉, pq1, p1q, . . . , pqℓ, pℓq are all pairs of linear state and top-most hi-
erarchical state at depth k in ρ1 (i.e. after reading 〈a〉) and pq, pq is the pair
of linear and top-most hierarchical state of depth k in π1, then k-layerpw1q “
pa, tpq1, p1q, . . . , pqℓ, pℓqu, pq, pqq, and
• if w1k “ 〈{a〉, pq1q, . . . , pqℓq are all linear states at depth k in ρ
1 and q is the linear
state at depth k in π1, then k-layerpw1q “ pa, tq1, . . . , qℓu, qq.
As the root width of w1 is greater than |Σ ˆPpQBq ˆQA|, there are numbers i ă j ă
|w1| such that i-layerpw1q “ j-layerpw1q and the substrings w11 ¨ ¨ ¨w
1
i and w
1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨w
1
j (and
therefore also the substring w1i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨w
1
j) are well-nested. It is easy (if tedious) to prove
that there are accepting runs of A and B on the string w˜ derived from w by deleting
w1i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨w
1
j from w
1, yielding the desired contradiction.
Assume now, again for the sake of contradiction, that there is no string in LpAqXLpBq
of width at most 2|QB| ¨ |Σ| ¨ |QA| and depth at most 3p|Σ| ` 1q|QA|2|∆|. By the above
part of the proof, this means that all strings fulfilling the requirement on width must be
of a depth exceeding 3p|Σ| ` 1q|QA|2|∆|. Let w be such a string of minimal length, and
let ρ be an accepting run of B and π an accepting run of A on w.
As the nesting depth of w is greater than 3p|Σ| ` 1q|QA|2|∆|, there exist well-nested
words w1 and w2 such that for some a P Σ,
(1) 〈a〉w1〈{a〉 is a substring of w,
(2) 〈a〉w2〈{a〉 is a substring of w1,
(3) either all sub-runs of ρ on w1 and w2 are unsuccessful or there exist successful runs
in ρ on both w1 and w2,
(4) all sub-runs of ρ on w1 and w2 start from the same state qa P QB , and
(5) the linear states of A according to π before and after reading 〈a〉w1〈{a〉 are the same
as those before and after reading 〈a〉w2〈{a〉.
Conditions (1), (2) and (3) are due to the fact that the given size bound ensures that,
for appropriately chosen w1, w2 and a, the states of B before reading each 〈a〉 have the
same type (as per the definition of SANWA); condition (4) then follows by the fact that
the state of a SANWA after reading some opening tag is uniquely defined by the type
of its previous state and the opening tag’s label.
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These conditions imply that both A and B have accepting runs on the string w˜ derived
from w by replacing w1 with w2. As w2 is a proper substring of w1, this yields the desired
contradiction to the minimal length of w and thus the statement of the lemma.
Proposition 5.18. There is an alternating algorithm that tests in polynomial time
whether, for an NWA A and a SANWA B it holds LpAq X LpBq ­“ H.
Proof. We formulate the claimed algorithm as a game for two players, whom we will call
Adam and Eve to avoid confusion with the players for context-free games. This game will
always terminate after at most polynomially many rounds, so an alternating polynomial-
time algorithm can easily be constructed from it by branching nondeterministically (resp.
universally) for the moves for Eve (resp. Adam) and accepting the input if and only if
Eve wins.
We will construct the game such that that Eve has a winning strategy on input NWA
A “ pQA, PA,Σ, δA, q0,A, FAq and SANWA B “ pQB ,Σ, δB , q0,B , FBq with final state
function Floc, test state q? and target state function t if and only if LpAq X LpBq ‰ H.
Eve’s goal in this game is to prove that there is a string that is accepted by both A and
B without writing down that string explicitly; by Lemma 5.17, it does suffice to examine
strings of at most exponential width and polynomial depth, but such a string can still
not be explicitly spelled out using only polynomial space. We therefore represent a string
implicitly by the behaviour it induces in A and B.
Game positions for Eve consist of two states p1, p2 P QA, a function S : QB Ñ PpQBq
and two numbers c, n ě 0, and the game is constructed in such a way that Eve has a
winning strategy from position pq1, q2, S, c, nq if and only if there is a string w PWFpΣq
of root width at most 2c and nesting depth at most n such that q1
w
❀A q2, and for every
q P QB there is a run of B on w beginning in q whose branches all end inside Spqq.
We write c0 for |QB | logp|Σ| ¨ |QA|q and n0 for 3p|Σ| ` 1q|QA|2|∆|. Lemma 5.17 then
guarantees that LpAq X LpBq is nonempty if and only if there is a state qf P FA and
a function S with Spq0,Bq Ď FB such that Eve has a winning strategy from position
pq0,A, qf , S, c0, n0q.
In any position pq1, q2, S, c, nq, Eve has the following options:
• If c ą 0, she may choose to play a concatenation round, asserting that w “ v1v2
for strings v1, v2 PWFpΣq whose root width is at most half that of w. In this case,
she chooses two functions S1, S2 : QB Ñ PpQBq, corresponding to strings v1, v2
as above and an “in-between” state q1 P QA. The functions S1 and S2 have to
fulfil the condition that for each q P QB it holds that Spqq “
Ť
pPS1pqq
S2ppq; if S1
and S2 do not fulfil this condition, Adam wins. Otherwise, Adam has a choice of
which part of Eve’s assertion he wants to contest, so he may choose as a follow-up
position either pq1, q1, S1, c´ 1, nq or pq1, q2, S2, c´ 1, nq.
• If n ą 0, Eve may choose to play a nesting round (with a P Σ), asserting that
w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 for some v PWFpΣq. To this end, she first chooses an alphabet symbol
a and a function S1 corresponding to v as above, as well as states q11, q
1
2 P QA, p P PA
such that δApq1, 〈a〉q “ pq11, pq and δApq
1
2, p, 〈{a〉q “ q2 (if no such states exist, Adam
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wins immediately). Next, Adam chooses some q P QB on which to contest Eve’s
claim. In response, Eve picks a state p1 P QB and a set of states X “ tp1, .., pku Ď
QB such that ptp1u ˆXq |ù δBpq, 〈a〉q and Spqq “
Ť
pPXztq?u
ttpp, aqu. If she cannot
choose such a set, Adam wins.
If Adam has not won by this point, he has to contest Eve’s claim that there
is a string v such that B has a successful run on v. If q? P X and S1pp1q ­Ď
Flocpaq, the string v claimed by Eve fails the test subrun mandated by B branching
with q?, so in this case, Adam wins. Otherwise, the game continues from position
pq11, q
1
2, S
1, c0, n´ 1q, as the root width of the substring v is bounded by 2c0 .
• Eve may choose to solve (with a P Σ), asserting that w “ 〈a〉〈{a〉. In this case,
she chooses a symbol a P Σ. Similar to a nesting round, Adam then picks a state
q P QB on which to contest Eve’s claim, to which Eve responds by choosing a
state p P QB and a set X Ď QB. The game then ends and a winner is determined.
Eve wins if and only if all of the following conditions are fulfilled:
(a) There are states q1 P QA, p1 P PA such that both δApq1, 〈a〉q “ pq1, p1q and
δApq1, p1, 〈{a〉q “ q2;
(b) ptpu ˆXq |ù δBpq, 〈a〉q;
(c) Spqq “
Ť
pPXztq?u
ttpp, aqu;
(d) If q? P X, then p P Flocpaq.
• Eve may choose to solve with ǫ, asserting that w “ ǫ. In this case, the game ends
and Eve wins if and only if q1 “ q2 and for each q P QB it holds that Spqq “ tqu.
Each round that does not end the game decreases the number of remaining nesting or
concatenation rounds; furthermore, the number of remaining concatenation rounds only
increases at the end of a nesting round. Therefore, the total number of rounds starting
from pq0,A, qf , S, c0, n0q is bounded by c0n0, which is polynomial in the size of A and
B. It is easy to see that each choice by Eve or Adam requires only a polynomial-size
certificate, and that each check for winning conditions is computable in polynomial time.
Therefore, an alternating algorithm checking whether Eve has a winning strategy on
this game (as described above) has a polynomial upper bound on its running time. It
remains to be shown that this algorithm indeed tests A and B for intersection emptiness,
i.e. that Eve has a winning strategy from pq0,A, qf , S, c0, n0q for some qf P FA if and
only if LpAq X LpBq ‰ H.
To prove this claim, we show that the following statements are equivalent:
(1) Eve has a winning strategy from position pq1, q2, S, c, nq;
(2) There is a string w P WFpΣq of width at most 2|QB||Σ||QA|, root width at most 2c
and depth at most n such that there is a run of A on w from q1 to q2, and for each
q P Q, there is a successful run of B on w from q ending with linear state components
inside Spqq.
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p1q ñ p2q: Assume that Eve has a winning strategy σ from position pq1, q2, S, c, nq.
We prove (2) by induction on the structure of σ.
If Eve solves with ǫ as her first move according to σ, the string w “ ǫ obviously fulfils
the claim of (2).
If Eve’s first move according to σ is to solve with some a P Σ, then w “ 〈a〉〈{a〉 fulfils
the claim of (2). Since c, n ě 0, w fulfils the desired upper bounds on nesting depth and
width; winning condition (a) ensures the existence of a run of A; and as for each q P Q
that Adam chooses, Eve can respond with a set of horizontal states compliant with the
transition formulae of B according to winning conditions (b) to (d), the desired runs of
B on w exist as well.
If Eve begins with a concatenation round according to σ, it follows that there exist
a state q1 P QA and functions S1, S2 : QB Ñ PpQBq such that for each q P QB it holds
that Spqq “
Ť
pPS1pqq
S2ppq and Eve has a winning strategy on both pq1, q1, S1, c ´ 1, nq
and pq1, q2, S2, c´ 1, nq. By induction, this implies that there are strings v1, v2 PWFpΣq
of width at most 2|QB||Σ||QA|, root width at most 2c´1 and depth at most n for which
there exist appropriate runs of A and B; it is easy to see that w “ v1v2 fulfils the width
and depth requirements of the claim, and that the claimed runs of A and B on w can
be constructed by combining those on v1 and v2.
If Eve starts by playing a nesting round with some a P Σ, there exists a function S1 as
well as states q11, q
1
2 P QA, p
1 P PA such that δApq1, 〈a〉q “ pq11, p
1q and δApq12, p
1, 〈{a〉q “ q2.
Furthermore, for each q P QB, there is a state p P QB and a set X Ď QB such that
ptpuˆXq |ù δBpq, 〈a〉q and Spqq “
Ť
pPXztq?u
ttpp, aqu, and if q? P X then S1ppq Ď Flocpaq.
Finally, Eve has a winning strategy starting from position pq11, q
1
2, S
1, c0, n´ 1q.
By induction, there exists a string v of width at most 2|QB||Σ||QA| and depth at most
n´1 for which there exist appropriate runs of A and B; the string w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 therefore
fulfils the claimed restrictions on depth and width. Again, it is easy to see that a run of
A on w can be constructed from the one on v. To construct the desired runs of B on w,
denote the run on v starting at p and ending with leaf labels in S1ppq ˆQ˚ by ρ and let
q P QB . A run on w starting at q is then constructed as follows: The root node, labelled
q, has tpuˆP as the set of labels of its children. Each of these nodes pp, p1q is the root of
a copy of ρ, modified by replacing all node labels of the form pr, αq with pr, αp1q, whose
leaves all have labels inside S1ppqˆQ˚; if p1 “ q?, the leaves of the corresponding copy of
ρ have no further children; otherwise, their only child is labelled with ptpp1, aq, ǫq. Using
the above properties and the definition for SANWA semantics, it is easy to verify that
the tree thus constructed is indeed a run of B on w starting at q and ending with linear
states inside Spqq.
p2q ñ p1q: This part of the proof is by an induction on the structure of w analogous
to the above proof of p1q ñ p2q.
The polynomial-time upper bound for the membership problem uses an algorithm
similar to the one for the membership problem for AFA (cf. Proposition 2.7). Similar to
AFA, we state here a somewhat more precise result, which also implies that the mem-
bership problem for SANWA with a polynomial-sized state set and an exponential-sized
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transition function can still be solved in polynomial space (as opposed to exponential
time).
Proposition 5.19. There is an algorithm deciding, given a SANWA A “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q
and nested word w PWFpΣq, whether w P LpAq holds. This algorithm has a runtime in
Op|w| ¨ |Q| ¨ polyp|δ|qq and uses space in Op|w| ¨ |Q| ` logp|δ|qq.
Proof. The basic idea behind the algorithm is the same as the one for the algorithm
from Proposition 2.7 deciding the membership problem for AFAs – it reads the input
string w backwards and stores in a set S all the states from which there is an accepting
run on the suffix of the input string it has read so far. The only complication compared
with the algorithm from Proposition 2.7 is the fact that the algorithm for SANWAs has
to take nesting of strings into account. This complication, however, can be dealt with
quite easily due to the fact that, in substrings of the form 〈a〉v〈{a〉 (with v P WFpΣq),
the only influence of the substring v on the behaviour of the SANWA A is the possibility
of forcing A to reject the input string if its sub-run on v is unsuccessful. Apart from this,
the sub-run of A on v has no influence on the state of A after reading 〈a〉v〈{a〉, so our
algorithm can basically just use the idea of the algorithm for AFAs on each “level” of
the input string (i.e. on the string of root labels and the child-string of each node, when
interpreting w as a forest).
Before describing the algorithm in detail, however, we first have to introduce some
notation. By the vertical simplicity of A, for each type X P ∆ and alphabet symbol
a P Σ, there is some unique state qX,a P Q such that A always enters linear state qX,a
when reading 〈a〉 from a state of type X. To simplify presentation of the algorithm, we
imagine w to be rooted inside of “pseudo-tags” with label 0 R Σ and type X0 R ∆ such
that qX0,0 “ q0 is the starting state of A and Flocp0q “ F are the accepting states of A.
If A enters a substring v P WFpΣq of w with an 〈a〉-tag (for a P Σ Y t0u) from a state
with type X P ∆ Y tX0u, we call pX, aq the context of v, and we note that the context
of each substring of w has to be the same in each run of A on w due to the simplicity
conditions, and is therefore well-defined.
We can now define the algorithm more formerly. Algorithm 3 summarises the algorithm
ExistsRun(A,w,X, a) which, on input of a SANWA A, string w P WFpΣq, type X P
∆ZtX0u and alphabet symbol a P ΣZt0u, checks whether there is a successful sub-run
of A on w with respect to the context pX, aq. Clearly, when called on the context pX0, 0q,
this algorithm then tests whether there is an accepting run of A on w, i.e. if w P LpAq.
Intuitively, each iteration of the while-loop in Algorithm 3 consumes a rooted suffix
of w1, determining and updating the set S of states from which there is a successful sub-
run on the complete suffix that has been deleted from w so far; once all of w has been
consumed in this matter, the algorithm accepts if the initial state in the given context
is one such state. To that end, for a suffix 〈b〉v〈{b〉, Line 6 determines the set S1 of states
from which a valid 〈{b〉 transition is possible, with Lines 7 and 8 adding q? to that set if
and only if there is a successful sub-run of A on v. Line 9 then updates S to the set of
states allowing a valid 〈b〉 transition before that.
Towards the correctness of Algorithm 3, we prove that ExistsRun(A,w,X, a) accepts
if and only if there is a successful sub-run of A on w in the context pX, aq, i.e. a run of
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Algorithm 3 ExistsRun(A,w,X, a)
1: S Ð Flocpaq
2: w1 Ð w
3: X 1 Ð (type of qX,a)
4: while w1 ‰ ǫ do
5: Let w1 “ u〈b〉v〈{b〉 with u, v PWFpΣq, b P Σ
6: S1 Ð tq P Q | tpq, bq P Su
7: if ExistsRun(A, v,X 1, b) accepts then
8: S1 Ð S1 Y tq?u
9: S Ð tq P Q | ptqX1,bu ˆ S1q |ù δpq, 〈a〉qu
10: w1 Ð u
11: Accept iff qX,a P S
a on w starting at qX,a and ending with linear states inside Flocpaq whose test subruns
are all successful. The main proof is by induction on the length of w.
For |w| “ 0, i.e. w “ ǫ, Algorithm 3 doesn’t enter its while-loop and simply tests
whether qX,a P Flocpaq. This is obviously the case if and only if the desired sub-run on ǫ
indeed exists.
For |w| ą 0, we prove that the while-loop in Algorithm 3 has the following invariant:
If, at the beginning of the loop, w “ w1w2 holds, i.e. if w2 is a (possibly empty) suffix of
w that has already been deleted by previous iterations of Line 10, then for each q P S,
there is a successful sub-run of A on w2 in context pX, aq starting at q. Before the first
execution of the loop (i.e. for w2 “ ǫ), this is obviously true.
During a single iteration of the while-loop, the invariant is conserved, as the following
argument shows. Let S0 be the value of S before and S1 its value after an execution of
the loop, and let q P S1. We show that there is a successful sub-run of A on 〈b〉v〈{b〉w2
from q, assuming successful sub-runs on w2 from each q1 P S0. To that end, we show that
there is a sub-run ρ of A on 〈b〉v〈{b〉 from q whose leaves are labelled with linear states
in S0; this sub-run can then easily be extended to a sub-run on 〈b〉v〈{b〉w2. The root of
ρ is labelled q, and its children with all the states in tqX1,buˆS1. Any such child labelled
pqX1,b, q2q for some q2 ‰ q? is the root of an arbitrary (not necessarily successful) sub-run
of A on v, all leaves of which are extended by an additional child labelled ptpq2, bq, ǫq,
with tpq2, bq P S0 by Lines 6 and 9 of the algorithm. If there is a child of the root labelled
pqX1,b, q?q, then q? P S1; by induction and Line 7, this means that there is a successful
sub-run of A on v which can be used instead of the arbitrary sub-run on v used before.
Lines 6-9 then guarantee that the run ρ thus constructed is indeed a sub-run of A on
〈b〉v〈{b〉 starting at q and ending with linear states inside S0.
To prove the upper bound on the runtime of Algorithm 3, we observe that, including
recursive calls, Lines 6 and 9 are executed exactly once for each closing and opening tag
in w, respectively. Line 6 can be executed in time Op|Q|q, and line 9 in time Op|Q| ¨ |δ|q,
using the fact that evaluating boolean formulas is in NC1[BCGR92]. This yields the
desired Op|w| ¨ |Q| ¨ |δ|q upper bound on running time. For the upper bound on space,
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Lines 6 and 9 use space at most Op|Q|`logp|δ|qq (again using boolean formula evaluation
on NC1), and each recursive call of Algorithm 3 uses at most Op|Q|q additional storage
space. Finally, the recursion depth of Algorithm 3 is bounded by the depth of w, leading
to the Op|w| ¨ |Q| ` logp|δ|qq bound on space.
Now we are prepared to prove the complexity results for SANWAs.
Proof of Proposition 5.16. The PTIME upper bound for membership in (b) was
proven as Proposition 5.19.
That non-emptiness for SANWAs is in PSPACE follows directly from Proposition
5.18, as alternating polynomial time equals polynomial space.
PSPACE-hardness can be proven by a reduction from the nonemptiness problem
for alternating finite automata, interpreting flat strings w1 . . . wn P Σ˚ as nested words
〈w1〉〈{w1〉 . . . 〈wn〉〈{wn〉 P WFpΣq of nesting depth 0 (and vice versa). It is then quite
easy to construct from an AFA B1 a SANWA B such that LpB1q ‰ H if and only if B
accepts some nested word of depth 0. The SANWA B uses test subruns to verify that
its input string has depth 0, stays in its current state with each opening transition and
simulates a transition of B1 with input a on each closing transition on some 〈{a〉. To do
so, we simply assign the same type to all states of B1 for constructing B and set the
target state function of B to be equal to the transition function of B1.
Together, PSPACE-completeness of non-emptiness follows.
5.5. Outlook and bibliographical remarks
This chapter summarised the basic prior results on nested words and nested word au-
tomata. It also introduced the concept of simple nested word automata, which can be
generated by a polynomial-time transformation from single-type tree grammars, and
thus from practical schema languages for XML. If we relax the definition of single-type
tree grammars to allow for arbitrary regular content models given by DFAs (instead of
deterministic regular content models given by DREs), the transformation from the proof
of Proposition 5.10 can easily be reversed, yielding an equivalence result between this
kind of tree grammar and SNWAs. Since the rest of this dissertation only requires the
result of Proposition 5.10, however, details on the inverse transformation are omitted
here.
In addition, this chapter presented alternating versions of both types of nested word au-
tomata, as well as complexity results for the basic decision problems of membership and
non-emptiness of alternating automata. It turns out that, while even the membership
problem for alternating NWA is intractable (assuming PTIME ‰ PSPACE), simple
alternating NWA have complexity properties very similar to alternating finite-state au-
tomata. Intuitively, this may be chalked up to the fact that a SANWA can be seen as
nothing more than a collection of (polynomially many) AFAs.
While not a focus of this dissertation, simple nested word automata may indeed be of
independent scientific interest. While there is lot of automata-theoretic study of XML
schema languages, most of it focusses on types of automata that operate on trees instead
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of nested words (cf. e.g. [Sch07]). Notable exceptions include [SV02; SS07], which examine
validation of (nested) string representations of XML documents by DFAs.
Bibliographical remarks. Nested word automata were introduced in [AM09] as a re-
finement of visibly pushdown automata [AM04] working on nested words. As a notable
difference between this work and [AM09], their formalisation allowed for internal sym-
bols and incomplete nested words (with unmatched opening/closing tags), which are not
considered here.
The “ancestor-sibling-based” behaviour of simple NWA is basically that of determin-
istic top-down NWA from [AM09]; the typing of states introduced here, which yields
equivalence to tree grammars, however, is (to the best of the author’s knowledge) new.
All original work in this chapter was first published as joint work with Thomas
Schwentick in [SS15] (and that paper’s journal version [SS16]), although the proof given
there for the complexity of SANWA was severely revised to fit the more precise state-
ment of Proposition 5.19. The idea behind simple NWA is based on a characterisation
of XML Schema by extended DTDs with ancestor-sibling based types [MNSB06].
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6. Winning problems for games on nested
words
Having defined nested words, as well as automata models operating on nested words, in
the previous chapter, we now turn towards context-free games on nested words, defined in
Section 6.1. As in Chapter 3, the focus of this chapter is on characterising the complexity
of the winning problem for Juliet in various classes of context-free games on nested
words. The main classes of interest here are those where target languages are given by
(deterministic) nested word automata or by simple NWA; complexity results for these
classes are summarised in Table 6.1. The upper bound proofs for these results, given
in Section 6.2, allow us to reap the rewards of having set up a generic framework for
dealing with context-free games in Chapter 3; in fact, apart from some modifications to
deal with the more complex structure of nested words, the upper bound proofs follow
the exact same pattern as in Section 3.4.
The corresponding lower bounds, proven in Section 6.3, present an interesting addition,
as they effectively show a very close connection between the winning problem for Juliet
with or without replay and the nonemptiness or membership problem of alternating
automata.1
In previous literature (most notably [MSS06]), slight variations to the basic workings of
context-free games on flat strings were already explored. One example of this are games
with symmetric rule choice, where we add function symbols for which Juliet instead of
Romeo may choose a replacement string after a Call move; a different sort of variation,
which was first examined in [SS15] in the context of cfGs on nested words, are games
where function call results do not replace the original context but are inserted after it
instead. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 deal with these two exemplary variations and explain how
the generic framework from Chapter 3 can be modified to accommodate them.
6.1. Definitions
This section defines context-free games (cfGs) on nested words with regular replacement.
For the most part, the definitions given here follow those for cfGs on flat strings with
regular replacement in Section 3.1; however, due to the more intricate structure of nested
words, the semantics of Call moves for Juliet gets slightly more involved.
Intuitively, just like for cfGs on flat strings, Juliet moves her focus through the input
word from left to right, processing each opening or closing tag in turn, deciding on each
1In fact, a similar connection could have been used to prove lower bounds in Chapter 3, but the actual
lower bounds given there are somewhat stronger for using DREs instead of DFAs.
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No replay Bounded Unbounded
Regular target language
Regular replacement PSPACE 2-EXPTIME 2-EXPTIME
Finite replacement PSPACE PSPACE EXPTIME
DTD or XML Schema target language
Regular replacement PTIME PSPACE EXPTIME
Finite replacement PTIME PTIME EXPTIME
Table 6.1.: Summary of complexity results for cfGs on nested words. All results are
completeness results.
closing tag labelled with a function symbol whether to play Read or Call. On opening
tags, tags labelled by a non-function symbol as well as closing tags on which Juliet plays
Read, the focus simply shifts one symbol to the right; however, if Juliet plays Call on
a closing tag 〈{a〉 with a function symbol a, the entire rooted subword between that 〈{a〉
tag and its associated 〈a〉 tag gets replaced with a nested word chosen by Romeo from
the regular replacement language Ra for a, and the focus is re-set immediately to the
left of the newly inserted subword.
It should be noted that the winning chances of a game do not change if Juliet is
allowed to play Call moves at opening tags: if Juliet wants to play Call at an opening
tag she can simply play Read until the focus reaches the corresponding closing tag and
play Call then. On the other hand, if she can win a game by calling a closing tag, she can
also win it by calling the corresponding opening tag, thanks to the fact that context-free
games are reachability games with determinacy and complete information (cf. [GTW02])
and that Romeo’s possible responses to a Call on some subword depend only on the
root label of that subword and nothing else.
Definition 6.1. A context-free game (cfG) on nested words G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q consists
of a finite alphabet Σ, a set Γ Ď Σ of function symbols, a (replacement) rule set R Ď
ΓˆWFpΣq and a target language T ĎWFpΣq. Again, we only consider the case where T
and, for each symbol a P Γ, the set Ra
def“ tu | pa, uq P Ru are non-empty regular nested
word languages.
A configuration is a tuple κ “ pp, u, vq P tJ,Ruˆp〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚ˆp〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚ where p
is the player to move, uv PWFpΣq is the current word, and, if v ­“ ǫ, the first symbol of
v is the current symbol. We call |u|`1 the current position of κ. A configuration pp, u, vq
with v ­“ ǫ is called playable, otherwise it is final.
The configuration κ1 “ pp1, u1, v1q is a successor configuration of the playable configu-
ration κ “ pp, u, vq (Notation: κÑ κ1) if one of the following holds:
(1) p1 “ p “ J, u1 “ us, and sv1 “ v for some s P 〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉 (Juliet plays Read);
(2) p “ J, p1 “ R, u “ u1, v “ v1 “ 〈{a〉z for z P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, a P Γ, (Juliet plays
Call);
(3) p “ R, p1 “ J, u “ x〈a〉y, v “ 〈{a〉z for x, z P p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, y PWFpΣq, u1 “ x and
v1 “ y1z for some y1 P Ra (Romeo plays y1).
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Using these definitions for (successor) configurations, each context-free game G again
induces a reachability game as described in Definition 3.1, with an arena and winning
positions as defined there. The definitions of plays and (winning) strategies again carry
over from Section 2.3, with strategies σ for Juliet mapping configurations κ to moves
σpκq P tRead,Callu and strategies τ for Romeo mapping configurations κ to nested
words τpκq P WFpΣq. Strategies for Juliet will usually be denoted by σ, σ1, σ1, . . . and
strategies for Romeo by τ, τ 1, τ1, . . ..
The play Πpw, σ, τq induced by strategies σ for Juliet and τ for Romeo on a nested
word w PWFpΣq and the Call depth DepthGpσ,wq of strategy σ on a nested word w, as
well as finite strategies and strategies of bounded Call depth are defined as for cfGs on
flat strings in Definition 3.1.
We denote the set of all finite strategies for Juliet in the game G by STRATJpGq,
the set of all finite strategies of k-bounded Call depth in G by STRATkJpGq, and the set
of all strategies for Romeo by STRATRpGq. By JWinpGq we denote the set of all words
for which Juliet has a winning strategy in STRATJpGq, and likewise for JWinkpGq and
STRATkJpGq.
Example 6.2 (Play of a cfG on nested words). Consider the context-free game G “
pΣ,Γ, R, T q with alphabet Σ “ tr, a, b, f, gu, function symbols Γ “ tf, gu, replacement
languages Rf “ t〈b〉p〈a〉〈{a〉qn〈{b〉 | n ě 1u, Rg “ t〈f 〉n〈{f 〉n | n ě 1u and target language
T “ t〈r〉〈b〉p〈a〉〈{a〉qn〈{b〉〈{r〉 | n ě 1u. A play on the input word w “ 〈r〉〈g〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈{g〉〈{r〉
might proceed as follows:
• Juliet moves the focus to 〈{g〉 and plays Call.
• Romeo plays 〈f 〉〈f 〉〈{f 〉〈{f 〉 P Rg, replacing 〈g〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈{g〉 and leading to the nested
word w1 “ 〈r〉〈f 〉〈f 〉〈{f 〉〈{f 〉〈{r〉.
• Juliet moves the focus to the first 〈{f 〉 and plays Read, leaving w1 unchanged.
• Juliet moves the focus to the second 〈{f 〉 and plays Call.
• Romeo plays 〈b〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{b〉 P Rf , thus rewriting w1 into the nested
word w2 “ 〈r〉〈b〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{b〉〈{r〉.
• Juliet wins the game, as w2 P T .
The canonical tree representations of nested words in this play are depicted in Figure
6.1.
Example 6.3 (Strategies for cfGs on nested words). In the game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q
with alphabet Σ “ ta, b, f, gu, function symbols Γ “ tf, gu, replacement languages Rf “
t〈a〉〈{a〉, 〈b〉〈{b〉u, Rg “ t〈f 〉n〈{f 〉n | n ě 1u and target language
T “ t〈a〉〈{a〉〈g〉〈{g〉, 〈b〉〈{b〉〈a〉〈{a〉, 〈b〉〈{b〉〈b〉〈{b〉u,
Juliet has a winning strategy σ on the input nested word w “ 〈f 〉〈{f 〉〈g〉〈{g〉, which
proceeds as follows:
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Figure 6.1.: Example play for a cfG as described in Example 6.2.
6.1a: Initial nested word;
6.1b: After Call to g and replacement by 〈f 〉〈f 〉〈{f 〉〈{f 〉;
6.1c: After Call to f and replacement by 〈b〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{b〉.
• Juliet plays Call on the initial 〈{f 〉, leading (after a replacement move by Romeo)
either to w1 “ 〈a〉〈{a〉〈g〉〈{g〉 or to w2 “ 〈b〉〈{b〉〈g〉〈{g〉. As can easily be seen, Juliet
wins on w1 by playing Read on 〈{g〉.
• On w2, Juliet plays Call on the final 〈{g〉, leading (after replacement by Romeo)
to a nested word of the form wn “ 〈b〉〈{b〉〈f 〉n〈{f 〉n for some n ě 1 chosen by
Romeo, with the focus being on the first 〈f 〉.
• On wn, Juliet plays Read on each 〈{f 〉 but the last, and Call on the final 〈{f 〉.
This causes Romeo to replace the subword 〈f 〉n〈{f 〉n either by 〈a〉〈{a〉 or by 〈b〉〈{b〉.
This yields one of the nested words 〈b〉〈{b〉〈a〉〈{a〉 or 〈b〉〈{b〉〈b〉〈{b〉, both of which are
in T , so Juliet wins in either case.
Since, according to this strategy, Juliet may have to place a Call on a 〈{f 〉 tag returned
by Romeo in response to a Call on 〈{g〉, but never plays Call inside the replacement
subword returned by this secondary Call move, the winning strategy σ has Call depth 2.
The canonical forest representations of nested words in a play according to σ are
depicted in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2.: Example play for a cfG as described in Example 6.3.
6.2a: Initial nested word; 6.2b: After Call to f and replacement by 〈b〉〈{b〉;
6.2c: After Call to g and replacement by 〈f 〉〈f 〉〈f 〉〈{f 〉〈{f 〉〈{f 〉; 6.2d: After
Call to f and replacement by 〈a〉〈{a〉.
In this chapter, again, our focus is the winning problem for Juliet for various classes
of cfGs, this time on nested words.
JWinpGq
Given: A context-free game G P G and a nested word w.
Question: Is w P JWinpGq?
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The relevant parameters of a class G of cfGs in this chapter, as in Chapter 3, are
mostly the representation of replacement and target languages as well as the amount
of replay permitted; different from Chapter 3, however, this chapter puts a somewhat
greater focus on the representation of the target language, as we will see in Section 6.3
that the winning problem for Juliet is intractable even in replay-free games with finite
replacement languages and a target language represented by a deterministic NWA. For
this reason, we investigate in Section 6.2.3 cfGs whose target language is given as a
SNWA (as defined in Section 5.3); we call such games simple cfGs. Somewhat extended
classes of cfGs on nested words that do not easily fit into the categorisation by parameters
given above are investigated in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
As in Chapter 3, we denote the automata representing the target and replacement
languages by ApT q and ApRaq (for a P Γ), respectively, by |R| the combined size of all
ApRaq (for a P Γ), and by |G| the size of (a sensible representation of) G, i.e. |G| “ |Σ|`
|R|` |ApT q|. Throughout this chapter, we generally assume that ApT q is a deterministic
automaton in normal form, and therefore omit the set of hierarchical states from the
definition of ApT q.
6.2. Upper bounds
The basic outline of the algorithms for the upper bounds summarised in Table 6.1 is the
same as the generic Algorithm 1 introduced in the upper bound proofs for cfGs on flat
strings (Section 3.4): First, the algorithm computes from a cfG G its call effect CrGs,
then it transforms that effect into an alternating automaton ACrGs deciding JWinpGq,
and finally it evaluates the automaton ACrGs on the input nested word w to determine
whether w P JWinpGq.
Some parts of the groundwork laid in Section 3.4, such as definitions and some basic
properties for effects, as well as parts of the correctness proofs for the constructions given
there, directly carry over to the setting of cfGs on nested words. Adapting the proofs
and methods from that section to nested words, however, requires a bit more effort than
just switching out (alternating) nested word automata for (alternating) finite automata
– specifically, the nesting structure of nested words necessitates defining the additional
operation of hierarchical composition on word effects, and several correctness proofs need
to be extended to account for nesting and deletion of subwords.
This section covers upper bound proofs for context-free games on nested words, fo-
cussing mostly on how to adapt the results and techniques already developed in Section
3.4. To that end, we first recall generic results on Call effects and word effects in Section
6.2.1, and then examine in detail how the generic Algorithm 1 can be adapted to cfGs
on nested words – first for the case of general games (i.e. games with a target language
represented by a DNWA) in Section 6.2.2, then for simple games (i.e. games with a target
language represented by a SNWA) in Section 6.2.3. It should be noted that, unless stated
otherwise, the precise representation of regular replacement languages is irrelevant to the
complexity of the winning problem, i.e. the complexity of JWin is the same regardless
of whether replacement languages are given as NWA, DNWA or SNWA.
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6.2.1. Call effects and word effects
We recall and adapt to cfGs on nested words the following definitions from Section 3.4.
Definition 6.4. Let G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q be a nested cfG with target DNWA ApT q “
pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q in normal form. For any w PWFpΣq, we define the following notation.
(a) For any fixed σ P STRATJpGq, wordsGpw, σq
def“ twordGpw, σ, τq | τ P STRATRpGqu
denotes the set of final words that can be reached through strategies of Romeo
against σ.
(b) For any fixed σ P STRATJpGq and q P Q, statesGpq, w, σq
def“ tδ˚pq, vq | v P
wordsGpw, σqu denotes the set of final states that can be reached from q through
strategies of Romeo against σ.
(c) The call effect CrGs : Γ ˆ Q Ñ PpPpQqq is defined, for every a P Γ, q P Q,
by CrGspa, qq def“ rtstatesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σq | σ P STRATJ,CallpGqusmin, where the set
STRATJ,CallpGq consists of all strategies of Juliet that start by playing Read on
〈a〉 and Call on 〈{a〉.
(d) The word effect, E rG,ws : QÑ PpPpQqq, of G on w is defined, for every q P Q, by
E rG,wspqq def“ rtstatesGpq, w, σq | σ P STRATJpGqusmin.
Recall that the operator r¨smin removes from a set of sets all non-minimal sets.
The idea behind effects, as in Section 3.4, is the abstraction of a (sub-)game into a
two-round game in which first Juliet fixes a strategy σ (choosing a set X Ď Q of states
from the corresponding effect) and then Romeo decides on a counter-strategy (choosing
a final state q P X).
The only difference between the definitions given in Definition 6.4 and the ones from
Section 3.4 (except for switching out flat strings and automata for nested ones) is the
fact that, instead of a single function symbol a, the basis for CrGspa, ¨q is a nested word of
the form 〈a〉〈{a〉. Despite the definition being based on this single nested word 〈a〉〈{a〉, it
still allows CrGspa, ¨q to summarise the subgame on any nested word of the form 〈a〉v〈{a〉
starting with a Call by Juliet to the final 〈{a〉, since the (possibly rewritten) subword v
gets deleted as soon as that Call is played and has no further impact on the Call results
available to Romeo to choose from.
Just as for flat cfGs, the basic idea behind the ANWA ACrGs is that, on input w P
WFpΣq, it computes some X P E rG,wspq0q and checks whether X Ď F to test whether
Juliet has a winning strategy on w in G. To this end, we now examine how word effects
can be computed from call effects in cfGs on nested words.
Sequential composition of word effects on nested words, in fact, directly carries over
from word effects on flat strings. Since composition is defined on the abstract level of
arbitrary functions from Q to PpPpQqq in Definition 3.17, we do not even need to
adapt it in any way for the setting of nested words. It is easy to see that the proof of
Lemma 3.19, with nested words substituted for flat strings, directly yields the following
analogous result.
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Lemma 6.5. For every nested cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q and u, v PWFpΣq it holds that
E rG,uvs “ E rG,us ˝ E rG, vs.
Some more care has to be taken, though, to handle nesting of words and compute
word effects from call effects. An analogue of Lemma 3.16 indeed yields that, for any
q P Q and a P Γ, it holds that E rG, 〈a〉〈{a〉spqq “ CrGspa, qqYttδ˚pq, 〈a〉〈{a〉quu. However,
this equality is of no direct use for computing effects of the form E rG, 〈a〉v〈{a〉s with
v ‰ ǫ, as in case of a Read by Juliet on 〈{a〉, the subgame on v (represented by the
effect E rG, vs) has to be taken into account.
To describe hierarchical composition of word effects we define, for every a P Σ the
following operator Ha : Q Ñ PpPpQqq. For every two functions E : Q Ñ PpPpQqq
and C : ΣˆQÑ PpPpQqq and q, q1 P Q such that δpq, 〈a〉q “ q1, let
HarE,Cspqq
def“
»– ď
XPEpq1q
Mix
ˆ!
Cpa, qq Y
 
δpr, q, 〈{a〉q
(
| r P X
)˙ﬁﬂ
min
.
Informally, interpreting E as a word effect and C as a call effect, the first set inside
the Mix operator accounts for Call moves and the second for Read moves of Juliet,
with the intuition behind this definition being as follows. On a nested word 〈a〉v〈{a〉,
with E being the word effect of v, for each set X of states that Juliet can enforce by
choosing some strategy in the subgame on v and for each state r P X, Juliet has the
choice of either playing Read on 〈{a〉 or playing Call on 〈{a〉 and choosing a substrategy
to follow on Romeo’s chosen replacement word. The former corresponds to Juliet
choosing tδpr, q, 〈{a〉qu as a follow-up set of states, the latter corresponds to choosing
some set in Cpa, qq. Since Juliet has to make such a choice for each state r P X, and
since Romeo can choose both the state r P X and the resulting state in Juliet’s chosen
follow-up set for r, we have to take the union of follow-up sets for all r P X. Note that
Cpa, qq has to be included inside theMix operator since Juliet needs to have the choice
between Read and Call for each single state r P X that may result from the sub-game
on v.
Using this intuition, we can now formulate how effects behave hierarchically.
Lemma 6.6. For every cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q, v PWFpΣq, and a P Σ, it holds
E rG, 〈a〉v〈{a〉s “ HarE rG, vs, CrGss.
Proof. We once again use Lemma 2.1 to show that for every q P Q, it holds that
E rG, 〈a〉v〈{a〉spqq “ HarE rG, vs, CrGsspqq.
The proof itself is rather technical but straightforward, requiring only the definitions
of the sets in question and simple logical steps but no major ideas.
(Ě): Let X P E rG, 〈a〉v〈{a〉spqq. Then there is some strategy σ P STRATJpGq such that
X “ statesGpq, 〈a〉v〈{a〉, σq. Let σv be the sub-strategy of σ on v, let δpq, 〈a〉q “ pqa, pq
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and let Xv “ tq1, . . . , qku “ statesGpqa, v, σvq. For each i P rks, let vi P wordsGpv, σvq
such that δ˚pqa, viq “ qi and let σi be the sub-strategy of σ starting at p〈a〉vi, 〈{a〉q. If
Juliet’smove on 〈{a〉 according to σi is Read, let Xi “ tδpqi, p, 〈{a〉qu, otherwise letXi “
statesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σiq.2 Clearly, X 1 “ X1 Y . . . Y Xk has a subset in MixptCrGspa, qq Y
tδpr, p, 〈{a〉qu | r P Xuq and therefore in HarE rvs, CrGsspqq. It remains to be proven that
X 1 Ď X.
Let q1 P X 1. Then q1 P Xi for some i P rks. If Xi “ tδpqi, p, 〈{a〉u, then clearly
q1 “ δ˚pq, 〈a〉vi〈{a〉q P statesGpq, 〈a〉v〈{a〉, σq “ X. Otherwise, q1 P statesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σiq
and σi coincides on 〈a〉〈{a〉 with σ on 〈a〉vi〈{a〉, it follows again that q1 P X.
(Ď): Let X P HarE rG, vs, CrGsspqq and let δpq, 〈a〉q “ pq1, pq. Then, there exists some
Xv “ tq1, . . . qku P E rG, vspq1q such that X “ X1 Y . . . YXk, where each Xi is either in
CrGspa, qq or of the form tδpqi, p, 〈{a〉qu. By the definition of E rG, vs, there exists some
strategy σv P STRATJ on v such that statesGpq1, v, σvq “ Xv , and by the definition of
CrGspa, qq, for each i with Xi P CrGspa, qq there exists a strategy σi P STRATJ,Call such
that Xi “ statesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σiq. We extend σv to a strategy σ on 〈a〉v〈{a〉 as follows:
Juliet reads the initial 〈a〉, then plays on v according to σv. The nested word v
1 resulting
from this play on v has to fulfil δ˚pq1, v1q “ qi for some i P rks; if, for this i it holds that
Xi “ tδpqi, p, 〈{a〉qu, then Juliet plays Read on 〈{a〉, otherwise she plays Call on 〈{a〉
and plays according to σi in the resulting sub-game. Let X
1 “ statesGpq, 〈a〉v〈{a〉, σq; it
is easy to see that X 1 Ď X, and since X 1 has a subset in E rG, 〈a〉v〈{a〉spqq by definition,
this proves the claim.
The auxiliary result of Lemma 3.24 also carries over to nested cfGs with an identical
proof:
Lemma 6.7. For a cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with a target DNWA in normal form ApT q “
pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q, it holds, for every a P Γ and q P Q:
CrGspa, qq “MixptE rG,wspqq | w P Rauq.
With these results on word effects, we are now ready to describe the algorithms for
computing CrGs and ACrGs (Steps 2 and 3 of the generic Algorithm 1 on page 39) on a
cfG G on nested words.
6.2.2. General games
As in Section 3.4, we begin by describing how to compute ACrGs from CrGs (Step 3
of the generic algorithm), as this construction is the same both for arbitrary regular
replacement languages and for finite replacement languages. In later subsections, we will
then turn to the algorithms computing CrGs (Step 2 of the generic algorithm) for each
of those two cases separately.
Like for cfGs on flat strings, ACrGs uses alternation to guess (abstracted) strategy
choices for Juliet and Romeo and tracks a state in ApT q. The intuition is basically
the same as explained after the proof of Lemma 3.19; the only difference for nested cfGs
2As, in this case, σi P STRATJ,Call is a strategy playing Call on 〈{a〉, we can omit v here.
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is that opening and closing tags are handled differently, with ACrGs always simulating
ApT q on opening tags and making strategy choices on closing tags.
Formally, ACrGs “ pQ,Σ, δC , q0, F q is an ANWA where δC is defined as follows. (Recall
that the target language DNWA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q is in normal form.)
• For a P Σ, q P Q:
δCpq, 〈a〉q
def“ pδpq, 〈a〉q, qq.
• For a P Σ, q, p P Q:
δCpq, p, 〈{a〉q
def“ δpq, p, 〈{a〉q _
ł
XPCrGspa,pq
˜ľ
rPX
r
¸
.
Again, ACrGs has the same state space as ApT q, but possibly an exponential-sized
transition relation.
The proof of correctness for ACrGs is only slightly more involved than that of Lemma
3.20. Recall that a run ρ of an ANWA A on a nested word w is called minimal if no
proper subtree of ρ is a run of A on w.
Lemma 6.8. Let q P Q, w P WFpΣq and X Ď Q. Then, X P E rG,wspqq if and only if
there is a minimal run of ACrGs on w starting at q and ending in linear states from X.
Proof. Let q P Q, X Ď Q and w PWFpΣq. The proof is by induction on the structure of
w and mostly analogous to that of Lemma 3.20. Specifically, the cases w “ ǫ and w “ uv
(with u, v PWFpΣq) are easily adapted from that proof.
Let therefore w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 for a P Σ, w PWFpΣq. Let further δpq, 〈a〉q “ q1. For “only
if”, Lemma 6.6 implies that X P HarE rG, vs, CrGsspqq. This means that there is a set
Xv “ tq1, . . . , qku P E rG, vspq1q and sets X1w, . . . ,X
k
w such that X “ X
1
w Y . . . YX
k
w and
for each i P rks either Xiw P CrGspa, pq or X
i
w “ tδpqi, q, 〈{a〉qu. By induction, there exists
a minimal run ρv of ACrGs on v starting at q
1 and ending inside Xv. We extend ρv to a
run ρ on w as follows: The root of ρ is labelled pq, ǫq and has as its only child the root
of a modified copy of ρv, where each node label of the form pr, αq P pQˆQ˚q is replaced
by pr, αqq; each leaf of this copy labelled qi has as its children exactly the configurations
in Xiw ˆ tǫu. Using the definition of ACrGs, it is easy to verify that ρ is indeed a run of
ACrGs on w, and it is also clear that ρ starts at q and ends with linear states inside X.
Finally, ρ is minimal because its subrun on v is minimal, and for each qi, the set X
i
w is
an inclusion-minimal set fulfilling δCpqi, q, 〈{a〉q (for Xiw P CrGspa, qq, this follows from
CrGspa, qq being normalised). Again, the “if” part is proven analogously.
It is obvious that ACrGs can be computed from G and CrGs in polynomial time, so
with Lemma 6.8 we directly get our main result for Step 3 of the generic algorithm.
Proposition 6.9. There is an algorithm that computes from the call effect CrGs of
a game G in polynomial time in |CrGs| and |G| an ANWA ACrGs such that LpACrGsq “
JWinpGq.
Next, we examine how the construction of call effects (Step 2 of the generic algorithm)
can be performed for regular and for finite replacement languages.
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Regular replacement languages
The main result for general cfGs on nested words is as follows.
Theorem 6.10. For the class of cfGs on nested words with regular replacement lan-
guages, the following complexity results hold for JWin:
(a) with unbounded or bounded replay, it is 2-EXPTIME-complete, and
(b) without replay, it is PSPACE-complete.
The lower bounds of Theorem 6.10 are proven as Proposition 6.18 in Section 6.3.
As for flat cfGs, computing CrGs from a given nested cfG G follows a fixpoint-based
approach, computing inductively, for k “ 1, 2, . . . the call effect of the restricted game of
maximum Call depth k. We once again define for every cfG G, a P Σ, q P Q, and k ě 1,
CkrGspa, qq def“
”
tstatesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σq | σ P STRAT
k
J,CallpGqu
ı
min
.
The main interesting difference to flat cfGs, here, is that a single iteration of com-
puting Ck`1rGs from CkrGs actually takes doubly exponential time, which means that
the exponential number of iterations for the fixpoint process is dominated by the effort
of a single iteration. In particular, this means that doubly exponential time is already
required for games with Call depth 2, and by the corresponding hardness results, it is
unlikely that this requirement can be lowered.
For Call depth 1, however, a simple characterisation similar to Lemma 3.21 (with an
analogous proof) holds.
Lemma 6.11. For every q P Q and a P Σ, it holds that
C1rGspa, qq “ ttδ˚pq, vq | v P Rauu.
In particular, C1rGs can be computed from G in polynomial time.
The computation of Ck`1rGs from CkrGs is done in an analogous manner to the proof
of Lemma 3.22, using (A)NWA instead of (alternating) finite-state automata.
Lemma 6.12. Given a state q P Q, an alphabet symbol a P Γ, and CkrGs, for some
k ě 1, the call effect Ck`1rGspa, qq can be computed in doubly exponential time in |G|.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.22, we show that, given CkrGs and a set X Ď Q, it
can be decided in doubly exponential time in |Q| and polynomial time in |R| whether a
subset of X is in P Ck`1rGspa, qq. Let ACkrGs be as defined for the proof of Lemma 3.20
with CkrGs as its basic Call effect, and let A be its modification with initial state q and
set X of accepting states. By using a standard product construction with an NWA Aa
for replacement language Ra and a complementation of an ANWA, we can test whether
Ra Ď LpAq holds, i.e. whether for every word in Ra, Juliet has a strategy of Call depth
k rewriting it into a nested word that takes ApT q from state q into some state guaranteed
to be in X. This test is possible in doubly exponential time due to Theorem 5.14.
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Again, since for every q and a, CkrGspa, qq is contained in the closure of Ck`1rGspq, aq
under supersets and contains at most 2|Q| sets, the process computing CkrGs for increas-
ing values of k reaches a fixpoint after at most exponentially many iterations. For a P Γ
and q P Q, we denote this fixpoint by
C˚rGspa, qq def“
«
8ď
k“1
CkrGspa, qq
ﬀ
min
.
This fixpoint indeed captures game effects for arbitrary Call depth, as the following
proposition shows.
Proposition 6.13. For every cfG G it holds: C˚rGs “ CrGs.
Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as that of Proposition 3.23. We construct
from an initial cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q a game G1 “ pΣ,Γ, R1, T q, where R1 consists of finite
sublanguages R1a Ď Ra, for every a P Γ. Then we show
(a) C˚rGs “ C˚rG1s,
(b) C˚rG1s “ CrG1s, and finally
(c) CrG1s “ CrGs.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.23, for each a P Γ, k ě 1 and w P Σ˚, let
vpa,w, kq be a nested word of minimum length such that EkrG,ws “ EkrG, vpa,w, kqs
and vpa,w, kq P Ra, and let vpa,wq be a nested word of minimum length such that
E rG,ws “ E rG, vpa,wqs and vpa,wq P Ra. Let Va “ tvpa,wq | w P Σ˚u and let
Wa “ tvpa,w, kq | w P Σ˚, k ě 1u. We then define, for each a P Γ, the replacement lan-
guage R1a
def“ WaYVa in G1. Claims (a) and (b) then follow as in the proof of Proposition
3.23.
The proof of claim (c) requires a little more work. We again prove the stronger claim
that for all q P Q and w P Σ˚, it holds E rG,wspqq “ E rG1, wspqq by proving that each
set in E rG1, wspqq has a subset in E rG,wspqq and vice versa, which proves the desired
equality by Lemmas 2.1 and 6.7.
The direction statesG1pq, w, σ1q Ď statesGpq, w, σq is again quite obvious. For the other
direction, let q P Q, w P Σ˚ and let σ1 P STRATJ,CallpG1q with X “ statesG1pq, w, σ1q P
E rG1, wspqq, and let d def“ DepthG
1
pσ1, wq. We prove by nested induction over d and the
structure of w that there exists a strategy σ in G with statesGpq, w, σq Ď X, which
implies that X has a subset in E rG,wspqq.
If d ą 0, Juliet must play Call on w at some point, and therefore it holds that w ‰ ǫ.
The case w “ uv with u, v PWFpΣq again carries over from the proof of Proposition
3.23. Therefore let w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉.
If a R Γ with δpq, 〈a〉q “ q1, then there is a strategy σ1v on v such that X “
tδpq2, q, 〈{a〉q | q2 P statesG1pq1, v, σ1vqu. By induction, there exists a strategy σv on v in
G such that statesGpq1, v, σvq Ď statesG1pq1, v, σ1vq, i.e. the strategy σ in G that plays on
v as σv would fulfils the claim.
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If w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 for some a P Γ, v PWFpΣq, let δpq, 〈a〉q “ q1, let σ1v be the sub-strategy
of σ1 on v, and let tq1, . . . , qku “ statesG1pq1, v, σ1vq. By induction (as the depth of v is
smaller than the depth of w), there exists a strategy σv on v in G with statesGpq1, v, σvq Ď
statesG1pq1, v, σ1vq. In the strategy σ on w, Juliet plays according to σv on v. The play
on v from q1 according to σ is bound to reach some state qi for i P rks. If there is some
nested word vi P wordsG1pv, σ1vq with δ
˚pq1, viq “ qi such that Juliet would play Read
on 〈{a〉 according to σ1 in G1 if the play on v yields vi, then Juliet also plays Read on
〈{a〉 according to σ; obviously, in this case, the resulting state from the play according
to σ is in X. Otherwise, Juliet plays Call on 〈{a〉 in σ. Let z P Ra be some arbitrary
response for Romeo to this Call move in G; we now explain how Juliet plays on z
according to σ.
By construction, the replacement language R1a in G
1 contains the nested word vpa, zq,
so this word is a valid response for Romeo to the Call by Juliet on 〈{a〉 in G1. Let σ1
vpa,zq
be the sub-strategy of σ1 if Romeo chooses this response. As σ1
vpa,zq has a Call depth
of at most d ´ 1, by induction there exists a strategy σvpa,zq for Juliet on vpa, zq in G
with statesGpq, vpa, zq, σvpa,zqq Ď statesG1pq, vpa, zq, σ
1
vpa,zqq. By the definition of vpa, zq,
it holds that E rG, zs “ E rG, vpa, zqs, which implies that there is a strategy σz for Juliet
on z in G such that statesGpq, z, σzq Ď statesGpq, vpa, zq, σvpa,zqq. In σ, Juliet then plays
on z according to σz, and the above set inclusions show that all states resulting from this
play are in X as well, which completes the case w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 for a P Γ and concludes
the proof.
Finally, we adapt the proof of Theorem 3.9 to yield the upper bounds for Theorem
6.10.
Proof of Theorem 6.10. We justify here only the upper bounds, as lower bounds are
stated and proven as Proposition 6.18 in Section 6.3. Let G be a cfG and w a word. By
Lemma 6.11, C1rGs can be computed in polynomial time from G. For the replay-free case,
we can immediately construct an ANWA for JWinpGq and evaluate it on w, yielding the
claimed PSPACE upper bound by Theorem 5.14.
For (a), CrGs and CkrGs, respectively, can be computed in doubly exponential time,
ACrGs can be computed in exponential time (in the size of G), and whether w P LpACrGsq
can then be tested in polynomial space in |ACrGs| and |w|, that is, in at most exponential
space in |G| and |w|.
Corresponding hardness results are stated in Proposition 6.18, thereby completing the
proof of Theorem 6.10.
Finite replacement languages
We now explain how to adapt the upper bound proofs for general nested cfGs with
arbitrary regular replacement languages to yield lower complexities in the case of finite
replacement languages. The complexity results for this setting are as follows.
Proposition 6.14. For the class of cfGs on nested words with finite replacement lan-
guages (explicitly enumerated or represented by NWAs), the following complexity results
hold for JWin:
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(a) with unbounded replay, it is EXPTIME-complete, and
(b) with bounded or without replay, it is PSPACE-complete.
The lower complexity in the cases with replay is owed to the fact that, with finite
replacement languages, it is possible to replace the non-emptiness test of an ANWA in
the computation of Ck`1rGs from CkrGs by a finite number of membership tests. The
main determining factor for the complexity is therefore no longer the complexity of the
non-emptiness test, but rather the depth to which call effects have to be computed –
exponential with unbounded replay, and polynomial with at most bounded replay.
Proof. The lower bounds follow directly from the proofs of Theorem 3.4(a) and Proposi-
tion 6.18(b), since these proofs already use only finite replacement languages. We there-
fore only prove the upper bounds here.
We first show that the computation of Ck`1rGs from CkrGs (Lemma 6.12) is feasible
in polynomial space. To this end, we replace the non-emptiness test for RaXĘLpAq in the
proof of Lemma 6.12 with membership tests checking whether v R LpAq for all v P Ra.
If Ra is represented by a NWA Aa, then it follows from standard pumping arguments
that words in Ra may have at most linear width and quadratic depth in |Aa|, as any
word in Ra violating these upper bounds would induce a run of Aa in which the same
configuration occurs both before and after reading some subword, so that subword could
be repeated arbitrarily often, contradicting finiteness of Ra. Therefore, all nested words
in Ra can be iterated over using at most polynomial space, and for each of these nested
words, membership in LpAq can be tested in polynomial space by Theorem 5.8(b).
The exponential time upper bound in (a) immediately follows because the number of
iterations of the fixpoint process for computing CrGs is at most exponential, and the
final test whether w is accepted by ACrGs needs only polynomial space. This again uses
the fact that ACrGs has a state set of polynomial size, even if its transition relation may
be exponential.
For (b), the initial call effect C1rGs can be computed in polynomial time. For each i,
Ci`1rGs can be computed from CirGs in polynomial space and finally, whether ACkrGs
accepts w can be tested in polynomial space in |w| and the number of states of ACkrGs,
that is, in the number of states of the target automaton of G. Note that, as in the proof of
Theorem 3.9, ACkrGs and all intermediate automata cannot be stored explicitly but have
to be recomputed on-the-fly in polynomial space whenever needed; again, it is crucial
here, that (as observed in the proof of Theorem 5.14) the evaluation of ACkrGs is possible
in polynomial space in |w| and the number of states of ACkrGs.
6.2.3. Simple games
As seen in Section 6.2.2, the complexity of solving context-free games on nested words
is generally rather high. The algorithms provided in that section (as well as the lower
bound proofs in Section 6.3) show that this problem mainly stems from the complexity
of decision problems for alternating NWA – intuitively, regular nested word languages
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as a formalism for target languages are just somewhat too expressive compared with
regular languages of flat strings.
Therefore, we now examine context-free games with target languages given by simple
NWAs. By Proposition 5.10, these are expressive enough to encompass XML Schema
and, by extension, also DTDs (cf. [MNSB06]). We will see that the complexity results
for such simple games actually match those for cfGs on flat strings, implying that it
makes no difference (from a complexity standpoint) whether target languages are given
as DTDs, XML Schemas, or SNWAs.
The main work in this section consists of adapting the methods and results from
Section 6.2.2 to simple games. As in that section, we first describe how the alternating
automaton ACrGs (here: a SANWA) is computed from G and CrGs, i.e. how to instantiate
Step 3 of Algorithm 1 on simple cfGs, before going into the construction of CrGs from
G (Step 2 of the generic algorithm) for regular and finite replacement languages.3
Proposition 6.15. Given a nested cfG G with target SNWA, there is an algorithm that
computes from the call effect CrGs in polynomial time in |CrGs| and |G| a SANWA ACrGs
such that LpACrGsq “ JWinpGq.
Proof. We construct ACrGs almost as in the proof of Proposition 6.9. However, as they
are mimicking games, the alternating transitions in the automaton constructed there
occur at closing tags, whereas the definition of simple ANWAs requires that alternating
transitions occur only at opening tags. Thus we slightly adapt the construction as follows.
Let ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F0q be a SNWA in normal form and let S, ∆, Floc, t, K
witness the simplicity of ApT q. With q? R Q, we define the SANWA ACrGs
def“ ppQ Y
tq?uq,Σ, δC , q0, F0q, with δC defined as follows
• For every q P Q and a P Σ, where q1 “ δpq, 〈a〉q,
δCpq, 〈a〉q
def“
`
pq1, tpq, aqq ^ pq1, q?q
˘
_
ł
XPCrGspa,qq
ľ
rPX
pq1, rq.
• For every q, q1 P Q and a P Σ, δCpq, q1, 〈{a〉q is defined via a target state function
tC as per the definition of SANWA.
The target state function tC and final state function Floc,C witnessing the simplicity of
ACrGs are defined by tCpq, aq
def“ q and Floc,Cpaq
def“ Flocpaq, respectively. This automaton
obviously fulfils both simplicity conditions, by construction and the simplicity of ApT q.
The correctness of the automaton is proven analogously to the proof of Lemma 6.8.
We now turn towards adapting the construction of call effects from simple games.
3Note that, while we restrict the target language automaton to be a SNWA, the replacement languages
may still be represented by arbitrary NWA.
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Regular replacement languages
The complexity results for simple cfGs on nested words are as follows.
Theorem 6.16. For classes of games on nested words with target languages given by
SNWAs, XML Schemas or DTDs, respectively, the following complexity results hold for
JWin:
(a) with unbounded replay, it is EXPTIME-complete,
(b) with bounded replay, it is PSPACE-complete, and
(c) without replay, it is PTIME-complete (under logspace-reductions).
To prove this theorem, it suffices to prove the lower bounds for DTDs and the upper
bounds for SNWAs. In fact, the lower bounds follow almost directly from the lower
bounds on flat cfGs, and the upper bounds only require careful analysis of the generic
algorithm instantiated for target SNWAs.
Proof. All lower bounds follow by the same reduction from corresponding lower bounds
for flat cfGs, which were proven as Propositions 3.7, 3.8 and 3.6.
The idea for the reduction from flat cfGs to simple (nested) cfGs is as follows: All
input and replacement strings w “ w1 . . . wn P Σ˚ are replaced by their standard nested
word encoding pw “ 〈w1〉〈{w1〉 . . . 〈wn〉〈{wn〉 P WFpΣq; to this end the equivalent DFA
ApT q computed from a target DRE T is simulated by a SNWA in normal form with an
extra state qn such that δpq, 〈a〉q “ qn for each q and a, Flocpaq “ qn for each a, and
tpq, aq is the transition function of ApT q. Replacement DREs are similarly transformed
into (S)NWAs.
For the upper bounds, it suffices to prove suitable upper bounds for the ingredients
needed by Algorithm 1.
More precisely, Proposition 5.16 (b) and Lemma 6.11 yield a polynomial time bound
for replay-free games. Proposition 5.16 (a) guarantees that the inductive step in the
computation of CrGs can be carried out in polynomial space (as opposed to doubly expo-
nential time). The upper bounds for games with unrestricted replay follows immediately
and the upper bound for bounded replay can be shown similarly as in Proposition 6.14
(b).
Finite replacement languages
Seeing as the complexities for solving simple cfGs on nested words with regular re-
placement languages (Theorem 6.16) mirror those on flat cfGs with regular replacement
(Theorem 3.5), it should not be too surprising that a similar correspondence holds for
finite replacement languages as well. In this subsection, we prove that this is indeed the
case.
Proposition 6.17. For the class of games with target languages specified by SNWAs,
XML Schemas or DTDs, and explicitly enumerated finite replacement languages, the
following complexity results hold for JWin:
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(a) with unbounded replay, it is EXPTIME-complete, and
(b) with bounded replay or without replay, it is PTIME-complete (under logspace-
reductions).
The interesting thing about the proof for this theorem is that it actually deviates from
the general idea of upper bounds in this chapter so far (using restrictions on the class of
games to reduce the complexity of key components in the generic algorithm) and instead
follows the approach of directly simulating the game by using alternation.
Proof. The upper bound in (a) follows from Theorem 6.16. So do the lower bounds in
(a) and (b), as the corresponding reductions are from flat cfGs with finite replacement
languages, and the reductions do not increase the size of replacement languages. It thus
only remains to show the upper bound in (b).
We prove this upper bound by giving an alternating logarithmic-space algorithm for
JWin. This algorithm uses alternation to simulate plays of the game on the input word
and additionally uses universal branching to divide, at each opening tag 〈a〉, the process-
ing of the remaining word into the processing of the subword until the corresponding
closing tag 〈{a〉 and the processing of the remaining word after that 〈{a〉. It is crucial
that the computation only requires logarithmic space.
We first describe how the game on an input word w can be simulated by an alternating
logspace-computation. This part of the proof is very similar to the proof of the upper
bound of Theorem 5.8 in [MSS06]. Let k be the bound on the Call depth. We consider the
equivalent version of cfGs in which Juliet decides already when she reads an opening
tag 〈a〉, whether she wants Romeo to rewrite a subword u “ 〈a〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{a〉.
The idea is that the choices of Juliet and Romeo are simulated by existential and
universal branching of the algorithm in the obvious fashion. However, if Juliet calls
an opening tag 〈a〉 at some position i and Romeo replaces the corresponding subword
u “ 〈a〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{a〉 of w by a word v from Ra then the algorithm does not actually replace
u but rather stores the information that u has been replaced by a pointer to position i
and another pointer to v (which is stored in the representation of G). As the Call depth
is bounded by k, at any given time no more than k such pairs of pointers are active,
consuming at most Oplogp|G|qq bits of space. The test whether the resulting word (of
each branch) is accepted by the target automaton ApT q is integrated into this branching
process as follows. Each process maintains a current linear state p reflecting the state of
ApT q in the unique computation on the prefix of the current word, that is, if the current
game configuration is pJ, w1, w2q, the current state is the one obtained in ApT q after
reading w1.
Whenever Juliet reads an opening tag 〈a〉, the computation universally branches into
two subcomputations. The first subcomputation checks whether Juliet has a winning
strategy in the game on the subword between 〈a〉 and its corresponding closing tag. The
other subcomputation continues after that closing tag in the state determined by the
target state function. Juliet only wins if both subcomputations accept. Each subcom-
putation may recursively branch in the same way. When a subcomputation reaches a
closing tag 〈{a〉, it accepts if the current linear state is in Flocpaq and rejects otherwise.
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It is not hard to see that this algorithm has an accepting run on a word w if and only
if Juliet has a winning strategy on w. As the algorithm only uses logarithmic space it
witnesses the desired PTIME upper bound.
6.3. Lower bounds
In this section, we prove lower bounds on the complexity of solving cfGs on nested words
with arbitrary regular replacement languages, thereby completing the proof of Theorem
6.10. In proving the corresponding upper bounds, the non-emptiness and membership
problem for ANWA played an integral part; we will see in the lower bound proofs that
algorithmic problems for ANWA and the problem of determining a winner in nested cfGs
are actually quite closely connected, as we prove the lower bounds by reduction from
non-emptiness and membership for ANWA, respectively. That is, much like in Lemma
6.8, where we constructed ANWA from given cfGs to obtain upper complexity bounds,
we prove matching lower bounds by transforming ANWA into cfGs.
Proposition 6.18. For the class of context-free games on nested words with regular
replacement languages, the following complexity results hold for JWin:
(a) with bounded replay, it is 2-EXPTIME-hard, and
(b) without replay, it is PSPACE-hard.
We will see that both claims of Proposition 6.18 follow from the corresponding parts
of Theorem 5.14. To this end, the following lemma is an essential component.
Lemma 6.19. There is a polynomial time algorithm that computes, given an ANWA A
and a nested word w, a cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q and a nested word w1 such that w P LpAq if
and only if Romeo has a winning strategy on w1 in G, against all replay-free strategies
of Juliet. Furthermore, G only depends on A (not on w) and can be computed in
polynomial time in the size of A.
The reader might feel that it would be more natural to associate existential moves to
Juliet, and therefore expect a winning strategy for Juliet iff w P LpAq holds. However,
Lemma 6.19 follows the idea of reductions from existence problems (already sketched in
the discussion of lower bounds in Section 1.3 and used in several previous lower bounds),
where it is Romeo who chooses a potential witness for existence and Juliet who aims
to show that this witness is incorrect. With this intuition, the association of Romeo
with existential choices actually makes more sense, as will become clear in the proof of
Proposition 6.18 given below.
Proof. Let A “ pQ,Σ, q0, δ, tqF uq be an ANWA and w P WFpΣq a nested word. The
idea is to simulate the alternation of A in the game G on w1. We design G to only
admit replay-free strategies for Juliet. To make this possible, we construct w1 from w
by adding subwords that offer enough “space” for this simulation.
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We assume without loss of generality that Σ does not contain any symbols from
pQˆQqYQYtb, 1, 2,_,^, false, trueu. For any formula ϕ P B`pQˆQqYB`pQq, the
encoding Encpϕq is the well-nested word over the alphabet pQˆQqYQYt_,^u derived
from ϕ as follows:
• If ϕ P tfalse, trueu, then Encpϕq “ 〈ϕ〉〈{ϕ〉;
• If ϕ “ pq, pq P QˆQ, then Encpϕq “ 〈pq, pq〉〈{pq, pq〉;
• If ϕ “ q P Q, then Encpϕq “ 〈q〉〈{q〉;
• If ϕ “ ϕ1 _ ϕ2, then Encpϕq “ 〈_〉〈{_〉〈b〉Encpϕ1qEncpϕ2q〈{b〉;
• If ϕ “ ϕ1 ^ ϕ2, then Encpϕq “ 〈^〉〈{^〉〈b〉Encpϕ1qEncpϕ2q〈{b〉.
Let q1, . . . , qm be some canonical ordering of the states in Q. Let Σ
1 and Σ2 be two
distinct copies of Σ with symbols of the form a1 and a2, respectively, for every a P Σ.
For each a P Σ, we define
• vp〈a〉q def“ 〈a1〉〈{a1〉Encpδpq1, 〈a〉qq ¨ ¨ ¨Encpδpqm, 〈a〉qq〈a〉, and
• vp〈{a〉q “ 〈a2〉〈{a2〉Encpδpq1, q1, 〈{a〉qq ¨ ¨ ¨Encpδpqm, qm, 〈{a〉qq〈{a〉.
We note that in vp〈a〉q, for each i ď m, there is a subword Encpδpqi, 〈a〉qq, whereas in
vp〈{a〉q there is a subword Encpδpqi, qj , 〈{a〉qq, for every i, j ď m. The word w1 is defined
as the nested word vpwq, that results from w by replacing every tag x P 〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉 with
vpxq.
As explained above, the purpose of the game G is to simulate the alternation of A.
We associate existential branching with Romeo and universal branching with Juliet.
To this end, the replacement languages for 〈_〉 and 〈^〉 are as follows.
• R_ “ t〈1〉〈{1〉, 〈2〉〈{2〉u;
• R^ “ t〈2〉〈{2〉u;
All other symbols should not be replaced in the game, so we set Γ “ t_,^u.
The intention of the construction is that the behaviour of A on w is simulated as
follows in the game on vpwq in G. Choices corresponding to _-gates in transitions are
taken by Romeo (and we force Juliet to call every symbol _ as words containing
_-tags will not be accepted by the target NWA). The choice of 〈1〉〈{1〉 by Romeo is
interpreted by the choice of the first branch of the formula by A and likewise for 〈2〉〈{2〉
and the second branch. Choices corresponding to ^-gates in transitions are taken by
Juliet: we interpret 〈^〉〈{^〉 just as 〈1〉〈{1〉 in the _-case. Therefore, if Juliet reads
〈^〉〈{^〉 this corresponds to choosing the first branch of the formula, if she calls it, she
chooses the second branch.
The target automaton follows the choices taken by the two players. At opening tags
of the form 〈pq, pq〉 it interprets q and p as the next horizontal and hierarchical state,
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respectively. It accepts if it ends in an accepting state or reaches 〈true〉〈{true〉 at some
point. If it reaches 〈false〉〈{false〉 at some point, it rejects.
It remains to show that indeed w is accepted by A if and only if Romeo has a winning
strategy on vpwq in G.
We call a strategy for Juliet on vpwq valid if Juliet plays Call on every _ symbol.
Since Juliet can never win with a strategy that is not valid, we restrict our attention
to valid strategies for Juliet on vpwq.
We will now show that each run of A on w corresponds to some strategy τ of Romeo
on vpwq in G, and that an accepting run on w induces a winning strategy on vpwq and
vice versa.
Let τ be a strategy for Romeo on vpwq, and let θ be some tag in w. We say that a sub-
formula ϕ1 encoded in vpθq is enabled according to τ and some counterstrategy for Juliet
if the resulting sub-play on vpθq yields a subword of the form 〈1〉〈{1〉〈b〉Encpϕ1qEncpψq〈{b〉
or 〈2〉〈{2〉〈b〉EncpψqEncpϕ1q〈{b〉 (for some formula ψ). By the construction of vpθq, for
each q P Q (and p P Q, if θ P 〈{Σ〉) the set of all states q1 P Q such that q1 might be
enabled in the sub-play on Encpδpq, θqq (resp. Encpδpq, p, θqq) according to τ and some
valid counter-strategy for Juliet satisfies the formula δpq, θq (resp. δpq, p, θq). In this
way, the strategy τ induces a run ρ of A on w such that for each valid counter-strategy
of Juliet, the resulting rewriting of vpwq corresponds to one path in ρ.
Similarly, a run ρ of A on w induces a strategy τ for Romeo on vpwq; if, for some tag
θ in w and state q P Q, X Ď Q ˆQ (resp. X Ď Q) is the follow-up state set satisfying
δpq, θq (resp. δpq, p, θq for some appropriate p P Q) in ρ, τ can be constructed to enable
exactly the states from X for all counter-strategies of Juliet.
As the target automaton in G accepts a rewriting of vpwq if and only if it encodes a
path in a run of A on w ending in an accepting state, the correspondence between runs
of A on w and strategies of Romeo on vpwq in G implies that there exists a winning
strategy for Romeo on vpwq in G if and only if there is an accepting run of A on w.
From Lemma 6.19, Proposition 6.18 easily follows, thus completing the proof of The-
orem 6.10.
Proof of Proposition 6.18. The proof that JWin is 2-EXPTIME-hard for general
games with Call depth k ě 2 is by a reduction from the emptiness problem for ANWA,
which is 2-EXPTIME-hard according to Theorem 5.14(a).
Given an ANWA A, let G1 be the cfG constructed by the algorithm of Lemma 6.19.
Let G be the game with an additional new function symbol s which Romeo is allowed
to rewrite by any word of the form vpwq as defined in the proof of Lemma 6.19. Then
LpAq is non-empty if and only if Romeo has a winning strategy on 〈s〉〈{s〉 in G. This
yields the desired reduction from emptiness for ANWA to JWin.
PSPACE-hardness of JWin for replay-free general games follows directly from the
corresponding hardness result for the ANWA membership problem (Theorem 5.14(b))
along with the reduction of Lemma 6.19.
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6.4. Games with symmetric rule choice
This section considers an extension of context-free games on nested words that was
first established for flat cfGs with finite replacement languages in [MSS06]: Symmetric
rule choice. Different from standard cfGs, where it is always Romeo who chooses a
replacement after a Call by Juliet, in games with symmetric rule choice the set Γ of
function symbols is partitioned into two sets ΓJ and ΓR. Just as for standard cfGs,
Romeo chooses replacement words after Call moves on function symbols from ΓR, but
a Call move on a symbol from ΓJ actually allows Juliet to choose a replacement word
instead.
Example 6.20. Consider again the game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q from Example 6.3 with
alphabet Σ “ ta, b, f, gu, function symbols Γ “ tf, gu, replacement languages Rf “
t〈a〉〈{a〉, 〈b〉〈{b〉u, Rg “ t〈f 〉n〈{f 〉n | n ě 1u and target language
T “ t〈a〉〈{a〉〈g〉〈{g〉, 〈b〉〈{b〉〈a〉〈{a〉, 〈b〉〈{b〉〈b〉〈{b〉u.
Obviously, Juliet doesn’t have a winning strategy in G on the input word w “
〈g〉〈{g〉〈f 〉〈{f 〉, since Juliet will have to Call the leading 〈{g〉, and afterwards the right-
most 〈{f 〉 in the replacement word chosen by Romeo, and Romeo can answer this Call
with 〈a〉〈{a〉. This causes Juliet to lose the game, as the subword 〈f 〉〈{f 〉 cannot be
rewritten into 〈g〉〈{g〉.
In the game G1 with symmetric rule choice resulting from G by setting ΓJ “ tfu and
ΓR “ tgu (i.e. leaving Juliet instead of Romeo the choice what replacement word a
Call to a 〈{f 〉 tag yields), however, Juliet has a winning strategy, since she can Call
the initial 〈{g〉, again Call the right-most 〈{f 〉 returned by Romeo and then choose to
replace the called subword by 〈b〉〈{b〉. After a final Call to the input word’s right-most
〈{f 〉 tag, she then wins the game, e.g. by replacing the final 〈f 〉〈{f 〉 with 〈a〉〈{a〉.
Originally, games with symmetric rule choice were introduced in [MSS06] (and proven
to be equivalent to standard games) as a tool to simplify the presentation of some
algorithms and lower bound proofs. However, symmetric rule choice may also interpreted
as a way to more accurately model the Active XML rewriting scenario where some of
the services responsible for function calls are actually also under the control of the server
responsible for rewriting the source document into the target schema.
The methodology in this section is somewhat different from the previous ones. This is
because the results from previous sections mostly fit within the same basic framework,
with only target and replacement language formalisms changed between settings. The
results for this section, however, do not fit neatly within that framework, since they
change more fundamental concepts about the semantics of context-free games regarding
function calls.
We begin by formally defining cfGs with symmetric rule choice.
Definition 6.21. A context-free game on nested words with symmetric rule choice
G “ pΣ,ΓJ,ΓR, R, T q consists of a finite alphabet Σ, sets ΓJ,ΓR Ď Σ of function symbols
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for Juliet and Romeo with ΓJXΓR “ H, a rule set R Ď ΓˆWFpΣq, where Γ “ ΓJZΓR,
and a target language T ĎWFpΣq.
Configurations of G are defined as for standard cfGs on nested words (Definition 6.1).
Different from that definition, the configuration κ1 “ pp1, u1, v1q is a successor configura-
tion of the playable configuration κ “ pp, u, vq (Notation: κÑ κ1) if one of the following
holds:
(1) p1 “ p “ J, u1 “ us, and sv1 “ v for some s P 〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉 (Juliet plays Read);
(2) p “ J, p1 “ R, u “ u1, v “ v1 “ 〈{a〉z for z P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, a P ΓR, (Juliet plays
Call);
(3) p “ R, p1 “ J, u “ x〈a〉y, v “ 〈{a〉z for x, z P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, y P WFpΣq, a P ΓR,
u1 “ x and v1 “ y1z for some y1 P Ra (Romeo plays y1).
(4) p1 “ p “ J, u “ x〈a〉y, v “ 〈{a〉z for x, z P p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, y PWFpΣq, a P ΓJ, u1 “ x
and v1 “ y1z for some y1 P Ra (Juliet plays Call and replaces with y1).
Based upon this definition for successor configurations, the induced reachability game,
plays, (winning/finite) strategies for Juliet and Romeo, Call depth and the winning
problem are defined as in Definition 6.1.
For context-free games on flat strings with finite replacement languages, it can be
proven (cf. [MSS06]) that cfGs with symmetric rule choice can be simulated by standard
cfGs. In fact, this simulation uses a technique frequently reproduced in lower bound
proofs in this thesis – on a Call to a function symbol from ΓJ in the simulating standard
cfG, Romeo returns a “choice string” containing one function symbol for each possible
replacement word, of which Juliet may then Call exactly one to simulate her choice of
replacement word.
This technique suffers from two disadvantages, however. Firstly, it necessitates increas-
ing the allowed Call depth by 1, meaning that it could potentially increase complexities,
particularly in the replay-free case. Secondly, and much more importantly, it does not
directly transfer to the case of arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily finite) regular replacement
languages, as it is impossible for Romeo to directly present Juliet the choice among
an infinite number of replacement words.
However, the techniques presented in Section 6.2 (and, in particular, the generic al-
gorithm introduced in Chapter 3) can easily be adapted to cfGs with symmetric rule
choice without increasing the complexity of the winning problem for Juliet. In the rest
of this section, we sketch how this can be done for cfGs with DNWA target languages,
that is, we prove the following analogue of Theorem 6.10. This is mostly intended as an
explanation how proof techniques can be adapted to games with symmetric rule choice;
similar adaptations can be made for all other results based on effects and the generic
Algorithm 1.
Theorem 6.22. For the class of context-free games on nested words with symmetric
rule choice and regular replacement languages, the following complexity results hold for
JWin:
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(a) with bounded or unbounded replay, it is 2-EXPTIME-complete, and
(b) without replay, it is PSPACE-complete.
The lower bounds of this theorem follow directly from Theorem 6.10, as standard cfGs
can be interpreted as games with symmetric rule choice where Γ “ ΓR and ΓJ “ H.
The upper bound proof again follows the outline of that in Section 6.2.2. Just as in
Definition 6.4, call effects are defined for each q P Q and a P Γ by
CrGspa, qq def“ rtstatesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σq | σ P STRATJ,CallpGqusmin ,
and word effects for q P Q and w PWFpΣq by
E rG,wspqq def“ rtstatesGpq, w, σq | σ P STRATJpGqusmin .
Results on sequential as well as hierarchical composition of word effects (Lemmas 6.5
and 6.6) carry over directly to cfGs with symmetric rule choice, as the proofs of those
lemmas are based only on the definition of effects via strategies. This implies that the
ANWA ACrGs from Section 6.2.2 can be constructed exactly as described there, and its
correctness proof (Lemma 6.8) also carries over. Altogether, this yields the following
result for Step 3 of the generic algorithm:
Proposition 6.23. There is an algorithm that computes from the call effect CrGs of
a game G with symmetric rule choice in polynomial time in |CrGs| and |G| an ANWA
ACrGs such that LpACrGsq “ JWinpGq.
Thus, the main difference for games with symmetric rule choice lies in the way that
the call effect CrGs is computed from a game G (Step 2 of the generic algorithm).
The connection between call effects and word effects of replacement words is somewhat
more involved for games with symmetric rule choice. For function symbols a P ΓR (just
as in general cfGs), the idea is that a strategy of Juliet on 〈a〉〈{a〉 starting with a Call
on 〈{a〉 basically corresponds to choosing one set in E rG,ws for each replacement word
w P Ra (corresponding to a sub-strategy on w) and then taking the union of these sets
(corresponding to Romeo’s choice of w P Ra). For function symbols a P ΓJ, on the other
hand, it is Juliet who may choose both the word w P Ra and her sub-strategy on it, so
any set of states that Juliet can enforce on any w P Ra, she can also enforce on 〈a〉〈{a〉.
Lemma 6.24. For any cfG G “ pΣ,ΓJ,ΓR, R, T q with symmetric rule choice and a
target DNWA in normal form ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q, it holds, for every a P Γ and
q P Q:
CrGspa, qq “
#“Ť
wPRa
E rG,wspqq
‰
min
, if a P ΓJ,
MixptE rG,wspqq | w P Rauq, if a P ΓR.
Proof. The case a P ΓR was already proven as Lemma 6.7. It only remains to prove the
case a P ΓJ, which again uses Lemma 2.1 to show that each element of a set on one side
of the equation has a subset on the other side.
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(Ě): Let a P ΓJ, q P Q and X P CrGspa, qq. By definition of CrGs, there exists a
strategy σ P STRATJ,Call such that X “ statesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σq. Again by definition,
Juliet plays Call on 〈{a〉 according to σ. Juliet then picks some word w P Ra and keeps
playing on w according to some sub-strategy σw of σ. It follows that wordsGp〈a〉〈{a〉, σq “
wordsGpw, σwq and therefore X “ statesGpq, w, σwq has a subset in E rG,wspqq.
(Ď): Let a P ΓJ, q P Q and X P
“Ť
wPRa
E rG,wspqq
‰
min
. Then X “ statesGpq, w, σwq
for some w P Ra and σw P STRATJ. Obviously, also X “ statesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σq for the
strategy σ P STRATJ,Call that plays Call on 〈{a〉, selects w as a replacement and then
keeps playing according to σw on w, so X has a subset in CrGspa, qq.
As in previous sections, the construction of CrGs involves a fixpoint process iteratively
computing Ck`1rGs from CkrGs. For the initial call effect of replay-free games, a similar
characterisation to Lemma 6.11 holds.
Lemma 6.25. For every q P Q and a P Σ, it holds that
C1rGspa, qq “
#
ttδ˚pq, vqu | v P Rau, if a P ΓJ,
ttδ˚pq, vq | v P Rauu, if a P ΓR.
In particular, C1rGs can be computed from G in polynomial time.
Proof. For the case a P ΓR, a proof sketch was given with Lemma 3.21. For a P ΓJ, the
claim also follows directly from the definitions, as any strategy for Juliet on 〈a〉〈{a〉
that plays Call on 〈{a〉 simply consists of choosing a replacement word from Ra and
playing Read on that replacement word. The polynomial-time computation is a simple
adaptation of the one given for Lemma 3.21.
The construction of Ck`1rGs from CkrGs also has to be slightly modified, but the
complexity result remains the same as in Lemma 6.12.
Lemma 6.26. Given a state q P Q, an alphabet symbol a P Γ, and CkrGs, for some
k ě 1, the call effect Ck`1rGspa, qq can be computed in doubly exponential time in |G|.
Proof. For a P ΓR, the proof is the same as for Lemmas 3.22 and 6.12. Let therefore
a P ΓJ. We again show that, given CkrGs and a set X Ď Q, it can be decided in
doubly exponential time in |Q| and polynomial time in |R| whether a subset of X is
in P Ck`1rGspa, qq. As before, let A be defined as ACkrGs constructed from C
krGs with
starting state q and accepting state set X.
By definition, X has a subset in Ck`1rGspa, qq, if Juliet has a strategy σ of call depth
k`1 on 〈a〉〈{a〉 that plays Call on 〈{a〉 and fulfils statesGpq, 〈a〉〈{a〉, σq Ď X. Since a P ΓJ,
such a strategy exists if and only if there exists a word w P Ra and a strategy σw of
Juliet on w with statesGpq, w, σwq Ď X, thus if and only if Ra X LpAq ­“ H. As in
the proof of Lemma 6.12, this can be checked by a non-emptiness test for ANWA, and
therefore in doubly exponential time by Theorem 5.14.
Finally, small adjustments are necessary to prove the adequacy of the fixpoint process.
To that end, let again C˚rGs be defined as the result of the fixpoint computation.
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Proposition 6.27. For every cfG G with symmetric rule choice it holds: C˚rGs “ CrGs.
Proof. The proof mostly proceeds like the proof of Proposition 6.13. Let the game G1
with finite replacement languages be defined as in that proof. Parts (a) and (b) of the
claim in the proof of Proposition 6.13 directly carry over, as they only use effect and
game definitions.
For part (c), we again prove that E rG,wspqq “ E rG1, wspqq by proving that each set
contained in one side of the equation has a subset contained in the other side.
Unlike in the proof of Proposition 6.13, the direction E rG,wspqq Ě E rG1, wspqq is not
entirely trivial for games with symmetric rule choice, as Juliet actually has a bigger
selection of words to choose from in G than in G1, so a strategy for Juliet in G that
chooses some word z P Ra on some Call move might not be directly transferable to G1
if z R R1a. However, as R
1
a contains the word vpa, zq, by a similar argument as the one
in the proof of Proposition 6.13, Juliet can select vpa, zq instead in G1 and follow a
strategy on vpa, zq yielding the desired set of states.
For the direction E rG,wspqq Ď E rG1, wspqq of part (c), one can easily adapt the nested
induction proof for Proposition 6.13.
The cases for d “ 0 as well as d ą 0 with w “ uv or w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 for a P ΓR or a R Γ
in that induction carry over from the proof of Proposition 6.13. The case where d ą 0
and w “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 with a P ΓJ and v P WFpΣq is similar to the case with a P ΓR, but
much simpler, since each choice z P R1a for Juliet in G
1 after a Call to 〈{a〉 is also a
valid choice in G because R1a Ď Ra.
As it could be shown that all parts of the generic algorithm for cfGs on nested words
can be adapted to games with symmetric rule choice without any increase in complexity,
Theorem 6.22 follows.
6.5. Games with insertion semantics
This section focusses on an alternative semantics for context-free games, which allows
that returned trees do not replace their call nodes but are inserted next to them.
Similar to the previous section, the results and methods presented in this section do
not exactly match the framework presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. Different from the
previous section, however, the results presented here do not follow directly from that
framework with a few minor modifications; instead, the central technique used in this
section are reductions between cfGs with replacement semantics (as examined in previous
sections) and cfGs with insertion semantics, detailed below.
In the original definition of Call moves, we define the successor configurations of a
configuration pR, u〈a〉v, 〈{a〉wq to be of the form pJ, u, v1wq, that is, 〈a〉v〈{a〉 is replaced
by a word v1 P Ra. However, Active XML also offers an “append” option, where results
of function calls are inserted as siblings after the calling function node (cf. [ABM08]).
There are (at least) three possible semantics of a Call move for insertion (as opposed
to replacement) based games: the next configuration could be (1) pJ, u, 〈a〉v〈{a〉v1wq, (2)
pJ, u〈a〉v〈{a〉, v1wq, or (3) pJ, u〈a〉v〈{a〉v1, wq, depending on “how much replay” we allow
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for Juliet. We refer to (1) as the general setting, (2) as the setting with weak replay
and (3) as the setting without replay. It turns out that the weak replay setting basically
corresponds to the (unrestricted) setting with replacement rules and that setting (3)
corresponds to the replay-free setting with replacement rules. Setting (1), however, gives
Juliet a lot of power and makes JWin undecidable.
Formally, we consider cfGs of the form G “ pΣ,Γ, I, T q where the insertion relation
I Ď Γ ˆWFpΣq takes the place of the replacement relation R from cfGs as defined
in Section 6.1. The semantics is similar to standard cfGs, except for the definition of
follow-up configurations after a Call move by Juliet, as explained above.
The restriction to games having only insertion rules is primarily to simplify the presen-
tation of proofs. It is relatively easy (if tedious) to prove that games can be extended to
contain both replacement and insertion rules without changing the complexity of JWin,
as long as appropriate semantics for insertion and replacement rules are chosen.
We generally assume G “ pΣ,Γ, I, T q to be an insertion game with target language T
represented by a DNWA ApT q and insertion languages Ia represented by an arbitrary
NWA for each a P Γ.
Theorem 6.28. For the class of games on nested words with insertion semantics, target
languages given as DNWAs and replacement languages given as NWAs, the following
decidability and complexity results hold for JWin:
(a) in general, it is undecidable;
(b) for games with weak replay, it is 2-EXPTIME-complete, and
(c) for games without replay, it is PSPACE-complete.
The proof idea for Theorem 6.28 is to simulate insertion-based games by replacement-
based games and vice versa; part (a) additionally uses the undecidability of JWin for
unconstrained cfGs on flat strings (Theorem 3.3).
Before proving Theorem 6.28, we prove two auxiliary results showing a strong corre-
spondence between replacement games and insertion games (with appropriate semantics).
We recall that for a replacement game G, JWinpGq denotes the set of all winning words
for Juliet in G with unbounded replay and JWin1pGq denotes the set of all winning
words for Juliet in G for strategies without replay; similarly, we denote the winning set
for Juliet in an insertion game G1 by JWinpG1q in the general setting, by JWin1`pG1q
with weak replay, and by JWin1pG1q without replay.
Lemma 6.29. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a replacement
cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q and nested word w P WFpΣq, outputs an insertion cfG G1 “
pΣ1,Γ, I, T 1q and word w1 PWFpΣ1q such that
• w P JWinpGq ô w1 P JWin1`pG1q, and
• w P JWin1pGq ô w1 P JWin1pG1q.
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Proof. The main observation we need is that replacement in cfGs is generally very lo-
calised, i.e. a Call on 〈{a〉 in a word of the form w〈a〉v〈{a〉 only affects 〈a〉v〈{a〉, the
shortest well-nested suffix of the current word up to 〈{a〉.
The obvious idea behind the proof is to simulate replacement rules with insertion rules.
The crucial insight for this simulation is that, while we cannot delete the rooted suffix
u “ 〈a〉v〈{a〉 from a current word, the new target automaton ApT 1q can “undo” the effect
of u on ApT q by reverting it to the state it had before reading u. To this end, ApT 1q
simulates ApT q, all the while memorising (in its state) a “fallback state” that ApT q was
in before beginning to read u. That way, ApT 1q can always revert its simulation of ApT q
to the point before u was read, effectively making ApT q “forget” u and thus simulating
a replacement of u.
In this way, it is easy to simulate deletion of suffixes that would be replaced in G, so
we only need some way of knowing when such a deletion should take place. To this end,
we encapsulate replacement words u1 for G within backspace tags as 〈b〉u1〈{b〉 to obtain
insertion words for G1 (with b R Σ). Now, when the automaton A1 reads 〈b〉, it knows
that what follows after is supposed to be a replacement word, so it “forgets” the last
rooted suffix of the current word, jumps back to the last fallback state and continues
simulating ApT q on u1, re-setting its fallback state along the way as necessary.
Formally, let ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q be a DNWA in normal form for T and let b R Σ.
We define G1 as follows:
• Σ1 “ ΣY tbu
• Ia “ t〈b〉u1〈{b〉 | u1 P Rau for all a P Γ and
• T 1 “ LpA1q for the DNWA A1 defined below.
The automaton A1 “ pQ1,ΣY tbu, δ1, q10, F
1q is defined by
• Q1 “ QˆQ;
• q10 “ pq0, q0q;
• F 1 “ F ˆQ and
• δ1ppp, qq, 〈a〉q “ pδpp, 〈a〉q, pq for all a P Σ,
• δ1ppp, qq, 〈b〉q “ pq, qq,
• δ1ppp, qq, pp1, q1q, 〈{a〉q “ pδpp, p1, 〈{a〉q, q1q for all a P Σ and
• δ1ppp, qq, pp1, q1q, 〈{b〉q “ pp, qq.
In keeping with the above intuition, A1 tracks in its state pp, qq a current state p and
a fallback state q of ApT q. When A1 reads an 〈a〉 (resp. 〈{a〉), it knows that the rooted
word immediately to the left of 〈a〉 has not been replaced, so it simulates a step of ApT q
to obtain a new current state and sets the new fallback state to be the state A had
immediately before reading 〈a〉 (respectively the 〈a〉 associated with the current 〈{a〉).
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On reading 〈b〉, A1 knows that the last rooted nested subword has been replaced in
G, so it returns its simulation of ApT q to the fall-back state and simulates ApT q on the
replacement word following after 〈b〉 from there. On 〈{b〉, neither the current nor fallback
state changes, as the last rooted word to the right of 〈{b〉 may be considered the last
minimal suffix of the current word in the replacement game.
If, after reading a word and simulating ApT q on it as described above, ApT q accepts
(i.e. the current state of A1 is in F ), A1 accepts as ApT q would.
We can obviously construct G1 from G in polynomial time; setting w1 “ w, the claim
of Lemma 6.29 follows by the above considerations.
Lemma 6.30. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, given an insertion cfG
G “ pΣ,Γ, I, T q and nested word w P WFpΣq, outputs a replacement game G1 “
pΣ1,Γ1, R, T 1q and word w1 PWFpΣ1q such that
• w P JWin1`pGq ô w1 P JWinpG1q, and
• w P JWin1pGq ô w1 P JWin1pG1q.
Proof. The basic idea behind simulating insertion games using replacement games is to
replace every subword 〈a〉v〈{a〉 of w by 〈a〉v1〈{a〉〈a1〉〈{a1〉 in w1 (where a1 is a new “copy”
of a) and to simulate the insertion of a new subword to the right of 〈a〉v〈{a〉 by the
replacement of 〈a1〉〈{a1〉. We refer to the additional subwords of the form 〈a1〉〈{a1〉 as
“anchors”.
To this end, we need to ensure that (a) no non-anchor subword ever gets replaced,
and (b) each replacement word contains new anchors for further insertions. For part
(a), we add extra symbols to the input alphabet, while part (b) is done through the
transformation from w P WFpΣq to w1 “ µpwq P WFpΣ1q hinted at in the claim’s
statement.
More formally, we set Σ1 “ Σ Y ta1 | a P Σu, i.e. we add a second disjoint copy of Σ
to itself. Words will generally be transformed using a function µ : WFpΣq Ñ WFpΣ1q
defined inductively by
• µpǫq “ ǫ
• µpuvq “ µpuqµpvq for all u, v PWFpΣq and
• µp〈a〉v〈{a〉q “ 〈a〉µpvq〈{a〉〈a1〉〈{a1〉 for all a P Σ, v PWFpΣq.
The target language automaton ApT 1q for G1 simply simulates the target language
DNWA ApT q for G and ignores any uncalled anchors, i.e. when reading any symbol from
Σ1zΣ, it simply stays in its current state, and otherwise it behaves as ApT q does. Clearly,
ApT 1q can be constructed from ApT q in polynomial time.
The set of function symbols in G1 is just Γ1 “ ta1 | a P Γu, and the replacement
languages are defined by
Ra1 “ tµpwq | w P Rau.
Again, it is easy to see that automata for each Ra1 can be computed from those for Ra
in polynomial time.
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Finally, the input string gets transformed (in polynomial time) via µ as well: w1 “
µpwq.
Proof of Theorem 6.28. Parts (b) and (c) follow directly from Lemmas 6.30, 6.29 as
well as Theorem 6.10. All that remains to be proven is therefore the undecidability of
JWin in the general setting.
Intuitively this holds because, on a string of the form 〈a〉v〈{a〉, jumping back to the
start after calling 〈{a〉 effectively allows Juliet to play arbitrarily many left-to-right
passes on v, thereby enabling her to simulate a strategy with left steps on v. We utilise
this fact to give a reduction from the winning problem on unconstrained flat cfGs, which
is undecidable by Theorem 3.3.
For the reduction, we construct a nested insertion cfG G1 “ pΣZtr, b, tu,Γ, I, T 1q from
a given input flat cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with the DFA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q for the
target language T . The idea is to simulate a strategy with left steps for Juliet on some
flat string w P Σ˚ in G by means of a standard (left-to-right) strategy on the standard
nested word encoding pw PWFpΣq derived from w P Σ˚ by replacing each symbol a in w
with 〈a〉〈{a〉.
The idea for the reduction, now, is to transform the input word w into a string of
the form 〈r〉 pw〈{r〉 (for some r R Σ), simulate each left-to-right pass for Juliet on w
appropriately on pw and then use a Call on 〈{r〉 to simulate a LS move, appending some
irrelevant “tail” 〈t〉〈{t〉 (for t R Σ) to the current nested word in the process.
The only minor conceptual difficulty is how to simulate a left-to-right pass of Juliet
on pw using insertion rules, as flat context-free games are defined using only replacement.
This can be done with a similar technique as described in the proof of Lemma 6.29 –
replacement words v from some replacement language Ra Ď Σ˚ are transformed into
nested words pv as above and encapsulated in “backspace” tags as 〈b〉pv〈{b〉 (for b R Σ);
on reading 〈b〉, the target DNWA for G1 “forgets” the last nested word before the 〈b〉
by restoring a fallback state of ApT q. The only difference to the proof of Lemma 6.29 is
that here, the target DNWA for G1 merely has to simulate a DFA, not a DNWA. This
can be done in the same way as in the reduction for the lower bound proofs in Theorem
6.16.
6.6. Outlook and bibliographical remarks
This chapter introduced context-free games on nested words and gave a complete clas-
sification of the complexity of solving these games for the cases of no replay, bounded
replay and unbounded replay, both for games with target NWAs and for games where
target languages are given as SNWAs. While in the former case, complexities rise above
those for context-free games on strings, complexities in the latter case (which, notably,
includes cases where relevant languages are given by practical specifications for XML,
such as DTDs or XML Schema) match those for games on strings.
In addition to this characterisation of complexities, this chapter introduced two ex-
tensions to the basic setting of context-free games: Games with symmetric replacement
rules, which address some of the basic asymmetry inherent in context-free games by
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adding function symbols which allow Juliet (instead of Romeo) the choice of replace-
ment word, and games with insertion semantics, which insert function call results into
the document in addition to the originally called subword instead of replacing that sub-
word. As it turns out, neither of these extensions change the complexity of the winning
problem for Juliet– in fact, insertions may be simulated by replacement and vice versa,
and the effect technique used to solve context-free games in the standard setting can
easily be extended to accommodate symmetric replacement as well.
This goes to show that the basic model of context-free games is somewhat robust
with regards to extensions, as was already proven for symmetric rules choice in context-
free games on strings (as well as some other extensions like navigation constraints) in
[MSS06]. In this vein, it might be interesting to find some characterisation for extensions
that conserve complexity properties in this manner, since more expansive extensions like
input dependencies (examined in the following chapters) radically increase complexity.
Bibliographical remarks All results presented in this chapter, except for those in Sec-
tion 6.4 were originally published as joint work with Thomas Schwentick in [SS15] (and
that paper’s journal version [SS16]), based on an extension of the effect technique used
in [BSSK13]. For more bibliographical remarks on effects, see also Section 3.5.
The results given in Section 6.4 are original work and have not been published before;
[MSS06] give comparable results for context-free games on flat strings, but their proof
techniques are quite different from the ones used here (as discussed at the start of Section
6.4).
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Parameter-dependent context-free
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7. Context-free games with parameter
validation
As mentioned in Section 1.2, in the practical application of Active XML rewriting, sub-
trees that get overwritten by a call to a function node are supposed to serve as input
parameters to the external service that gets called. The semantics of flat or nested
context-free games as discussed in the previous chapters so far does not take these pa-
rameters into account.
In general, one would expect the output of function calls to depend upon the input pa-
rameters in some sensible (i.e. efficiently representable) way; in this chapter, we examine
a somewhat limited dependency of outputs on inputs, namely that outputs for a function
call can be arbitrarily chosen in accordance with some fixed output schema, as long as
the input is correct with respect to some input schema. This is also the setting considered
in the seminal theoretical work on Active XML schema rewriting [MAABN05].
As an example, consider the online book store aggregator from Section 1.2 (p. 7).
In the practical setting underlying this example, the search engine represented by the
@search-engine node might expect its parameters to contain a node labelled “max-price”,
and, optionally, a node labelled “type”, which has to occur to the left of the “max-price”
node. If, for instance, the maximum price parameter is not present in a function call, or
if it occurs to the left of the type parameter, the search engine might return an error
message instead of a search result, or simply return nothing at all.
Transferred to the setting of cfGs this means that Juliet should only receive a re-
sponse to a Call move in a configuration pJ, u〈a〉v, 〈{a〉wq if 〈a〉v〈{a〉 is in Va for some
set Va of words that are valid for calls of 〈{a〉.1 Call moves with invalid parameters, on
the other hand, should yield some sort of validation error, which we model as an error
string 〈err〉〈{err〉 being returned.2
We do not investigate all possible game types in combination with parameter validation
but rather concentrate on the most promising setting with respect to tractable algorithms.
Specifically, we restrict our attention to games without replay, as we are seeking to
identify tractable cases, and JWin is already PSPACE-hard for bounded-replay games
on nested words with target languages specified by DTDs without parameter validation
(cf. Theorem 6.16).
It turns out that games without replay and with DTDs to specify target, replacement
and validation languages have a tractable winning problem as long as the number of
1Note that we focus solely on nested word cfGs here, as it is not clear how to define parameters
corresponding to a subtree in the flat cfG setting.
2Alternative semantics where, for instance, Juliet is unable to perform a Call move when a parameter
subword is invalid, are also imaginable; this is discussed to some extent in Section 7.3 and [SS16].
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DNWAs XML Schema General DTDs Bounded DTDs
Without validation PSPACE PTIME PTIME PTIME
With validation EXPTIME EXPTIME PSPACE PTIME
Table 7.1.: Comparison of complexity results for nested standard cfGs and validation
cfGs. All results are completeness results for games without replay.
different validation DTDs is bounded by some constant. The winning problem becomes
intractable if the number of validation DTDs can be unbounded; with target and valida-
tion languages specified by XML Schemas, on the other hand, it is already intractable
with only one validation schema. A comparison of complexity results between replay-free
standard games without validation and replay-free games with validation can be found
in Table 7.1. Note that the result for a bounded number of validation DTDs implies
polynomial-time data complexity for arbitrary replay-free games on nested words with
DTD target, replacement and validation languages.
As far as methodology is concerned, we do not use the basic concept of effects from
Chapters 3 to 6 here (although similar ideas of representing subgames by succinct repre-
sentations of their outcomes are used in some upper bounds). This is because the use of
validation languages would greatly complicate both the definition and the computation
of call effects; also, due to the absence of replay, effects would only be of limited utility.
7.1. Definitions
Following the intuition given above, we define context-free games with validation (or
validation cfGs) in a manner similar to the standard cfGs on nested words of Chapter
6, with the main difference being that validation cfGs are additionally equipped with
a validity relation V and an error symbol err. The idea behind the semantics is that,
if Juliet plays Call on some rooted subword 〈a〉v〈{a〉, then depending on whether the
subword v is valid for a (i.e. whether pa, 〈a〉v〈{a〉q P V holds), Romeo either replaces
〈a〉v〈{a〉 with some string from the replacement language for a (as in standard cfGs) if
v is valid for a, or returns an error string 〈err〉〈{err〉 instead, otherwise.
Definition 7.1. A context-free game on nested words with validation (or validation cfG
for short) G “ pΣ,Γ, R, V, T, errq consists of a finite alphabet Σ, a set Γ Ď Σ of function
symbols, a (replacement) rule set R Ď Γ ˆWFpΣq, a validity relation V Ď Γ ˆWFpΣq,
a target language T Ď WFpΣq and an error symbol err P pΣzΓq. As for standard cfGs,
we generally assume that the target language T , each replacement language Ra
def“ tw P
WFpΣq | pa,wq P Ru and, additionally, each validation language Va
def“ tw P WFpΣq |
pa,wq P V u are nonempty regular languages of nested words.
The semantics for validation cfGs is defined based on successor configurations, where
a configuration is again a tuple κ “ pp, u, vq P tJ,Ru ˆ p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚ ˆ p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚ as
in Definition 6.1.
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The configuration κ1 “ pp1, u1, v1q is a successor configuration of the playable configu-
ration κ “ pp, u, vq (Notation: κÑ κ1) if one of the following holds:
(1) p1 “ p “ J, u1 “ us, and sv1 “ v for some s P 〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉 (Juliet plays Read);
(2) p “ J, p1 “ R, u “ u1, v “ v1 “ 〈{a〉z for z P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, a P Γ, (Juliet plays
Call);
(3) p “ R, p1 “ J, u “ x〈a〉y, v “ 〈{a〉z for x, z P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, 〈a〉y〈{a〉 P Va, u1 “ x
and v1 “ y1z for some y1 P Ra (y is valid for a and Romeo plays y1), or
(4) p “ R, p1 “ J, u “ x〈a〉y, v “ 〈{a〉z for x, z P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, 〈a〉y〈{a〉 R Va, u1 “ x
and v1 “ 〈err〉〈{err〉z (y is invalid for a and Romeo returns an error).
Again, all other semantic definitions like the induced reachability game, plays, strate-
gies and the winning problem are defined as in Definition 6.1.
Note that the symbol err may be used freely (like any other symbol) in the target
language and additional validation languages. Furthermore, the semantic definition calls
for validity of strings of the form 〈a〉v〈{a〉 for a; while it would be sufficient to only test
v in place of 〈a〉v〈{a〉, the latter has the advantage of making Va a language of trees with
root node labelled a.
7.2. Complexity results
In this section, we examine the complexity of the winning problem for Juliet in replay-
free validation games, with different settings characterised by the representation of target,
replacement and validation languages.
Upper bound proofs again follow the basic idea of succinct representation of replace-
ment strings as sketched in Section 1.3; since (as already stated) the effect technique
cannot be easily transferred to the setting of validation games, the details of this suc-
cinct representation get a little bit more involved here. Lower bound proofs, on the other
hand, are by relatively straightforward reductions from the intersection emptiness prob-
lem for XML Schema (Prop. 7.3) and DTDs (Prop. 7.6), and the emptiness problem
for DTDs (Prop. 7.9), which all follow a basic idea from Section 3.3: tasking Romeo
to provide a witness for non-emptiness and Juliet with finding an error in the witness
provided by Romeo.
7.2.1. Regular nested word languages and XML Schema
In this subsection, we prove an exponential-time upper bound for games with target,
validation and replacement languages given by DNWA. Furthermore, we prove that a
corresponding lower bound already holds for games with a single function symbol, DTD
replacement and target languages, and a single XML Schema validation language, so
these bounds are tight for arbitrary combinations of XML Schema and DNWA target,
validation and replacement languages.
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Proposition 7.2. For the class of validation games with target, validation and re-
placement languages specified by DNWA, and strategies without replay, JWin is in
EXPTIME.
Proof. We describe an alternating polynomial-space algorithm A which, given a vali-
dation game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, V, T, errq and an input string w P WFpΣq, decides whether
Juliet has a winning strategy on w in G. To simplify the algorithm’s presentation, we
assume Γ “ t1, . . . , ku.
The basic idea behind the algorithm A is to use alternation to simulate a play of
Juliet and Romeo on w while aggregating over sub-plays on replacement strings in a
manner similar to the effect technique used in Chapters 3 to 6. In other words, while
the algorithm simulates a play on a given input string, it does not track the current
string itself through the play, but only stores enough relevant information about sub-
plays regarding the target and validation automata to decide validity of substrings and
containment of the final string in the target language.
Thanks to the lack of replay, succinct representations do not need to take Call moves
inside of replacement strings into account. On the other hand, unlike in Chapters 3 to 6,
it does not suffice to aggregate sub-plays into states of the target language automaton,
due to the need to take care of validation. As an additional complication, just tracking
states of the validation automata is not enough, either, since we need to deal with nested
function symbols and thus potentially with the impact of strings on several copies of the
same validation automaton.
To solve this problem, A tracks aggregated transition functions for each relevant
DNWA, i.e. instead of keeping some string v obtained by an alternating rewriting in
memory, it instead tracks the transitions induced by v starting from each state of each
DNWA. It does so in a relatively straightforward manner by going through the input
string in a left-to-right fashion; any time it encounters an opening tag, it initialises a
new aggregated transition function for each automaton (storing the old ones on a stack),
and every time it encounters a closing tag, it guesses existentially a move by Juliet and
universally a response by Romeo (if applicable) and aggregates those onto the transition
functions it has stored so far. After the entire input string has been processed in this
manner, all that remains is to check whether the aggregated transition function for the
rewriting that A has guessed corresponds to a string in T .
More concretely, A tracks a pk` 1q-tuple t of aggregated transition functions, one for
each validation DNWA as well as the target DNWA. That is, if A has already processed
a prefix u〈a〉v of w, with v P WFpΣq being the longest well-nested suffix, the tuple t
contains, for each DNWA with transition function δ, the function δ˚p¨, v1q, where v1 is
the rewriting of v according to a play which A has guessed using alternation. If A next
reads some opening 〈b〉 tag, it pushes t to a stack and proceeds on the string nested
inside the b tags, starting with a new tuple of identity functions; if it reads a closing
〈{a〉 tag instead, it guesses Juliet’s strategy choice on 〈{a〉 and (if applicable) a reply
by Romeo, pops the function tuple t1 it has pushed with the corresponding 〈a〉 tag, and
computes from t, t1 and the strategy choices of Juliet and Romeo a new function tuple
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corresponding to the rewriting of 〈a〉v〈{a〉.3
To describe A in formal detail, let Ai “ pQi,Σ, δi, si, Fiq be a DNWA in normal form
for Vi (for each i P rks), and let AT “ pQT ,Σ, δT , sT , FT q be a DNWA in normal form
for T . A function tuple is a tuple pf1, . . . , fk, fT q, where fT : QT Ñ QT , and (for each
i) fi : Qi Ñ Qi. By id we denote the function tuple that has an identity function
idi in each entry. For two function tuples t “ pf1, . . . , fk, fT q, t1 “ pf 11, . . . , f
1
k, f
1
T q, let
t˝t1 “ pf1˝f 11, . . . , fk˝f
1
k, fT ˝f
1
T q denote their component-wise composition. Furthermore,
for a P Σ and a function tuple t “ pf1, . . . , fk, fT q, let aptq “ papf1q, . . . , apfkq, apfT qq,
where, for each i P t1, . . . , kuYtT u, apfiq : Qi Ñ Qi is the function defined for each q P Qi
by apfiqpqq “ δpfipδpq, 〈a〉qq, q, 〈{a〉q, i.e. the aggregated transition function simulating a
transition with 〈a〉 before, and with 〈{a〉 after applying fi.
The algorithm A tracks a current function tuple t, initialised to id, and a stack of
function tuples, initialised to ǫ. It reads the input string w from left to right. With the
current tuple t being pf1, . . . , fk, fT q, A proceeds as follows:
• On an opening tag 〈a〉 with a P Σ, A pushes pf1, . . . , fk, fT q to the stack and then
resets t to id.
• On a closing tag 〈{a〉, A guesses existentially a strategy choice for Juliet on 〈{a〉,
if a P Γ.
(i) Depending on the precise case, A then summarises the information about the
subgame on the current substring into a function tuple t2 as follows.
(a) If a P ΣzΓ (and Juliet must therefore play Read on 〈{a〉), or if a P Γ and
Juliet plays Read on 〈{a〉, then A sets t2 :“ aptq;
(b) If a “ i for some i P Γ, Juliet plays Call on 〈{i〉, and fipsiq R Fi (i.e.
Juliet’s Call on 〈{a〉 is invalid), t2 :“ errptq;
(c) If a “ i for some i P Γ, Juliet plays Call on 〈{i〉, and fipsiq P Fi (i.e.
Juliet plays a valid Call on 〈{a〉), A guesses universally a function tuple
t2 corresponding to Romeo’s choice of replacement string, and verifies
that there is indeed a replacement string in Ri inducing t
2.
(ii) Finally A pops t1 “ pf 11, . . . , f
1
k, f
1
T q from the stack and replaces t by t
1 ˝ t2.
At the end of w, A accepts if and only if fT psT q P FT holds for the final function tuple
t “ pf1, . . . , fk, fT q.
Assuming that the verification in case (iii) is possible in alternating polynomial space,
it is clear that A indeed only requires alternating polynomial space; furthermore, under
the same assumption, it is easy to see (if somewhat tedious to prove) that A is correct,
as it directly simulates a play of G on w, aggregating well-nested rewritten strings into
their induced transition functions.
It remains to be explained how we verify, for a function tuple t2 “ pf21 , . . . , f
2
k , f
2
T q
and i P Γ, whether there exists a string v P Ri inducing the transition functions in t2, i.e.
3This technique is somewhat similar to (and inspired by) the algorithm for determinising nondetermin-
istic NWA [AM09].
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with f2j pqjq “ δ
˚
j pqj , vq for each j P t1, . . . , k, T u and qj P Qj. For a single tuple, this is
possible in deterministic exponential time by computing a product automaton consisting,
for each j P t1, . . . , k, T u, of |Qj | many copies of Aj , each starting in a different state
q P Qj and having fjpqq as its only accepting state, and a single copy of Ai without any
modification. Obviously, this product automaton is of exponential size and is nonempty
if and only if there is a string v P Ri such that for each j P t1, . . . , k, T u and each
qj P Qj it holds that δ˚j pqj , vq “ fpqjq, and emptiness for this product automaton can be
checked in deterministic exponential time. Since EXPTIME “ APSPACE, this yields
the desired complexity for verification in case (iii) above and completes the proof.
The corresponding lower bound proof once again follows one of the standard techniques
for lower bounds: Reducing from the complement of an existence problem (in this case
the intersection emptiness problem for XML Schema), tasking Romeo with providing
a witness for existence (here: a nested word encoding a tree in the intersection), and
having Juliet verify the correctness of this witness.
Proposition 7.3. For the class of validation games with target, validation and re-
placement languages specified by XML Schemas, and strategies without replay, JWin
is EXPTIME-hard. This lower bound already holds for games with a DTD target lan-
guage and one single function symbol, whose replacement language is given by a DTD.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the intersection emptiness problem for XML
Schema: Given XML Schemas S1, . . . , Sn over a common label alphabet Σ, is LpS1q X
. . .X LpSnq “ H? This problem is known to be EXPTIME-complete [MNS09].
The basic idea behind the reduction is to construct from S1, . . . , Sn a game in which
Romeo chooses some string v P WFpΣq, and Juliet picks an index i P rns such that
v R LpSiq; in this way, Romeo has a winning strategy (which basically consists of
choosing a string from LpS1q X . . . X LpSnq) if and only if LpS1q X . . . X LpSnq is non-
empty. The rest of the proof consists of setting up this game G and an input string w
such that the above idea can be carried out with a replay-free game with only a single
function symbol, and making sure that none of the players is able to win the game by
cheating (like for instance Juliet not playing any Call moves and denying Romeo the
option of choosing a string v).
The input string is w “ 〈f 〉n`1〈{f 〉n`1, with f R Σ being the only function symbol in G.
The idea is that Juliet is supposed to Call the innermost 〈{f 〉, to which Romeo replies
with a string v P WFpΣq, leading to a string of the form 〈f 〉nv〈{f 〉n. The validation
language for f should be set up such that it contains, for all i P rns, all strings from
LpSiq enclosed in i opening and closing f -tags. In this way, Juliet can provoke a return
of 〈err〉〈{err〉 to a Call on some 〈{f 〉 if and only if the string v given by Romeo is not in
LpSiq for some i.
In order for Romeo to be able to return the string v, Juliet’s first Call to the
innermost 〈{f 〉 must be valid; therefore, the validation language Vf must contain the
string 〈f 〉〈{f 〉. At first glance, it might seem that having the validation language Vf
consist of 〈f 〉〈{f 〉 as well as all 〈f 〉iv〈{f 〉i for all i P rns and v P LpSiq would suffice;
however, with a validation language of this shape, Juliet would always be able to win
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the game by playing Call on some 〈{f 〉 that is not the innermost, since it is Juliet’s
goal to provoke a return of 〈err〉〈{err〉 and this na¨ıve validation language would yield
such an error on an input of multiple nested f tags. Therefore Vf must also contain all
strings of the form 〈f 〉i〈{f 〉i for i P rns. In the above sketch, however, this would allow
Romeo the option to cheat by always returning the empty string to any Call by Juliet,
never allowing her to make an invalid Call. Therefore, we preface all replacement strings
yielded by Romeo with a special symbol # R Σ, i.e. the replacement language for f is
Rf “ t〈#〉〈{#〉v | v PWFpΣqu.
Combining this with our previous considerations, we obtain the following validation
language for f :
Vf “ t〈f 〉
i〈{f 〉i | i P rn` 1su Y t〈f 〉i〈#〉〈{#〉v〈{f 〉i | i P rns, v P LpSiqu
Finally, the target language consists of all strings in which Juliet let Romeo choose
a candidate string v and successfully showed that v R LpSiq for some i:
T “ t〈f 〉i〈err〉〈{err〉〈{f 〉i | i ě 0u
From the above considerations, it should be clear that Juliet has a winning strategy
on w in G if and only if LpS1q X . . . X LpSnq “ H. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
DTDs for Rf and T can be efficiently constructed.
An XML Schema Sf for Vf is also quite easy to construct: Assume without loss of
generality that the type alphabets for S1, . . . , Sn (as defined in Section 2.2) are pairwise
disjoint. We take additional types fi for each i P t0, . . . , nu which are all labelled with f ,
with f0 being the root type for Sf , and add for each i P rns rules fi´1 Ñ fi | #ri, where
ri is the root type of Si. Finally, we add rules fn Ñ ǫ and # Ñ ǫ. The content models
of these additional rules are clearly deterministic, and since no fi or # appears in any
Si, the schema thus constructed is single-type. This concludes the proof.
7.2.2. DTDs with unbounded number of function symbols
Restricting ourselves to DTDs for target, replacement and validation languages slightly
improves the complexity of the winning problem for replay-free validation games; how-
ever, the problem remains intractable in general.
Theorem 7.4. For the class of validation games with target, validation and replacement
languages specified by DTDs, and strategies without replay, JWin is PSPACE-complete.
We prove the upper and lower bound in two separate propositions.
Proposition 7.5. For the class of validation games with target, validation and replace-
ment languages specified by DTDs, and strategies without replay, JWin is in PSPACE.
Proof. We give an alternating polynomial-time algorithm A that, given a validation
game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, V, T, errq and a string w, decides whether Juliet has a winning
strategy in the replay-free game according to G on w.
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At its very core, A simply simulates play on w, going through the input string from left
to right, guessing existentially Juliet’s choices of Read or Call, and guessing universally
(where applicable) Romeo’s choices of nested replacement strings. The main obstacle to
a “na¨ıve” simulation is once again the fact that Romeo may in general have infinitely
many possible replacement strings, which may accordingly be of an arbitrary length. To
address this problem, similar to the effect technique of Chapters 3 to 6 and the proof of
Proposition 7.2, A does not store the concrete replacement strings chosen by Romeo,
but instead aggregates the essential information needed for the rest of the play that they
(and the substring that has been read so far) contain.
Fortunately, the information needed for these considerations is rather simple, as target
and validation languages are given by DTDs. In this scenario, the only impact of a
substring v in 〈a〉v〈{a〉 is in the schemas violated by v, and if v violates some schema,
this violation carries over to all superstrings of 〈a〉v〈{a〉. Therefore, if in some string of the
form 〈a〉u1〈f 〉u2〈{f 〉u3〈{a〉 (with u1, u3 PWFpΣq and u2 P Vf ),Romeo replaces 〈f 〉u2〈{f 〉
by some string of the form 〈a1〉v1〈{a1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈an〉vn〈{an〉, all the information needed to
determine the outcome of the play is
• the set P of (validation or target) schemas violated by (substrings of) v1, . . . , vn,
and
• the state transitions induced by the flat string a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an in all content model DFAs
with root a for schemas not in P .
The algorithm A basically computes recursively in left-to-right order, for each sub-
string 〈a〉v〈{a〉 of the input string, the set Pv of schemas violated by a rewriting of v
according to a play that A guesses; it then uses this information as well as the label a
(or corresponding information for replacement strings if Juliet plays Call on 〈{a〉) to
compute the set of schemas violated by rooted superstrings of 〈a〉v〈{a〉.
To formulate A more concretely, we first introduce a bit of notation. Assume for the
sake of simplicity that Γ “ t1, . . . , ku for some k P N, and that for each alphabet symbol
a P Σ and each schema index i P ΓYtT u, where T denotes the target schema, the content
model for a in schema i is given by a DFA Ai,a “ pQi,a,Σ, δi,a, Fi,a, si,aq. Without loss
of generality, assume further that each of these automata contains a non-accepting sink
state Ki,a P Qi,a.
The recursive alternating algorithm A takes as an input a rooted nested string 〈a〉v〈{a〉,
guesses in an alternating fashion a rewriting v1 of v according to some play on v according
to G and outputs a set Pv Ď t1, . . . , kuYtT u such that exactly the schemas with indices
in Pv are violated on v
1 with an a-labelled root. To that end, it simulates the automata
A1,a, . . . , Ak,a and AT,a on the root strings of the rewriting it guesses for v, tracking a
tuple pq1, . . . , qk, qT q P Q1,aˆ . . .ˆQk,aˆQT,a, which is initialised as ps1,a, . . . , sk,a, sT,aq.
For as long as v has not been completely processed,A takes the next rooted prefix 〈b〉u〈{b〉
of the unprocessed suffix of v and determines, by a recursive call of A on 〈b〉u〈{b〉, the
set Pu Ď t1, . . . , ku Y tT u of schemas violated by rewriting of u. It then updates the
simulation of content model DFAs for a as follows:
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1. If b P ΣzΓ, then all content model DFAs with indices not in Pu are simply updated
according to b, while all DFAs with indices in Pu are forced into their non-accepting
sink state, carrying over the schema violation from the rewriting of u to its proper
superstring. That is, A sets qi to Ki,a if i P Pu, and to δi,apqi, bq otherwise.
2. If b “ j for some j P Γ, then A guesses existentially whether Juliet plays Read or
Call on 〈{j〉;
(a) if Juliet plays Read, then A updates the state tuple as stated in 1. above;
(b) if Juliet plays Call and j P Pu (i.e. Juliet’s Call move is invalid and returns
〈err〉〈{err〉), then each state qi is set to δpqi, errq, i.e. A simulates a transition with
err for all DFAs;
(c) if Juliet plays Call and j R Pu (i.e. Juliet’s Call is valid and Romeo may
return some replacement string u1 P Rj), then A guesses universally a set P 1u Ď
t1, . . . , ku Y tT u of schemas violated by u1 and follow-up states q1i for each i R P
1
u,
verifies (using an alternating polynomial-time subalgorithm B detailed below)
whether there exists a string u1 P Rj that violates exactly the schemas from P 1u
and whose root label string induces the transitions from qi to q
1
i for each i R P
1
u and,
if this verification turns out positive, updates the current state tuple accordingly
(i.e. qi is set to Ki,a if i P P 1u and to q
1
i otherwise).
Finally, once all of v has been processed in this way, A returns the set Pv based upon
the final state tuple pq1, . . . , qk, qT q as Pv “ ti P t1, . . . , ku Y tT u | qi R Fi,au.
Assuming the correctness and alternating polynomial-time complexity of B, it is easy
to see that A is indeed correct (as it simply simulates gameplay on its input string
by means of alternation) and runs in alternating polynomial time (as A is invoked
exactly once for each closing tag of the input string and each such invocation adds at
most an alternating polynomial time computation). Applying A to a rooted input string
〈r〉w〈{r〉 and accepting in an alternating fashion if and only if T R Pw also directly
yields an algorithm deciding JWin. Therefore, the only remaining part of this proof is
to describe the sub-algorithm B and to show its correctness and alternating polynomial-
time complexity.
As input, B receives a replacement language schema R, validation schemas V1, . . . , Vk,
a target schema T , an index set Pu Ď t1, . . . , ku Y tT u, a root label a and pairs of states
pqi,a, q1i,aq P Qi,aˆQi,a for every i R Pu. Its task is to determine whether there is a nested
string u P R which violates exactly the schemas with indices from Pu rooted at a and
whose root label string induces a transition from qi,a to q
1
i,a in Ai,a for each i R Pu.
First, we argue that such a string, if it exists, can be chosen to have a width of at most
pk` 1q ¨ |Σ| ¨ qk`2max (where qmax is the maximum size of any content model DFA for any of
the schemas R,T, V1, . . . , Vk) and a depth of at most pk` 2q|Σ|. This is due to standard
pumping arguments similar to (but somewhat easier than) those in Lemma 5.17:
• Assume that there is a string u fulfilling the above requirements with a width of
more than pk ` 1q ¨ |Σ| ¨ qk`2max, i.e. some node in the tree representation of u has a
child string v P Σ˚ of length more than pk ` 1q ¨ |Σ| ¨ qk`2max. Then there are more
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than pk ` 1q (i.e. at least pk ` 2q) positions in v labelled with the same alphabet
symbol at which all pk` 2q relevant content model DFAs are in the same states. If
we label each of the pk ` 1q substrings starting with one such position and ending
before the next with the indices of schemas from Pu that are violated somewhere
inside that substring in u, we can still cover all |Pu| ď k ` 1 indices in Pu with a
string shorter than v by cutting out at least one of the pk ` 1q substrings.
• Assume now that there is a string u fulfilling the above requirements with a depth
greater than pk ` 2q|Σ|. Then there is a path from the root to a leaf of (the tree
representation of) u with at least pk ` 2q|Σ| nodes. If we annotate each node v in
this path with the set of schemas from t1, . . . , k, T u violated in the subtree rooted
at v, then there are at least two nodes v1, v2 (with v2 properly contained in the
subtree below v1) in this path that are labelled with the same alphabet symbol
from Σ and have the same annotation. This is because the sequence of annotations
is monotone non-increasing with regard to the subset relation from root to leaf
(if a tree violates some schema, then so do all trees containing it as a subtree).
Therefore, we can just replace the subtree rooted at v1 by the one rooted at v2 and
obtain a string of lower depth.
The algorithm B uses nondeterministic polynomial space to verify the existence of a
string u with the above properties. Intuitively, B guesses in a streaming fashion the root
string of u and simulates all appropriate content model DFAs on the string it guesses.
For each alphabet symbol c that B guesses, it also guesses a subset of the schemas in Pu
to be violated in the subtree nested below that c and then recursively verifies that there
is an appropriate substring nested below c of appropriate length and smaller depth. If,
at the end of this procedure (i.e. after at most pk` 1q ¨ |Σ| ¨ qk`2max alphabet symbols have
been guessed), all content model DFAs end up in the desired states and all schemas from
Pu have been violated (either in substrings or in the root string of u), B accepts.
The correctness of B can be proven by a relatively simple (if tedious) nested induction
over the depth and width of suitable strings. Since the recursion depth of B has a
polynomial bound, and since each instance of B only tracks a pk`2q-tuple of states as well
as a length counter of polynomial length and guesses only witnesses of polynomial length,
B is a nondeterministic polynomial-space algorithm. As NPSPACE “ PSPACE “
APTIME, this means that B can be simulated in alternating polynomial time, as was
to be proven.
Proposition 7.6. For the class of validation games with target, validation and replace-
ment languages specified by DTDs, and strategies without replay, JWin is PSPACE-
hard.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the intersection emptiness problem for DTDs:
Given DTDs S1, . . . , Sn over an alphabet Σ, is LpS1q X . . . LpSnq “ H? This problem is
known to be complete for PSPACE [MNS09].
At its core, the proof is just a slight reworking of the proof of Proposition 7.3. In
that proof, we already constructed a game whose target and replacement languages
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were DTDs, which however needed the added flexibility of XML Schema to make up
for the fact that we had only one function symbol available (and account for the fact
that we reduced from the intersection emptiness problem for XML Schema). The basic
construction of this proof will therefore be the same as the one for Proposition 7.3, with
separate function symbols fi and corresponding validation languages for each Si (i P rns)
instead of types for a common XML Schema.
The input nested word for the game G constructed by the reduction is the word
w “ 〈f1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈fn〉〈fn`1〉〈{fn`1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{f1〉, with f1, . . . , fn`1 R Σ being the function symbols
of G. Again, in a winning strategy, Juliet should play Call on 〈{fn`1〉 to have Romeo
replace it by some string 〈#〉〈{#〉v, and then play Call on some fi with v R LpSiq (if such
an i exists). The validation languages for each fi should basically test the string returned
by Romeo for inclusion in LpSiq, so Juliet should win if that Call to fi returns an error.
As in the proof of Proposition 7.3, we have to construct G in a way that punishes the
following ways in which Juliet might try to get an an 〈err〉〈{err〉 return by cheating:
• Juliet might initially Call some fi with i ‰ n ` 1. To that end, each validation
language for fi has to contain the string 〈fi〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈fn`1〉〈{fn`1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{fi〉, and Romeo
has to return some string as a reply to such a Call move. To indicate the fact that
Juliet has tried to cheat in this fashion, the replacement languages for each fi
with i ‰ n` 1 contain only the string 〈J〉〈{J〉 for a symbol J R Σ.
• After playing a valid Call on fn`1 and receiving some string as a reply from Romeo,
Juliet might try to play Call on some fj with j ă n` 1, even though the string
chosen by Romeo is valid for Sj. In that case, Romeo should also return 〈J〉〈{J〉.
• Once one of her Call moves to some fj has returned 〈J〉〈{J〉, Julietmight attempt
another Call on some fi with i ă j. This should not allow Juliet to provoke an
error, either, so each validation language for fi should contain all strings of the
shape 〈fi〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈fj〉〈J〉〈{J〉〈{fj〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{fi〉.
This yields the replacement languages
• Rfn`1 “ t〈#〉〈{#〉v | v PWFpΣqu, and
• Rfi “ t〈J〉〈{J〉u, for each i P rns.
Similar to the proof of Proposition 7.3, the target language contains all strings of the
form 〈f1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈fi〉〈err〉〈{err〉〈{fi〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{f1〉 for all i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u.
The main difference to the proof of Proposition 7.3 is the fact that there is a validation
language Vfi for each i P rn ` 1s and that these validation languages are all different.
Their construction follows from the above considerations regarding attempts by Juliet
to cheat. The validation languages are defined as follows:
Vfi “ t〈fi〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈fn〉〈#〉〈{#〉v〈{fn〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{fi〉 | v P LpSiqqu
Yt〈fi〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈fn`1〉〈{fn`1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{fi〉u
Yt〈fi〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈fj〉〈J〉〈{J〉〈{fj〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{fi〉 | i ă j ă n` 1u
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for each i P rns, and
Vfn`1 “ t〈fn`1〉〈{fn`1〉u.
A somewhat more subtle difference is that we now actually need a separate DTD for
each validation language Vfi . These DTDs, constructed below, share several rules, but
have to be kept separate, due to the fact that their rules for fn depend on the root label
fi. For an arbitrary i P rns, the rules of a DTD Sfi for Vfi consist of all the rules Pi of
Si as well as the following additional productions:
fj Ñ fj`1 | J for each i ď j ď n´ 1
fn Ñ fn`1 | #ri,
fn`1 Ñ ǫ,
# Ñ ǫ and
J Ñ ǫ,
where ri denotes the root symbol of Si.
It is easy to verify that the DTDs thus given indeed describe the verification languages
defined above and that Juliet has a winning strategy in G on w if and only if LpS1q X
. . .X LpSnq is empty.
7.2.3. DTDs with bounded number of function symbols
While the winning problem for Juliet in validation games without replay is generally
intractable even under the restriction that target, validation and replacement languages
are given as DTDs, it is still possible to prove tractability if games are further restricted
to only contain a fixed number of function symbols.
Theorem 7.7. For every fixed d ě 1, JWin is PTIME-complete for the class of vali-
dation games with at most d validation DTDs, target languages specified by DTDs, and
strategies without replay.
We prove the upper and lower bound separately.
Proposition 7.8. For every d ě 1, JWin is in PTIME for the class of validation
games with at most d validation DTDs, target languages specified by DTDs, and strategies
without replay.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that all content models of DTDs are given by
DFAs. As content models are normally given by deterministic regular expressions, these
DFAs can be computed efficiently.
The basic proof idea for this result follows a similar approach to that used in Section 4
of [MAABN05]: Traversing the input string (interpreted as a tree) in a bottom-up fashion,
the algorithm checks, for each node’s child string, whether it (and the subtrees below
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it) can be rewritten in a replay-free manner to fit the target and validation languages.
This allows us to tell whether Juliet is able to safely play Read or Call on the node
whose child string was just examined, and possibly on ancestor nodes as well. In this
manner, deciding JWinpGq basically boils down to performing a polynomial number of
safe rewritability tests for replay-free games on flat strings, which are each feasible in
polynomial time by Theorem 3.5.
For the sake of simple presentation, we identify trees and their nested word linearisa-
tions throughout this proof. As a slight abuse of notation, we consider a tree t valid for
a DTD D if the child string of each node v in t respects the content model of the label
of v in D. Differing from the standard notion of validity, it is not required that the root
of t is labelled by the unique root symbol of D.
As described above, our goal is to replace subtrees by leaves bit by bit in a bottom-up
manner, and to consider only flat strings of leaf node labels in each step. More precisely,
each removal step replaces a subtree of depth one, that is, a node v whose children are
all leaves, by a single node with a label that contains all relevant information about its
(former) subtree with respect to the game.
In particular, if the subtree below a node v with function symbol f cannot be rewritten
to conform to the corresponding part of some DTD Vf , this information will be encoded
into the label of v and Juliet will always receive 〈err〉〈{err〉 as a reply to a Call on v or
any of its ancestors labelled with function symbol f , no matter her rewriting capabilities
on other parts of the input tree.
Let t be the tree representing some well-nested rooted4 word w. By labelpvq we denote
the label of a node v. By S we denote the set tT, V1, . . . , Vdu of schemas of the game.
The profile P pt1q Ď S of a tree t1 is the set of schemas for which t1 is valid.
We first consider subgames on subtrees tv rooted at some node v with some label a.
With each replay-free strategy σ on tv that does not play Call on v itself, we associate
the profile set Pσptvq of profiles P , for which Romeo has a counterstrategy yielding a
tree t1 with P “ P pt1q. In the rest of this proof, we denote the set of such strategies for
Juliet as STRATJ,Read. The dossier Dpvq of v is the minimised set of all profile sets
Pσptvq for strategies σ P STRATJ,Read of this kind, i.e.
Dpvq “ rtPσptvq | σ P STRATJ,Readusmin .
Recall that the r¨smin operator removes from a set of sets all sets that are not inclusion-
minimal.
It is crucial for this proof that, since the number |S| of relevant schemas is constant,
the number of all profiles, profile sets and dossiers are bounded by constants, as well.
Therefore, an iteration over all profile sets is possible in polynomial time.
The bottom-up computation mentioned above successively replaces the subtree below
a node v with label a by a leaf with label pa,Dpvqq. Once this process reaches the root
rootptq of the tree, it can be instantly decided whether Juliet has a wining strategy on
w. Indeed, this is the case if and only if Dprootptqq contains some profile set P, each
profile of which contains the target schema T . This approach is somewhat related to the
4For simplicity, we do not consider non-rooted words in this proof. They can be handled similarly.
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idea behind effects (used in previous chapters) – summarising the subgame in a subtree
tv (excluding its root) by a single-round game in which Juliet first selects some profile
set Pσptvq P Dpvq, then Romeo selects a profile P P Pσptvq.
Note that, even though this bottom-up rewriting process does not strictly proceed
in left-to-right order, it still captures only strategies for Juliet respecting that order.
While dossiers of sibling nodes are computed independently of each other, the compu-
tation considers (and stores information) for all possible strategies of Juliet on the
corresponding subtrees, and that information is then aggregated and propagated further
up the tree. In effect, the choice of strategy for Juliet only happens once a dossier for
the root node has been computed (in deciding whether Juliet has a winning strategy
as described above).
We now start with the detailed description of the algorithm.
First, for all leaf nodes, their dossier is computed. As there is no actual subgame on
a leaf node v (that does not play Call on that node), each such dossier is just tP ptvqu.
In this case, P ptvq is just the set of schemas in which the (original) label of v has the
empty string in its content model and is therefore allowed at leaf nodes.
The key step that the algorithm performs is to compute the dossier of a node v with
children u1, . . . , um (where m ě 1), all of whose dossiers are already given. From these,
it computes Dpvq iteratively by checking, for each potential profile set Q (out of 22
|S|
possible sets of profiles), whether Q has a subset in Dpvq, i.e. whether there is a strategy
σ P STRATJ,Read with Pσptvq Ď Q. In order to obtain a minimised set, the algorithm
first checks all profile sets containing only a single profile, then proceeds in order of
ascending cardinality. If some subset of the profile set Q currently examined is already
in Dpvq, Q is not considered for inclusion. Otherwise the algorithm checks whether Q
should be added to Dpvq by way of a replay-free game GQ on a flat string.
The basic idea behind this game is that its initial string is constructed by transform-
ing each ui into a string representing the dossier of ui. Juliet traverses this string
from left to right and chooses, for each such dossier Dpuiq, one profile set Pi P Dpuiq
corresponding to her sub-strategy in the tree rooted at ui, to which Romeo replies by
picking a profile P P Pi. Afterwards, Juliet decides whether to play Read or Call on
ui. In the latter case, Romeo replies with a flat string derived from the corresponding
replacement language and annotated with profiles in a similar manner to the bottom-up
subtree-cutting method intuitively described above. At the end of this game, the tar-
get automaton then aggregates all the profiles and string labels chosen by Juliet and
Romeo to check whether u1, . . . , um would be rewritten (by the chosen strategies of
Juliet and Romeo) into a forest conforming to exactly the schemas of some profile in
Q when rooted at v. If Juliet has a winning strategy in this game, Q is added to Dpvq,
otherwise, it is not. As the game GQ will be of polynomial size, this can be checked in
polynomial time thanks to Theorem 3.5(c).
Towards the construction of GQ, we first examine how this game’s replacement lan-
guages are constructed. For every function symbol f , the flat replacement language R1f
consists of strings sF over the alphabet Σ ˆPpSq that are obtained from replacement
forest F in Rf as follows. The string sF has one position per tree t of F , which is labelled
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by pa, P q, where a is the label of the root node of t and P is a the profile of all schemas
for which t is valid. A similar replacement language R1err is constructed for the return
〈err〉〈{err〉 of invalid calls. As replacement strings represent strings in which no further
Call moves are possible, the labels of their positions do not include dossiers but rather
the profile of the actual tree that they represent.
Each set R1f for f P Γ can be computed as follows. Let Lf denote the content model of
f in Vf (represented by some DFA Af ). For each symbol a occurring in Lf , let Σf,a be
the set of all pairs pa, P q, such that there is a tree t1 with profile P and root label a that
is valid with respect to Rf . For each f , a and P , it can be decided in polynomial time
whether pa, P q P Σf,a by constructing a deterministic tree automaton (cf e.g. [GS84;
Com+]) that accepts all trees that are valid with respect to Rf and the schemas in
P , and invalid with respect to the schemas in SzP . As d is fixed, this amounts to an
emptiness test for the polynomial-size product of d ` 1 deterministic tree automata. It
follows that all sets Σf,a can be computed in time polynomial in the size of G.
The set R1f consists of all strings over
Ť
aPΣ Σf,a whose Σ-projection is in Lf . Given
the sets Σf,a, a DFA for R
1
f can be easily (and efficiently) computed. The set R
1
err simply
consists of the single one-character string perr, Perrq, where Perr is the set of all schemas
in which err occurs as a valid symbol for a leaf node. This can easily be computed in
polynomial time as well.
Now, with the schemas R1f at hand, we describe the computation of Dpvq from
u1, . . . , um and their dossiers in more detail.
For a dossier D “ tP1, . . . ,Pℓu (assuming some arbitrary but canonical ordering on
profile sets) and a symbol a, let spa,Dq denote the string pa,Dqpa,P1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pa,Pℓq ¨ $a ¨#a.
The idea behind the construction of the flat game is as follows.
The original game on a tree tz with root label g (where z is a child of the current
root node v) can be viewed as follows: Juliet chooses a strategy for the first phase of
the game before the closing tag 〈{g〉 of z is reached. This strategy corresponds to some
profile set Pi P Dpzq. By choosing a counterstrategy for this subgame, Romeo basically
picks a profile P P Pi. Then Juliet decides whether she plays Call at 〈{g〉 (subject to
validity with respect to Vg) and Romeo replaces z, in case she plays Call.
In the flat game on pg,Dqpg,P1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pg,Pℓq$a#g this is mimicked as follows: Juliet
chooses her strategy by playing Call at pg,Piq. Romeo replaces pg,Piq by some pair
pg, P q with P P Pi. So far the game exactly mimics the original game before reaching
〈{g〉. If P allows Juliet to play a valid Call at 〈{g〉 (that is, if Vg P P ), she can call the
follow-up symbol #g which is then replaced by Romeo with a string from R
1
g; if Vg R P ,
Romeo replaces #g by the only string perr, Perrq in Verr. If both players play like this on
the string splabelpu1q,Dpu1qq, . . . , splabelpumq,Dpumqqq (i.e. if no one tries to cheat), the
target language DFA for GQ can then aggregate all string labels and profiles chosen by
Juliet and Romeo to check whether the resulting forest in the original game G would
be valid with respect to exactly the schemas in some profile Pf P Q.
To this end, GQ has replacement languages
• R2#a “ R
1
a YR
1
err, for every symbol #a, and
• R2pa,Pq “ tpa, P1q, . . . , pa, Pjqu, for each set P “ tpa, P1q, . . . , pa, Pjqu.
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We will now first examine how the target language DFA AQ forGQ aggregates alphabet
symbols and profiles. We then look at how to prevent either player from cheating and
how AQ has to be adapted to reflect this.
The DFA AQ primarily tracks in its state the following two informations (along with
some auxiliary information to determine which input symbols are relevant and for cheat-
ing prevention, as described later on):
• A profile PA of schemas that are so far fulfilled by “hidden” subtrees (initialised
to PA “ S), and
• one state of the DFA for the content model of labelpvq, for each of the schemas
from S.
As sketched above, AQ aggregates the information from a play on the forest u1, . . . , um
simulated by Juliet and Romeo on s1, . . . , sm, where si “ splabelpuiq,Dpuiqq, for each
i. To that end, we call a pair pa, P q consisting of an alphabet symbol a P ΣY terru and
a profile P Ď S relevant if one of the following conditions holds:
• pa, P q occurs between a pair of the form pa,Dq (with a dossier D) and a substring
$a#a, and all other pairs in this interval are of the form pa,Pq for profile sets P
(i.e. pa, P q represents the root label and subgame information for a subtree that
Juliet played Read on); or
• pa, P q occurs between $a and a pair of the form pb,Dq (with alphabet symbol b
and dossier D), and all other pairs in this interval are also of the form pa1, P 1q for
alphabet symbols a1 and profiles P 1 (i.e. pa, P q occurs in some response by Romeo
to one of Juliet’s calls on some #g).
Note that in the latter case, all pairs between $a and pb,Dq are relevant.
It is easy (if technical) to construct AQ in such a way that it only aggregates rele-
vant pairs and ignores all non-relevant symbols (except for the purpose of determining
relevancy and for cheating prevention as described below).
The aggregation itself proceeds in a straightforward way: On reading a relevant pair
pa, P q, AQ simulates a step of all content model DFAs with input symbol a and updates
their states accordingly; furthermore, AQ sets the new value of PA to be PA X P . The
DFA AQ accepts an input string if there is some profile Pf P Q such that its final
value of PA equals Pf and exactly the content model DFAs for schemas in Pf are in an
accepting state. Recall that |S| is constant, and therefore AQ can be constructed to be
of polynomial size in |G|.
Assuming that no player cheats (i.e. play proceeds in the manner sketched above), it
is again relatively easy to see but tedious to prove that Juliet has a winning strategy
in the game on flat strings with target automaton AQ and replacement languages and
input string described above if and only if there exists a strategy σ for Juliet in the
original validation game such that Pσptvq Ď Q.
We finally describe how to prevent either player from cheating. The following possibil-
ities of deviating from the play sequence sketched above exist:
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• In some substring splabelpuiq,Dpuiqq, Juliet might play Call on either none or on
more than one pair of the form plabelpuiq,Pq. In this case, there is not exactly one
pair of the form plabelpuiq, P q occurring between plabelpuiq,Dpuiqq and $labelpuiq.
• Romeo might answer some Call by Juliet on some #g with a string from R
1
g
although Vg R P for the corresponding relevant P (or with perr, Perrq although
Vg P P ).
Both of these cases can easily be recognised by regular conditions, which can be added
into AQ with at most polynomial blow-up to ensure that any player who cheats loses
the game immediately.
This completes the construction of the flat game used to check, for some profile set
Q, whether Q P Dpvq. With this, each of the bottom-up reduction steps amounts to a
(large but) constant number of tests whether Juliet has a winning strategy in a flat
game without replay and therefore can be done in overall polynomial time.
It is not too difficult but tedious to verify that the algorithm as a whole is also
correct.
Proposition 7.9. For the class of validation games with one validation DTD, target lan-
guages specified by DTDs, and strategies without replay, JWin is PTIME-hard (under
logspace reductions).
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the emptiness problem for DTDs: Given a DTD
D, is LpDq “ H? This problem is complete for PTIME, as can be shown by a trivial
reduction from the emptiness problem for context-free grammars [JL76].
Let D be a DTD over alphabet Σ with root symbol S. We construct from D a game
G with a single function symbol f R Σ such that Juliet has a winning strategy on
〈f 〉〈{f 〉 in G if and only if LpDq “ H holds. Basically, the game G will have Juliet
play Call on f , to have Romeo replace 〈f 〉〈{f 〉 by some nested word from LpDq, with
Juliet winning if and only if Romeo is unable to produce such a string. The only minor
technical difficulty stems from the fact that replacement languages have to be nonempty.
To that end, we extend D to a DTD D1 with root symbol S1 such that LpD1q “
t〈S1〉v〈{S1〉 | v P LpDqu Y t〈S1〉〈#〉〈{#〉〈{S1〉u for some # R Σ, i.e. LpDq is empty if and
only if LpD1q contains only the single word 〈S1〉〈#〉〈{#〉〈{S1〉. This simply amounts to
adding the rules S1 Ñ S | # and #Ñ ǫ to D.
We let G “ pΣYtf,#u, tfu, R, V, T q with the replacement language for f given by the
DTD D1 and the validation language for f consisting only of 〈f 〉〈{f 〉, i.e. Rf “ LpD1q
and Vf “ t〈f 〉〈{f 〉u. The target language is T “ t〈S1〉〈#〉〈{#〉〈{S1〉u.
Clearly, G can be constructed from D in logarithmic space. It is also quite easy to see
that Juliet has a winning strategy (consisting of playing Call on f) on 〈f 〉〈{f 〉 in G if
and only if Romeo has no choice but to respond to that initial Call with 〈S1〉〈#〉〈{#〉〈{S1〉.
By construction of Rf , this is the case if and only if LpDq “ H.
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7.3. Outlook and bibliographical remarks
This chapter presented a complete characterisation of the complexity of solving context-
free validation games without replay whose target languages are given by deterministic
nested word automata or by practical schema languages for XML. Further investigation
of the impact that adding replay has on the complexity of the winning problem might
be of interest, but considering the results of this chapter, complexities are likely to get
quite high.
Another open question concerns the gap between the complexities of the algorithms
witnessing the upper bounds in Propositions 7.5 and 7.8; the former gives a PSPACE
upper bound for validation games with an unbounded number of function symbols, while
the latter has a time bound that is polynomial for a constant number of function symbols
but rises in a doubly exponential fashion in the number of function symbols, and therefore
requires strictly more than polynomial space. The interesting open question, then, is
whether some algorithm can be found that combines both upper bounds, requiring only
polynomial space in general and additionally running in polynomial time for a fixed
number of function symbols.
It should be noted that the semantics given here for validation games is only one of
several possible options. A different version, called error-rejecting semantics (as opposed
to the error-marking semantics detailed in this chapter), where Juliet is not allowed
to play Call on any function node with an invalid parameter subtree (as opposed to
receiving an error as a call result) is presented in [SS15] and yields the same upper
bounds as the ones given here. The lower bound proofs given here, however, do not carry
over to error-rejecting semantics, and no corresponding lower bounds have so far been
proven using error-rejecting semantics. The main difficulty in proving lower bounds in
error-rejecting semantics, intuitively, stems from the fact that, unlike in error-marking
semantics, it is impossible to tell whether, on some invalid subtree, Juliet decided to
play Read or wanted to play Call but couldn’t. The author conjectures, however, that
upper and lower bounds actually coincide in both semantics.
Bibliographical remarks. All results presented in this chapter were originally published
in [SS15] (and that paper’s journal version [SS16]) as joint work with Thomas Schwentick.
The polynomial-time algorithm of Proposition 7.8 follows the basic idea presented for
Active XML schema rewriting in [MAABN05].
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In previous chapters, we explored context-free games where the input of function calls
(i.e. the substructures replaced by a Call move) had no, or only very limited impact on
the choice of Call results available to Romeo. In fact, so far, only the validation games
of Chapter 7 took parameter substrings into account, and only in a limited fashion that
is still very close in nature to context-free games with regular replacement as examined
in Chapter 6.
Taking a look back at the practical motivation of Active XML schema rewriting from
Section 1.2, one can safely assume that the dependency of the output of function calls on
their input goes beyond the purely syntactical validation modelled by validation games.
For a first attempt at modelling more complex semantic dependencies between the input
and output of function calls, the next chapter will examine context-free games where the
replacement relation is given by a transducer ; in preparation for examining these games,
this chapter introduces the transducer models used there.
Much like automata usually offer an efficient finite representation of (potentially in-
finite) languages, transducers are used to finitely represent transformations on input
structures (in our case, nested words). To that end, the most intuitive way to define
transducers is to take an automaton model (here, nested word automata) and add an
output string to each transition, with the semantics being that, once a transition is
taken, its output component is appended to the output string; once the transducer has
completely read its input, it then produces its output string. To allow for limiting a
transducer’s domain, outputs are only produced on runs that reach an accepting state.
Since we are interested in transducers that describe a relation on nested words (instead
of a function), transducers will generally be nondeterministic.1
In using transducers as a replacement mechanism for context-free games, there are
several desirable properties for the transducer model to fulfil:
(1) Since our model of context-free games only considers well-nested words, outputs of
transducers on well-nested input words should generally be well-nested; additionally,
as an extension of context-free games with regular replacement, the image of each
input word (i.e. the set of possible outputs on any given input) should be a regular
language of nested words.
(2) Since, in the practical application, input and output schemas of function calls are
given by (subclasses of) regular languages, regular languages should be closed under
transduction, i.e. the image of a regular language after transduction should again be
regular.
1The special case of functional transducers, whose output relation is a function while still potentially
requiring nondeterminism, will be discussed later in this chapter (cf. p. 158).
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(3) To allow for iterated function calls, it seems sensible to desire that the transducer
model should be closed under composition, i.e. several iterated transductions should
be expressible as a single transduction without requiring a more powerful model.
(4) In order to simulate context-free games with regular replacement, it should be possi-
ble to obtain arbitrary regular languages as images of transduction; and since input
strings are generally finite, this requires the transducer model to be able to insert
strings of unbounded length.
As we will see, the non-deleting nested word transducers introduced in this chapter
have all four of these properties. Our initial definition of nested word transducers will
be somewhat more general, allowing for deletion of input symbols, at the cost of losing
property (2).
In order to obtain property (4), nested word transducers allow for ǫ-transitions, which
produce an output without reading an input. Transitions of this kind were already re-
searched in the context of finite state automata and finite state transducers (see e.g.
[HMU01; Yu97]), where they do not change the expressive power of the underlying model.
As a technical tool for analysis, which may be of independent interest, we first examine
nested word automata with ǫ-transitions in Section 8.1, showing that these automata
have the same expressiveness as well as closure and complexity properties as nested
word automata. In Section 8.2, we then define nested word transducers (and various
restrictions thereof) and examine their closure and complexity properties as well.
8.1. Nested word automata with ǫ-transitions
It is well known (see, for instance, [HMU01]) that extending finite-state automata with
ǫ-transitions does not change their expressive power; (nondeterministic) finite-state au-
tomata with ǫ-transitions still decide exactly the class of regular languages of flat strings.
Even though nested word automata and the class of regular nested word languages
strongly parallel finite-state automata and flat regular languages, a similar investigation
has so far not been performed for nested word automata. We now define and examine
nested word automata with ǫ-transitions, mainly as a tool for the analysis of nested word
transducers with ǫ-transitions in Section 8.2.
Definition 8.1. A Nested Word Automaton with ǫ-transitions (ǫ-NWA) is a tuple A “
pQ,P,Σ, δ, q0, F q consisting of
• a set Q of linear states,
• a set P of hierarchical states,
• an alphabet Σ,
• a transition relation δ Ď pQˆ 〈Σ〉ˆQˆP q Y pQˆP ˆ 〈{Σ〉ˆQq Y pQˆ tǫuˆQq,
• an initial state q0 P Q, and
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• a set of accepting states F Ď Q.
As for standard NWA, we also write pq1, pq P δpq, 〈a〉q (resp. q1 P δpq, p, 〈{a〉q, q1 P δpq, ǫq)
instead of pq, 〈a〉, q1, pq P δ (resp. pq, p, 〈{a〉, q1q, pq, ǫ, q1q P δ).
Note that ǫ-transitions are always internal transitions that merely change the current
linear state, not the hierarchical stack; allowing ǫ-transitions to manipulate the stack as
well would yield a strictly more expressive automaton model. For instance, with stack-
manipulating ǫ-transitions pushing some extra state on each read 〈{a〉 and later popping
such states before being allowed to read 〈b〉, it would be easy to construct an automaton
deciding the non-regular language tp〈a〉〈{a〉qnp〈b〉〈{b〉qn | n ě 0u.
The semantics of ǫ-NWA is defined almost exactly like that of NWA, by way of config-
urations and (accepting) runs. To account for ǫ-transitions, however, the definition has
to be somewhat adapted. The idea behind this adaptation is to virtually decorate the
input string into an internal ǫ-extension with special symbols 9ǫ.2 Runs of an ǫ-NWA are
then defined on internal ǫ-extensions, with 9ǫ symbols being read when an ǫ-transition
is taken. This semantics definition via ǫ-extensions may seem somewhat unusual when
compared to standard semantics definitions of (variants of) pushdown automata (cf. e.g.
[HMU01]), but generalises nicely into the semantics definition for nested word transduc-
ers with ǫ-transitions (Section 8.2).
Definition 8.2. Let w P WFpΣq, with 9ǫ R Σ. An internal ǫ-extension of w is a string
wˆ P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉 Y t 9ǫuq˚ obtained by inserting an arbitrary amount of 9ǫ symbols at
arbitrary positions in w.
Like for NWA, a configuration κ of an ǫ-NWA A is a tuple pq, αq P QˆP ˚, with a linear
state q and a sequence α of hierarchical states. A run of A on an internal ǫ-extension
wˆ “ wˆ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ wˆn of w PWFpΣq is a sequence ρ “ κ0, . . . , κn of configurations κi “ pqi, αiq
of A such that for each i P rns and a P Σ it holds that
• if wˆi “ 〈a〉, then pqi, pq P δpqi´1, 〈a〉q (for some p P P ), and αi “ pαi´1, or
• if wˆi “ 〈{a〉, then qi P δpqi´1, p, 〈{a〉q (for some p P P ), and pαi “ αi´1, or
• if wˆi “ 9ǫ, then qi P δpqi´1, ǫq, and αi “ αi´1.
In this case, we also write κ0
w
❀A κn. Acceptance of nested words and the language of
an ǫ-NWA are defined as for NWA in Definition 5.3.
The following properties of ǫ-NWA follow easily from the proofs for corresponding
properties of NWA in [AM09].
Lemma 8.3. For each ǫ-NWA A, there exists a DNWA A1 of size at most exponential
in |A| such that LpAq “ LpA1q.
2The term “internal” here serves to stress the fact that ǫ-transitions only affect the linear state, and to
distinguish internal ǫ-extensions from the ǫ-extensions used to define the semantics of nested word
transducers in Section 8.2.
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Proof. The proof of this statement for NWA without ǫ-transitions in Theorem 3.3 of
[AM09] uses a modified subset construction, where states of the exponential-sized DNWA
A1 correspond to sets of pairs of states of A (so-called summaries) such that a (not
necessarily well-nested) string w induces a (partial) run from the initial state of A1 to
some summary state S P PpQ ˆQq if and only if there are (partial) runs with w from
each q P Q to all q1 P tq1 | pq, q1q P Su in A1.
To account for ǫ-transitions, we modify these summaries to include ǫ-closures of target
states, i.e. for each pair pq, q1q of states contained in a summary S as constructed in
[AM09], we add to S all pairs pq, q2q, where q2 is reachable from q by a series of ǫ-
transitions in A. Otherwise, the construction (and correctness proof) is the same as in
[AM09].
Lemma 8.4. For all ǫ-NWA A1 and A2, it is possible to construct in polynomial time
ǫ-NWA deciding LpA1q Y LpA2q and LpA1q X LpA2q.
Proof. Let A1 “ pQ1, P1,Σ, δ1, q0,1, F1q and A1 “ pQ2, P2,Σ, δ2, q0,2, F2q. This proof,
like the one for Theorem 3.5 in [AM09], uses a standard product construction simu-
lating A1 and A2 simultaneously on the input. The product automaton A
1 “ pQ1 ˆ
Q2, P1 ˆ P2,Σ, δ1, pq0,1, q0,2q, F 1q is constructed as in [AM09] and simply extended by
ǫ-transitions. Note that, unlike reading transitions, ǫ-transitions do not have to be syn-
chronised between the two automata, i.e. an ǫ-transition of A1 simulates an ǫ-transition
of only one of the component automata A1 or A2. The transition relation δ
1 of A1
is therefore extended by the sets tppq1, q2q, ǫ, pq11, q2qq | pq1, ǫ, q
1
1q P δ1, q2 P Q2u and
tppq1, q2q, ǫ, pq1, q12qq | pq2, ǫ, q
1
2q P δ2, q1 P Q1u.
Theorem 8.5. (a) The membership and emptiness problem for ǫ-NWA are in PTIME.
(b) The universality, equivalence and inclusion problem for ǫ-NWA are EXPTIME-
complete.
(c) Deciding, given an ǫ-NWA A and a DNWA B, whether LpAq Ď LpBq is PTIME-
complete with respect to logspace reductions.
Proof. These complexity properties mostly follow from the corresponding results for
NWA without ǫ-transitions. Specifically, as NWA may also be interpreted as ǫ-NWA, all
lower bounds carry over directly from Theorem 5.8.
For (a), ǫ-NWA may also be interpreted as pushdown automata, whose membership
and emptiness problem are decidable in polynomial time.
The upper bounds for (b) can be proven using Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4 as well as the
complement construction for DNWA (Lemma 5.7) and set-theoretic formulations for
universality (is LpAq “ H?), equivalence (is pLpA1q X LpA2qq Y pLpA1q X LpA2qq “ H?)
and inclusion (is LpA1q X LpA2q “ H?).
As in the proof of Theorem 5.8, the upper bound in (c) also follows from the fact that
DNWA can be efficiently complemented and the fact that LpAq Ď LpBq holds if and only
if LpAq X LpBq “ H. By Lemma 8.4 and part (a) of this theorem, this can be checked
in polynomial time.
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In this section, we define nested word transducers and examine their closure properties
and complexities of algorithmic problems. Thanks to the definition of nested word trans-
ducers putting some rather severe restrictions on the use of ǫ-transitions and the allowed
output of transducers, we obtain advantageous closure properties and comparatively low
complexities.
Intuitively, a NWT T works much like a NWA with output and additional ǫ-transitions
– T reads its input from left to right and decides nondeterministically which available
transition to use; on an opening (resp. closing) transition, it reads an opening (closing)
input tag, changes its linear state and pushes (pops) a hierarchical state while producing
an output. Opening (closing, internal) ǫ-transitions do not consume input symbols but
induce state changes and produce outputs. T only produces an output if it accepts the
input.
Definition 8.6. A nested word transducer (or NWT ) T “ pQ,P, Pǫ,Σ, δ, q0, F q consists
of
• a set Q of linear states,
• a set P of hierarchical states,
• a set Pǫ Ď P of hierarchical ǫ-states,
• an alphabet Σ,
• a transition relation δ, which is the union of three relations:
– opening transitions from Qˆ p〈Σ〉Y t〈ǫ〉uq ˆQˆ P ˆ p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚,
– internal transitions from Qˆ tǫu ˆQˆWFpΣq, and
– closing transitions from Qˆ P ˆ p〈{Σ〉Y t〈{ǫ〉uq ˆQˆ p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚,
• an initial state q0 P Q, and
• a set of accepting states F Ď Q,
such that for all q, q1, r, r1 P Q, p P P , a P ΣY tǫu and u, v P p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚ it holds that3
• pq, 〈ǫ〉, q1, p, uq P δ or pq, p, 〈{ǫ〉, q1, uq P δ if and only if p P Pǫ (ǫ-consistency),
• if pq, 〈a〉, q1, p, uq P δ and pr, p, 〈{a〉, r1, vq P δ, then uv P WFpΣq (well-formedness),
and
• for each pq, 〈a〉, q1, p, uq P δ (resp. pr, p, 〈{a〉, r1, uq P δ) with u ‰ ǫ, u contains at
least one unmatched opening (resp. closing) tag (synchronisation).
3These three conditions make NWT roughly correspond to synchronised visibly pushdown transducers
[RS08]; we mainly require them to ensure closure of regular nested word languages under NWT
transduction.
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i
a1 a2
f
b1 b2
ǫ : ǫ
ǫ : ǫ
ǫ : ǫ
〈a〉 : pa, 〈a〉
〈b〉 : pb, 〈a〉
〈{a〉, pa : 〈{a〉
〈{b〉, pb : 〈{a〉
ǫ : ǫ
〈ǫ〉 : pǫa, 〈a〉
ǫ : ǫ
〈a〉 : pa, 〈b〉
〈b〉 : pb, 〈b〉
〈{a〉, pa : 〈{b〉
〈{b〉, pb : 〈{b〉
ǫ : ǫ
〈ǫ〉 : pǫb, 〈b〉
〈{ǫ〉, pǫa : 〈{a〉
〈{ǫ〉, pǫb : 〈{b〉
Figure 8.1.: Nested Word Transducer Tab from Example 8.8.
As for standard NWA, we also write pq1, p, uq P δpq, 〈a〉q (resp. pq1, uq P δpq, p, 〈{a〉q,
pq1, uq P δpq, ǫq) instead of pq, 〈a〉, q1, p, uq P δ (resp. pq, p, 〈{a〉, q1, uq, pq, ǫ, q1, uq P δ).
Like for (ǫ-)NWA, the semantics of NWT is defined by runs. Due to the presence of ǫ-
transitions and an output in NWT, the precise definition becomes a bit more complicated,
using and extending ǫ-extensions of nested words, similar to the internal ǫ-extensions
introduced for ǫ-NWA in Section 8.1.
Definition 8.7. Let T “ pQ,P, Pǫ,Σ, δ, q0, F q be an NWT. A configuration κ “ pq, αq
consists of a linear state q P Q and a stack α P P ˚ of hierarchical states.
For any nested word w PWFpΣq, an ǫ-extension of w is a string wˆ obtained by inserting
symbols 〈ǫ〉, 〈{ǫ〉 and 9ǫ into w such that the subsequence of wˆ obtained by removing all
9ǫ from wˆ is a well-nested word over ΣY tǫu.
A run of T on an ǫ-extension wˆ “ wˆ1 . . . wˆn of a nested word w PWFpΣq starting at
configuration κ0 “ pr0, α0q is a finite sequence ρ “ κ0κ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ κn with κi “ pri, αiq for each
i P rns, such that for each i P rns, one of the following holds:
• wˆi “ 〈a〉 for some a P ΣY tǫu, pri, pi, uiq P δpri´1, 〈a〉q and αi “ pαi´1,
• wˆi “ 9ǫ, pri, uiq P δpri´1, ǫq and αi “ αi´1, or
• wˆi “ 〈{a〉 for some a P ΣY tǫu, pri, uiq P δpri´1, p, 〈{a〉q and pαi “ αi´1.
The run ρ is accepting if r0 “ q0, rn P F , and α0 “ αn “ ǫ; in this case, the string
u1u2 . . . un is the output of T on w according to ρ.
4
We note once again that the semantics of NWT is defined exclusively on well-nested
input words. While NWT could easily be extended to work on partial nested words
containing trailing opening and closing tags, this is not required for the purposes of cfGs
on nested words and therefore outside the scope of this dissertation.
Example 8.8. Figure 8.1 shows a NWT Tab, with linear states displayed as circles and
transitions as arrows; transition labels show, in that order, the input symbol to be read
4Note that the ǫ-extension wˆ on which the output u1u2 . . . un is produced is already implicit in the run
ρ, so we do not specify it explicitly.
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and the hierarchical state to be popped before the colon, and the hierarchical state to be
pushed and the output string to be produced after the colon. Obviously, some of these are
omitted where they don’t make any sense; for instance, opening transitions do not pop
any hierarchical states and internal ǫ-transitions do not consume an input or push or
pop any hierarchical states.
Consider the input w “ 〈a〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{a〉. One possible ǫ-extension of this nested
word is wˆ “ 9ǫ〈a〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{a〉 9ǫ〈ǫ〉 9ǫ〈{ǫ〉. There are two accepting runs of Tab on
wˆ; the first starts with an internal ǫ-transition to state a1 and produces the output
〈a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉, the second starts with an ǫ-transition to b1 and produces
the output 〈b〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈{b〉〈b〉〈{b〉.
The image T pwq of a well-nested word w P WFpΣq under T is the set of all outputs
of T on w according to some accepting run of T on w. This definition extends to sets
of input words in the natural way: For a set S ĎWFpΣq, we define T pSq “
Ť
wPS T pwq.
The domain DpT q of T is the set of all nested words w such that T pwq ‰ H, and the
range RpT q of T is the set of all strings u such that there exists a w P WFpΣq with
u P T pwq, i.e. the set of all possible outputs of T .
Example 8.9. Consider again the NWT Tab from Figure 8.1. As already seen in Ex-
ample 8.8, for w “ 〈a〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{a〉, it holds that 〈a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉〈{a〉〈a〉〈{a〉 and
〈b〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈b〉〈{b〉〈{b〉〈b〉〈{b〉 are in Tabpwq.
It is easy to see that the domain of Tab is DpTabq “ WFpta, buq, as any well-nested
word over ta, bu induces a run from a1 (or b1) to itself, which can be extended to a
successful run by internal ǫ-transitions. The range of Tab is
RpTabq “ tw〈a〉
n〈{a〉n | w PWFptauq, n P Nu Y tw〈b〉n〈{b〉n | w PWFptbuq, n P Nu,
which is due to the fact that Tab works as follows:
From the initial state i, Tab branches nondeterministically into either state a1 or b1. In
state a1, Tab checks that the input string is well-nested just as the NWA A1 from Example
5.4. During this check, Tab outputs 〈a〉 (resp. 〈{a〉) for each opening (resp. closing) input
tag, effectively relabelling the input to consist exclusively of a-labelled tags. In state a2,
Tab inserts into the output string an arbitrary number of opening 〈a〉 tags, for which a
matching number of 〈{a〉 tags are inserted in state f before Tab accepts. The behaviour of
Tab in states b1 and b2 is analogous, but outputs consist only of b-labelled tags. Altogether,
Tab chooses nondeterministically some x P ta, bu, relabels all tags of a well-nested input
word into x-labelled tags and then appends a string of the form 〈x〉n〈{x〉n.
We next define several restrictions on the expressiveness of NWT.
Definition 8.10. Let T “ pQ,P, Pǫ,Σ, δ, q0, F q be a NWT. We call T
• ǫ-free if Pǫ “ H and δ contains no ǫ-transitions.
• non-deleting if the output component of every non-internal transition in δ is a
non-empty string;
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• deterministic (or a DNWT) if it is ǫ-free and for every q P Q, p P P and a P Σ, it
holds that |δpq, 〈a〉q| “ |δpq, p, 〈{a〉q| “ 1;
• a relabelling transducer if it is ǫ-free and for every q, q1 P Q, p P P , a P Σ and u P Σ˚,
if pq1, p, uq P δpq, 〈a〉q, then u P 〈Σ〉, and if pq1, uq P δpq, p, 〈{a〉q, then u P 〈{Σ〉;
• functional, if for every w PWFpΣq, it holds that |T pwq| “ 1.
It is easy to see that the length of any output of an ǫ-free NWT is at most linear in
the length of the input string, while outputs of general NWT may grow to an arbitrary
length.
We note that functionality, unlike the other restrictions defined here, is a semantic
condition. We do not investigate here decidability or complexity of determining whether a
NWT is functional; likely, techniques for Visibly Pushdown Transducers in [FRRST10]
could be adapted for this purpose. Also, while determinism implies functionality, the
converse does not hold; for instance, a NWT that rewrites all tag labels in an input
nested word w to be equal to the label at position |w| ´ 1 can easily be realised as a
functional nondeterministic NWT, but not as a deterministic one.
The following lemma shows that we can assume without loss of generality that each
transition of a NWT involves at most one input and at most one output symbol, i.e. each
opening (closing) transition outputs at most one opening (closing) tag and each internal
ǫ-transition outputs nothing.
Lemma 8.11. Each NWT T “ pQ,P, Pǫ,Σ, δ, q0, F q can be transformed in polynomial
time into an NWT T 1 “ pQ1, P 1, P 1ǫ,Σ, δ
1, q0, F q with T pwq “ T 1pwq for each w PWFpΣq,
such that for any transition in δ1 with output u, it holds that |u| ď 1.
We say that a NWT of this shape is in normal form.
Proof. An arbitrary NWT T is transformed into an NWT T 1 in normal form by succes-
sively replacing each transition that is not of the required form by a sequence of new
states and transitions. We only examine this procedure for an opening transition; closing
and internal transitions can be handled in a similar manner.
Assume for some q P Q and a P Σ that pq1, p1, vq P δpq, 〈a〉q with v “ v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vn P
p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚ for some n ą 1. We add new states q1, . . . , qn´1 to Q and pp1,a to Pǫ.
Let k ď n be the position of the last unmatched opening tag in v, i.e. v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk´1 P
p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, vk P 〈Σ〉 and vk`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vn P WFpΣq. We add a transition pq1, pp1,a, v1q to
δpq, 〈ǫ〉q5, a transition pqk`1, p1, vkq to δpqk, 〈a〉q and, for each i P rn ´ 1s with i ‰ k, a
transition pqi`1, pp1,a, viq to δpqi, 〈ǫ〉q if vi P 〈Σ〉, or pqi`1, viq to δpqi, pp1,a, 〈{ǫ〉q if vi P 〈{Σ〉,
identifying qn with q
1. Finally, we remove the original transition. This takes care of
(reading or ǫ-)transitions producing more than one output symbol.
The resulting NWT T 1 is obviously in normal form. Its equivalence to T is relatively
simple (if tedious) to prove by an induction over the structure of input words, with the
main argument using the fact that T fulfils the ǫ-consistency and well-formedness con-
dition. Notably, these conditions also justify the above simplification that newly added
5Note that v1 P 〈Σ〉 due to well-formedness.
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ǫ transitions obtained from a transition reading a and pushing the hierarchical state p1
use solely the new hierarchical ǫ-state pp1,a.
In most of this chapter, as well as Chapter 9, we restrict our attention to non-deleting
transducers. This is because regular nested word languages are closed under transduction
by non-deleting NWT, which does not hold in the presence of deletions; as an example
showing this, consider a NWT deleting all matched opening and closing c-labelled tags
on the regular input language tp〈a〉〈{a〉〈c〉qnp〈{c〉〈b〉〈{b〉qn | n ě 0u, yielding the non-
regular language tp〈a〉〈{a〉qnp〈b〉〈{b〉qn | n ě 0u. The practical motivation for desiring this
property is the fact that the AXML setting assumes that function call results can be
specified by standard XML schema languages, which are subclasses of regular nested
word languages.
Moreover, for most of the transducer models examined here, non-deleting transducers
are not a significant restriction when it comes to context-free games, as shown in Chapter
9 by Lemma 9.2.
Using Lemma 8.11, it is comparatively easy (if tedious) to prove that non-deleting
NWTs are closed under composition. This proof, like most proofs for properties of NWT
in this section, follows proof ideas used in [FRRST10; RS08] adapted to the specifics of
NWT.
Proposition 8.12. Let T1, T2 be non-deleting NWT. Then there exists a non-deleting
NWT T such that for all w P WFpΣq, it holds that T pwq “ pT2 ˝ T1qpwq
def“ T2pT1pwqq.6
This NWT T can be computed from T1 and T2 in polynomial time and is of size Op|T1| ¨
|T2|q.
Proof. The basic idea behind this construction is simple: The transducer T simulates T1
on its input and directly feeds the output of T1 into T2. This is done by a sort of product
construction which is, for the most part, quite straightforward. However, there are some
subtleties that need to be addressed, which stem from the fact that both T1 and T2 can
contain ǫ-transitions, so the various possibilities how one of the two transducers might
perform a step while the other is idle have to be dealt with. We note that this proof
could be extended to general (not necessarily non-deleting) NWT, but since the proof
details are quite technical already, we restrict our attention to non-deleting NWT here.
Let T1 “ pQ1, P 1, P 1ǫ ,Σ, δ
1, q10, F
1q and T2 “ pQ2, P 2, P 2ǫ ,Σ, δ
2, q20 , F
2q be two NWT
in normal form. We construct from T1 and T2 the NWT T “ pQ,P, Pǫ,Σ, δ, q0, F q as
follows:
• Q “ Q1 ˆQ2,
• P “ pP 1 Y tKuq ˆ P 2 for a special symbol K not used in T1 or T2,
6Note that the order of operands in composition of NWTs differs from that in composition of effects
(Def. 3.17) – for effects, E1 ˝E2 corresponds to first considering E1, then E2 on the result, while for
NWTs, T1 ˝T2 corresponds to first applying T2, and then T1 on the result. This difference in ordering
is due to the fact that effect composition closely corresponds to string concatenation (Lemma 3.19),
while composition of NWTs is much closer to “classical” composition of functions or relations.
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• Pǫ “ pP 1ǫ ˆ P
2q Y ptKu ˆ P 2ǫ q
• q0 “ pq10, q
2
0q,
• F “ F 1 ˆ F 2, and
• δ is constructed as detailed below.
The construction of δ is quite straightforward in the case where T1 produces an out-
put on which T2 is simulated: If pq11, p
1
1, 〈b〉q P δ
1pq1, 〈a〉q (or pq11, p
1
1, 〈b〉q P δ
1pq1, 〈ǫ〉q,
respectively) and pq12, p
1
2, 〈c〉q P δ
2pq2, 〈b〉q, then ppq11, q
1
2q, pp
1
1, p
1
2q, 〈c〉q P δppq1, q2q, 〈a〉q (or
ppq11, q
1
2q, pp
1
1, p
1
2q, 〈c〉q P δppq1, q2q, 〈ǫ〉q, respectively), and analogously for the correspond-
ing closing (ǫ-) transitions.
Internal ǫ-transitions for T1 and T2 are also easily handled, as for these transitions,
neither transducer consumes an input or produces an output. If pq11, ǫq P δ
1pq1, ǫq, then
ppq11, q2q, ǫq P δppq1, q2q, ǫq for each q2 P Q
2, and if pq12, ǫq P δ
2pq2, ǫq, then ppq1, q12q, ǫq P
δppq1, q2q, ǫq for each q1 P Q1.
The only case requiring special attention is the one where only one of the two trans-
ducers modifies the output. This happens when T2 produces an output symbol by an
ǫ-transition, without T1 consuming an input symbol. In this case, T2 produces a hierar-
chical state while T1 doesn’t; to this end, some states in the set Pǫ contain a component
K to indicate a “null transition” for T1.
More formally, if for some q2, q
1
2 P Q
2, p12 P P
2 and a P Σ, pq12, p
1
2, 〈a〉q P δ
2pq2, 〈ǫ〉q,
then ppq1, q12q, pK, p
1
2q, 〈a〉q P δppq1, q2q, 〈ǫ〉q for all q1 P Q
1 (and analogously for closing
transitions).
It follows directly from the construction that T is ǫ-consistent; the well-formedness
condition for T follows from well-formedness of T1 and T2 by a simple but lengthy
case distinction over all the sorts of transitions introduced here. Furthermore, since T
is obviously in normal form, it automatically fulfils synchronisation. It remains to be
proven that T pwq “ T2pT1pwqq indeed holds for all w PWFpΣq.
To this end, let w2 P T2pT1pwqq; let further ρ1 be an accepting run of T1 with output
w1 on an ǫ-extension wˆ of w, and let ρ2 be an accepting run of T2 with output w2 on an
ǫ-extension wˆ1 of w1. We construct an ǫ-extension wˆ
1 of w and an accepting run ρ of T
on wˆ1 with output w2.
We denote all positions of wˆ in which T1 outputs some symbol as 1-producing. Note that
there is a bijective correspondence between positions of w1 and 1-producing positions
of wˆ and that all 〈ǫ〉- and 〈{ǫ〉-positions of wˆ are 1-producing. Next, we examine all
〈ǫ〉- and 〈{ǫ〉-positions of wˆ1; these, we call 2-producing. Due to the well-formedness
and ǫ-consistency restrictions on T1 and T2, it is possible to insert all 〈ǫ〉-, 〈{ǫ〉- and
9ǫ-positions of wˆ1 into wˆ in such a way that we obtain an ǫ-extension wˆ
1 of w that
has wˆ as a subsequences, and such that there is a subsequence of wˆ1 with a bijective
correspondence to wˆ1 mapping opening (resp. closing) to opening (resp. closing) tags
and 9ǫ to 9ǫ. In particular, the latter subsequence can be obtained from wˆ1 by removing
only 9ǫ symbols.
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It is now easy to see that an accepting run ρ of T on wˆ1 with output w2 can be
obtained by combining the transitions used in ρ1 and ρ2 – positions in wˆ
1 that are 1-
producing correspond to “standard” transitions of T , 9ǫ-positions correspond to internal
ǫ-transitions, and 2-producing positions correspond to ǫ-transitions with a K component
in their hierarchical state. This shows that T2pT1pwqq Ď T pwq.
For the other direction, let ρ be a run of T on an ǫ-extension wˆ1 of w with output w2.
We label the positions of wˆ1 according to the transitions taken by T in ρ – positions where
“standard” transitions are used are labelled as 1-producing, 9ǫ-positions are labelled as
internal, and positions with transitions whose hierarchical stack contains a K component
are labelled as 2-producing. Similar to the previous part of the proof, we can then use
these labels to separate ρ into an accepting run ρ1 of T1 on an ǫ-extension wˆ of w with
output w1 and an accepting run ρ2 of T2 on an ǫ-extension wˆ1 of w1 with output w2,
thus proving that w2 P T2pT1pwqq holds.
Throughout the rest of this and the next chapter, it will sometimes be necessary to
restrict the domain of some NWT to a given regular nested word language. The following
corollary to Proposition 8.12 shows that this is indeed possible.
Corollary 8.13. Let T be a non-deleting NWT and A an ǫ-NWA over alphabet Σ. Then,
there exists a non-deleting NWT T 1 of size Op|T | ¨ |A|q such that DpT 1q “ DpT q X LpAq
and T 1pwq “ T pwq for each w P DpT q X LpAq.
Proof. Let TA be a NWT with DpTAq “ LpAq and TApwq “ twu for each w PWFpΣq, i.e.
TA accepts exactly the nested words in LpAq and simply outputs its input word. Such a
NWT is easy to construct with a size in Op|A|q.
Then, we set T 1 to be the NWT for T ˝ TA as constructed in Proposition 8.12. For
each w P LpAq X DpT q, it holds that T 1pwq “ T pTApwqq “ T pwq, for each w R LpAq,
T 1pwq “ T pHq “ H, and for each w P LpAqzDpT q, it holds that T 1pwq “ T pwq “ H.
This proves that DpT 1q “ DpT q X LpAq and T 1pwq “ T pwq for each w P DpT q X LpAq.
The desired bound on the size of T 1 follows directly from Proposition 8.12.
In order to prove closure of regular nested word languages under transduction by
non-deleting NWT, we observe another helpful property of these transducers.
Lemma 8.14. Let T be a non-deleting NWT. Then RpT q is a regular language of nested
words. Furthermore, an ǫ-NWA for RpT q can be computed from T in polynomial time.
Proof. Let T “ pQ,P, Pǫ,Σ, δ, q0, F q be a non-deleting NWT in normal form. The basic
idea behind constructing the ǫ-NWA A for RpT q is taking the input string for A and
verifying it against the output component of T . This way, it is easy to ensure that every
string in RpT q is accepted by A; some care has to be taken, however, to make certain
that for every string w1 accepted by A, there is a nested word w P WFpΣq such that
w1 P T pwq.
Since T is in normal form, all opening transitions in δ are of the form pq, 〈a〉, q1, p, 〈b〉q
and all closing transitions of the form pq, p, 〈{a〉, q1, 〈{b〉q (for a P ΣYtǫu and b P Σ) while
internal transitions are of the form pq, ǫ, q1, ǫq.
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The linear state set of A is Q and its set of hierarchical states is P ˆ pΣ Y tǫuq; its
starting and accepting states are those of T . Reading transitions in A are constructed
from those of T by taking, for each opening transition pq, 〈a〉, q1, p, 〈b〉q P δ, a transi-
tion pq, 〈b〉, q1, pp, aqq, and for each closing transition pq, p, 〈{a〉, q1, 〈{b〉q P δ, a transition
pq, pp, aq, 〈{b〉, q1q. Each internal transition pq, ǫ, q1, ǫq P δ translates to an ǫ-transition
pq, ǫ, q1q in A. This construction of A from T requires only a simple iteration over all
transitions in δ, so it is obviously feasible in polynomial time.
To prove correctness of this construction, we need to show that for any nested word
w1 PWFpΣq it holds that w1 P LpAq if and only if w1 P RpT q.
For the “if” direction, if w1 P RpT q, then there is some w P WFpΣq such that T has
an accepting run ρ on some ǫ-extension of w with output w1. Translating the transitions
of T taken in ρ into transitions of A as per the above construction naturally yields an
accepting run of A on w1.
For the “only if” direction, assume that w1 P LpAq for some w1 PWFpΣq. Then, there
is an accepting run ρ of A on w1. We can construct from ρ an ǫ-extension wˆ of a nested
word w PWFpΣq by extracting the sequence of hierarchical components of transitions in
ρ – every opening (closing) transition in ρ with hierarchical component pp, aq with some
p P P , a P ΣY tǫu corresponds to a symbol 〈a〉 (〈{a〉) in wˆ, and every ǫ-transition taken
in ρ corresponds to a symbol 9ǫ in wˆ. It is clear to see that indeed wˆ is an ǫ-extension of
some nested word w PWFpΣq and that there is an accepting run of T on wˆ that outputs
w1, which yields w1 P RpT q as was to be proven.
Corollary 8.15. Regular nested word languages are closed under transduction by non-
deleting NWT, i.e. if L ĎWFpΣq is regular and T an NWT, then T pLq is regular.
Proof. Let A be a NWA for L and T a NWT. From A, we can construct by Corollary
8.13 a NWT TA with DpTAq “ L X DpT q and TApwq “ T pwq for each w P DpTAq,
which implies that RpTAq “ T pLq. By Lemma 8.14, this implies that T pLq is regular as
well.
We now turn to the complexity of standard decision problems for NWT. The upper
bounds use relatively simple constructions based on Proposition 8.12, while lower bounds
follow from comparable results for NWA.
Theorem 8.16. The membership problem for non-deleting NWT (Given a non-deleting
NWT T and nested words w, u PWFpΣq, is u P T pwq?) is in PTIME.
Proof. From w, we can easily compute a NWA A of size Opwq with LpAq “ twu. By
Corollary 8.13, we can compute from A and T in polynomial time a non-deleting NWT
Tw with DpTwq “ DpT q X twu and RpTwq “ T pwq. By Corollary 8.15, T pwq is regular,
and by Lemma 8.14 an ǫ-NWA A1 for T pwq can be computed in polynomial time. This
ǫ-NWA is of polynomial size, and checking u for membership in LpAq is possible in
polynomial time by Theorem 8.5 (a).
Theorem 8.17. The nonemptiness problem for non-deleting NWT (Given a non-
deleting NWT T , is there a nested word w P WFpΣq with T pwq ‰ H?) is PTIME-
complete with regard to logspace reductions.
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Proof. By definition, it holds that there is some w P WFpΣq with T pwq ‰ H if and
only if DpT q XWFpΣq ‰ H. By Corollary 8.13, we can compute from T a NWT T 1
whose domain is exactly DpT q XWFpΣq. Clearly, it holds that DpT 1q ‰ H if and only if
RpT 1q ‰ H, so by Lemma 8.14 we can extract from T 1 an ǫ-NWA A of polynomial size
with LpAq “ RpT 1q. All of these transformations, as well as testing whether LpAq ‰ H,
are feasible in polynomial time. This proves the upper bound.
The lower bound follows by reduction from the emptiness problem for DNWA (cf.
Theorem 5.8). Let A “ pQ,P,Σ, δ, q0, F q be a DNWA to be tested for non-emptiness.
We construct from A a NWT T with T pǫq “ LpAq and T pwq “ H for all w ‰ ǫ. The idea
behind the reduction is replacing, for each a P Σ, each 〈a〉 (resp. 〈{a〉) transition of A by
an 〈ǫ〉 (resp. 〈{ǫ〉) transition in T that writes 〈a〉 (resp. 〈{a〉) as an output. Formally, we
set T “ pQ,P ˆΣ, P ˆΣ,Σ, δ1, q0, F q, where δ1 contains a transition pq, 〈ǫ〉, q1, pp, aq, 〈a〉q
(resp. pq, pp, aq, 〈{ǫ〉, q1, 〈{a〉q) if and only if δ contains a transition pq, 〈a〉, q1, pq (resp.
pq, p, 〈{a〉, q1q). This construction is feasible using logarithmic space, and it holds that
T pǫq “ LpAq and T pwq “ H for all w ‰ ǫ, so DpT q ‰ H if and only if LpAq ‰ H.
Theorem 8.18. The type checking problem for non-deleting NWT (Given a non-deleting
NWT T and ǫ-NWA A1, A2, is T pLpA1qq Ď LpA2q?) is
(a) EXPTIME-complete in general, and
(b) PTIME-complete (w.r.t. logspace reductions) if A2 is a DNWA.
Proof. The lower bound in (a) follows directly by a reduction from the inclusion problem
for NWA, which is known to be EXPTIME-complete [AM09]. Let B1 and B2 be NWA
to be checked for inclusion of LpB1q in LpB2q. We can construct in polynomial time a
NWT T that simply reproduces each input symbol in the output and accepts any input
(i.e. T pwq “ twu for any w P p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚). Then, clearly, LpB1q Ď LpB2q if and only if
T pLpB1qq Ď LpB2q, as T pLpB1qq “ LpB1q.
The lower bound in (b) follows from PTIME-hardness of the emptiness problem for
DNWA by a similar reduction to that used in the proof of Theorem 8.5 (c). Let A be a
DNWA to be tested for emptiness. We can construct in logarithmic space an ǫ-NWA A1
deciding WFpΣq, and (since A is deterministic) a DNWA A2 deciding the complement
of LpAq. For T , we construct a NWT reproducing its input, i.e. with DpT q “ WFpΣq
and T pwq “ twu for each w PWFpΣq. It then holds that T pLpA1qq Ď LpA2q if and only
if LpA2q “WFpΣq, which is the case if and only if LpAq is empty.
The upper bounds in both (a) and (b) can easily be proven using prior results from
this section. By Corollary 8.13 and Lemma 8.14, we can construct in polynomial time
an ǫ-NWA deciding T pLpA1qq; checking this ǫ-NWA for inclusion in LpA2q is generally
possible in exponential time, and in polynomial time if A2 is a DNWA by Theorem 8.5
(b) and (c).
8.3. Outlook and bibliographical remarks
This chapter introduced nested word transducers as a formalism for specifying transfor-
mations on nested words. In their most general form as defined here, these NWT have
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a simple normal form presentation; they can also be proven to be closed under com-
position and inverse transduction following proof ideas from [FRRST10; RS08], even
though these proofs are omitted here. However, they lack the property that regular lan-
guages of nested words are closed under transduction; non-deleting transducers were
introduced to obtain this closure property, while sacrificing closure under inverse trans-
duction. For non-deleting NWT, membership, non-emptiness and type checking against
DNWA are tractable. As a technical tool (that may be of independent interest), nested
word automata with ǫ-transitions, which slightly extend nondeterministic NWA without
increasing their complexity or expressiveness, were also introduced.
An important question regarding nested word transducers is how their expressiveness
relates to other types of transducers. For the recognition of tree languages, (bottom-up)
finite-state tree automata are the de facto standard model, and nested word automata
on linearisations of trees can be proven to be equally as expressive as finite-state tree
automata; for tree transformations, however, a wide variety of transducer models exists
(for some basics see e.g. [GS84; Com+]), and it is not obvious whether the nested word
transducers introduced here directly correspond to any of them. In particular, it would be
interesting to see how nested word transducers compare to monadic second order (MSO)
logic as a formalism for specifying transformations, as equivalence to MSO logic has
been established as an important property for “sensible” mechanisms in the context of
language recognition (cf. [Tho90; TW68; Don70; AM09]). So far, however, this question
remains open.
Bibliographical remarks. All results presented here are solely by the author and were
previously published in [Sch16]. The formalisation of nested word transducers is based on
visibly pushdown transducers [RS08; TVY08], specifically as a cross between synchronised
VPT [RS08] and well-formed VPT [FRRST10]. Accordingly, most of the proof ideas for
closure and complexity properties of NWT are based on the corresponding proofs for
variants of VPT.
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Having introduced nested word transducers in the previous chapter, we now examine
context-free games whose replacement relation is given by a NWT, i.e. games in which,
once Juliet plays Call on a nested subword v, Romeo may choose as a replacement for
v any string from the image Rpvq, where R is a transducer representing the replacement
rule set of the corresponding game. In order for Romeo to actually have any choice,
the replacement transducer R will in general be nondeterministic and non-functional (as
defined in Definition 8.10); using a functional (or deterministic) transducer for replace-
ment instead results in a “solitaire” game for Juliet without any choice for Romeo.
A proper generalisation of context-free games with regular replacement from Chapter
6 and validation games from Chapter 7 would call for having a separate replacement
transducer Ra for each function symbol a, but the discussion in Section 9.1 will show
that we can, without loss of generality, restrict our attention to games with only a single
transducer used for calls on any function symbol.
As in most previous chapters examining context-free games, our main focus here is
once again on classifying the complexity of the winning problem for Juliet. In previous
variants of context-free games, the main factors influencing said complexity were the
amount of replay permitted as well as the representation of target, replacement, and (for
validation games) validation languages. With transducer-based replacement, however,
the representation of replacement (and validation) languages gets replaced by the class
of replacement transducer. As already seen in the previous chapter, there is a plethora
of different transducer classes that may be used (general, ǫ-free, relabelling, functional,
etc.), and as this chapter will show, the choice of transducer model has a great impact on
the decidability and complexity of the winning problem for Juliet. Since this chapter
mainly focusses on the impact of the transducer model, we will once again assume target
languages to be represented by deterministic NWA.
The goal of the exploration into transducer-based cfGs in this chapter is twofold:
Firstly, as in previous chapters, finding a tractable setting (i.e. one in which the winning
problem is decidable in polynomial time) is of interest for the practical application of
AXML schema rewriting; secondly, it will become clear early on that cases where the
winning problem is undecidable when replay is allowed are quite easy to come by, so the
other goal of this chapter lies in charting the decidability frontier for context-free games
with transducer-based replacement.
With these goals in mind, Sections 9.2 through 9.4 give a complete classification by
replay and transducer model of the decidability and complexity of the winning problem
for transducer-based cfGs for three main classes of replacement transducers: General
NWT (Section 9.2), ǫ-free NWT (Section 9.3), and relabelling NWT (Section 9.4). The
results of these sections are summarised in Table 9.1; as can be seen from that table,
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No replay Bounded Unbounded
NWT 2-EXPTIME undecidable undecidable
ǫ-free NWT co-NEXPTIME non-elementary undecidable
Relabelling PSPACE PSPACE EXPTIME
Functional relabelling NP NP PSPACE
Table 9.1.: Summary of main complexity results for JWin in transducer-based context-
free games. All results are completeness results.
complexity results cover a wide range of complexity classes. However, there is no tractable
case among these; even in the very limited setting of replay-free games with functional
relabelling transducers, the winning problem remains NP-complete.
In an attempt to find tractable cases, as well as to offer an outlook into other potentially
sensible restrictions for context-free games with transducer-based replacement, Section
9.5 presents three additional restrictions on games, derived from lower bound proofs for
the results of earlier sections: depth-bounded replacement NWTs, strategies for Juliet
with bounded Call width, and, finally, write-once games.
9.1. Definitions
With the intuition given above, the syntax and semantics definitions for context-free
games with transducer-based replacement follow the pattern of all definitions for cfGs
on nested words so far. The main difference to standard cfGs from Chapter 6 is just that
the replacement relation in a transducer-based cfG does not simply give replacement
words based on function symbols that are supposed to be the root label of a subword to
be replaced, but instead based upon the entirety of the subword. Accordingly, instead of
being represented by a set of nested word automata (one for each replacement language),
the replacement relation here is assumed to be given by (some variant of) a nested word
transducer. Otherwise, most definitions again carry over from Chapter 6.
Definition 9.1. A context-free game (cfG) on nested words with transducer-based re-
placement G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q consists of a finite alphabet Σ, a set Γ Ď Σ of function sym-
bols, a (replacement) rule set R ĎWFpΣq ˆWFpΣq and a target language T ĎWFpΣq.
As usual, we assume that the target language is a regular language of nested words; ad-
ditionally, the rule set will generally be represented by some variant of NWT throughout
this chapter. Therefore, we denote by Rpvq “ tw P WFpΣq | pv,wq P Ru the image of v
under R as defined on page 157.
Configurations are defined as tuples κ “ pp, u, vq P tJ,Ruˆp〈Σ〉Y〈{Σ〉q˚ˆp〈Σ〉Y〈{Σ〉q˚,
and κ1 “ pp1, u1, v1q is a successor configuration of κ “ pp, u, vq (Notation: κÑ κ1) if one
of the following holds:
(1) p1 “ p “ J, u1 “ us, and sv1 “ v for some s P 〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉 (Juliet plays Read);
(2) p “ J, p1 “ R, u “ u1, v “ v1 “ 〈{a〉z for z P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, a P Γ, (Juliet plays
Call);
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(3) p “ R, p1 “ J, u “ x〈a〉y, v “ 〈{a〉z for x, z P p〈Σ〉Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, y PWFpΣq, u1 “ x and
v1 “ y1z for some y1 P Rp〈a〉y〈{a〉q (Romeo plays y1).
All other semantic definitions like the induced reachability game, plays, strategies and
the winning problem are defined as in Definition 6.1. Note, however, that configura-
tions of the form pR, x〈a〉y, 〈{a〉zq with 〈a〉y〈{a〉 R DpRq have no successor configurations
by this definition, so it follows from the standard semantics definition that if Juliet
plays Call on some subword that is not accepted by the replacement transducer, Romeo
automatically wins the play.
Note that the definition of transducer-based cfGs calls only for a single replacement
transducer, which is unlike the situation for standard cfGs, where a replacement language
automaton was given for each function symbol. The definition of transducer-based cfGs
could be adapted to call for a different replacement transducer for each function symbol
as well, but these two variants are actually equivalent. This is due to the fact that the
replacement transducer is called on the string to be replaced, including its root label ;
therefore, a game with a separate transducer for each function symbol can easily be
transformed into a game using only a single “global” transducer, which simply branches
and simulates the appropriate transducer based on the root label it reads.
In the rest of this chapter, we will once again examine the complexity of the winning
problem for Juliet, depending on the class of games allowed.
JWinpGq
Given: A context-free game G P G and a nested word w.
Question: Is w P JWinpGq?
In this chapter, parameters for the classification for games are the type of transducers
used (NWT, ǫ-free NWT, relabelling transducers, or other variants) and the types of
strategies allowed. For strategies, we again examine primarily strategies with unbounded,
bounded or no replay, but some lower bound proofs will give rise to additional restrictions,
as discussed in Section 9.5. As in the previous chapters, even though one might take
the representation of target languages as another parameter of the class of games, we
generally assume the target language T of any transducer-based cfG G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q to
be represented by a deterministic NWA ApT q “ pQ,Σ, δ, q0, F q in normal form (cf. Def.
5.3).
As was already mentioned in the previous chapter, we restrict our attention to cfGs
whose rule set is given by a non-deleting transducer; this, however, is not a significant
restriction, as the following result shows.
Lemma 9.2. Any context-free game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with NWT R can be transformed
in polynomial time into a game G1 “ pΣ1,Γ, R1, T 1q such that R1 is non-deleting and it
holds that JWinpG1q XWFpΣq “ JWinpGq.
Proof. The idea behind this proof is modifying R into R1 in such a way that, whenever
R would delete some tag 〈a〉 (or 〈{a〉), R1 instead replaces that tag by a special “strike-
out” version 〈a〉 (or 〈{a〉) with a R Σ, instead; we therefore set Σ1 “ Σ Z ta | a P Σu.
To ensure that iterated transductions respect deleted tags, we add transitions to each
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state of R1 that only replace “strike-out” tags by themselves without changing the state
of R1. Finally, we similarly modify the target DNWA for T in order to ignore all tags
with labels not in Σ (i.e. only check them for their nesting structure without changing
states). Since Julietmay only play Call on symbols from Σ, Romeo is unable to rewrite
“strike-out” symbols, and the DNWA for T 1 ignores symbols outside of Σ, it is clear that
Juliet has a winning strategy on any string w P WFpΣq in G1 if and only if she has a
winning strategy on w in G.
9.2. Games with general NWT
The main characteristic distinguishing general NWT from ǫ-free NWT is the fact that,
for any input string w and NWT T , transducts in T pwq may be arbitrarily large in the
size of w. This behaviour is necessary if we want to simulate games with regular replace-
ment languages (in the sense of Chapter 6) by transducer-based games. As it turns out,
however, NWT-based replacement is much more complex than that: the winning prob-
lem in games with replay becomes undecidable (as opposed to 2-EXPTIME-complete
with regular replacement languages).
Theorem 9.3. For the class of games with NWT and Call depth k ě 2, JWin is not
recursively enumerable.
The proof of this result follows the standard idea for lower bound proofs outlined
in Section 3.3 – reducing from the complement of an existence problem (in this case,
the halting problem for Turing machines), tasking Romeo with providing a witness (a
halting computation), and Juliet with checking that this witness is correct. Different
from the standard approach for context-free games without transducers, however, we do
not require Juliet to point out an actual flaw in the witness. Instead, we use a technique
that will appear several times in lower bound proofs for transducer-based games – we
encode some transformation mechanism (in this case, the transition function of a Turing
machine) in the replacement transducer, require Juliet to “trigger” this transformation
a set number of times (here: the length of an accepting computation provided by Romeo)
and then use the target language to check whether this iterated transformation process
yields a “correct” outcome from a given starting point (here: an accepting configuration
from the input TM’s starting configuration).
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the complement of the halting problem for Turing
machines with an empty input. From a given Turing machine M with working alphabet
Σ and state set Q, we construct a game G and string w such that Juliet has a winning
strategy on w in G if and only if M does not halt on an empty input. The game G uses
two function symbols, s and t, which are not in Σ in order to avoid plays according to
G interfering with the workings of M .
The idea behind the reduction is rather simple. The game begins on the input string
〈s〉〈{s〉, where Juliet is supposed to Call 〈{s〉 as her first move. For his reply, Romeo
then picks a number r such that M halts on the empty input after exactly r steps (if
such a number exists) and returns 〈t〉rpv0〈{t〉r, where pv0 is a string representing the initial
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configuration of M on the empty input. Juliet should then call each 〈{t〉 in left-to-right
order, making Romeo simulate a step of M on the current position of M encoded in
the current string. After Juliet has called all r closing 〈{t〉 tags and thus rewritten pv0
into a string pvr representing the configuration of M after r computation steps, Juliet
wins the game if pvr does not represent a halting configuration.
We can represent configurations of M as flat strings over the alphabet Σˆ pQY t´uq
in the standard fashion – a string px1,´q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxk´i,´qpxk, qqpxk`1,´q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxm,´q denotes
that the content of M ’s working tape is x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xm, with the head of M being on the
tape’s k-th cell and M being in state q. Each such flat string v can then be represented
as a nested string pv using the standard nested word encoding defined in the beginning
of Chapter 5. Without loss of generality, we assume that M only has a single halting
state h and always moves its head to the left-most used tape cell before halting, i.e. the
flat string encoding of a halting configuration is of the form pΣˆ thuqpΣ ˆ t´uq˚.
It is easy to construct a polynomial-sized NWT rewriting 〈s〉〈{s〉 into a string of the
form 〈t〉rpv0〈{t〉r (for arbitrary r P N and a nested string encoding pv0 of M ’s initial
configuration) and every string 〈t〉pvi〈{t〉 where pvi is the nested word encoding of some
configuration of M into pvi`1, where pvi`1 encodes the successor configuration of the one
encoded by pvi; in fact, the latter rewriting is even functional (if nondeterministic for
requiring a look-ahead when M moves its head to the left). We can also easily construct
a DNWA accepting all nested-word encodings of non-halting configurations of M .
It only remains to be explained how we ensure that the game is played in the fashion
sketched above, i.e. that Juliet plays Call first on 〈{s〉 and then on each 〈{t〉 in left-to-
right order. To keep Juliet from leaving 〈{s〉 or some 〈{t〉 uncalled, we simply set up
the target DNWA such that it doesn’t accept any nested strings containing tags with
labels s or t. Finally, to safeguard against Juliet skipping some 〈{t〉 before calling the
next, we modify the replacement transducer R in such a way that it rejects any input
string containing two or more nested t tags, i.e. strings of the form 〈t〉〈t〉v〈{t〉〈{t〉 with
v PWFpΣq.
In the game G thus constructed, Juliet clearly has a winning strategy on w “ 〈s〉〈{s〉
if and only if there is no r such that M reaches a halting configuration within r steps,
i.e. if and only if M doesn’t halt.
Even the replay-free winning problem for Juliet is quite hard when using NWT for
replacement – we show that this problem is complete for doubly exponential time. The
lower bound uses a rather intricate reduction from a two-player tiling problem, while the
upper bound is proven by reduction to the purely NWT-based problem of alternating
iterated transduction, which can be proven to be in 2-EXPTIME.
Theorem 9.4. For the class of replay-free games with NWT, JWin is 2-EXPTIME-
complete.
We prove the upper and lower bounds for Theorem 9.4 separately. Since context-free
games with general and with non-deleting NWT are polynomially equivalent by Lemma
9.2, we prove the lower bound for general NWT and the upper bound for non-deleting
NWT.
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Proposition 9.5. For the class of replay-free games with NWT, JWin is hard for
2-EXPTIME.
This lower bound again follows the basic principle of reducing from the complement of
an existence problem, with Romeo choosing a witness and Juliet attempting to prove
that Romeo’s witness is incorrect. The proof of Proposition 9.5 adds a new ingredient,
the technique of alternating deletion, to this basic principle. This technique is used in
proving lower bounds for transducer-based games; it allows Romeo to give a witness that
is “too large” to be checked by a polynomial-sized target DNWA and tasks Juliet with
repeatedly choosing one half of the witness to be deleted, performing a sort of “binary
search” until only a sufficiently small witness remains. For tilings in particular, this
technique usually calls for Juliet to repeatedly select either all odd-numbered columns
or all even-numbered columns of the tiling candidate given by Romeo for deletion until
only a single column remains, which the target language automaton then checks for
vertical errors or evidence of attempted cheating.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the complement of the 2-Player Exponential
Corridor Tiling problem as defined in Section 2.5. Recall that this problem is com-
plete for 2-EXPTIME by Theorem 2.9.
Given a tiling instance I “ pU, V,H, ui, uf , nq, we construct a game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q
and string w such that Juliet has a winning strategy in G on w if and only if Player 2
has a winning strategy in the exponential-width tiling game on instance I.
The input string is w “ p〈d〉〈e〉qn〈s〉〈{s〉p〈{e〉〈{d〉qn. The basic idea behind the game
G is that Juliet is first supposed to play Call on 〈{s〉, to which Romeo should give a
witness for the existence of a winning strategy for Player 1 in the tiling game. Juliet
should then use calls to the rest of the input string to uncover a flaw in Romeo’s witness
and thus have a winning strategy in G on w if and only if Romeo cannot prove the
existence of a winning strategy for Player 1.
More concretely, Romeo should give as his witness (a slightly modified linearisation
of) a strategy tree for Player 1, in which nodes are labelled with tiles from two disjoint
copies U1, U2 of U , representing moves by Player 1 and Player 2. Each node labelled
with an element of U2 has a single child (corresponding to a move of Player 1), each
node labelled with an element of U1 has |U | children (corresponding to the possible
moves of Player 2) and the sequence of labels on each path from the root to a leaf
(called a tiling candidate) either makes up a valid tiling or contains an invalid move by
Player 2. Replacement strings for Romeo on a Call to 〈{s〉 will be somewhat extended
linearisations of strategy trees, with extensions to be discussed later on.
Proof trees given by Romeo should be restricted (by construction of the replacement
transducer R) to only represent tiling candidates that start with the initial tile u1i and
contain no horizontal errors. Juliet’s task in trying to invalidate Romeo’s proof tree
therefore consists of uncovering vertical errors and incorrect final tiles (as well as en-
coding errors within the aforementioned extensions, to be discussed later). To this end,
Juliet uses Call moves on 〈{e〉 and 〈{d〉 tags to select parts of the proof tree given by
Romeo that correspond to a fixed column in each tiling candidate represented in the
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proof tree; if this column contains an error in at least one of these tiling candidates
(which should be detected by the target language DNWA), Juliet wins the game.
We now examine how strategy trees should be encoded. Throughout the rest of the
proof, we identify nested words and their forest representations to simplify presentation.
The most intuitive approach to generate strategy trees in which all tiling candidates
are horizontally correct would be to fix the replacement transducer in such a way that
each node labelled with some u1 P U1 has only children labelled by some v2 P U2
with pu, vq P H; additionally, to make certain that a strategy tree correctly represents
all possible counter-strategies for Player 2, we would have to require that each node
corresponding to a move by Player 2 has as children nodes with all possible labels v2
such that pu, vq P H. This intuitive approach leads to two minor problems, though:
• For some tiles u, there may be no tiles v with pu, vq P H. If this happens, we
fix the replacement transducer such that it may only follow u up with a special
“pseudo-tile” uerr R U .
• If a tile u is placed at the end of a line, the next tile v does not have to fulfil pu, vq P
H. In order to account for this fact and still have the replacement transducer
produce horizontally correct tiling candidates, we introduce a special line divider
symbol # R U which may be placed by the replacement transducer at any time
it could normally place a node for some player, regardless of its parent tile, and
which may be followed up by either any tile u1 P U1 as a move for Player 1, or by
all tiles u2 P U2 as possible moves for Player 2.
In a correct encoding of a strategy tree, the line divider symbol # should occur as a
node label if and only if the corresponding node’s depth is a multiple of 2n. However,
the above construction of replacement transducer allows Romeo to construct incorrect
encodings of strategy trees. Dealing with attempts by Romeo to cheat in this manner,
as well as with vertical errors, is what we discuss next.
We interpret a tree given by Romeo as a tree whose paths from root to leaf encode
tiling candidates with 2n columns and an arbitrary number of lines (i.e. root-to-leaf paths
should always have as their length a multiple of 2n), with the last (i.e. 2n-th) column in
a correctly encoded tiling candidate consisting only of line divider symbols, and no line
divider symbol occurring in any other column.
As mentioned above, to check for vertical errors and incorrect encodings, Juliet
selects some column number ℓ P r2ns and removes all nodes not corresponding to some
tile in that column, i.e. reduces the original tree t to one containing only the nodes at
depths k ¨ p2nq ` ℓ for all k ě 0. How this is done exactly will be explained later on. Due
to the alternation between Players 1 and 2, if the column chosen by Juliet is not the
last column, each node with a label from U1 should only have children with labels from
U2 in this reduced tree, or vice versa.
At first glance, it seems clear that, with the considerations on encoding made above,
Juliet can already uncover attempts by Romeo to cheat or give a non-winning strategy,
namely
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• by picking a column where ℓ ‰ 2n and in some path of the resulting tree, there
are two directly subsequent labels from U1 or from U2 (Romeo tried to cheat by
disrespecting the correct player sequence after a #), or
• by picking a column ℓ ‰ 2n in which some path contains a #, (Romeo tried to
cheat by placing an incorrect #), or
• by picking a column where ℓ ‰ 2n and in some path of the resulting tree, there is
a tile u2 P U2 followed either by uerr or some v1 P U1 with pu, vq R V (the strategy
given by Romeo is non-winning due to a horizontal or vertical error), or
• by picking ℓ “ 2n ´ 1 when for some path in the resulting tree, its leaf is not uf
(the strategy given by Romeo is non-winning due to a wrong final tile), or
• by picking ℓ “ 2n if the last column contains some symbol that is not # in some
path (Romeo tried to cheat by not placing a correct #).
All of these conditions can easily be checked by a polynomial-size DNWA.
However, while these conditions are indeed sufficient for checking whether Romeo
has given an incorrect or non-winning strategy tree, our construction so far is still too
restrictive in that it sometimes fails to recognise a correct winning strategy tree. Consider,
for instance, the case where all paths of the strategy tree either contain a vertical error
for Player 2 or end with a valid tiling. According to our construction so far, Juliet
could still win on a strategy tree of this shape, as our construction requires Romeo to
continue giving horizontally correct tiles even after a vertical error has occurred, and
these “irrelevant” tiles might not always make it possible to end a line with uf , thus
allowing Juliet to find some path in the strategy tree corresponding to column 2n ´ 1
that doesn’t end in uf .
To address this problem, we further modify the replacement transducer R in such a
way that, whenever it is supposed to output a node with label u2 P U2 corresponding
to a move by Player 2, it may instead nondeterministically choose to output a marked
version uˆ of u2 instead. This is supposed to indicate that choosing u2 leads to a vertical
error for Player 2, so below the node labelled uˆ, the replacement transducer may produce
a sequence of arbitrary tiles from U1 for Player 1 and from U2 for Player 2 (as vertically
correct “pseudo-tiles”), terminating with uf at an odd depth followed by #. If a node
labelled uerr ever occurs instead of a move of Player 2 due to a horizontal error, it is
followed up by a similar path.
In this way, we make it Romeo’s responsibility to flag vertical errors for Player 2.
This would allow Romeo to cheat by claiming a vertical error when, in fact, there is
none, but such attempts at cheating can be penalised by once again adapting the target
language in such a way that Juliet wins if she selects a column in which Romeo has
falsely flagged a vertical error (i.e. the selected column number ℓ is not 2n and some
path in the corresponding tree contains a marked tile vˆ that is not preceded by some
u1 P U1 with pu, vq R V ).
Next, we examine how Juliet selects a column in the strategy tree given by Romeo.
Recall that the input string is w “ p〈d〉〈e〉qn〈s〉〈{s〉p〈{e〉〈{d〉qn, and that the first move by
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Juliet is supposed to be a Call on 〈{s〉 to replace 〈s〉〈{s〉 by an encoding of a strategy
tree, in which each path is to be interpreted as a tiling candidate with 2n´1 columns and
an additional column made up of separator symbols #. Juliet now selects one of these
2n columns by incrementally causing Romeo to delete either all odd-numbered columns
or all even-numbered columns (i.e. all nodes at odd or even depths in the strategy tree)
until only a single column is left. This is the purpose of the nodes labelled d and e.
By a Call to some node labelled e, Juliet causes Romeo to change its label to o
(without changing the tree nested below it). A Call to a d-node with e-labelled child
causes Romeo to delete both of these nodes as well as all nodes at even depths in the
strategy tree nested below them; similarly, a Call to a d-node with o-child deletes these
nodes and all odd-depth nodes in the strategy tree.
To keep Juliet from cheating in this selection process, we have to make certain
that she calls all d-nodes in left-to-right order. We can easily keep Juliet from leaving
uncalled d-nodes by fixing the target language to not contain any strings including the
label d; to make certain that she does not skip any d-nodes, the replacement transducer
rejects any strings containing a d-node as child of an e- or o-node.
To later check for the right kinds of vertical errors or inconsistencies, we have to keep
track of the column selected by Juliet, i.e. the sequence of Call moves deleting odd or
even columns. The following cases have to be distinguished:
• If Juliet deletes odd columns on all n calls, she selects column 2n;
• if Juliet deletes even columns as her first call and then only odd columns on the
following n´ 1 calls, she selects column 2n ´ 1;
• otherwise, Juliet selects a column with index ℓ ď 2n ´ 2.
To store this information, we use an additional node, initially labelled 0, which Romeo
returns as the root of his chosen strategy tree after Juliet’s Call on 〈{s〉. This node is
then updated throughout the column-deletion process as follows:
• A label 0 signifies that no deletions have been made so far; on a Call to d which
deletes odd columns, 0 is rewritten to l, on a Call deleting even columns, it becomes
x
• A label l (“last”) signifies that the column Juliet selects may possibly be the
2n-th line divider column. As long as only odd columns are deleted, the label l
remains, if even columns are deleted, l is rewritten to r.
• A label x (“neXt-to-last”) signifies that the column Juliet selects may possibly
be the (final) column with number 2n´1. As long as only odd columns are deleted,
the label x remains, if even columns are deleted, x is rewritten to r.
• A label r (“standaRd”) signifies that the column Romeo selects will definitely not
be one of the last two columns, i.e. have a number at most 2n ´ 2. The label r is
not rewritten by any deletion.
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To summarise, the game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q constructed from the input tiling instance
I “ pU, V,H, ui, uf , nq is as follows.
The alphabet of G is
Σ “ U Y Uˆ Y U1 Y U2 Y tuerr,#, s, d, e, o, 0, l, x, ru,
(where Uˆ “ tuˆ | u P Uu, U1 “ tu1 | u P Uu and U2 “ tu2 | u P Uu) with function
symbols Γ “ ts, d, eu.
The replacement transducer R behaves as follows:
• R rewrites 〈s〉〈{s〉 into a string of the form 〈0〉w1〈{0〉, where w1 is the linearisation
of a strategy tree as described above, i.e. a tree t with the following properties:
– t has a root node labelled u1i ;
– Each node labelled with some u1 P U1 that does not have a node with label
from Uˆ Y tuerru as ancestor has as its children either a single node labelled
#, or nodes either labelled v2 or vˆ for each v P U with pu, vq P H, or a single
node labelled uerr if no such v exists.
– Each node labelled with some u2 P U2 that does not have a node with label
from UˆYtuerru as ancestor has a single child labelled either v1 for some v P U
with pu, vq P H, or uerr if no such v exists, or #.
– Each node that has a node with label from Uˆ Y tuerru as its own label or as
an ancestor has a single child labelled either by some u1 P U1, or by some
u2 P U2, or by #.
– Each node labelled with # has a single child labelled by some u1 P U1, or by
u2 P U2, or no child at all.
• R rewrites strings of the form 〈e〉v〈{e〉, for arbitrary v PWFpΣq, into 〈o〉v〈{o〉.
• R rewrites strings of the form 〈d〉〈e〉v1〈{e〉〈{d〉 into strings v2 as follows:
– If v1 “ 〈0〉v11〈{0〉 (with v
1
1 PWFpΣq), then v2 “ 〈x〉v
1
2〈{x〉, where v
1
2 is derived
from v11 by deleting all nodes at even depths;
– If v1 “ 〈l〉v11〈{l〉 or v1 “ 〈x〉v
1
1〈{x〉 or v1 “ 〈r〉v
1
1〈{r〉 (with v
1
1 P WFpΣq), then
v2 “ 〈r〉v12〈{r〉, where v
1
2 is derived from v
1
1 by deleting all nodes at even
depths.
• R rewrites strings of the form 〈d〉〈o〉v1〈{o〉〈{d〉 into strings v2 as follows:
– If v1 “ 〈0〉v11〈{0〉 or v1 “ 〈l〉v
1
1〈{l〉 (with v
1
1 P WFpΣq), then v2 “ 〈l〉v
1
2〈{l〉,
where v12 is derived from v
1
1 by deleting all nodes at odd depths;
– If v1 “ 〈x〉v11〈{x〉 (with v
1
1 PWFpΣq), then v2 “ 〈x〉v
1
2〈{x〉, where v
1
2 is derived
from v11 by deleting all nodes at odd depths;
– If v1 “ 〈r〉v11〈{r〉 (with v
1
1 PWFpΣq), then v2 “ 〈r〉v
1
2〈{r〉, where v
1
2 is derived
from v11 by deleting all nodes at odd depths.
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• All other strings are rejected by R.
The target language T contains all strings v of the following kinds:
• v “ 〈l〉v1〈{l〉, where the tree represented by v1 has some path from root to leaf
containing a label different from #.
• v “ 〈r〉v1〈{r〉, where the tree represented by v1 has some path from root to leaf
– containing a label #, or
– containing two subsequent labels from U1 or two subsequent labels from U2,
or
– containing some label u2 from U2 followed either by uerr or by a u
11 with
pu, u1q R V , or
– containing some label from Uˆ that is not part of a vertical error.
• v “ 〈x〉v1〈{x〉, where the tree represented by v1 has some path from root to leaf
– containing a label #, or
– containing two subsequent labels from U1 or two subsequent labels from U2,
or
– containing some label u2 from U2 followed either by uerr or by a u
11 with
pu, u1q R V , or
– containing some label from Uˆ that is not part of a vertical error
– containing no vertical error, no label uerr and ending with a label different
from u1f , u
2
f .
It is relatively easy to see (but tedious to prove formally) that this construction is
possible in polynomial time and that Juliet indeed has a winning strategy in G on w
if and only if Player 1 has no winning strategy on the tiling instance I.
For the upper bound, we first prove decidability in 2-EXPTIME for a “purely NWT-
based” problem, to which we will later reduce JWin.
Definition 9.6. The alternating iterated transduction problem for non-deleting NWT
is defined as the following decision problem:
AIT(NWT)
Given: A string w PWFpΣq, number k (given in unary), DNWA A, and pairs
of non-deleting NWTs pT1,0, T1,1q, . . . , pTk,0, Tk,1q
Question: Is there an i1 P t0, 1u such that for every w1 P T1,i1pwq there exists
i2 P t0, 1u such that for every w2 P T2,i2pw1q . . . there exists ik P t0, 1u
such that for every wk P Tk,ikpwk´1q it holds that wk P LpAq?
Proposition 9.7. AIT(NWT) P 2-EXPTIME
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Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that each transducer Tj,i (for j P rks, i P
t0, 1u) is in normal form, i.e. that each (reading or ǫ-) transition of each transducer
produces exactly one output tag (cf Lemma 8.11).
The idea behind this proof is to eliminate the existential quantification in the problem
setting by constructing an NWT T that simulates in parallel both transducers Tj,1 and
Tj,2 at each level j P rks. More concretely, T takes as input a string w and outputs a 2k-
tuple of strings, each component of which corresponds to a sequence of existential choices
i1 . . . ik P t0, 1uk of transducers, while the non-determinism in T simulates universal
choice. It then holds (as we will prove after the construction of T ) that the condition
of AIT(NWT) is fulfilled if and only if for each possible transduct w1 of w by T , at
least one of the 2k component strings is contained in (an appropriate modification of)
the target language LpAq.
To construct T , we construct from Tj,0 and Tj,1 for each level j P rks a transducer
Tj that takes as input a nested string wj´1 over an alphabet of 2
j´1-tuples of alphabet
symbols and outputs a nested string wj over 2
j-tuples, with the intuition being that Tj
simulates one run of both Tj,0 and Tj,1 on each of the 2
j´1 input strings encoded in wj´1
to produce a total of 2 ¨ 2j´1 “ 2j output strings, which are encoded in wj . From all of
the transducers Tj for all j P rks, we then use Proposition 8.12 to construct T as the
transducer for Tk ˝ . . . ˝ T1.
The main difficulty in the construction of each Tj is the fact that, while both Tj,0 and
Tj,1 should be simulated for exactly one run on each of the components on the input
string, all of these runs should be independent of each other. For instance, if T2 wanted
to simulate some run ρ of T2,0 on the first and a different run ρ
1 of T2,0 on the second
input string component, ρ might start by reading the first tag from the input string
while ρ1 starts with an ǫ-transition and reads the first input tag afterwards. In such a
situation, ρ1 would produce an output before the output of ρ even starts. We therefore
need to construct each Tj in such a manner that runs are synchronised, producing an
output for all components of the output string, even if only one run of some transducer
Tj,ij calls for producing an output.
To address this problem, we introduce a special blank symbol \ R Σ and construct
each Tj in such a way that reading transitions of Tj simulate synchronous reading tran-
sitions of Tj,0 and Tj,1 on all symbols of the next input tuple; ǫ-transitions of Tj , on the
other hand, simulate only one of Tj,0 or Tj,1 on only one of the 2
j´1 input components
while outputting tuples consisting of exactly one symbol from Σ in the corresponding
component and \ symbols in all the others. To keep this construction consistent and
allow for later transductions, this also means that all transducers Tj,i (j P rks, i P t0, 1u)
have to be modified in such a way that, on reading an opening (closing) \ tag, they
always output an opening (closing) \ tag and do not change states.
More formally, if (for each j P rks and i P t0, 1u) Tj,i “ pQj,i, Pj,i, P ǫj,i,Σ, δj,i, q
0
j,i, Fj,iq,
then let first T 1j,i be an extension of Tj,i to strings containing \ tags that ignores and
reproduces these tags as described above, i.e. we define the non-deleting NWT T 1j,i by
T 1j,i “ pQj,i, Pj,i Y tp\u, P
ǫ
j,i,ΣY t\u, δ
1
j,i, q
0
j,i, Fj,iq, where p\ R Pj,i and δ
1
j,i consists of
δj,i extended by transitions pq, 〈\〉, q, p\, 〈\〉q and pq, p\, 〈{\〉, q, 〈{\〉q for each q P Qj,i.
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For any w PWFpΣYt\uq, let Strippwq PWFpΣq denote the nested string obtained from
w by deleting all \-labelled tags, and for any set S Ď WFpΣ Y t\uq, let StrippSq def“
tStrippwq | w P Su. Then, it is clear that for any w P WFpΣ Y t\uq, it holds that
StrippT 1j,ipwqq “ Tj,ipStrippwqq.
Now we examine in detail the construction of Tj from T
1
j,0 and T
1
j,1. Let
Tj “ pQj, Pj , P ǫj ,Σ
in
j Y Σ
out
j , δj , q
0
j , Fjq,
where the linear and hierarchical state sets as well as initial and final states simply derive
from a 2j´1-fold product construction of T 1j,0 and T
1
j,1, i.e.
Qj “ pQj,0 ˆQj,1q2
j´1
,
Pj “ ppPj,0 Y tp\uq ˆ pPj,1 Y tp\uqq
2j´1 ,
q0j “ pq
0
j,0 ˆ q
0
j,1q
2j´1 ,
and
Fj “ pFj,0 ˆ Fj,1q2
j´1
.
The working alphabet of Tj consists of input alphabet Σ
in
j “ pΣ Y t\uq
2j´1 and out-
put alphabet Σoutj “ pΣ Y t\uq
2j . The construction of P ǫj is similar, but has to be
adjusted slightly; since ǫ-transitions of Tj are supposed to simulate Tj,0 or Tj,1 on
only one component of the output string and the other components have to be filled
in with \ symbols, we add a new hierarchical ǫ-state pǫ\ R Pj,0 Y Pj,1 and set P
ǫ
j “
ppP ǫj,0 Y tp
ǫ
\uq ˆ pPj,1ǫY tp
ǫ
\uqq
2j´1 .
In accordance with the above intuition, we construct the transition relation δj of Tj .
Reading transitions in δj (i.e. transitions that read one input symbol and produce one
output symbol) are pretty much products of transitions from δ1j,0 and δ
1
j,1. That is, δj
contains an opening transition which, for ℓ P r2j s, starts with linear state q, ends in
state q1 and produces hierarchical state q in the ℓ-th position of the corresponding state
tuples while reading 〈a〉 in the t ℓ
2
u-th position of the input tuple and writing 〈b〉 in the
ℓ-th position of the output tuple if the transition pq, 〈a〉, q1, p, 〈b〉q is in δ1j,0 (for odd ℓ) or
in δ1j,1 (for even ℓ).
1 Closing reading transitions in δj are constructed accordingly.
As for ǫ-transitions, δj contains an opening transition pq, 〈ǫ〉, q1, p, aq if there is an
ℓ P r2j s such that (with xi denoting the i-th component of a tuple x)
• for all ℓ1 ‰ ℓ, it holds that qℓ1 “ q
1
ℓ1 , pℓ1 “ p
ǫ
\ and aℓ1 “ \, and
• for qℓ “ q, q
1
ℓ “ q
1, pℓ “ p and aℓ “ a, there is a transition pq, 〈ǫ〉, q
1, p, 〈a〉q in δ1j,0
(for odd ℓ) or in δ1j,1 (for even ℓ),
1At first glance, it may seem more intuitive to associate even positions with Tj,0 and odd positions with
Tj,1, but seeing as ℓ is a number between 1 and 2
j which will later be encoded as ℓ ´ 1 by a binary
sequence of length j, the association described here is indeed the more useful one.
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and accordingly for closing ǫ-transitions.
With this construction, Tj is indeed an NWT in normal form (i.e. fulfils the ǫ-
consistency, well-formedness and synchronisation properties). This directly implies that
Tj transduces well-nested strings over Σ
in
j into well-nested strings over Σ
out
j . We now
identify nested strings over tuples of alphabet symbols with tuples of nested strings as
follows: For some j, let w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn be a well-nested string over pΣ Y t\uq2
j
, and for
each wi P 〈pΣ Y t\uq2
j
〉, let wiℓ denote its ℓ-th component interpreted as an opening tag
(and analogously for closing tags). Then the nested string wℓ is defined as wℓ “ w1ℓ ¨ ¨ ¨w
n
ℓ .
It is clear that, if w PWFppΣY t\uq2
j
q, then wℓ PWFpΣY t\uq for each ℓ.
Identifying strings of tuples with tuples of strings in this way, it is easy (if tedious)
to prove that, for each j and each string w P WFpΣinj q, interpreted as a 2
j´1-tuple
pw1, . . . , w2j´1q of nested strings, it holds that
StrippTjpwqq “
2j´1ź
ℓ“1
Tj,0pStrippwℓqq ˆ Tj,1pStrippwℓqq,
where the Strip operator is applied component-wise, i.e.
Stripppw1, . . . , wnqq
def“ pStrippw1q, . . . ,Strippwnqq.
In other words, disregarding \ tags, every run of Tj on a 2j´1-tuple of nested words simu-
lates one run each of Tj,0 and Tj,1 on each of its component strings, and all combinations
of such component runs can be simulated by a run of Tj .
By a simple induction argument, it follows that each transducer of the form Tj ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝T1
completely describes all possible series of existential choices up to the j-th level. More
precisely, denoting by Sℓ “ twℓ | w P Su the set of all ℓ-th component strings in a set S
of tuples of nested strings, we get that for every j ď k, w PWFpΣq and ℓ P r2j s, it holds
that StripppTj ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ T1pwqqℓq “ Tj,ij ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨T1,i1pwq, where i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ij P t0, 1u
j is the binary
representation of the number ℓ´ 1.
To use the transducer T “ Tk ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ T1 for solving the alternating iterated transduc-
tion problem as described initially, we now need to prove that the defining property of
AIT(NWT) (i.e. “There is an i1 P t0, 1u such that for every w1 P T1,i1pwq...”) is equiva-
lent to the following: For every w P T pwq, there is an ℓ P r2ks such that Strippwℓq P LpAq.
We denote this property by (*). As we have already seen, the existence of ℓ in property
(*) is equivalent to the existence of an index sequence i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik P t0, 1uk representing
ℓ ´ 1 in binary, so we basically need to prove that the alternation between existential
and universal choices in the defining property of AIT(NWT) is equivalent to a single
universal choice of iterated transducts for each possible index sequence of existential
choices, followed by a single existential choice of index sequence.
The proof of this equivalence is by induction; the central step is proving, for any set
S of nested strings, the equivalence of
@w P Tj´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ T1pwqDℓ P r2j´1sDij P t0, 1u@w1 P Tj,ijpStrippwℓqq : w
1 P S
and
@w1 P Tj ˝ Tj´1 ˝ . . . ˝ T1pwqDℓ
1 P r2js : Strippw1ℓ1q P S,
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which follows primarily from the fact that Tj simulates both Tj,0 and Tj,1 as was shown
before.
To sum up the proof thus far, we have constructed from an AIT(NWT) instance a
transducer T such that the original instance is a positive one if and only if for the input
string w it holds that all transducts in T pwq have a component string that is in LpAq
when stripped of all \-labelled tags. It remains to be seen how we can check for this
property in doubly exponential time.
To that end, let A1 be a modification of A that ignores \-labelled tags, constructed
from A using a similar construction to the one for each Tj,ij . From A
1, we can construct
a DNWA B that gets as input a nested string of tags over 2k-tuples of symbols from
ΣYt\u, simulates a copy of A1 on each of the 2k components and accepts if and only if at
least one of its components accepts. It then holds that the original AIT(NWT) instance
is a positive one if and only if T pwq Ď LpBq, which yields an instance of a type checking
problem. Each level transducer Tj is of size at most Opp|Tj,0| ¨ |Tj,1|q2
k
q, therefore T is of
doubly exponential size, and so is B. Since the type checking problem with target DNWA
is decidable in PTIME by Theorem 8.18(b), this yields a 2-EXPTIME algorithm for
AIT(NWT), as was to be proven.
A reduction to AIT(ǫ-NWT), along with Proposition 9.5 now proves Theorem 9.4.
Theorem 9.4 (restated). For the class of replay-free games with NWT, JWin is
2-EXPTIME-complete.
Proof. The lower bound was proven as Proposition 9.5. We prove a matching upper
bound by reduction toAIT(ǫ-NWT), which is in 2-EXPTIME according to Proposition
9.7.
Let G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q be a game with NWT replacement, and let w be an input string
for G. Let furthermore k ď |w|
2
be the number of occurrences of closing tags from 〈{Γ〉
in w.
The idea behind the reduction to AIT(ǫ-NWT) is taking k rounds of alternating
transduction, where the j-th round (with transducers Tj,0, Tj,1) corresponds to the replay-
free subgame on the j-th function symbol in w (in left-to-right order). The choice between
transducers Tj,0 and Tj,1 models Juliet’s choice between Read and Call; to that end,
Tj,0 basically does not change its input string at all, while Tj,1 simulates the replacement
transducerR on the substring that Juliet chose to be replaced. The only minor technical
difficulty in this construction is the fact that, in the game G, the transducer R only
rewrites the called substring, while each Tj,i rewrites the entirety of the current string.
This difficulty can be solved by some minor modifications, which we now examine.
The input string w1 for AIT(ǫ-NWT) is derived from w by replacing, in left-to-right
order, each substring 〈f 〉v〈{f 〉 of w by 〈j〉〈f 〉v〈{f 〉〈{j〉, where 〈{f 〉 is the j-th closing
function tag in w and j R Σ for each j P rks. In other words, the substring on which
Juliet has to make her j-th strategy decision is encapsulated in j-tags.
For each j P rks, the transducer Tj,0 simply deletes the 〈j〉 and 〈{j〉 tags from its
input, leaving it otherwise unchanged. The transducer Tj,1, on the other hand, also
directly outputs its input until it reaches the 〈j〉 tag. It deletes this tag and then starts
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simulating the replacement transducer R. Once Tj,1 reaches the 〈{j〉 tag, it deletes that
tag as well and stops its simulation, rejecting its input if R has not reached an accepting
state. Afterwards, Tj,1 simply outputs its input again. Note that the simulation of R in
Tj,1 will never receive as input any tags with labels not in Σ, as all such tags have a label
strictly less than j and have therefore already been removed by earlier transductions.
The target DNWA A for AIT(ǫ-NWT) is simply the target DNWA ApT q of G.
It is easy to see that k, w1 and each Tj,0 for j P rks can be computed from w in
polynomial time, as can each Tj,1 from R. As the alternating transduction simulates the
replay-free game, it is also clear that Juliet has a replay-free winning strategy on w
in G if and only if the constructed instance for AIT(ǫ-NWT) is a positive one, which
concludes the reduction.
9.3. Games with ǫ-free NWT
As seen in the previous section, the winning problem for Juliet on games with general
NWT-based replacement is undecidable if any replay is allowed, and even the replay-
free case is of quite high complexity. The lower bound proofs for these results (Theorem
9.3 and Proposition 9.5) rely strongly on the fact that Romeo can choose replacement
strings of arbitrary length.
In this section, we examine what happens if we eliminate replacement strings of un-
bounded length as a source of undecidability, i.e. if we restrict games to use ǫ-free NWT
as a replacement mechanism. As it turns out, this restriction makes the winning problem
for bounded replay decidable and lowers the complexity of the replay-free case; however
the complexity of these decidable cases remains quite high (even forbiddingly so for the
bounded replay case), and the winning problem remains undecidable with unbounded
replay.
Theorem 9.8. For the class of games with ǫ-free NWT and unbounded replay, JWin
is undecidable.
Proof. The proof is by a straightforward reduction from the halting problem for Turing
machines with an empty input. From a given Turing machine M with working alphabet
Σ and state set Q, we construct a game G and string w such that Juliet has a winning
strategy on w in G if and only if M halts on an empty input. Without loss of generality,
we assume that M always moves its head to the left-most used tape cell before halting.
The basic idea behind the reduction is encoding configurations of M by strings nested
below a root r R Σ and using Call moves by Juliet to 〈{r〉 to simulate moves of M .
The input string is w “ 〈r〉pv0〈{r〉, where pv0 represents the initial configuration of M ,
and any time Juliet plays Call on 〈{r〉 in some string 〈r〉pvi〈{r〉 (with pvi representing
some configuration of M), that string gets replaced by 〈r〉pvi`1〈{r〉, where pvi`1 represents
the successor configuration of the one represented by pvi. The target language of G is
constructed to contain all strings of the form 〈r〉pvh〈{r〉, where pvh represents a halting
configuration of M . This way, Juliet has a winning strategy of Call depth k on the
input string if and only if M halts on the empty input within at most k steps.
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We represent configurations ofM in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 9.3: a flat
string px1,´q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxk´1,´qpxk, qqpxk`1,´q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxm,´q over the alphabet Σ ˆ pQ Y t´uq
denotes that the content of M ’s working tape is x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xm, with the head of M being on
the tape’s k-th cell andM being in state q, and these flat strings are represented as nested
strings using the standard nested string representation. Again, by our assumption on the
shape of M ’s halting configurations, the flat string encoding of a halting configuration
is of the form pΣ ˆ thuqpΣ ˆ t´uq˚ for the halting state h of M .
From M , we can easily construct a ǫ-free NWT implementing M ’s transition function
on configurations represented in this way.2 A DNWA accepting all strings 〈r〉v〈{r〉 in
which v represents a halting configuration for M is similarly easy to construct. Finally,
it is clear that Juliet has a winning strategy on the input string w using at most k
Call moves if and only if M reaches a halting configuration from its initial configuration
within at most k steps, which completes the proof.
Different from games with general NWT, the winning problem for Juliet in games
with ǫ-free NWT and fixed Call depth is decidable; however, the complexity of deciding
JWin is already non-elementary for Call depth 2.
Theorem 9.9. For the class of games with ǫ-free NWT and Call depth bounded by d ě 2,
JWin is decidable, but not decidable in elementary time.
The upper bound proof for Theorem 9.9 is surprisingly simple, basically just using an
enumeration of all possible plays in a given game. The lower bound proof, however, is
considerably more intricate. Its main part is a proof that, for games with call depth 2,
JWin is co-k-NEXPTIME-hard for all k ě 1. The following result serves as set-up for
this proof.
We recall that Exppk, nq is the k-fold exponential tower function in n, defined recur-
sively by Expp0, nq “ n and Exppk, nq “ 2Exppk´1,nq for all integers k ą 0 and n ě 0.
Lemma 9.10. An input nested word of length 2 ¨ pn ` 2k ´ 1q can be transformed into
a word of length 2 ¨ Exppk, nq by a game of Call depth 2 with deterministic ǫ-free NWT
replacement.
Proof. Choose as input the nested word
w “ 〈k ´ 1〉〈k ´ 2〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈1〉〈c0〉
n〈c1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈ck〉〈{ck〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{k ´ 1〉.
The tree represented by w is obviously a path of length n ` 2k ´ 2. Play proceeds in
k rounds as follows: In round i P rks, Juliet plays Call on each node labelled ci´1 in
bottom-up (i.e. left-to-right) order. Each such Call move deletes the called ci´1 node and
doubles the number of ci nodes below it (i.e. replaces each 〈ci〉 by 〈ci〉〈ci〉 and 〈{ci〉 by
〈{ci〉〈{ci〉). Afterwards, if i ă k, Juliet plays Call on the node labelled i, which deletes
that node, attaches its child path to its i` 1-labelled parent and allows Juliet to play
2Note that this ǫ-free NWT is functional, so G is basically a “solitaire” game for Juliet, where Romeo
does not get to make any choices. In fact, the replacement relation can even be implemented using a
deterministic finite-state transducer that inserts at most two symbols with each transduction.
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again on its child path, since this is the first time Juliet has played Call on the node
labelled i. By an induction argument, it is easy to show that at the conclusion of round
i, the current string contains exactly 2 ¨ Exppi, nq tags labelled ci (half of them opening,
the other half closing tags).
Proposition 9.11. For each k ě 1, it holds that for the class of games with ǫ-free NWT,
and Call depth bounded by 2, JWin is hard for co-k-NEXPTIME.
Proof. Let k ě 1. We show co-k-NEXPTIME-hardness by reduction from the comple-
ment of the k-NEXPTIME-complete problem k-Exponential Tiling of, given a tile
set U , vertical and horizontal constraints V , H, initial and final tile ui, uf and unary
number n, determining whether there exists a valid tiling of height Exppk, nq and width
Exppk, nq ´ 1.3
We construct from an instance of k-Exponential Tiling a game G and a string w
such that Juliet has a winning strategy in G starting at w if and only if there exists
no valid tiling of the given size. We first give a rough overview over the game before
describing the construction of G and w in detail.
Play proceeds in three phases:
• In the first phase, the construction from Lemma 9.10 is used to transform the
polynomial-sized input string into a seed string of size OpExppk ´ 1, nqq. This
phase is deterministic in the sense that we will design the replacement transducer
and target language in a way such that neither Juliet nor Romeo get to make
any choices in phase 1.
• In phase 2, Romeo constructs from this seed string a tiling candidate, i.e. a (rep-
resentation of a) potential tiling of size Exppk, nq ˆ pExppk, nq ´ 1q. In this phase,
Juliet still doesn’t get to make any choices; all she is supposed to do is to call
certain nodes in order to allow Romeo to construct the tiling candidate. By fix-
ing the replacement transducer in the proper way, we can ensure that this tiling
candidate starts with the initial tile.
• In the final phase, Juliet tries to show that the tiling candidate Romeo con-
structed in phase 2 does not represent a valid tiling. Since horizontal errors are
easily uncovered using the target automaton, Juliet’s main task in this phase is
pointing out vertical or encoding errors. To this end, she repeatedly forces Romeo
to delete either all even or all odd columns in his tiling candidate until only a
single column is left; this column is then checked for errors by the target language
automaton.
Note that, as in most lower bound proofs so far, during all three phases, we require
Juliet to stick to a certain “game plan”, in which she only calls certain nodes in a pre-
determined order. This can be enforced by constructing the replacement transducer and
3This definition differs slightly from that in Section 2.5 in that the width of desired tilings is smaller by
1; this is to simplify the presentation of the reduction and obviously does not change the problem’s
computational complexity.
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target language automaton in an appropriate way. We will first examine phase-by-phase
how the game G is constructed, assuming Juliet’s compliance, and later describe how
G has to be modified to prevent deviations from the game plan.
Let vk,n be the sequence of opening tags from the proof of Lemma 9.10, i.e. vk,n “
〈k ´ 1〉〈k ´ 2〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈1〉〈c0〉n〈c1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈ck〉, and let vn,k be the complementary sequence of clos-
ing tags. The input string w, then, is of the form
w “ 〈start2〉〈mv〉〈dbl〉〈cp1〉vk´1,n〈r〉〈p〉〈{p〉〈{r〉vk´1,n〈{cp1〉〈{dbl〉〈{mv〉〈{start2〉.
The purpose of each tag will be explained when it is first used in the game.
At the start of phase 1, Juliet uses the procedure described in the proof of Lemma
9.10 to rewrite w into the following string of pk ´ 1q-fold exponential size:
〈start2〉〈mv〉〈dbl〉〈cp1〉〈ck´1〉
ℓ〈r〉〈p〉〈{p〉〈{r〉〈{ck´1〉
ℓ〈{cp1〉〈{dbl〉〈{mv〉〈{start2〉,
where ℓ “ Exppk´1, nq. Afterwards, Juliet plays her first Call on the node labelled cp1
(where “cp” stands for “copy”), allowing her a replay on 〈ck´1〉
ℓ〈r〉〈{r〉〈{ck´1〉ℓ. In this
replay, she calls every ck´1 in left-to-right order; each such Call replaces the called ck´1
by c1k´1, replaces 〈r〉 by 〈r〉〈d〉〈e〉 and replaces 〈{r〉 by 〈{e〉〈{d〉〈{r〉. After this rewriting,
the r-labelled node has a child path consisting of ℓ alternating d- and e-nodes and
terminating in a single p-labelled node.
Next, Juliet plays Call on the node labelled dbl (for “double”), which rewrites the
c1k´1-labelled path into a c
1
k´1-labelled path of double length, i.e. the rewriting transducer
replaces each 〈c1k´1〉 by 〈c
1
k´1〉〈c
1
k´1〉 and each 〈{c
1
k´1〉 by 〈{c
1
k´1〉〈{c
1
k´1〉. With her next
call to mv (for “move”), Juliet gets another replay on this path of length 2ℓ, calling
each c1k´1 node in left-to-right order, which causes Romeo to delete that node and insert
a single c (for “create”) node below the bottom p-labelled node. Finally, Juliet plays
Call on the root node labelled start2 to start the second phase of the game; as his reply
to this Call, Romeo replaces the start2-node by a v-node and inserts a node labelled ui
as a leaf at the very bottom of the path. This ends phase 1 and leaves Juliet to play a
replay-free game on the string
w1 “ 〈v〉〈r〉p〈d〉〈e〉qℓ〈p〉〈c〉2ℓ〈ui〉〈{ui〉〈{c〉2ℓ〈{p〉p〈{e〉〈{d〉qℓ〈{r〉〈{v〉.
In the second phase, Romeo is supposed to set up a tiling candidate. This candidate
will be encoded within the leaves of the current string, i.e. in siblings of the initial ui-
labelled leaf. To this end, Juliet calls each of the c-nodes in bottom-up order. On each
such call, Romeo deletes the called node and doubles the number of leaves in the current
string. More precisely, the replacement transducer may replace each 〈{u〉 (for some u P U)
either by 〈{u〉〈u1〉〈{u1〉 for some u1 P U , or by 〈{u〉〈#〉〈{#〉 for a divider symbol # R U .
Since each Call to a c-node doubles the length of the current tiling candidate, it is clear
that when all c-nodes have been called (and phase 2 ends), the current string is of the
form
w2 “ 〈v〉〈r〉p〈d〉〈e〉q
ℓ〈p〉vt〈{p〉p〈{e〉〈{d〉q
ℓ〈{r〉〈{v〉,
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where vt, the final tiling candidate, is a string of nesting depth zero consisting a total
of 22ℓ “ p2ℓq2 “ Exppk, nq2 pairs of corresponding opening and closing tags with labels
from U Y t#u, beginning with 〈ui〉〈{ui〉.
We interpret the tiling candidate vt as the concatenation of Exppk, nq lines of length
Exppk, nq each. To encode a valid tiling of size Exppk, nq ˆ pExppk, nq ´ 1q, we expect
vt to be of the form pp〈U 〉〈{U 〉qExppk,nq´1#qExppk,nq, i.e. we expect Romeo to use the
symbol # as a line separator, and only as such.
It should be clear from the construction that the string vt represents a concatenation
of several (possibly empty) substrings of tiles, separated by #, the first of which starts
with ui. These substrings may potentially contain horizontal errors; if this is the case,
Juliet plays Call on the final 〈{v〉 of w2, which causes Romeo to relabel v into h. This
label then tells the target automaton to accept if and only if its input string is of the
form of w2 with some tile substring of vt containing a horizontal error. This is obviously
feasible using a polynomial-sized DNWA.
Therefore, if Romeo has given a tiling candidate with a horizontal error, Juliet wins
the game at this point; if play proceeds further (and Juliet leaves the v-tags unchanged),
we can assume that there are no horizontal errors in vt, i.e. that all substrings of tiles
represented in vt adhere to the horizontal constraints.
The tiling candidate encoded by vt may, however, still contain one or more of the
following types of errors:
• Vertical error : Two vertically adjacent tiles u, u1 with pu, u1q R V ;
• Incorrect line lengths: Strictly more or less than Exppk, nq ´ 1 symbols from U
between two subsequent #;
• Incorrect final tile: The last symbol from U in vt is not uf .
The main observation needed for this part of the reduction is the following: if a tiling
candidate does not represent a correct tiling, then at least one of these errors can be
found by examining just a single column of the tiling candidate. If a tiling candidate
contains a vertical error, then there is a column containing two subsequent tiles u, u1
with pu, u1q R V ; if some line length is incorrect, then the last column contains some
symbol other than #, or there is a # in a column that is not the last column; and
finally, if the tiling candidate does not end with uf , then the next-to-last column (i.e.
column number Exppk, nq´ 1) does not end with uf . It is easy to see that, once a single
column of vt has been isolated, all three of these conditions can easily be checked using
a polynomial-sized DNWA.
Juliet’s task on the string w2 therefore consists of isolating a single column containing
an error. If and only if she manages to do so, she wins the game (i.e. the target DNWA
checking for the existence of one of the above kinds of errors accepts).
To isolate a single column, Juliet plays Call moves on all nodes labelled d (for “de-
stroy”) in bottom-up order. Each such Call removes the called d-node and its child,
and forces the replacement transducer to either delete all even-numbered columns or all
odd-numbered columns by deleting every second node in vt. Juliet makes the choice
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of whether to delete all even-numbered or all odd-numbered columns by playing either
Read or Call on the e-labelled node just below the d-node she is to call next; a Read
move leaves the label e (“even”) intact, causing the replacement transducer to delete
all even-numbered columns on Juliet’s Call to the d-node above, while a Call move
relabels e into o (“odd”), causing all odd-numbered columns to be deleted analogously.
Each such deletion step halves the number of remaining columns, which means that after
ℓ deletion moves, only a single column of length Exppk, nq remains of vt.
From the above considerations concerning error types, it is clear that some additional
information needs to be tracked through the deletion phase, to determine whether the
column chosen by Juliet is the last, next-to-last, or some other column. This is the
purpose of the node labelled p (“position”), which is rewritten depending on the sequence
of Juliet’s choices of even and odd columns:
• To reach the last column, Juliet must successively remove only odd-numbered
columns. Therefore, on the first Call to a d-node with o-child (and p-grandchild),
p is rewritten into l (“last”). Any Call to a d-node with e-child and l-grandchild
rewrites l into s (“standard”, i.e. the column to be checked is not a special case),
while calling a d-node with o-child leaves the label l as is.
• To reach the next-to-last column, Juliet must remove all even-numbered columns
in the first step and successively remove only odd-numbered columns after that.
Therefore, on the first Call to a d-node with e-child (and p-grandchild), p is rewrit-
ten into x (“neXt-to-last”). Any Call to a d-node with o-child and x-grandchild
leaves the label x intact, while a Call to a d-node with e-child and x-grandchild
relabels x to s.
Using the label of the rewritten p-node as an indicator, a polynomial-sized DNWA can
now easily check whether a column chosen by Juliet contains some error. Assuming
that Juliet is restricted to strategies that follow the described order of Call moves, it
is straightforward (if tedious) to prove that Juliet has a winning strategy if and only
if there does not exist a valid tiling of size Exppk, nq ˆ pExppk, nq ´ 1q. If such a tiling
exists, Romeo can give its encoding as vt and deny Juliet the opportunity to find any
errors, no matter which column she isolates, and if no such tiling exists, then any tiling
candidate given by Romeo necessarily contains at least one error, which Juliet can
then point out.
Finally, we examine how Juliet may be restricted to play only according to the
game plan described above. The basic idea behind this is to construct the replacement
transducer and target DNWA in such a way that any deviation from the game plan
causes Juliet to immediately and irrevocably lose the game, thus ensuring that any
winning strategy, should one exist, sticks to the game plan.
The construction of the target language so far already ensures that Juliet does not
leave any undesired uncalled nodes behind, i.e. since target strings enclosed in v-tags
may only have tags from U Y t#, r, l, x, su, Juliet loses automatically if, for instance,
there are any uncalled d-nodes left behind in such a final string.
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To prevent Juliet from first performing deletions (i.e. calling d-nodes) and then
changing the v-labels to h, trying to trick the target automaton with horizontal “errors”
created by her deletions, we fix the replacement transducer in such a way that it rejects
its input on a call to 〈{v〉 if any deletions have been performed beforehand. This is easily
detectable by the fact that the p-labelled node gets relabelled as soon as the first deletion
is performed; therefore, the replacement transducer rejects any input word rooted with
v-tags that does not contain any p-tags.
The only thing that still needs to be ensured is that Juliet does not skip any calls.
For instance, we could imagine Juliet trying to cheat in phase 1 by playing Call on
some i-labelled node without having called all nodes labelled ci´1 below it, or in phase
3 by calling some d-labelled node while there are still uncalled c-labelled nodes. There
are numerous further situations like these, but they are all handled in the same way: on
any Call to a function symbol, the nested substrings supposed to be rewritten due to
that Call are required to be of a specific form; for instance, on a Call to some i-labelled
node in phase 1, the substring nested below it has to be of the form
〈ci〉
˚〈ci`1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈ck〉〈r〉〈p〉〈{p〉〈{r〉〈{ck〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{ci`1〉〈{ci〉
˚.
If the substring below the called function node is not of the desired form (for instance
due to remaining ci´1-nodes in the previous example), the replacement transducer con-
structed according to the ideas laid out above will not have an accepting run on this
incorrect substring, therefore reject that substring, and, according to the semantics of
NWT games, Romeo will win the game immediately. This shows that we can safely
assume Juliet to be restricted to the game plan laid out above.
Finally, it is relatively easy (but again rather tedious) to prove that the replacement
transducer described above can be constructed to be of polynomial size in |U |, n and
k.
Using Proposition 9.11, the proof of Theorem 9.9 becomes quite straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 9.9. Decidability follows from the fact that, due to the restriction
to ǫ-free NWT, there are only finitely many possible replacements for each substring
that Juliet plays Call on. This, combined with the finite Call depth, means that all
strategies for Juliet and all possible plays for each strategy can be enumerated in finite
time.
The non-elementary lower bound on complexity is implied by Proposition 9.11: As-
sume that, for some d ě 2, there exists a k such that JWinpGdq is decidable in k-fold
exponential time, where Gd denotes the class of games with ǫ-free NWT and Call depth
d. It then follows (by a trivial reduction) that JWinpG2q is also in k-EXPTIME, and
therefore in co-k-NEXPTIME. However, by Proposition 9.11, JWinpG2q is hard for
co-pk ` 1q-NEXPTIME, which yields a contradiction to the nondeterministic time hi-
erarchy theorem [Coo73].
A close inspection of the proof of Proposition 9.11 also yields co-NEXPTIME-
hardness for the replay-free case with ǫ-free replacement NWTs; as the following theorem
states, this lower bound is tight.
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Theorem 9.12. For the class of replay-free games with ǫ-free NWT, JWin is complete
for co-NEXPTIME.
Proof. The lower bound follows as in the proof for Proposition 9.11, omitting the first
phase of the game constructed there and setting k “ 1 in the second and third phase.
The co-nondeterministic exponential-time algorithm yielding a matching upper bound
is conceptually very straightforward: It moves through the input string from left to right,
recursively trying out all possible strategy decisions for Juliet while guessing universally
Romeo’s strategy decisions.
To formalise this algorithm, we use the shorthand notation ru, vs for game positions
pJ, u, vq of Juliet, where uv P WFpΣq, with u denoting the substring that has already
been processed and v the substring that is yet to be played on (including the closing tag
on which Juliet is to move next). For a string u〈{a〉 P p〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉q˚, let LASTpu〈{a〉q
denote the (unique) rooted substring of u〈{a〉 ending at 〈{a〉. The following algorithm
CheckWinpG, ru, vsq then tests whether Juliet has a replay-free winning strategy in
game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q starting at position ru, vs.
Algorithm 4 CheckWinpG, ru, vsq
1: if v “ ǫ then
2: if u P T then
3: Accept
4: else
5: Reject
6: if v “ tv1 for t P 〈Σ〉Y p〈{Σ〉z〈{Γ〉q then
7: // Juliet may not make a strategy choice on t; move to the right.
8: Return CheckWinpG, rut, v1sq
9: if v “ 〈{f 〉v1 for f P Γ then
10: // Try out both strategy options for Juliet; Read first.
11: if CheckWinpG, ru〈{f 〉, v1sq accepts then
12: Accept
13: else
14: Guess universally a transduct ut P RpLASTpu〈{f 〉qq
15: u1 Ð (u〈{f 〉 with LASTpu〈{f 〉q replaced by ut)
16: if CheckWinpG, ru1, v1sq accepts then
17: Accept
18: else
19: Reject
As the algorithm CheckWinpG, ru, vsq directly mimics the gameplay according to
G from position ru, vs, a simple induction argument suffices to prove that Check-
WinpG, ru, vsq accepts if and only if Juliet has a replay-free winning strategy in G
from ru, vs; therefore, CheckWinpG, rǫ, wsq accepts if and only if w P JWin1pGq. It
remains to be shown that CheckWin indeed runs in co-nondeterministic exponential
time.
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To that end, we first examine the maximum size of positions used as inputs for recursive
calls of CheckWin (where the size of a position ru, vs is defined as |uv|). On some input
ru, vs, CheckWin can only increase the size of ru, vs through the transduction in lines
14 and 15. Since R is a NWT without ǫ-transitions, any of its outputs on some input x
may only have size c ¨ |x| for some constant c depending only on R. This in turn means
that the size of positions may only increase by a factor of c for each recursive call to
CheckWin.
Obviously, as each recursive call to CheckWin removes one symbol from the right
side of a position and insertions only occur on the left side of positions, the recursion
depth of CheckWin on an input position rǫ, ws is at most |w|. This in turn means that
input positions for recursive calls to CheckWin may be of size at most |w| ¨ c|w|.
Finally, since each recursive call branches into at most two further calls of CheckWin,
the algorithm’s recursion tree has at most exponentially many nodes in the size of w.
This implies that the membership test in line 2 and the co-nondeterministic choice in
line 14 are executed at most exponentially many times on at most exponentially long
strings. Since membership testing both for NWA and for NWT is in PTIME, this yields
an exponential upper bound on the running time of CheckWin.
9.4. Games with relabelling NWT
The previous section showed that, even with the limited amount of insertion permitted by
ǫ-free NWT as a replacement mechanism, the winning problem for Juliet still remains
undecidable with unbounded replay, and the decidable cases of bounded or no replay
still have a very high complexity compared to games without parameter dependencies.
The intuitive reason for this is that, even though ǫ-free NWT offer only limited insertion
capabilities and increase the size of input string at most linearly through transduction,
even this slight increase in size allows initial strings to become quite large through
repeated transduction and re-transduction of call results.
For the unbounded replay case, JWin even stays undecidable as long as any sort
of insertion is permitted – the ǫ-free NWT used in the proof of Theorem 9.8 can be
implemented by a deterministic finite-state transducer that increases the size of its input
by no more than 2 on transduction.4
In this section, we therefore investigate the case where replacement NWTs are not
allowed any insertion at all, i.e. we examine games with relabelling NWTs. As it turns
out, using relabelling NWT as a replacement mechanism renders the unbounded-replay
winning problem decidable but still leads to an intractable winning problem even in the
replay-free case. In order to further restrict the model and try to isolate the cause for
this intractability, we then examine functional relabelling NWT, which, however still do
not yield a tractable case (assuming PTIME ‰ NP).
4Note that, in the nested word setting, inserting an opening (closing) tag always requires also inserting
the corresponding closing (opening) tag to obtain a well-nested word, so 2 is the minimum number
of symbols that need to be inserted to turn nested words into nested words of strictly greater length.
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The upper bounds in this section all use a nigh-trivial (alternating or nondetermin-
istic) algorithm that simply simulates the game. Lower bounds, on the other hand, are
proven by reduction from the word problem for linearly bounded (alternating) Turing
machines (Theorems 9.13 and 9.15) and from standard logic-based problems (Theorems
9.14 and 9.16). In these lower bound proofs, reductions from TM-based problems follow
the standard technique for transducer-based lower bounds introduced above (Juliet
repeatedly triggering a transformation mechanism), while reductions from logic-based
problems mostly use techniques introduced in Chapters 3 and 6.
Theorem 9.13. For the class of games with relabelling transducers and unbounded re-
play, JWin is EXPTIME-complete.
Proof. The upper bound uses a trivial alternating polynomial-space algorithm that
moves through the input string in a left-to-right order (resetting its focus as necessary
after Call moves), guesses existentially for each closing tag a move for Juliet and, in
case of a Call, guesses universally a relabelling chosen by Romeo and applies it to the
input string. As relabellings are generally of linear size, they can easily be guessed on
polynomial space, and the verification whether a guessed relabelling is indeed consistent
with the replacement transducer is feasible in polynomial time by Theorem 8.16.
The lower bound follows by a reduction from the membership problem for linear
bounded alternating Turing machines, which is complete for APSPACE “ EXPTIME
[CKS81].
Let M be a linear bounded ATM with state set Q and working alphabet Σ (i.e. on
input w, M uses at most |w| tape cells in any computation). Assume without loss of
generality that any non-halting state of M is either existential or universal, that the
transition relation for M has exactly two transitions for each state and tape symbol (i.e.
each non-halting configuration of M has exactly two successor configurations), that the
initial state of M is universal and that M always moves its head to the left-most tape
position before halting.
We construct from M and a given input string w a game G and input string w1 such
that Juliet has a winning strategy on w1 in G if and only if M accepts w. To this end,
we use a similar technique as for Theorems 9.3 and 9.8: We represent configurations of
M by strings rooted at a function symbol r R Σ and have each Call by Juliet to 〈{r〉
initiate a transition of M , updating M ’s configuration by the replacement transduction.
The main difference to the proof of Theorems 9.3 and 9.8 is that we have to take
alternation into account. The idea here is to simulate the alternation in M by strategy
choices of Juliet and Romeo, with Juliet choosing existential and Romeo choosing
universal transitions. Universal choice can simply be encoded into the replacement trans-
ducer, such that when Juliet initiates a transition of M , Romeo chooses which of the
two possible successor configurations to rewrite the current string to. A little more care
has to be taken with existential choice, as Juliet may not select any rewritings but can
only choose whether or not a substring should be rewritten.
To allow Juliet to choose between transitions, we extend the nested word representa-
tion of M ’s current configuration by a special flag substring, which may be either 〈0〉〈{0〉
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or 〈1〉〈{1〉 or 〈2〉〈{2〉. This flag should be 0 if the current configuration is universal or halt-
ing, and initially set to 1 once an existential configuration is reached. If it is 1, Juliet
has the option to have Romeo rewrite it to 2 by way of a Call move, or leave it as is
with a Read move. Once Juliet then initiates a transition of M , the flag indicates which
of the two possible successor configuration is reached by the rewriting, i.e. Romeo does
not get any choice but rewrites the current string based on the flag’s value.
Once again, we represent configurations of M as in the proof of Theorem 9.3: a flat
string px1,´q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxk´i,´qpxk, qqpxk`1,´q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxm,´q over the alphabet Σ ˆ pQ Y t´uq
denotes that the content of M ’s working tape is x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xm, with the head of M being on
the tape’s k-th cell andM being in state q, and these flat strings are represented as nested
strings using the standard nested string encoding. By our assumption on the shape of
M ’s halting configurations, the flat string encoding of an accepting configuration is of
the form pΣˆ tq`uqpΣ ˆ t´uq˚ for the accepting state q` of M .
The input string w1 for the game G is constructed as w1 “ 〈r〉〈0〉〈{0〉 pv0〈{r〉, where pv0
is the nested string representation of M ’s initial configuration with input w (which is
universal by our assumption above, hence the 0 flag). The game G is over the alphabet
pΣˆ pQY t´uqq Y tr, 0, 1, 2u with function symbols Γ “ tr, 1u.
The replacement transducer simulates a transition of M at a Call on 〈{r〉 as described
above. Such a transducer can be computed from M ’s transition relation in polynomial
time. It is also easy to construct in polynomial time a target DNWA accepting all strings
of the form 〈r〉〈0〉〈{0〉pv〈{r〉 where pv represents an accepting configuration of M . It follows
from the above considerations that Juliet has a winning strategy on w1 in G if and only
if M accepts w.
Theorem 9.14. For any k ě 1, for the class of games with relabelling transducers and
bounded Call depth k, JWin is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. The upper bound again uses the trivial alternating algorithm that moves through
the input string in a left-to-right order, guesses existentially for each closing tag a move
for Juliet and, in case of a Call, guesses universally a relabelling chosen by Romeo
and applies it to the input string. As in the proof of Theorem 9.13, relabellings can be
guessed and verified in polynomial time; additionally, since the game has bounded Call
depth k, strategy decisions and relabellings are guessed at most k ¨|w| times, which yields
a polynomial time bound for the alternating algorithm.
The lower bound for k “ 1 follows directly from the PSPACE lower bound proof for
games with fixed replacement languages without transducers (Theorem 6.10(c)), as that
proof only requires relabelling.
We now turn to the winning problem for games with functional relabelling transducers.
The restriction to functional transducers is already a quite severe one, as games with
functional replacement are essentially solitaire games for Juliet without any choice
for Romeo. Even so, the complexity of determining whether Juliet has a winning
strategy remains at least NP-hard, even if replacement transducers are assumed to be
deterministic instead of functional.
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Theorem 9.15. For the class of games with functional or deterministic relabelling trans-
ducers and unbounded replay, JWin is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. As for Theorems 9.13 and 9.14, the upper bound uses the trivial algorithm sim-
ulating the game with functional relabelling transducers by moving through the input
string in a left-to-right order (resetting its focus as necessary after Call moves), guessing
existentially for each closing tag a move for Juliet and, in case of a Call, also guessing
the relabelling chosen by Romeo and applying it to the input string. Since there is only
at most a single possible rewriting for each string input into the relabelling transducer
and relabellings are of linear size in the input, this is a nondeterministic polynomial-space
algorithm witnessing membership of JWin in NPSPACE “ PSPACE.
The lower bound for games with deterministic relabelling transducers is proven simi-
larly to the one in Theorem 9.13 by reduction from the membership problem for linear
bounded deterministic Turing machines. The simulation of a TM by a game works as
in the proof of Theorem 9.8, as that proof also just requires a deterministic transducer.
For linear bounded TMs, a relabelling transducer suffices, since no additional tape cells
beyond those provided by the input are ever used.
Since all deterministic NWTs are also functional, the upper bound also applies to
deterministic relabelling NWTs and the lower bound also to functional relabelling NWTs,
which proves the claim.
Theorem 9.16. For any k ě 1, for the class of games with functional relabelling trans-
ducers and bounded Call depth k, JWin is NP-complete.
Proof. The upper bound for functional relabelling transducers uses the same nonde-
terministic algorithm as the one used for the upper bound of Theorem 9.15; the only
difference is that, since the input game has Call depth k, the algorithm has to guess
nondeterministically and verify at most k ¨ |w| strategy choices and relabellings, each of
which may be done nondeterminstically in polynomial time. This yields the desired NP
upper bound.
We prove the lower bound for replay-free games with deterministic relabelling trans-
ducers by a reduction from the 3SAT problem: Given a propositional formula ϕ “
C1 ^ . . .^ Cm over variables x1, . . . , xn where each clause Cj is a disjunction of exactly
three literals, is there an assignment α : tx1, . . . , xnu Ñ t0, 1u such that ϕ evaluates to
1 under α?
We construct from ϕ a game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q and string w PWFpΣq such that Juliet
has a winning strategy on w in G if and only if ϕ is satisfiable.The basic idea behind
the reduction is that the string w contains variable substrings, on which Juliet chooses
an assignment α by using Read and Call moves, and a clause substring, which models
the structure of ϕ and which gets rewritten after Juliet’s choice of variable assignment
into a form that allows a target DNWA to check whether α satisfies ϕ.
More concretely, the clause substring is wϕ “ wC1 ¨ ¨ ¨wCm , where, for each i P rms,
wCi is defined as
wCi “ 〈Ci〉〈ℓi,1〉〈{ℓi,1〉〈ℓi,2〉〈{ℓi,2〉〈ℓi,3〉〈{ℓi,3〉〈{Ci〉,
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where for each j P r3s and k P rns,
ℓi,j “
"
xk, if xk is the j-th literal of Ci
xk, if  xk is the j-th literal of Ci.
The input string w is constructed inductively; we set w “ w1, where for each i P rn`1s,
wi “
"
〈r〉〈y0i 〉〈{y
0
i 〉wi`1〈{r〉, for i P rns
wϕ, for i “ n` 1.
Play on w is supposed to proceed as follows: Juliet first goes through the variable
substrings of the form 〈y0i 〉〈{y
0
i 〉, choosing whether or not to call each 〈{y
0
i 〉 in turn. On a
Call, y0i gets relabelled to y
1
i . In this way, Juliet chooses a variable assignment α, with
a remaining y0i interpreted as αpxiq “ 0 and a rewritten y
1
i interpreted as αpxiq “ 1.
Afterwards, Juliet is supposed to call each 〈{r〉 in turn. On each such Call, the
relabelling transducer T takes the valuation y0i (or y
1
i respectively) of the variable im-
mediately following the corresponding 〈r〉 and rewrites all occurrences of xi in wϕ into
0 and all xi into 1 (or xi into 1 and xi into 0, respectively). After all literals in wϕ have
been rewritten into 0 or 1, the target DNWA simply needs to check whether, for each
j P rms, the substring enclosed in Cj tags contains at least one substring 〈1〉〈{1〉.
More formally, the game G uses the alphabet Σ “ txi, xi, y0i , y
1
i | i P rnsu Y tCj | j P
rmsu Y tru with function symbols Γ “ tru Y ty0i | i P rnsu.
The relabelling transducer R behaves as follows:
• R rewrites each input of the form 〈y0i 〉〈{y
0
i 〉 into 〈y
1
i 〉〈{y
1
i 〉.
• On an input of the form 〈r〉〈ℓ〉〈{ℓ〉v〈{r〉 (for ℓ P ty0i , y
1
i | i P rnsu), R memorises ℓ
in its state and performs a relabelling on v:
– If ℓ “ y0i for some i P rns, then R relabels each xi in v to 0 and each xi to 1,
and
– If ℓ “ y1i for some i P rns, then R relabels each xi in v to 1 and each xi to 0.
The target language T contains all strings w1 of the form of w1 as defined above, with
the following modifications:
• w1 does not contain any labels from txi, xi | i P rnsu, and
• each 〈Cj〉 tag (for j P rms) is followed by at least one 〈1〉〈{1〉 substring before the
corresponding 〈{Cj〉 tag.
The construction of G and w from ϕ is obviously possible in polynomial time. Further-
more, by the above consideration on the construction and verification of assignments for
ϕ, it is easy to see that Juliet has a winning strategy on w in G if and only if ϕ is
satisfiable.
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9.5. Other restrictions
The previous sections provided a complete decidability and complexity classification for
JWin for the most obvious parameters – replay on the strategy side, and the degree
of permitted insertion on the transducer side. Looking closely at lower bound proofs in
these sections, however, yield some less obvious restrictions that might be examined in
order to reduce complexity. In this section, we look at one such restriction gained from
each of the previous sections – depth-bounded NWT for Section 9.2, games of bounded
Call width for Section 9.3, and write-once games for Section 9.4, with the latter two
actually yielding some (very restricted) cases where JWin is tractable.
Depth-bounded replacement
Looking again at the undecidability proof for Theorem 9.3, one can see that, for bounded
replay, it hinges on the fact that Juliet can provide replacement strings of arbitrary
depth (allowing for the simulation of a Turing machine for an arbitrary number of steps).
Considering our practical motivation, it is rarely required that function calls in Active
XML documents return arbitrarily deep trees. Therefore, we now investigate the impact
of limiting replacement transducers’ output depth.
For simplicity’s sake, we assume depth-boundedness as a semantic restriction, i.e. we
assert that all outputs in Rpwq produced by a depth-bounded replacement transducer
R on a string w obey a given upper bound on their depth, without examining the
decidability and complexity of determining whether or not a given transducer is depth-
bounded.
We note that NWT with an output depth linear in the size of the input string are
already strictly more expressive than ǫ-free NWT, so the lower bounds from Section 9.3
also hold for NWT with linear output depth. As these lower bounds are already quite
high, we focus only on transducers whose output depth is bounded by a constant.
Definition 9.17. An NWT R is called depth-bounded if there is some constant d ě 0
such that for any w PWFpΣq and any w1 P Rpwq, the depth of w1 is at most d.
Using depth-bounded NWT as replacement transducers places the complexity of the
replay-free winning problem between those for general NWT and for ǫ-free NWT. The
upper and lower bounds are proven similarly to those of Theorem 9.4, but use the fact
that the stack size of a depth-bounded NWT on a fixed input is bounded by a constant.
Theorem 9.18. For the class of replay-free games with depth-bounded NWT, JWin is
EXPSPACE-complete.
We prove the lower and upper bounds of this theorem as separate propositions.
Proposition 9.19. For the class of replay-free games with depth-bounded NWT, JWin
is EXPSPACE-hard.
The proof of this lower bound once again follows the standard approach of reducing
from a tiling problem, tasking Romeo with providing a tiling candidate and Juliet
with finding errors in this candidate.
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Proof. This lower bound proof uses the problem Exponential Corridor Tiling: Gi-
ven a tiling instance consisting of a tile set U , vertical and horizontal constraints V , H,
initial and final tile ui, uf and unary number n, is there a tiling of width 2
n ´ 1 and
arbitrary height?
From any input tiling instance, we construct a game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q with depth-
bounded NWT R and an input word w such that Juliet has a winning strategy on w in
G if and only if there exists no valid tiling of width 2n ´ 1, i.e. we reduce from the com-
plement of Exponential Corridor Tiling. Since Exponential Corridor Tiling
is EXPSPACE-complete, so is its complement.
The basic idea behind the construction of G is similar to that used in the proof of
Proposition 9.5. The input string is
w “ 〈r〉〈on〉〈en〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈o1〉〈e1〉〈s〉〈{s〉〈{e1〉〈{o1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{en〉〈{on〉〈{r〉.
Juliet is first supposed to Call 〈{s〉, allowing Romeo to respond with the standard
nested string encoding pv0 of a flat string v0 P pU Y t#uq˚ which is supposed to encode
a valid tiling t of width 2n ´ 1 in the standard way described in Section 2.5 (i.e. lines
of t are concatenated, with # symbols as line separators). We can fix the transducer R
in such a way that v0 is always a concatenation of horizontally correct substrings (not
necessarily of length 2n ´ 1) separated by # symbols. After pv0 is given, Juliet then
plays Call on either e1 or o1, prompting Romeo to delete either all even-numbered or all
odd-numbered positions in v0 and yielding the standard nested string encoding pv1 of the
resulting flat string v1. Continuing this process further (i.e. sequentially calling exactly
one of ei or oi for each i P rns) eventually yields a nested string pvn which encodes what is
supposed to be a single column in the tiling given by Romeo. This string is then checked
for vertical correctness by the target DNWA like in the proof of Proposition 9.5. In this
way, Juliet has a winning strategy on w in G if and only if every tiling candidate that
can be provided by Romeo contains some (horizontal or encoding) error, i.e. if there is
no valid tiling of the desired width.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 9.4, the upper bound in Theorem 9.18 is proven by a
reduction to (a variant of) the alternating iterated transduction problem: Given a string
w P WFpΣq, number k (given in unary), DNWA A, and pairs of depth-bounded NWTs
pT1,0, T1,1q, . . . , pTk,0, Tk,1q, is there an i1 P t0, 1u such that for every w1 P T1,i1pwq there
exists i2 P t0, 1u such that for every w2 P T2,i2pw1q . . . there exists ik P t0, 1u such that
for every wk P Tk,ikpwk´1q it holds that wk P LpAq?
Proposition 9.20. The alternating iterated transduction problem for depth-bounded
NWT is in EXPSPACE.
Proof. Basically, the exponential-space algorithm solving this problem follows the same
idea as the 2-EXPTIME algorithm from the proof of Proposition 9.7; here, the bounded
depth of input transducers ensures that the construction and type checking of trans-
ducers Tj (for each j) and T from that proof may be simulated on-the-fly by a co-
nondeterministic exponential-space algorithm A.
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More specifically, it can be easily proven by induction that, in any run ρ of an NWT
receiving as input a string of depth din and outputting a string of depth at most dout,
the sequence of hierarchical states in any configuration occurring in ρ has length at most
din ` dout.
Since all input transducers are depth-bounded, we can assume without loss of gener-
ality that they have a common upper bound d on their output depth. Then, for each
j ą 1, each Tj,i has an input and output depth bounded by d, since Tj,i receives as its
input the output of some Tj´1,i1. On the other hand, T1,0 and T1,1 also have an output
depth bounded by d and an input depth bounded by |w|, which is also fixed for fixed
input strings w. Similarly, the DNWA A receives as inputs only outputs of Tk,0 or Tk,1,
so we may restrict our attention to configurations of A with a hierarchical state sequence
of length at most d.
The idea behind the algorithm A, then, is to traverse the input string w from left to
right and, on each input tag, co-nondeterministically guess transducts for each combina-
tion of follow-up transducers and check that at least one resulting final transduct is in
LpAq, thus simulating the transducer T from the proof of Proposition 9.7 and checking
that each transduct from T pwq is accepted by the NWA B from that proof.
The algorithm A is organised into k layers, with the j-th layer (for j P rks) simulating
the workings of transducer Tj from the proof of Proposition 9.7, which takes as input
2j´1-tuples of symbols from ΣY t\u and outputs 2j-tuples of such symbols by guessing
transitions of both Tj,0 and Tj,1 on each component of the input tuple. The algorithm A
does this simulation based on a single tuple of symbols for each layer (called that layer’s
active input tuple) – once layer j ´ 1 produces an output tuple, this tuple becomes the
active input for layer j, and A continues its simulation with layer j, producing an output
to become the active input tuple for layer j ` 1 by either consuming the active input
tuple of layer j or by an ǫ-transition (which leaves the active input tuple for layer j
unchanged). Once the active input tuple of some layer j has been consumed, control
passes back to layer j´ 1. The bottom layer k, instead of producing further active input
tuples, directly simulates the effect of its output on 2k modified copies of the DNWA A
(i.e. simulates the NWA B from the proof of Proposition 9.7).
Some extra care has to be taken regarding deletions. The proof sketch so far (as
well as the construction for Proposition 9.7) assumes that simulated transitions are
synchronised in such a way that, when an input tuple is consumed, each component
of that tuple produces two components of the output tuple. This assumption obviously
does not hold in the presence of deleting transitions. For this reason, we allow active
input tuples to contain null positions labelled K, which do not induce any transition on
the corresponding transducers once the tuple is consumed.
In the sequel, as in the proof of Proposition 9.7, assume that all input transducers
are in normal form as per Lemma 8.11, and for each i P t0, 1u and j P rks, let T 1j,i be
an extension of Tj,i to strings containing \ tags that ignores and reproduces these tags,
and let A1 be an analogous extension of A. We now describe the algorithm A in more
detail.
For each j, the following information is stored for layer j:
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• A 2j-tuple of configurations of T 1j,0 (in odd positions) and T
1
j,1 (in even positions),
each consisting of a linear state and a sequence of at most d`|w| (for j “ 1) or 2d
(for j ą 1) hierarchical states. These configurations are initialised with the starting
configuration of T 1j,0 or T
1
j,1.
• A 2j´1-tuple of symbols from 〈Σ〉 Y 〈{Σ〉 Y t〈\〉, 〈{\〉,Ku, where either all non-K
components are opening tags or all are closing tags (called the active input tuple
of layer j). The non-K components of each active input tuple give the next input
symbols to be consumed by (2j´1 copies of) Tj,0 and Tj,1. The active input tuple
of layer j is initialised to K2
j´1
Additionally, A stores the following global information:
• A counter ℓ P t0, . . . , |w|u denoting the last position of the input string w that has
been read, initialised to ℓ “ 0.
• A 2k-tuple of configurations of A1, each consisting of a single linear state and a
sequence of up to d hierarchical states. These configurations are initialised with
the starting configuration of A1.
• A layer counter j P t0, . . . , ku denoting the current active layer being processed
(with layer 0 corresponding to the input string itself). This counter is initialised to
j “ 0.
All of this information can obviously be stored in exponential space.
The algorithm A now proceeds as follows:
1. If j “ 0...
a) ...and ℓ ă |w|, then the input has not yet been completely read. In this case,
A sets the active input (20-)tuple of layer 1 to the pℓ ` 1q-th symbol of w,
ℓ :“ ℓ` 1, and j :“ 1.
b) ...and ℓ “ |w|, then the input has been processed completely, and A halts
(with an acceptance condition to be detailed below).
2. If 0 ă j ă k...
a) ...and the active input tuple of layer j is not equal to K2
j´1
, then layer j still
has some input to be processed. In this case, A guesses co-nondeterministically
which of the following two steps to perform:
i. A processes the input of layer j, i.e. for each non-K position i P r2j´1s
of the active input tuple, A guesses a transition of T 1j,0 with the input
symbol from that position starting at the configuration in position 2i´ 1
of the configuration tuple for layer j, and updates that configuration
accordingly; similarly, A guesses a transition for T 1j,1 with position 2i of
the configuration tuple. The outputs of these transitions are written to
positions 2i´ 1 and 2i of a new 2j-tuple t. For any K-position i P r2j´1s,
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positions 2i ´ 1 and 2i of t are then filled with K markers. Afterwards,
the active input tuple of layer j ` 1 is set to t, the active input tuple of
layer j is reset to K2
j´1
, and j :“ j ` 1.
ii. A performs an ǫ-transition. To that end, A guesses an index i P r2js. If i
is odd, A guesses an opening (resp. closing) ǫ-transition for T 1j,0 available
in the configuration at position pi ` 1q{2 of the configuration tuple and
updates that configuration accordingly, while configurations at all other
positions remain unchanged. It then writes the output of that transition
to position pi ` 1q{2 of a new 2j-tuple t and fills all other positions of t
with 〈\〉 (resp. 〈{\〉) symbols. If i is even, A proceeds analogously with
T 1j,1 instead of T
1
j,0 and i{2 instead of pi` 1q{2. Finally, A sets the active
input tuple of layer j ` 1 to t and j :“ j ` 1 without resetting the active
input tuple of layer j.
b) ...and the active input tuple of layer j is K2
j´1
, i.e. layer j currently has no
input waiting to be processed. In this case, A guesses co-nondeterministically
which of the following two steps to perform:
i. A performs an ǫ-transition, as described under 2.a.ii.
ii. A ends its processing of layer j and sets j :“ j ´ 1.
3. If j “ k, then A basically proceeds as described under 2., with the only difference
being that any time A has created an output tuple t of size 2k, instead of setting
j :“ j ` 1, A directly aggregates t onto the configuration 2k-tuple for A1, simulat-
ing, for each i P r2ks, a transition of A1 starting from the i-th component of the
configuration tuple, consuming the i-th component of t and storing the resulting
configuration in the i-th position of the configuration tuple for A1.
Finally, once A halts, it accepts if at least one of the following conditions is met:
• One of the 2k stored configurations for A1 is accepting. In this case, there is some
sequence of existential choices of transducers such that, for the universal choices
made co-nondeterministically by A, the final transduct is in LpAq.
• For some j P rks, the configuration tuple for layer j contains some non-accepting
configuration. In this case, the co-nondeterministic choices taken by A have led to
an incorrect transduction being performed, i.e. the corresponding run of A should
not be counted against the acceptance condition.
To show correctness of A, it needs to be proven that there exists a non-accepting run
of A if and only if for all i1 P t0, 1u there exists w1 P T1,i1pwq such that for all i2 P t0, 1u
. . . for all ik P t0, 1u there exists wk P Tk,ikpwk´1q with wk R LpAq.
The proof for this is rather technical, but its basic idea is as follows: For the “only if”
direction, we extract from an accepting run of A each “witness string” wj inductively
based on the sequence i1, . . . , ij of universal choices and prior witness strings w1, . . . , wj´1
by taking the output string produced in component i`1 of layer j, where i P t0, . . . , 2j´
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1u is the number represented by the binary encoding i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ij . Using the construction of
A, it is then easy to see that wj P Tj,ijpwj´1q, and that wk R LpAq. Similarly, for the
“if” direction we can construct a run of A from witness strings given universal choices of
indices in t0, 1u, which is non-accepting because all transductions are performed correctly
and, regardless of universal choices, the resulting final string wk is not in LpAq.
Finally, as stated above, A requires only co-nondeterministic exponential space and
can therefore be simulated by an EXPSPACE algorithm.
Proof of Theorem 9.18. The lower bound was proven as Proposition 9.19. For the
upper bound, we reduce JWin to the alternating iterated transduction problem for
depth-bounded transducers using the same reduction as in the proof of Theorem 9.4.
Some care needs to be taken with this reduction, as the reduction from Theorem
9.4 constructs, from an input string w and a game G whose replacement transducer
has output depth bounded by some constant d, an instance for the alternating iterated
transduction problem whose transducers have a depth bound d` |w|; that is, the depth
bound for the alternating iterated transduction problem actually depends on the size of
the input. However, the proof of Proposition 9.20 shows that the algorithm given there
still only takes exponential space, even if the depth bound of transducers depends on the
input, since in this case, the algorithm keeps track of (exponentially many) configurations
whose size is still at most polynomial in the input size. In this way, Proposition 9.20 still
yields an EXPSPACE upper bound for JWin.
Games with bounded Call width
The non-elementary lower bound in Theorem 9.9 follows from the fact that, in each
string returned by Romeo, Juliet may play Call arbitrarily often. On a return string
corresponding to a path of length n, Juliet may play Call on all n nodes bottom-up,
with each such Call doubling the number of nodes below the called node, inducing a
non-elementary blow-up.
To avoid this, we now examine games with bounded Call width, where, intuitively,
Juliet may only play Call for a bounded number of times in each replacement string
given by Romeo. Note that Call width is counted within each individual replacement
string – so, in a game of Call depth 3 and Call width c, if Juliet plays Call on some
position of the input string, she may then place up to c calls within the string returned
by Romeo, and again up to c calls in each of the depth-2 replacement strings resulting
from those calls.
More formally, the Call width of a play Π is the maximum number of times Juliet
plays Call in any replacement string given by Romeo in Π. This definition extends
naturally into that of Call width of a strategy. Note that Call width only applies to
replacement strings, so Juliet may still call arbitrarily many positions of the input
string, even for games with Call width 0. For this reason, replay-free strategies always
have bounded Call width.
The proof of Theorem 9.8 shows that JWin remains undecidable for games with
unbounded Call depth, even with Call width bounded by 1. For bounded replay, though,
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the complexity of JWin collapses to that of the replay-free case if Call width is bounded.
Theorem 9.21. For the class of games with ǫ-free NWT, Call depth bounded by d ě 1
and Call width bounded by k ě 1, JWin is co-NEXPTIME-complete.
The basic proof idea for the upper bound in Theorem 9.21 is the same algorithm
used for replay-free games with ǫ-free replacement NWT (Theorem 9.12) – using co-
nondeterminism to guess replacement strings for Romeo and enumerating over all strate-
gies for Juliet. As the proof shows, bounded Call width narrows down the search space
sufficiently for this algorithm to work in co-nondeterministic exponential time.
Proof. As replay-free games always have bounded Call width, the lower bound carries
over directly from Theorem 9.12.
The algorithm for the upper bound is almost the same as the one for Theorem 9.12,
simply going through the input string from left to right, trying out all possible strategies
for Juliet and guessing co-nondeterministically replacement strings for Romeo. The
only difference is that, in this case, it also needs to track how much of the allowed Call
width and depth in the current substring has been used up already.
As in the proof of Theorem 9.12, the correctness of this algorithm is obvious as it
basically just simulates gameplay.
To prove that the running time and amount of non-determinism required by the algo-
rithm is at most exponential, we again examine the maximum size of occurring strings
and of the decision tree for Juliet for any fixed counter-strategy of Romeo, i.e. the
recursion tree in any run of the algorithm.
For string sizes, we again note that, for any replacement NWT R and string w, all
strings in Rpwq are of size at most s ¨ |w| for some constant s only depending on R.
Furthermore, any replacement substring v resulting from a Call move of depth r ă d
allows for at most k further Call moves of depth r ` 1 (each of which may be further
played on with Call width k if r` 1 ă d). Each of these depth-pr` 1q substrings may be
of size at most sk ¨ |v| (in case all k allowed calls go into re-transducing v in some fashion).
In total, this means that increasing Call depth by 1 increases the size of occurring strings
by a multiplicative factor exponential in k. Therefore, with Call depth d and Call width
k, the final string after a play on some input string w is at most of size |w| ¨ 2Opdkq, and
this size is also an upper bound on the size of each single transduct (and therefore also
on the amount of non-determinism required any time a transduct is guessed).
Since each Call move of depth r enables at most k further calls of depth r ` 1, and
there are at most |w| possible Call positions of depth 0 in any input string w, Juliet
may play at most cmax
def“ |w| ¨ kd Call moves in any play on w.
To reach an upper bound on the number of positions Juliet has available to place
calls on during an entire play, we use the above upper bound of |w| ¨ 2Opdkq on the size of
working strings and assume (as a generous estimate) that the entire string is replaced
by a different string of length |w| ¨ 2Opdkq every time Juliet plays Call on some position.
Then, the total number ℓmax of positions Juliet can place calls on is bounded by the
total number of positions that ever become available during the entire game, which is at
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most the maximum string length times the maximum number of available Call moves,
i.e. ℓmax “ p|w| ¨ 2Opdkqq ¨ p|w| ¨ kdq “ |w| ¨ 2Opdkq.
We can now give an upper bound on the size of the decision tree for Juliet for a given
counter-strategy by Romeo. Assume nodes of this tree to be labelled with positions
that Juliet has to make a strategy decision on, and outgoing edges to be labelled either
Read or Call. Then, each root-to-leaf path has length equal to at most ℓmax and contains
at most cmax edges labelled Call, with all other edges being labelled Read. Since the
sequence of Read- and Call-edges taken from the root forms a unique address in this
tree, the number of different paths in the tree is at most the number of strings of length
ℓmax over tRead,Callu containing at most cmax occurrences of Call, which is in ℓ
Opcmaxq
max .
Together with ℓmax being the maximum length of paths, this implies that the decision
tree has at most ℓ
Opcmaxq
max “ |w| ¨ 2Op|w|¨dk
d`1q nodes.
Since d and k are fixed, this means that the size of the recursion tree for the co-
nondeterministic algorithm simulating play is at most exponential, and since each node of
this recursion tree requires at most exponential computation time and non-determinism,
the algorithm indeed runs in co-nondeterministic exponential time, as was to be proven.
As mentioned above, bounded Call width does not affect Juliet’s options for Call
moves on the input string, as we generally want Juliet to be able to at least process
all function symbols in the input. Dropping this requirement (i.e. bounding Call width
including input) yields at least an exponential improvement in complexity.
Theorem 9.22. For the class of games with ǫ-free NWT, Call depth bounded by d and
Call width including input bounded by k, JWin is
(a) co-NP-complete for d ě 1 and k ě 2,
(b) co-NP-complete for d ě 2 and k ě 1, and
(c) in PTIME for d “ k “ 1.
Proof. The co-NP upper bound uses almost exactly the same algorithm as Theorem
9.21, going through the input string from left to right, trying out all possible strategies for
Juliet, guessing co-nondeterministically replacement strings for Romeo and tracking
Call depth and width along the way. The only difference to that algorithm lies in the
fact that Call width is also tracked for the input string, which changes the analysis from
the proof of Theorem 9.21 as follows.
With fixed bounds d on Call depth and k on Call width, the maximum number of
Call moves that Juliet can play is cmax “ kd, which is constant. With each Call move
increasing the size of the current string by at most a multiplicative constant s (depending
only on the replacement transducer), this means that the maximum size of strings is
ℓmax “ |w| ¨ scmax for any input string w, which is linear in |w|. In analogy to the
arguments from the proof of Theorem 9.21, this means that Juliet may perform calls
on at most cmax out of cmax ¨ℓmax “ Op|w|q positions, implying that the decision tree has
at most ℓ
Opcmaxq
max paths of length ℓmax each, and therefore size Op|w|cq for some constant
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c. Since all strings that need to be processed or nondeterministically guessed at each
node of the recursion tree are of polynomial length, this implies a co-nondeterministic
polynomial time complexity.
The lower bounds in (a) and (b) follow by reductions from the problem co-3-SAT:
Given a propositional formula ϕ in conjunctive normal form with three literals per clause,
is ϕ unsatisfiable? This problem is the complement of the well-known NP-complete
problem 3-SAT, and therefore complete for co-NP.
The reductions work as follows. Let ϕ “ C1^ . . .^Cm be a 3-CNF formula over vari-
ables x1, . . . , xn with clauses C1, . . . , Cm. We construct from ϕ a game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q
and input string w such that Romeo has a winning strategy on w in G if and only if ϕ
is satisfiable; the basic idea behind the reduction is that Juliet’s first Call to the input
string allows Romeo to pick a variable assignment α for ϕ, while Juliet’s second Call
is supposed to mark a clause that is not satisfied by α (if one exists). In this way, Juliet
has a winning strategy if and only if every possible assignment that Romeo can chose
does not satisfy all of the clauses in ϕ. Using this idea, Juliet needs to perform exactly
two Call moves; where and how these calls should be performed depends on whether the
game is replay-free with Call width 2 (for (a)) or has Call depth 2 and Call width 1 (for
(b)).
For both reductions, the input string w is of the form
w “ 〈r〉〈C1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈Cm〉〈V 〉〈x1〉〈{x1〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈xn〉〈{xn〉〈{V 〉〈{Cm〉 ¨ ¨ ¨ 〈{C1〉〈{r〉,
i.e. its tree representation is a path with labels r, C1, . . . , Cm, V (in top-down order),
with the V -labelled node having as children leaves labelled x1, . . . , xn.
For the reduction in (a), the set of function symbols are Γ “ tV,C1, . . . , Cmu. Juliet’s
first Call is supposed to be on 〈{V 〉, which relabels V to V 1 and each xi to either 0i or 1i
(for i P rns), at Romeo’s choice; afterwards, she calls exactly one 〈{Cj〉 (with j P rms),
which relabels the called node to Cˆj and leaves the rest of the string unchanged. If Juliet
plays Call on some 〈{Cj〉 without having called 〈{V 〉 first, the replacement transducer
rejects its input string and Juliet loses the game immediately. The target language
accepts all strings containing exactly one node labelled with a symbol Cˆj P tCˆ1, . . . , Cˆmu
such that the clause Cj is not satisfied by the variable assignment encoded below V .
For (b), the set of function symbols is Γ “ tr, C 11, . . . C
1
mu. Juliet’s first Call (the only
one she can perform in the input string) is to 〈{r〉, which relabels r to r1, each Cj to C 1j
(for j P rms) and each xi to either 0i or 1i (for i P rns), at Romeo’s choice; afterwards,
Juliet is supposed to call exactly one 〈{C 1j〉, relabelling it to Cˆj. The target language
accepts all strings rooted with r1 that contain exactly one node labelled with a symbol
Cˆj P tCˆ1, . . . , Cˆmu such that the clause Cj is not satisfied by the variable assignment
encoded below V .
It is easy to see that both reductions can be computed in polynomial time and that
in both cases, Juliet has a winning strategy in G if and only if ϕ is not satisfiable.
The PTIME upper bound in (c) is quite simple. Let G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q be a game
and w an input string; we now need to find out whether exactly one of the function
symbols occurring in w can be called to yield a string in the target language. For any
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fixed occurrence of a function symbol in w, it is easy to construct a NWT R1 that
simulates R on the substring rooted at the chosen function symbol and otherwise leaves
w unchanged. A type checking test against the target DNWA can then determine in
polynomial time (cf. Theorem 8.18 (b)) whether calling that function symbol leads to
a string in the target language. Since there are less than |w| occurrences of function
symbols in w, polynomially many such type checking tests suffice to determine whether
Juliet has a winning strategy in G on w that plays at most one Call move.
Write-once games
As seen in Section 9.4, even in the very simple class of replay-free games with functional
relabelling NWT replacement, we still fail to obtain a PTIME upper bound (assuming
PTIME ‰ NP). Careful examination of lower bound proofs shows that the semantics
for replay-free games still allows for a sort of “hidden replay”: On a string of the form
〈a〉〈b〉v〈{b〉〈{a〉, if Juliet plays Call first on 〈{b〉 then on 〈{a〉, the substring v undergoes
two transductions – one from the Call to 〈{b〉, another from the Call to 〈{a〉. This makes
it possible to perform any number d of transductions on a given string by enclosing it
inside of d nested function symbols.
Excluding this hidden replay yields a very narrow restriction of context-free games,
called write-once games. In these, no substring may be transduced more than once, i.e.
Juliet may only play Call on any closing tag 〈{a〉 if the substring enclosed in it does
not contain a substring on which Juliet has played Call before. Note that write-once
games are always replay-free, but even weaker as far as Juliet’s rewriting capabilities
are concerned.
A slight adaptation of the proof of Theorem 9.14 shows that JWin remains PSPACE-
hard for write-once games with arbitrary relabelling transducers; for functional (and
deterministic) relabelling transducers, however, it is possible to prove tractability.
Theorem 9.23. For the class of write-once games with functional relabelling transducers,
JWin is in PTIME.
Proof. The crucial insight for this proof is the fact that games with functional replace-
ment transducers are essentially solitaire games for Juliet– the result of any Call on
some substring is uniquely determined by that substring, with no choice for Romeo.
We utilise this fact by constructing from a given game G “ pΣ,Γ, R, T q a (generally
non-functional) relabelling NWT RJ such that for each input string w P WFpΣq, the
image RJpwq is exactly the set of all strings that w can be rewritten into by some left-to-
right sequence of Read and Call moves by Juliet. Checking for the existence of a winning
strategy for Juliet on w then simply amounts to checking whether RJpwq X T ‰ H.
The NWT RJ is constructed from R by a simple modification: In its standard mode
of operation, RJ simply reproduces its input. Before any opening tag, however, RJ may
choose nondeterministically to start simulating R beginning with the next opening tag,
rewrite the input substring up until the corresponding closing tag and then return to
simply reproducing its input (or starting another simulation of R).
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Now, for any w,w1 PWFpΣq it holds that w1 P T pwq if and only if there is a write-once
strategy for Juliet rewriting w into w1, which can be proven by a somewhat involved
induction on the structure of w and w1. The two main insights required for this proof are
the facts that (i) due to Juliet having complete information and R being functional,
Juliet can make her decision whether to Read or Call already on opening tags instead of
the corresponding closing tags, and (ii) sinceRJ is a relabelling transducer, the relabelling
of a closing tag according to RJ is already determined at the corresponding opening tag,
which enforces the corresponding rewriting for Juliet to be write-once.
The construction of RJ is obviously possible in polynomial time. Furthermore, given
RJ and an input string w, by Corollary 8.13 and Lemma 8.14 we can construct in
polynomial time a polynomial-size ǫ-NWA deciding RJpwq. Intersection nonemptiness
with the target language T can then be checked for in polynomial time due to Lemma
8.4 and Theorem 8.5(a).
9.6. Outlook and bibliographical remarks
This chapter presented an overview over complexity and decidability results for solv-
ing context-free games on nested words with transducer-based replacement. For (non-
deleting) unrestricted NWT, ǫ-free NWT and relabelling NWT, a complete classification
of decidability and complexity was given for games with no replay, bounded replay, and
unbounded replay. Additionally, other restrictions arising from lower bound proofs in
these “main” settings were also briefly examined.
The first main insight into context-free games provided in this chapter is that adding
semantic dependencies between the input and output of function calls greatly complicates
the winning problem; in fact, the winning problem with unbounded replay becomes
undecidable as soon as the replacement mechanism is allowed to reproduce the called
input and insert a single character. For bounded replay, allowing only a limited amount
of insertion (such as given by ǫ-free NWT) leads to a non-elementary lower bound at
least, and even for replay-free games, the complexity starts at NP-complete for games
with functional relabelling transducers (which allow no insertion at all and basically cut
Romeo out of the game) and go beyond exponential time with insertion added. While
tractable cases exist, they limit the replacement mechanisms so much that the underlying
game is effectively uninteresting.
The second main insight is that adding transducers as a replacement mechanism to
context-free games opens up an enormous potential for variation beyond what we already
saw for the regular replacement and validation cases presented in earlier chapters. As
already hinted at in the previous chapter’s outlook section, there is a plethora of different
tree transducer models and, presumably, an equal amount of possible variations of nested
word transducers, so the settings presented in this chapter can be considered as no more
than just scratching the surface.
With the practical application in Active XML in mind, a logical next step would be
investigating settings where target languages are given by practical schemas for XML, i.e.
by the simple nested word automata examined in Chapters 5 and 6. However, since the
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transducer model plays a much larger role in determining the complexity of the winning
problem than in the regular replacement setting, this would presumably necessitate using
a restricted model of NWTs whose domain and image can be described by practical
schema languages; to the author, no such transducer model is known so far.
Bibliographical remarks. All results presented in this chapter are solely by the author
and were previously published in [Sch16].
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10. Conclusion
Context-free games, in their most basic form, are a natural extension of the word problem
for context-free grammars into a two-player game; however, as this dissertation has
shown, there exists a wide variety of generalisations and extensions beyond that basic
form. This dissertation has provided a comprehensive guide to the state of the art in
context-free games.
To that end, Chapters 3 and 4 gave an overview of context-free games on strings;
Chapter 3 gave a complete complexity-theoretic classification by replay of the winning
problem for Juliet with both finite and regular replacement languages, while Chap-
ter 4 characterised the complexity of the problem of determining whether left-to-right
strategies for Juliet capture all winning input strings in a given unconstrained game.
Moreover, these two chapters introduced the basic proof techniques and algorithmic
concepts used for context-free games without function call parameters: The abstraction
of subgames into effects, the use of alternating automata, dual effects, and the protest
technique as an important tool for lower bound reductions.
This work was then extended to context-free games on nested words in Chapter 6;
since the original motivation for examining context-free games comes from Active XML,
the nested word setting is much closer to the application than the string setting. It
turned out that the proof techniques used for games on flat strings carry over more or
less directly into the setting on nested words without function call parameters. While
the complexity of the winning problem for Juliet with target languages represented by
nested word automata is somewhat increased compared with the flat string setting, re-
stricting target language representations to simple nested word automata (introduced in
Chapter 5 to describe practical schema languages for XML) yields the same complexities
for the winning problem as in the flat string case.
It should be noted, however, that already for games on flat strings, settings with
a tractable winning problem are quite restricted, requiring either no replay at all, or
bounded replay and explicitly enumerated finite replacement languages. Already the
latter case is somewhat unrealistic for practical applications, as output specifications for
service calls will usually be described as schemas of some sort.
This trend that game parameters have to be severely restricted in order to reach a
tractable winning problem becomes even more pronounced once function call parameters
enter the picture, as evidenced by our examination in Chapter 7 of replay-free games on
nested words where function calls are subject to parameter validation. There, tractability
can only be obtained by restricting games to a constant number of replacement DTDs;
it is, however, doubtful whether this tractability result is of practical use, as the corre-
sponding algorithm has a running time doubly exponential in the number of validation
schemas used.
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10. Conclusion
With semantic dependencies between function call parameters and results, modelled
as variants of the nested word transducers introduced in Chapter 8, tractability requires
almost prohibitively strict restrictions, along the lines of allowing Juliet at most a single
function call in each well-nested subword of the input. On the other hand, undecidabil-
ity results and non-elementary complexity lower bounds are quite easy to come by if
replacement transducers allow for insertion of additional symbols and replay is allowed.
Parallel to this rising requirement of increasingly severe restrictions for tractability, we
see a rising potential for variation and choice of parameters in the model of context-free
games. While for games with regular replacement (Chapters 4 to 6), the basic parameters
for context-free games are just replay, representation of target languages and (to a lesser
degree) representation of replacement languages, parameter validation (Chapter 7) adds
the number and concrete representation of validation schemas, and transducer-based
replacement (Chapter 9) opens up an enormous potential for variation in the precise
choice of the transducer model, along with other additional restrictions to strategies of
Juliet.
Further directions
While this dissertation represents most of the state of the art in context-free games, there
still exist several possible avenues for further research.
First, and possibly most interesting for the application in Active XML, is the question
whether restrictions of the transducer-based replacement framework to practical schema
languages might yield additional tractable restrictions. As the above summary suggests,
it is unlikely that tractable cases with replay can be found in this way, but at the very
least there might be some tractable cases that are of more interest to practical application
than write-once games with functional transducers as presented in Chapter 9. However,
a sensible restriction of transducer-based games to practical schema languages would
probably require a transducer model whose input and output (i.e. domain and range)
can easily be described using practical schema languages, which, to the best of the
author’s knowledge, still needs to be developed.
On the other hand, context-free games could be further extended beyond strings and
trees, and into graphs, data words, or even more general (logical) structures. While the
basic idea of context-free games extends to these more general structures easily enough,
this extension is not without its challenges. For one thing, even the comparatively simple
case of games with regular rewriting requires some notion of regular languages, which
is not as canonically agreed upon for, say, graphs as it is for strings and trees (see e.g.
[BS05; BJ06]). While monadic second order (MSO) logic might be a sensible candidate,
it is not without its problems either, as already evaluating a first-order (FO) formula on
graphs is generally PSPACE-complete [Sto74]; therefore, tractable cases are unlikely to
be found using MSO logic. In addition to this problem, it remains to be seen whether the
tools and techniques developed for games on strings and nested words (such as effects
and alternating automata) can be used on more general structures.
Tangentially related to both the extension of context-free games to other structures
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and the practical motivation of document rewriting in an uncertain environment, the last
years have seen the rise of Java Script Object Notation (JSON)[IETF] as an easy-to-use
formalism for web data exchange. So far, little theoretical work has been published on
JSON (cf. [BRSV17]), but an extension of context-free games to JSON documents might
be of interest to both theory and practice.
Finally, and somewhat related to the previous points, it would be interesting to see
whether any additional applications for context-free games can be found. Considering
the fact that context-free games are such a natural model, it is surprising that so far they
have only found application in Active XML and, more recently, in program synthesis.
Possibly, extensions to other logical structures might bring out connections to other fields
of practical application, but so far, other uses have yet to be found.
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